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If the distribution of stock return follows a log-normal 
distribution and its variance is stable overtime, then standard 
deviation of logarithmic historical stock return will provide an 
accurate prediction of the future variability of return. Yet, 
empirical studies reveal that the distribution of stock returns 
may follow other types of distribution and variance is not 
stationary. Under these circumstance, the standard deviation 
implied by the Black and Scholes model may provide an alternative 
for the measurement of risk. Of course, it is contradictory to 
employ the model to predict risk when the underlying assumption 
on risk structure is violated. However, pragmatically, the 
implicit volatility is useful for risk forecast. Researchers in 
U.S.A. concluded that the implied risk measure outperform the 
classical risk estimator. I will compare these two kinds of risk 
estimation in Hong Kong. The implied standard deviation is 
generated from the pricing of warrant. In my study, I do not 
find any strong evidence to support the phenomenon that implicit 
volatility is superior over the classical estimator in the 
prediction of risk. It is mainly due to the inefficiency of both 
the stock and warrant market in Hong Kong as well as the mis-
specification of the model in the valuation of warrant. The high 
cross sectional correlation of the implied standard deviation 
implies that the historical implied risk may be used to forecast 
the 'risk' parameter in the model. The forecast may be inserted 
into the model to generate a fair value for the warrant. 
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A. Objective of the Study 
Risk is the variability of return over a spectrum of states 
in the future. It plays a crucial role in Finance. In the 
absence of risk, financial assets would be priced as other 
commodities. It will then be pointless to single out Finance as 
a field and to examine the pricing behaviour of various 
contingent claims. The holder of a contingent claim will obtain 
a certain rate of return for each particular state that occurs 
in the next period. Investor will formulate his subjective 
probability distribution over the occurrence of different states 
of nature and the associated rate of returns. Very often, we 
assume investors are risk averse. Given a same rate of return, 
they will prefer a guaranteed sum to an uncertain one. Thus, 
investor demands some compensations for risk bearing. The size 
of the risk premium will be proportional to the level of risk 
tolerated. The prices of financial assets should display an 
inverse relationship with the degree of risk. A precise 
estimation of risk is essential for the determination of a fair 
price. This will in turn affect the degree of efficiency in the 
allocation of resources and the bearing of risk. 
A complete portray of the distribution of stocks‘ returns 
will surely give us an idea on the degree of dispersion. Yet, 
this kind of description is rather cumbersome. In order to 
facilitate the comparison and measurement of different risks, we 
need to quantify them. By assuming the stock‘s returns conform 
with a particular type of distribution, we can represent risk by 
certain statistical moments. 
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We usually suppose the distribution of stock return to be 
log-normal. In the log-normal distribution, the rate of return 
is bound downward by zero. So, this distribution is consistent 
with the fact that shareholders enjoy limited liability. In 
addition, the tools for statistical analysis are fairly well-
established, We can fully describe the entire distribution by 
the first two statistical moments: mean and variance. The mean 
and standard deviation of logarithmic stock return will denote 
the expected compound rate of return and the of riskiness of the 
stock respectively. 
If the variance remains stationary over time, then the 
standard deviation of the rate of return in the past will then 
be an unbiased as well as a maximum likelihood estimator of risk. 
If the ex post series of logarithmic stock return taken cover a 
sufficiently long period of time, then the standard deviation 
obtained from the return samples will yield a fairly accurate and 
reliable risk estimate (i.e. the standard deviation of the 
stock‘s returns in the past will repeat itself in the future). 
Yet, in reality, the stock•s returns may have a great variety 
of distribution. Moreover, the internal organisation, capital 
structure, economic environment and various fundamental factors 
will alter with the passage of time. These will cause the 
variance to fluctuate. As a result, the classical estimator may 
no longer serve to provide an accurate risk forecast. 
Scholars have proposed to use the volatility implied by the 
Black and Scholes option pricing model as an alternative. Based 
on a set of restrictive assumptions, a closed-form equation for 
the valuation of option can be derived. Basically, the option 
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pricing model involves five parameters: stock price, exercise 
price, risk-free rate of interest, time to maturity and standard 
deviation of the logarithmic stock return in the future. with 
these parameters, we can compute the fair value of an option. 
If we know the values of the first four parameters and the actual 
option price, then we can derive the risk implied by the model. 
This implicit volatility will reflect investor‘s view on the 
future level of risk provided that the model is correctly 
specified and the market is efficient. 
If the assumptions of log-normal distribution of stock 
return and stationary variance hold, then the two estimators 
should yield the same forecast of risk. Empirically, the two 
suppositions usually do not hold. Under this scenario, the 
implicit volatility may become a better approximation. Though 
there is a general inconsistency in the utilization of models 
when the underlying assumptions do not hold, the implicit 
volatility can still be a sound predictor from a pragmatic 
standpoint. We can deduce additional information from the price 
of option. Investors, may have some peculiar ways of estimating 
risk. They may incorporate knowledge (say the change in 
fundamental factors of a firm) besides the fluctuation of the 
stock prices in the past. Experience from U.S.A. have revealed 
that the implied standard deviation tends to outperform the 
historical standard deviation in the projection of the future 
standard deviation. 
At present, Hong Kong does not have a well-developed stock 
option market as her U.S. counterpart. Warrant may be considered 
as a stock derivative product that possesses similar attributes 
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as the call option. The option pricing model can also be applied 
in the evaluation of the warrant. So we can also compute the 
risk implied by the prices of warrants. It is challenging to 
compare the predictive power of the two proxies of risk: 
classical risk estimator and implicit volatility for the warrant-
issued stock in Hong Kong. 
The major theme of the thesis is to examine the predictive 
power of the risk implied in the prices of warrants in Hong Kong� 
In Chapter II, I will introduce the conceptual background of the 
classical as well as the implied risk estimator. Ways to compute 
the estimators will follow methods put forth by researchers in 
U.S.A. Then I will compare the performance of the two estimators 
in Chapter III. The empirical results obtained in U.S.A. will 
be presented parallel with the studies I have made in Hong Kong. 
In Chapter IV, I will contrast the empirical results obtained in 
U.S.A. and with those in Hong Kong. Finally, I will propose 
certain modifications which may improve the accuracy of the 
testings. To facilitate the understanding of the research, I 
will attach a list of tables and computer programs for reference. 
In the Appendix, I will discuss an alternative form of risk 
estimate. In order to give a better picture on option, warrant 
as well as the option pricing model, I will present those 
concepts in the Appendix. At last, I will investigate the 
institutional difference of option trading in U.S.A. and warrant 
trading in Hong Kong. 
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II. RISK OF STOCK 
A. Roles of Risk in Finance 
Finance studies the pricing behaviour of various financial 
claims. Financial assets are used to transfer capital from 
surplus fund units to deficit fund units and to allocate risk 
among individuals. Deficit fund units may have investment 
strategies which promise different rates of return under 
different states of nature. They compensate the surplus fund 
units with a time and a risk premium because the surplus fund 
units have postponed their present consumption and borne an 
uncertain income stream. The amount of time premium will be 
determine by the intensity of impatience over present consumption 
and the rate of return on existing investment opportunities. The 
size of risk premium will depend on the degree of dispersion of 
expected returns. If investors only concern about the expected 
return and the risk of an asset, then we will find an inverse 
relationship between the risk and the price of an asset (given 
the same expected return)• A precise estimate of risk is rather 
essential in order to yield a fair price of the financial asset. 
It will then affect the degree of efficiency in the allocation 
of risk and resource. 
The prominent Black and Scholes Option Pricing Model 
requires an accurate prediction of the standard deviation of 
future return in its derivation of a fair price of the option. 
In this model, we treat the risk of each stock in isolation from 
the rest. Other models in finance like the Capital Asset Pricing 
Model (CAPM) and the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) investigate 
the pricing of an asset as a component of a well-diversified 
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portfolio. Thus only the systematic risk (covariance term among 
the returns of assets) will command a risk premium while the 
unsystematic risk (variance term of the asset), which can be 
diversified away, does not play a role in the valuation of the 
asset� In the option pricing model, the risk of option can be 
completely hedged by the underlying stock because both assets are 
governed by the same risk structure. This riskless hedge is held 
in isolation from other assets. The covariance terms are assumed 
absent in the model. In this case, only the dispersion of the 
return of stock will affect the value of the option. 
In my thesis, risk is simply defined as the standard 
deviation of stock return in the future. This definition is 
consistent with the option pricing model. 
B. Assumption on the Risk Structure 
The normal distribution of logarithmic stock return has two 
nice properties. Firstly, it confines the maximum loss resulted 
from stock investment to the initial outlay only. Secondly, the 
mean and standard deviation can already fully represent the 
entire distribution. It is much easier to estimate the future 
volatility if the variance remains stationary over time. 
Throughout my thesis, I will assume stock prices to follow 
a geometric Wiener process (time-independent diffusion process) 
with a stationary and known variance. This process will conform 
with the Markov process. 
If the stock price movement is a Markov Process, then the 
stock market will be efficient at least in the weak form (i.e. 
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current price of the stock has already incorporated the 
information contained in the historical price movement)• Markov 
process is characterised by a time-independent property which 
implies that the random process of the present stock price is 
independent of the past price movements. So the past prices will 
not display any conceivable pattern that can be used to predict 
the future prices. The transition probability will be 
independent form all the prior happenings. Transition 
probability [ Pr(So,to ； ] is defined as the probability of 
Si occur at t�given S� happened at t^. Time-independent property 
implies that Pr(So,to ； will be unaffected by what is 
happened at t � [ i.e. ( S � ， t 。 ） ] for any t � < t�• As a result, 
we can describe the process of price movement by merely depicting 
the transition probability distribution. 
Suppose the path of the stock price is given as: 
S = eX (1) 
X is a stochastic diffusion process with continual 
infinitesimal increment over time. There is no abrupt jump that 
will interrupt the process. The path of X is governed by the 
following equation: 
dX = adt + adz (2) 
where a = Instantaneous Mean 
a = Instantaneous Standard Deviation 
dZ = Standard Wiener Process 
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The properties of the Wiener process are given below: 
a. Definition of the Process 
dZ = ft edt 
0 
« 
where e = Standardized Normal Random Variable which is 
Given as: 
e - N(0,1) 
b. Multiplication Rules which Governed the Process 
dZdt = 0 
dt" = 0 for all the n > 2 
dZ2 = dt 
c. Statistical Moments of the Process 
E(dZ) = 0 = Mean 
VAR(dZ) = E(dZ2) = dt = Variance 
STD(dZ) = Vdt = Standard Deviation 
As a result, the process is normally distributed with the 
mean equal to zero and the variance equal to e^dt [dZ ~ 
N(0,e2dt) ] • The randomness in the process is brought by the term 
e which is an independent random increment. This process has the 
Markov property. 
The stock price movement just introduced is an I to 
process. The instantaneous mean (/x) and variance (a) are the 
functions of the underlying state variable S and time t. 
dS = /x(S,t)dt + a(S,t)dZ (3) 
We can apply the Ito*s Lemma to transform the behaviour of 
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stock prices into a stochastic differential equation. The 
Fundamental Theorem of Stochastic Calculus states that given : 
S = S (X,Ot) is differentiable twice, we can express the time 
path of S as follows: 
dS = ^ dX + is dt + 1S2S dX (4) 
With the explicit functional form of the state variable S 
given in equation (1), we can solve out the Ito process of the 
stock price movement, 
dS = eX dX + ^ dX2 
T 
=eX ( adt + adZ) + ^ o^dt 
~2 
= ( a + dt + adz ] 
2 
= S ( /xdt + adz ) 
並 = f J L d t + adz (5) 
S 
where a = Instantaneous Geometric Mean Rate of Return 
M = a+%a2 
=Instantaneous Mean Rate of Return 
a = Instantaneous Standard Deviation of stock 
Rate of Return 
The stock price movement is a Geometric Brownian Motion. 
The constant drift rate (/xS deterministic part) and the constant 
variance rate (a^s^ stochastic part) direct the changes of stock 
price. The stock price is expected to increase by a compound 
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rate of return which may be disrupted by a random term a from 
time to time. 
The logarithmic stock return is normally distributed. It 
is brought by the normal distribution of the random term e 
presence in the Wiener process dZ. Thus the stock return by 
itself will comply with a log-normal distribution. It can be 
shown as follows. From equation (1), we obtain: 
S = e* 
Ln S = X 
dLn S= dX 
= a d t + adz (la) 
dLn S = dS = adt + crdZ 
S 
The assumption is not so realistic. Firstly, no attention 
has been given to the co-movement of securities which is one of 
the major elements of risk. The risk of each stock is treated 
in isolation and the covariance terms are assumed to be equal to 
zero. Secondly, the discrete dividend and capital payments are 
ignored. This cash outflow will cause jumps in the stock prices 
that may disrupt the continual diffusion process. Thirdly, there 
is not enough care given to the drift term /i. Fortunately, in 
the option pricing model, the expected rate of return on stock 
does not play an important role. Fourthly, the stochastic term 
CT may fluctuate overtime. The problem of non-stationary o can 
be partially resolved by taking sufficiently close-spaced sample 
of prices over a shorter period of time. 
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C. Preliminary Description of Data 
The period under study is from September 30,1988 to October 
2, 1989. It covers a calender year from the fourth quarter of 
88 to the fourth quarter of 89. Totally, it consists of 248 
trading days. 
Companies that had issued one or more warrants for more than 
three months and with life of the warrants over three months 
during that period are included in the study. Eighty-eight 
warrant-issuing companies meet the criteria mentioned and are 
therefore chosen. The name of the companies and the year of 
expiry of the warrants will be shown in Table A.la. The warrants 
issued by each company are shown in Table A.lb. Totally, there 
are one hundred and twelve warrants under examination. 
I will roughly describe the nature of the companies in my 
thesis. 工 have grouped the companies into different kinds of 
categorizations in order to discover some patterns of risk in 
various classes of stock. 
Firstly, I will group the companies by sector. I will 
follow the classification used in the newspaper ； "Daily 
Economic Journal". In Table A.2a, we find 43 companies belong 
to the property sector, 13 companies belong to the industrial 
sector, 10 companies belong to the group of consolidated 
enterprise, 7 companies belong to the finance sector, 6 companies 
belong to the hotel sector, 4 companies belong to the shipping 
sector, 2 companies belong to the group of mass communication, 
2 companies belong to the retail sector and the remaining one is 
classified as others. 
Secondly, I will try to search for representative stocks. 
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Representative stocks are those that are efficiently priced and 
are usually held by investors in their well-diversified 
portfolio. The constituent stocks of the Hang Seng Index, the 
leading stocks in terms of market capitalization, the most 
actively traded stocks may be considered as representative 
stocks� 
Fifteen companies are members of the constituent stocks of 
the Hang Seng Index. Totally, there are thirty-three component 
stocks from various sectors in the computation of the Hang Seng 
Index, The thirty-three component stocks represent about 72% of 
the total market capitalization in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
and 80% of the annual turnover. The warrant-issued stocks that 
are the constituent stocks are displayed in Table A.2b. Six 
companies are included in the twenty leading companies in terms 
of market capitalization in 88 and 89 are depict in Table A.2c� 
About one tenth of eighty-eight stocks are twenty most 
actively traded stocks in term of shares and dollars in the year 
of 88 and 89. In Table A.2d and Table A.2e, I have shown the 
stock names and their corresponding ranks • 
D. Classical Risk Estimator 
1. Theoretical Background 
Volatility is not observable and we have to utilize some 
proxies to quantify it. Empirically, we can only obtain the 
discrete price movement. So the analysis below will be based on 
discrete price movements. 
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St+j = St e/^ +Z� (6) 
where Z = Standard Normal Variate Z ~ N(0,1) 
M = Expected Return of Stock over the Period 
D 
a = Standard Deviation of Stock over the 
Period j 
The logarithmic stock return is defined as: 
r = Ln(St+j/St) (7) 
It will follow a normal distribution with instantaneous mean 
M and instantaneous variance o^ • The exact size of the mean rate 
of return and variance of return for any given period will be 
proportional to the length of the time interval (j) between the 
recording of the final price (S^ .^) and initial price (SJ . (i.e. 
t+j - t = j) • We can employ the standard deviation of the 
historical logarithm price relatives (classical historical risk 
estimator) to estimate the volatility of stock provided that the 
assumption of the stock price generation process hold. The 
logarithmic stock return is equivalent to the continuously 
compounded rate of return. Incidentally, the sample mean and 
variance are the maximum likelihood estimator (i.e. the estimator 
which maximizes the probability of observing the sample value)• 
The sample variance (62匕）after corrected by the degree of 
freedom and the sample mean a are the unbiased estimator 
of the volatility o and the expected rate of return /x of the 
stock (i.e. the expected value of the estimator equals to the 
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true value). 
In practice, adjustments should be made for dividend payment 
(or cash bonus) and stock split (or stock consolidation or right 
issues or bonus issue)• The dividend payment and the share 
reshuffling process represent changes in the nominal value of the 
stock prices that are not caused by the elements generated from 
the diffusion process. In order to compensate for the change in 
the nominal value of the share that is induced by factor other 
than the fundamental alteration of the risk structure, we have 
to make adjustment on the numerator of the stock price relatives 
at the exdividend date or effective date of change in share 
structure. No change is required for the price thereafter. The 
way of adjustment will be shown in the following: 
r» = Ln(S•…/St) (8) 
where r丨 =Adjusted Logarithmic Return 
S�+j = Adjusted Stock Price at t+j 
For the dividend paid out, the amount of exdividend price 
fall should be added back to the new stock price as in (8a) in 
order to account for the exdividend price fall. This is valid 
if there is no differential in taxation on capital gain and 
income so that the exdividend price fall is equal to the amount 
of dividend. 
= Sfj + D (8a) 
where D = Amount of Dividend Payment 
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For the stock split, the new stock price should be 
multiply by the split ratio (split ratio is defined as the total 
number of shares upon stock split divided by the original number 
of shares) as in (8b) 
S V j = St+j X p (8b) 
where p = rate of stock split 
=Number of shares after stock split 
Number of shares before stock split 
The unbiased stock return estimator (Sample Mean) is defined 
ass 
ti = St r,/N (9) 
where r^ = Logarithmic Stock Return at 
u = Sample Mean 
The stock variance estimator (Sample Variance x Correction 
Factor) is defined as: 
^^b = Zt i^t - n) 2 (10) 
N-1 
E(62ub) = E[ iTt -
N-1 
N-1 
= 1 [Na2 - Var(6)] 
N-1 
= 1 [Na' 一 a2/N] 
N-1 
= a 2 
where = Biased Historical Risk Estimator 
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62ub = Classical (Unbiased) Historical Risk 
Estimator 
o^ ub will follow a gamma distribution with mean a^ and 
variance 26^(N-1)/n'. With the number of sample stock returns 
increase, the sample variance will asymptotically approach the 
true variance. 
The above estimate is based on the assumption that the 
probability distribution is stationary throughout the sample 
period (i.e. each sample price relative is drawn from the same 
distribution with the same mean and variance)• However, changes 
in capital structure, internal organisation and various economic 
conditions over time may alter the expected return and risk. 
The effect of the fluctuation of expected return is less 
important because in the Black and Scholes formula, we only 
require the risk estimate. As we keep the time period (j) 
between stock price relative small, say, one trading day, the 
risk estimation is insensitive to the mean appraisal. In order 
to transform the daily volatility into an annual basis, we can 
simply multiply the daily variance by the number of calender 
days. This adjustment is valid only if the distribution of the 
price movement is independent and the Brownian Motion is 
continuous, though not observable during the trading closure. 
To balance the trade-off between the improvement in sampling 
accuracy and the decline in predictive efficiency due to the 
increase in sample size, Cox and Rubinsten [1985] suggested that 
the optimal choice of sample period is the previous 90 or 18 0 
days. Thus we can attain a desirable level of sampling accuracy 
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and avoid a too enormous change in volatility at the same time. 
Parkinson [1980], Garman and Klass [1980] have presented 
various ways to improve the historical risk measurement o^ by the 
inclusion of additional market information instead of solely 
relying on the fluctuation of closing prices to determine the 
level of risk. 
^ Parkinson 
He suggested the use of the extreme value method which 
generates an estimate that is superior to o^ • Theoretically, it 
is 5o2 times more efficient than the sample variance. The 
smaller the standard deviation of the estimator, the more 
efficient the estimate is� Efficiency is measured in terms of 
the size of the standard deviation of the estimator with the 
efficiency ratio defined as: Var )� 
Var (o2J 3 
where o^^ is an alternative estimator• 
The difference between the maximum and minimum position ( 
the high and low price) can capture the variance of stock price 
movements over time. 
o'hi = 0.361 S, Ln (H, -LJ 2 (11) 
N 
where = Extreme Value Estimator 
Ht = Logarithmic High Price at t 
Lt = Logarithmic Low Price at t 
bj. Garman and Klass 
They proposed the using of more public information, like 
that on the high price, low price, closing price, opening price 
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as well as the trading volume, to improve the efficiency. The 
composite estimator is given by o^^: 
= 0.511 (Ht-Lt” 一 0.019 [c(u+d)-2ud] 
-0.383C2 (12a) 
= a 10^ - Ct-ili + (1-a) 622 (12b) 
f (1-f) 
where f = Fraction of the Day that Trading Closed 
fe(0,l) 
C^ .i = Logarithmic Closing Price at t-1 
•t = Logarithmic Opening Price at t 
Ht = Logarithmic High Price at t 
Lt = Logarithmic Low Price at t 
u = Ht - Ot = Normalized Logarithmic High 
d = Lt - Ot = Normalized Logarithmic Low 
c = Ct - Ot = Normalized Logarithmic Close 
6^2= Scale Invariant Estimator which is 
Unbiased and has Minimum Variance given 
f=0 
62^= Composite Estimator with 0<f<l 
The composite estimator is 7.4 times more efficient than the 
Classical estimator. It is a weighted average between the 
Parkinson's extreme value and the Classical historical estimator. 
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The path of the price movement is not observable at every point 
of time because of the trading closures (at night and at weekend) 
and the fact that trading occurs at discrete moment. Thus the 
fluctuation in the recorded high, low, opening and closing prices 
leads to inherent downward bias in the estimation of o^ • The 
bias will be more severe for inactively-traded stocks. They put 
forth an adjustment table based on the trading volume to correct 
for the bias in the estimate, 
2o Empirical Results in U.S.A, 
Theoretically, the sample variance of logarithmic stock 
return may not be as efficient as the estimate that has 
incorporated more market information, say, the extreme value 
estimator put forth by Parkison [1980] and the composite 
estimator recommended by Garman and Klass [1980]• However, 
Beckers [1984] found that those estimators contained some 
empirical bias. 
a. Beckers 
The recorded high and low price may not be so suitable for 
research purpose. Firstly, if trading is insufficient, then the 
estimate will have a downward bias. Secondly, it may not reflect 
the true value of the underlying stock. The high and low price 
may just represent the disadvantageous position of the buyers or 
sellers who have to trade at those high or low prices because of 
some special reasons. For example, seller may be in need of 
quick cash and is thus • forced' to sell at a very low price. 
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Thirdly, the quotations of the high and low prices may be of very 
poor quality. Beckers compared the predictability of Parkison's 
extreme value estimator with that of the classical risk 
estimator. He concluded that the high and low prices do contain 
certain information that is not readily suggested by the closing 
prices. Yet, informative content and errors of the high and low 
prices vary with different data set. It was found that the best 
forecasting rule can be formulated by an optimal combination of 
the high, low, opening and closing prices, and the implied 
standard deviation. He suggested that we have to use the cross-
sectional relationship between the high and low estimators and 
the classical estimator to alleviate the recording errors. 
3. Empirical Studies in Hong Kong 
The quality of the recorded high and low prices is not so 
good even in the highly efficient and internationalized stock 
market in U.S.A.• It is hard to expect the quality of the high 
and low prices in Hong Kong to be better. So I will only 
concentrate on the historical estimator that utilize only the 
closing stock prices. 
The sample standard deviation of logarithmic stock return 
as defined in equation (5) will be used to estimate risk. The 
closing prices of stock are released by the ‘Stock Exchange of 
Hong Kong Ltd' a day after each trading closure. They are 
available in the financial pages of many local newspapers. In 
my research, I will use the adjusted closing prices of stock 
recorded in the computer diskettes purchased from the 
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‘Compuserve Consultants Ltd.•. Stock prices have already been 
adjusted for the stock reshuffling process (eg. stock split and 
stock consolidation). The final adjustment date is October 2, 
1989• All stock prices of the period under examination will be 
lined up with the share structure of that date. To compute the 
adjusted stock return, we still have to correct it for the 
dividend payment. In U.S.A., there is differential tax treatment 
on capital gain and income yield. A higher rate is levied on the 
former than on the latter. Thus the price's fall after dividend 
payment will only be a fraction of the dividend payment. 
Empirically, price will only fall by about 85% of the gross value 
of the dividend in U.S.A. as suggested by Beckers [1981]. Unlike 
U.S.A., Hong Kong charges a flat rate on both the capital gain 
and income yield. Thus we would expect the exdividend price fall 
to be approximately equal to the amount of dividend. The amount 
of dividend and the exdividend date are quoted in the "Securities 
Journal" (named as the "Securities Bulletin" before December 
1989). The dividend payments of the warrant-issuing companies 
for the period under study (September 30,1988 to October 2,1989) 
will be exhibited in Table B.1. 
In my analysis, I will put forth two forms of historical 
risk estimator. I will make use of different sample size to 
arrive at the two classical estimators. The first one is the 
HISTSD(90). This estimator is computed from the standard 
deviation of the previous 90 days of the logarithmic stock 
returns. This sampling size is suggested by Cox and Rubinstein. 
The second one is the HISTSDn (where n is an index equal to 
either 1 or 2)• The period under study is cut into two halves. 
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The standard deviation computed from the stock return of the 
first half-year is termed as HISTSDl while from the second half 
of the year is termed as HISTSD2. Since daily stock prices are 
used to calculate the return of stock, the standard deviation 
will represent the daily risk of the stock. To transform the 
standard deviation into a yearly basis, I will multiple the daily 
standard deviation by the square root of 3 65 days. This 
transformation is valid only if the stock return distribution is 
identical and independent throughout. The exact computation 
method for HISTSD(90) and HISTSDn will be shown in the computer 
programs A1 and A2 respectively. 
The 90-day classical risk estimator HISTSD(90) will be 
inserted back into the Black and Scholes model in order to check 
the applicability of the model in the pricing of warrant in Hong 
Kong. It will also be utilized in the performance test. The 
half-year classical risk estimator HISTSDl and HISTSD2 will be 
used in testing structural change of risk as well as in the 
performance test. 
Since risk is defined as the variability of future returns, 
the standard deviation of the future stock return will then equal 
to risk under the assumption stated in part B of this chapter. 
Thus HISTSD(90) and HISTSD2 can be treated as risk (FUTSD), 
depending on the time where the comparison is made. For example, 
the HISTSD2 will be the FUTSD for the first half year and HISTSDl 
can be treated as the classical risk estimator to predict HISTSD2 
(FUTSD) . This is true for HISTSD(90) too. The standard 
deviation of stock returns of the subsequent 90 days will be the 
FUTSD for the current date. 
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D. Implicit Volatility from the Black and Scholes Model 
1> Theoretical Background 
If a stock price movement is generated from a log-normal 
distribution with a known and constant variance, then an option 
price will be driven by the same stochastic process. Their risks 
can be completely hedged away by a simultaneous of holding of 
opposite positions in the stock and in its corresponding option. 
In Appendix E, I will demonstrate how to compute the hedge ratio 
in detail in the formation of the riskless portfolio. If no 
dividend is paid out and the risk-free rate of interest is non-
stochastic and constant throughout the life of the option. Then 
the riskless hedge formed by the stock and the option will earn 
a riskfree rate of interest. Thus the valuation of option will 
depend on the stock price, exercise price, time to maturity of 
the option, the risk-free rate of interest and the standard 
deviation of logarithmic stock return during the life of the 
option. The fair value of the option can be computed from the 
closed-form formula of the Black and Scholes option pricing model 
with the input of the former four observable variables and the 
risk estimate : 
C = SN(di) - Xe-RTN(d2) (13) 
where d^  = LnfS/X) + (R + O^/2)T 
aVT 
DG = DI - AVT 
where S = Stock Price 
X = Exercise Price 
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R = Risk-free Rate of Interest 
T = Time- to-maturity of the Option 
CT = Standard Deviation of the Stock Return 
in the Future 
C = Fair Value of the Option 
N = Cumulative Normal Distribution 
The beauty of the model lies in its simplicity. The 
valuation of the option does not depend on the risk attitude of 
the investors (one of the elements that is hard to quantify). 
The fair value of the option can be easily revealed by the four 
observable variables plus a precise estimate of the future 
variability of return. The detailed derivation of the model will 
be left in Appendix E. 
Volatility plays a crucial role in the valuation of option. 
An increase in the variability of a stock‘s prices may raise the 
probability of the option finished in-the-money (S > X) as well 
as the intrinsic value (S - X) of the option. Since option 
contract offers a right but not an obligation for the holder to 
subscribe a share, option holder is exempted from the loss 
brought by the downward movement of stock price. The maximum 
penalty is confined to what has been paid for the option. Unlike 
the shareholder who has to bear both the upside gains and 
downside loss, option holder always favours an increase in the 
dispersion of returns. 
In Black and Scholes Model, the fair value of the option is 
a function of the stock price, exercise price, risk-free rate 
of interest, time to maturity and risk as showns 
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c = B( S, X, R, T, O) (14) 
B • � >0 (15) 
if S>0 , X>0, T>0, o>0 
where B(-) = Function of the Black and Scholes 
Model 
B,(a) = Partial Derivative of a on B(.) 
or the Option Sensitivity towards 
Risk 
With the knowledge of the share price, exercise price, 
expiration date and risk-free rate of interest, the variance 
implied by the model can be computed. The implied variance a " 
is the a2 chosen to equate the option premium with the model 
price� 
W = C* = B( S, X, R, T, a*) (16) 
At equilibrium, the implied standard deviation o* (ISD) 
should reflect the market opinion on risk if the Black and 
Scholes Model fully captures the valuation process of option and 
if the option and stock markets are efficient. 
In the following paragraphs, I will depict the algorithm for 
searching the implied variance. Then I will examine the pattern 
displayed by the ISDs that come from options of different 
attributes, say, the span of life and the degree of in-the-money. 
The selection procedure and weighting schemes in searching for 
the representative implied variance will be discussed afterwards. 
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Finally, I will present the method suggested to resolve the 
measurement errors in the input variables. 
a.Algorithm for the Calculation of Implied Variance 
Unfortunately, it is impossible to solve out a reduced form 
for the implied variance. Thus the Newton-Raphson iterative 
method is employed to search for a variance that closely 
approximate the true variance. Manaster and Koehler [1982] have 
suggested a powerful algorithm to calculate the ISD. 
L Manaster and Koehler 
The necessary and sufficient condition for having a positive 
implied variance resulted from the model is the fulfilment 
of the boundary conditions of the option pricing model. 
Max(0,S 一 Xe-RT) < W < S (17) 
The boundary condition is reached when o is one of fall into 
the two extreme values, 0 or oo. when the variance is zero, it 
indicates that the stock prices are near uniform and the value 
of the option will be the stock price minus the discounted value 
of exercise price, given the option is at or in-the-money. For 
the out-of-the-:money option, the value will be zero. When the 
variance is infinitive, it implies that the stock price has a 
probability of soaring up to a very high level and thus the 
discounted exercise price becomes a negligible sum when compared 
with the stock price. So the option value will be just equal to 
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the stock price. 
lim�—0 B(a) = Max(0, S - Xe.RT) (18a) 
lim" B � = S (18b) 
B(.) is strictly monotonic increasing and continuous over 
C7 when a is confined within 0 and oo [i.e. cre(0,oo) ]• Given that 
W is rationally priced according to (17), a unique and non-
negative solution for the implied variance will be guaranteed� 
The Newton-Raphson iterative method enables us to compute 
the variance from the non-linear formula B((j) • It only requires 
three to four iterations for C* to get as close as ±0.0001 of w. 
The algorithm for iteration is shown below: 
cXf+i =a. - Bja.) - W (19) 
B'(cJ.) 
where ai = Value of the Standard Deviation at the ith 
Iteration 
B'(a.J = Partial derivative of BS formula with 
respect to a. 
i. when C*=W at the point of convergence 
B' (C7.J = Vt S N' (dl) (20a) 
ii. when C<W or O W during the iteration process 
(a.J = SN' (d,) {%Vt-[Ln(S/X)+RT]/cj2VT}-
Xe^^N' (d2) {%Vt[Ln(S/X)+RT]/cj2VT} 
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(20b) 
This procedure will ensure a quadratic convergence of a. 
towards o* provided that a. fall within the open intervals (a,b)� 
For any a. that falls within a and b [ i.e. a. e (a,b) ； t h e n 
the CT. will converge quadratically towards a* by the iterative 
equation stated in (7) [ i.e. a. a* ], The equation below can 
explore a starting value for the variance cTq that belong to the 
interval (a,b): 
a � = |Ln(S/X) + RT| 2 (21) 
T 
This starting value will lead to a monotonically decreasing 
(increasing) of ai if a � < A* (A^ > a*) because B' (ai) is 
decreasing (increasing) over [a^^aj ([a\cjQ] and thus strictly 
concave (strictly convex) over the interval. Given the starting 
value is bounded within a and b, the sequence < a^  < a^ <- - - - <a* 
(cTp > a^  > A^ >' ' * ' > A*) is monotone, bound and it thus converge to * 
cr . 
b. Concurrent ISPs of a Stock 
If the following conditions are satisfied: 
i. The Black and Scholes model is correctly specified 
ii. Input parameters are accurately recorded 
iii. Option and stock markets are efficient 
iv. Volatility is stationary over time, 
then the ISDs generated from different options of the same 
underlying stock should be identical. If different values of 
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ISDs are found, then the option prices are not at equilibrium 
yet. However, empirically, diverse ISDs are computed from 
different option of the same stock. It may be caused by the 
alteration of volatility as time goes by. So, the options which 
have different maturity date may display a range of ISDs. In 
addition, the possibilities of early exercise, due to the 
presence of dividend payments, may also render the options of the 
same maturity but of different intrinsic value (or exercise 
price) to have disparate ISDs, With flawless and adequate data, 
ISDs as a function of time can be calculated. Yet, observed ISDs 
of the same stock are far too diverse to be justified by the non-
stationary argument. If the model has not fully capture the 
pricing behaviour of options, then there will be systematic bias 
of the value of ISDs against time to expiration and degree of in-
the-money� 
The irregularities in the ISDs estimation may be caused by 
the following factors: 
i. Mis-specification of the Model 
The Black and Scholes model is based on a set of restrictive 
assumptions. In practice, most of the assumptions are violated. 
Option may be priced in a way other than those stipulated in the 
model. Thus the ISD may not represent the true value of the 
underlying risk. 
ii. Errors in the Input Variables 
Stock price, exercise price, option price, maturity date and 
riskfree rate may be recorded or selected in a wrong way. 
Moreover, the closing prices may not reflect any actual 
transaction and thus the equilibrium prices. The non-synchronous 
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of the pricing of option and stock implies that the data will not 
fit the model which requires simultaneously recorded data, 
iii. Market Inefficiency 
Information inefficiency and market friction such as 
transaction cost will result in the presence of a seemingly 
arbitrage opportunities. Thus the option may not be priced in 
accordance to the model. 
C. Weighting Scheme and Selection Procedure 
To summarize the information contain in ISDs from different 
options of the same stock, we have to compute a representative 
ISD that yield the best measure of risk. We should expect that 
the more sensitive the option to the specification of risk, the 
more accurate will be the standard deviation implied� This 
conjecture provides a basis for the derivation of the weighting 
scheme and selection procedure. The major purpose for the 
computation of the ISD is to find a substitute for the classical 
risk estimator in the approximation of risk. Thus the weighting 
scheme that yields the best prediction on future variability of 
return is considered to be the best. In literature, the risk is 
defined as the standard deviation of logarithmic stock return in 
the future. The weighting scheme that derives a representative 
ISD which has the highest cross-sectional correlation with the 
future dispersion of return will be treated as the best weighting 
scheme. 
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d.Comparison of AISD and LISP 
Empirically, the degree of instability of ISD is far too 
great to be justified by the argument that variance is non-
stationary. The mis一specification of the model, errors in the 
input variable and the market efficiency may cause excessive 
fluctuation of ISD. Brenner and Galai [1984] proposed a way to 
average out the errors across time. 
i» Brenner and Galai 
They suggest that the measurement errors and mis-
specification problem in the estimation of ISD of any single day 
are rather significant. It is insufficient to take the average 
of all the options of the same class because it cannot reduce the 
contemporaneous errors. Thus the implied standard deviation 
imputed the last day (LISD) is a rather unreliable risk proxy. 
They recommend the use of the five-day average of the daily 
implied standard deviation (AISD)• The AISD will average out the 
errors involved and also provide some statistics [ eg. the 
standard deviation of the AISD (SDAISD) ] for statistical 
inference. 
2. Empirical results in U.S.A. 
a. Computation of the ISD 
I will summarize how the input variables for the computation 
of the ISD are recorded. The closing prices of stocks and 
options traded in the Chicago Board of Exchange (CBOE) as well 
as the adjusted striking prices are available in the »Wall 
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street Journal� Time to maturity is computed on the calender 
basis. The risk free rate of interest is approximate by the rate 
command by the Treasury-bill. T-bill is the short-term bond 
issued by the U.S. government and can be considered as the 
default-free bond. The rate of a T-bill which expires at a date 
closest to the maturity date of an option will be used as the 
risk-free rate for the option. 
The Newton-Raphson method is used to search the ISD. Very 
often, the ISD that will drive the model price (C) , which is 
(KOOl, to as close as the actual price (W) is used by the 
researchers, 
b. Pattern Display by the Concurrent ISPs 
Researchers Macbeth and Merville [1979] and Rubinstein 
[1985] have discovered a pattern in the value of ISD for option 
with different time to maturity and different degree of in-the-
money� 
i. Macbeth and Merville 
They compare the ISDs computed from options of different 
attributes. Systematic biases against time to expiration and 
striking price are discovered. They found that the in-the-money 
option has a relatively higher implied variance while out-of-the-
money option has a relatively lower variance. The effect will 
be more pronounced with an increase in time to expiration and is 
the extent of in-the-money or out-of-the money. 
ii. Rubinstein 
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He carried out a non-parametric test to compare the ISDs 
computed from a matched pair of options. The options of the same 
stock, degree of at, in or out of the money; and exercise price 
(or time to expiration) but with different time to expiration (or 
striking price) are paired for comparison. The pairing aims at 
offsetting the measurement errors in the data. Bias in ISD 
computation against time to expiration and striking price is 
uncovered. The longer the time to expiration, the higher the 
variance implied by the model. Striking price bias is also found 
but there is a reversal of trend. For the first period, the same 
result is obtained as those concluded by Macbeth and Merville. 
However, for the second period, the reverse happened (i.e. ISD 
is high for the out-of-the-money option but low for the in-the-
money option)• -
c. Weighting Scheme and Selection Procedure 
In order to derive a representative ISD for each stock, 
authors like Latane and Renbdleman [1976], Chiras and 
Manaster[1977], Schmalensee and Trippi [1978], Beckers [1981], 
have suggested various weighting scheme. 
i. Lantnae and Rendleman 
The authors felt that it is not reliable to take the simple 
arithmetic average of the ISDs of different options as the 
representative ISD. It is because options with diverse maturity, 
exercise price, risk free rate and position (in-the-money, at一 
the-money or out-of-the-money) of the same stock have different 
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degree of dependency on the correct specification of risk. So 
a weighting scheme based on the option's sensitivity towards risk 
is employed. More weight is given to those options which are 
more sensitivity to the exact enumeration of risk because they 
provides a more accurate risk estimation than other non-sensitive 
options. The exact computational method is shown below: 
乞j ^ iit 
where WISD.^ = Lantane and Rendleman Weighted 
Implied Standard Deviation of 
Stock i at t 
工SDijt = Implied Standard Deviation of 
Option j of Stock i at Time t 
Wijt = Weight for Option j of Stock i at 
Time t 
=Option Sensitivity towards Risk 
=8C/60 = SVTN* (d^ ) 
ii. Chiras and Manaster 
They said the weighting scheme WISD proposed by Latane and 
Rendleman is biased towards zero. Moreover, the degree of biases 
increases with the increase in sample size. It is obvious that 
the weighting scheme will result in a WISD that is less than 
individual ISDs, even when I S D�� for all option are identical. 
In addition, they have ignored the size of investment in 
affecting the degree of accuracy of the ISD estimation. They 
recommended the use of elasticity towards risk as the weight 
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parameter. Thus both the size of the investment and the degree 
of sensitivity towards risk are taken into consideration. In 
addition, the summation of weight over all options will be one 
as shown below: 
E I S D 彳 jt = ( 2 3 ) 
where EISD”� = Weighted Implied Standard 
Deviation of Option j of stock i 
at time t 
ISDi-jt = Implied Standard Deviation of 
Option j of Stock i at time T 
e � � = Option Elasticity towards Risk 
= SC/SA*C/G 
= SVTN' (d^)C/a 
iii. Schmalensee and Trippi 
Instead of conceiving a weighting scheme, they designed a 
selection procedure. They eliminate those options that would not 
be priced according to the model (say the low value options, 
deep-in-the money options and options with very short time to 
maturity)• A fairly large portion of the total investment will 
be engaged for the payment of transaction cost for the low-valued 
options. The deep-in-the money and very short life option will 
command a premium which is approximately equal to the difference 
between stock price and exercise price. Those options would give 
a very inaccurate risk estimate. After screening, the options 
left behind are those that are highly sensitive to risk. Then 
we can take a simple arithmetic average to derive the ASISD as 
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follows； 
ASISDit = ISDjjt (24) 
N 
where ASISD.^ = Average of the Selected Options 
Implied Standard Deviation of 
Stock s at Time t 
ISDijt = Implied Standard Deviation of 
Selected Option j of Stock i at 
Time t 
N = Total Number of Option i Selected 
where N>2 
iv. Beckers 
He proposed two weighting schemes. The first one is BISD 
which selects the ISD that minimizes the following loss function� 
The loss function computes the difference between the actual and 
model prices and the representative ISD is used to compute the 
model price� 
F(BISD) = SWjf Wj 一 Bj(ISD) (25) 
where BISD = ISD selected to minimize the loss 
function F(-) 
Wj = Premium of Option j 
Bj (•) = BS Model Price of Option j 
w- = Weight ot Option j 
J 
=Option Sensitivity towards Risk 
=SC/SG = SVTN' (d^) 
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Another procedure concentrate entirely on the most risk-
sensitive option's ISD. The ISD of the most sensitive option 
(AMID) is chosen as the representative measure because other ISDs 
contain too much noise and will contaminate the result. Usually 
the at-the-money or slightly out-of-the money option will be most 
sensitive to risk. 
He concluded that BISD and AISD have outperformed WISD in 
his preliminary study. AISD has the highest correlation with the 
FUTSD as compared to other forms of weighted average ISD. 
He suggested the use of five days arithmetic average to 
average out the errors contain in the daily measurement say the 
over-reaction of the market to new information. 
d. Comparison of AISD and LISD 
i. Brenner and Galai 
They proved that LISD is not the same as AISD. Moreover, 
AISD provides a better forecast. Two tests are conducted: 
- AISD is different from LISD 
They used the test statistic: 
Z = AISDjt - LISD.. (26) 
sisDjt 
where A I S D�� = A I S D at time t of option j 
LISDjt = LISD at time t of option j 
SISDjt = standard deviation of the AISD at 
time t of option j 
They verified that LISD deviates from AISD significantly at 
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5宅 level for the majority of the options in most of the trading 
days. 
- AISD is a More Reliable Estimator of Risk 
Simple linear regressions of AISD! on AISD^.^ and AISD^ on 
LISDfi were conducted. AISD^.^ is found to bear a higher 
correlation with AISD^ as compared with LISD^•” 
3. Empirical Studies in Honor Kong 
a. Computation of the ISD 
I will provide a brief description of how the five 
observable input variables in the Black and Scholes model are 
recorded in my research. 
i. Stock Price 
The stock prices used are the adjusted closing stock prices 
stored in the computer diskettes as mentioned in part C where I 
describe the data. 
ii. Subscription Price 
In an original warrant contract, the payment for a nominal 
subscription price can exchange for one share of stock. However, 
the warrant contract is protected from the stock reshuffling 
process. Adjustments will be made at the subscription price. 
A conversion ratio (CR) can be computed by dividing the initial 
subscription price (X。） by the new subscription price (X^ ) i.e. 
CR = Xq/X” The ratio gives information on how many warrants can 
be exchanged by surrendering the original exercise price. For 
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example, both of the Sun Hung Kai Properties Warrant 90 and the 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Warrant 92 have an initial exercise price 
of HK$ 16.7. The exercise price is later adjusted to HK$ 7.55. 
Thus the payment of the original exercise price HK$16.7 will 
result in the subscription of 2.21 (conversion ratio) shares. 
The nominal warrant price will thus resemble the value of a 
warrant contract which allows the conversion of 2.21 shares. 
This conversion ratio will be useful in the adjustment of the 
nominal warrant price in order to fit the build-up of the model� 
Table C. 1 shows the original subscription price, the adjusted 
subscription price as well as the conversion ratio. The adjusted 
exercise prices will be the ones that are observed at the last 
date of the period under examination. Thus the adjusted exercise 
price corresponds to the share structure at October 2, 1989. 
iii. Warrant Price 
The nominal warrant closing price is also available in the 
financial pages of local newspapers. Again, the prices are 
recorded in the diskettes purchased from the same company: 
‘Compuserve Consultants Ltd.‘. The price represents the value 
of a warrant where the number of shares subscribed at the 
adjusted striking price is equal to the conversion ratio. The 
per unit value of the warrant (where one share can be exchanged 
at the adjusted exercise price) will then be equal to the nominal 
closing price divided by the conversion ratio (i.e. W^ j^ = W/CR) • 
Of course, in actual practice, warrants are traded in contracts 
that can be used to subscribe for thousands of shares (one or a 
few board lots)• The value of the contract will be the per unit 
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warrant price times the number of shares that can be exchanged, 
Upon the modifications, all the prices are adjusted so that 
they are consistent in capital structure and is unit of share. 
Thus they can be put in the model in order to compute for the per 
unit value of the warrant. 
iv.Time to maturity 
Each company will announce the maturity date upon each 
warrant issuance. Usually, warrant expire at the end of one of 
the quarters of a year, say, at the end of March, June, September 
or December. Life of the warrant is transformed into a yearly 
basis by dividing the difference between maturity date and the 
present date (in terms of calender days) by 365. 
There is no official restriction on the exact date of 
maturity except that warrants cannot have a life of over three 
years, under the Securities and Futures Commission Ordinance 1989 
which has come into effect since April 1989. Yet, warrant that 
was issued before this date may have a longer life. In my study, 
工 have included warrants of different longevity of life from one 
and a quarter year to seventy-nine years. Table C.1 will show 
the date of expiration and the life of the warrants studied. 
V. Risk free rate of interest 
Hong Kong does not have a Treasury bill market or other 
default free debt securities markets. The tailor-made credits 
through bank or other financial institutions are the most popular 
form of borrowing. It is hard to determine the risk free rate 
of interest at different points of time. So, I will use the 
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prime rate as a proxy for the risk free rate of interest. The 
prime rate is the best lending rate provided by the bank to the 
most credit-worthy borrower• It is assumed to be uniform at 
different point of time and applied to warrants of different 
maturity. The approximation is not very precise. Fortunately, 
the model is not so sensitive to the interest rate specification. 
During the period under study, the prime rate had changed for 
seven times. The interest rate fluctuated from 9.5% to 11.5% 
with a difference of 2%. Table C.2 depicts the relevant prime 
rates and their periods of effectiveness. 
The recorded prices (stock price, warrant price and 
exercise prices) have already adjusted to a per unit basis and 
have the same share structure which came into effect on October 
2, 1989. The interest rates and the lives of the warrants are 
adjusted to a yearly basis. The implied standard deviation so 
computed will then be the yearly implied standard deviation of 
the stock. 
To search for the ISD effectively, I will follow the 
algorithm suggested by Koehler and Manaster. The iteration will 
stop when | a^ ^^  一 crj <0.0000001 (i.e. the convergence of the a) 
or when a goes to zero. The convergence of o will guarantee the 
convergence of model price (C) and actual price (W)• c will be 
at least within 8 decimal points of W under the terminate 
condition stipulated above. The algorithm is very effective. 
If the warrant is rationally priced, then only three iterations 
are required to search for the ISD as shown in Table C.3a. If 
the warrant price is below the stock price minus the discounted 
exercise price, then an non-negative ISD cannot be computed as 
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demonstrated in Table C.3b. The ISD will thus be missing under 
this situation. 
The detail of the iterative process will be presented in the 
computer program B•1• 
b. Pattern Display bv the Concurrent ISDs 
The number of warrants issued by each company is quite small 
under the period of study. Only eighteen companies had issued 
two warrants and three companies three warrants out of the total 
eighty-eight warrant-issued companies. Thus we would not expect 
warrants of the same stock to have a variety of life and exercise 
prices. Thus fewer patterns can be revealed from the available 
ISDs that are computed from warrants with different attributes. 
One of the sensible comparisons is made between warrants of the 
same class and of the same striking price but with different 
durations of life� 
Only four warrant-issuing companies meet the requirement for 
the comparison. They are the Allied Overseas Investment Ltd. 
(which issued 90 and 93 warrants) , the Allied Properties (HK) 
Ltd. (which issued 90 and 93 warrants) , the New World Development 
Co. Ltd. (which issued 89 and 91 warrants) and the Miramar Hotel 
& Investment Co. Ltd. (which issued 90, 92 and 94 warrants) • An 
obvious bias against the life of the option is discovered. The 
value of ISD has been higher for the options with a shorter life 
for a great number of trading days. The result is presented in 
Table C.4a to C.4d. 
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C. Selection of the Weighting Scheme 
I have followed similar weighting schemes as proposed by 
Latane and Rendleman, Chiras and Manaster and Beckers with slight 
modifications. Six types of weighted implied standard deviation 
are computed and I will introduce them in pairs. 
i. WISD and UWISD 
These two types of ISD weighting scheme are derived from 
Latane and Rendleman, in which the sensitivity of option (defined 
as the partial derivative of the Black and Scholes function with 
respect to a) is used as a weight parameter. Latane and 
Rendleman suggested a weighting scheme that is downward biased. 
In my study, I will try another unbiased weighting scheme but 
employ the same kind of measurement as the parameter for weight. 
Let's examine how the two ISDs are computed. 
- WISD 
WISDit = (27a) 
�^i j t 
This is the original biased weighting scheme proposed by 
the two authors. 
- UWISD 
UWISDit = (27b) 
�^i j t 
This is an unbiased weighting scheme but with the same 
variable used as the weight measurement. 
where i = Index for Stock 
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j = Index for Option 
t = Index for Time 
d = Partial Derivative of Option w.r.t. o 
=BS'(A*) 
ii. EISD and UEISD 
Chiras and Manaster recommended a weighting scheme that used 
the option elasticity with respect of a as the parameter for 
weight and an unbiased method is used to weigh the ISDs computed 
from different warrants. I will try both the biased and unbiased 
scheme 
- EISD 
EISDit = V-C-Sj ISD2”t_^i-jtU_ (28a) 
乞j ®ijt 
The risk elasticity of option is used as the weight but the 
computational method is biased downward. 
- UEISD 
UEISD “ = (28b) 
J ijt 
where e = Option Elasticity towards Risk 
=ISVI/6O) (A/W) 
=BS'(a*)(a/W) 
This is the one proposed by Chrias and Manaster. The 
designation of the weighting scheme is not biased and they have 
taken the size of the investment into consideration. 
iii. OMISD and EMISD 
Beckers suggested the use of at-the-money option's ISD 
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(AMISD) as the ISD of the stock. The most sensitive option tends 
to give an estimation of ISD with the least noise. 
- OMISD 
OMISDit = ISDd-.^ (29a) 
where ISDd = ISD of the Option with the Highest d 
The partial derivative of option to risk is used to define 
the sensitivity of option. 
- EMISD 
EMISDit = ISDeijt (29b) 
where ISDe = ISD of the Option with the Highest e 
The risk elasticity of an option is used to define the 
sensitivity of the option. 
The computational procedures for the six schemes will be 
clearly illustrated in the computer program B.2. 
Finally, I have to select a weighting scheme in order to 
derive a representative ISD measure for the multi-warrant-issued 
stocks. The selection criteria is based on the predictability 
of the representative ISD on the future volatility of stock. 
According to Lantane and Rendleman, forecasting ability of 
the ISD can be measured by the cross-sectional correlation 
coefficient between ISD and FUTSD. The cross-sectional 




where COV(AVGISDi, AVGHIST,-) =Cross-sectional covariance 
between AVGISD and AVGHIST 
= Sf (AVGISD�MAVGISDp f AVGHIST.-MAVGHIST-� N 1 
STD (AVGISD) = Cross-sectional Standard Deviation of 
AVGISD 
= V r s. (AVGISD.-MAVGISD.W ] 
N 
STD (AVGHIST) = Cross-sectional Standard Deviation of 
AVGHIST 
= V r S. (AVGHIST.-MAVGHIST.) 2 ] 
. N ‘ 
i = Stock Index 
MAVGISD = Arithmetic Average of AVGISD over N 
Stocks 
MAVGHIST = Arithmetic Average of AVGHIST over N 
Stocks 
I will conduct a test, termed as the preliminary performance 
test, to check the predictive power of various weighting schemes. 
There will be eight average risk estimates for each company. 
Four of them are averages of the 90 days classical risk 
estimators and the remaining four will be the averages of the 
implied standard deviations. The average is taken from samples 
of different period of time. The correlation coefficients 
between different cross-sectional series are examined. Let's 
define the eight crucial variables used in the test, 
i. AVGISD 
AVGISD is the average of ISDs over a specified period of 
time. I will calculate a AVGISD for each company. 
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AVGISD,- = Average ISD of stock i over an interval 
= ^t-^ti D 
D = Number of Trading Days where ISD>0 
ii. AVGHIST 
AVGHIST is the average of the HISTSD(90) over a specified 
period of time. I will compute a AVGHIST for each company. 
AVGHISTi = Average of 90-day Historical Risk Estimator 
of Stock i over an Interval 
= St HISTSD.J90) 
D 
HISTSD. (90) = Previous 90-days Logarithmic Stock Return‘s 
Standard Deviation of Stock i 
iii. L20ISD, L40ISD and L60ISD 
L20ISD, L40ISD and L60ISD are the arithmetic averages of 
ISDs over a shorter period of time as compared to AVGISD. In the 
computation of L20ISD, L40ISD and L60ISD, I have excluded the 
ISDs of the last 20, 40 and 60 trading days. Thus L20ISD, L40ISD 
and L60ISD can be treated as the average values of the historical 
ISDs while AVGISD will be the average of ISDs computed partially 
into the future. 
iv. L20HIST, L40HIST and L60HIST 
L20HIST, L4 0HIST and L60HIST are the arithmetic averages of 
HISTSD(90) over a shorter period of time as compared to AVGHIST. 
Similarly, I have excluded the last 20, 40 and 60 trading days' 
HISTSD(90) in the calculation of L20HIST, L40HIST and L60HIST. 
Thus L20HIST, L40HIST and L60HIST can be view as the HISTSD while 
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AVGHIST can be treated as FUTSD� 
Computer program E.2 will illustrate how the variables are 
derived and how the correlation matrix is constructed. 
The correlation matrices among the eight average risk 
estimates are illustrated in Table C.5a to C.5f. Each table will 
represent one of the weighting schemes mentioned above� Useful 
information is extracted to form Table C.6a to C.6e. I have put 
the coefficients computed from different schemes in Table c.6c 
to facilitate comparison. Various kinds of relationships can be 
revealed by the coefficients as described below as well as in 
Table C.6b: 
- the predictability of the risk estimate on itself 
- the predictability of the risk estimate on the alternative 
estimate ‘ 
一 the contemporary relationships among the two different 
estimates 
I will classify the coefficients in different boxes in Table 
C.6c in accordance with the type of relationship they revealed. 
The ranking of the correlation coefficients is in an ascending 
order. They are presented in Table C.6d and Table C.6e shows the 
types of test that have been conducted in the boxes. The higher 
the correlation coefficient, the higher the rank the weighting 
scheme will command. In boxes G, I, J, K, L and M, the 
predictive ability of ISD from different weighting scheme on the 
future risk FUTSD can be explored. Thus the performance of 
various schemes can be compared by the ranking shown in boxes G, 
I, J, K, L and M. The most risk sensitive (defined as the risk 
elasticity) option's ISD: EMISD commands a relative high rank in 
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all the six boxes. The ranks are second, first, first, second, 
second and first for box G, 1, J, K, L and M respectively. In 
addition, the most risk sensitivity option's ISD was found to 
outrank other schemes as concluded by Beckers in his research in 
U.S.A. Thus, I will use EMISD in the following studies 
throughout. 
d. Deviation of AISD from LISP 
I will repeat the test conducted by Galai and Brenner but 
the data in the Hong Kong market will be used. Firstly, a five 
day average ISD excluding the last trading day is computed and 
is termed as the AISD. The AISD is compared with the last 
trading day ISD (LISD)• The null hypothesis for the test is: 
Hq: AISD it = LISD (31) 
where i = Stock Index 
t = Time Index 
The test of whether there is significant different between 
AISD and LISD is carried out over all stocks at all the trading 
days. The t-value is computed based on this formula: 
Tt = (AISDt - LISDt) (32) 
SDAISDt 
where SDAISD^ = Standard Derivation of the AISD over the 5 
Days Period 
If AISD deviate from LISD significantly, then the t-value 
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should exceed 1.96 at the 5% confidence interval. The summary 
of the t-values of all the stocks is presented in Table C.7. As 
indicated by the results, AISD is significantly different from 
the UISD at the 5% level only for about 20% of the trading days. 
So, it is not so ready to conclude that the AISD deviates from 
the LISD. Thus it is not necessary to conduct the test to 
compare the predictability of AISD and LISD. Computer program 
E.3 will demonstrate how the significant test is carried out. 
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III. COMPARISON ON THE TWO PREDICTORS 
Preliminary Comparison of the Risk Estimators under Different 
Catecrorizations 
The cross-section series of the average values of the two 
types of risk estimates (i.e. AVGISD and AVGHIST) over the whole 
period under study are presented in Table D.la to Table D.le. 
Each table represents one type of classification that has been 
discussed in part C of Chapter II. I will examine whether there 
is any pattern of risk displayed by a specific class of stocks. 
1 will also compare the value of the two estimates for each 
stock. It is found that AVGISD is greater than AVGHIST for 
thirty stocks (34%) out of the total eighty—eight• Thus a 
majority (66%) of the stocks have higher AVGHIST. 
The cross-sectional average of the AVGHIST and AVGISD 
under different classifications are shown in Table D.2a to Table 
D-2e. This part gives us a rough idea about the average risk 
value of stocks under different classifications. I have carried 
out t-test to compare the mean values of the risk estimates under 
various classifications. I will discuss them one by one. 
1. Sector 
AVGISD is greater than AVGHIST for 12 stocks (30.77%) in the 
property sector, 7 stocks (100%) in the finance sector, 4 stocks 
(33.33%) in the industrial sector, 1 stock (10%) in the 
consolidated enterprise, 2 stocks (33.33%) in the hotel sector, 
2 stocks (66%) in the shipping sector, 1 stock (50%) in the 
sector of mass communication and 1 stock (50%) in the retail 
sector. 
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The average values of the AVGHIST for the property sector, 
finance sector, industrial sector and consolidated enterprises 
are greater than the grand mean of the AVGHIST over 88 stocks. 
The average values of the AVGISD for the finance sector, 
industrial sector, shipping sector and the sector of mass 
communication are greater than the grand mean of the AVGISD of 
all the stocks. The remaining sectors have mean values of the 
average risk estimate smaller than the grand mean value of the 
average risk estimator of all the stocks. Thus the finance 
sector and industrial sector have both their cross-sectional 
average AVGISD and AVGHIST exceeding the overall average of the 
two risk estimates. The hotel sector and retail sector have both 
the cross-sectional average AVGISD and AVGHIST below the overall 
mean of the two kinds of risk estimates. 
2• Constituent Stocks of the Hang Sena Index 
Among the fifteen Hang Seng constituent stocks, four 
(26.67%) of them have values of AVGISD exceeding the AVGHIST. 
For the non-constituent stock, twenty-six (35.62%) out of 
seventy-three stocks have values of AVGISD greater than the 
AVGHIST. 
The mean values of both AVGISD and AVGHIST of the 
constituent stocks are smaller than those of the non-constituent 
stocks. Yet, the t-value is not large enough to conclude that 
the two mean values of the average risk estimates of the two 
classes are significantly different at the five percent 
confidence interval. 
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3> 20 Leading Stock in Market Capitalization 
Two (33.33%) stocks out of the six '20 leading stocks‘ have 
AVGISDs exceeding AVGHISTs while twenty-eight (34.15%) stocks 
have AVGISDs exceeding AVGHISTs for the other stocks. 
The mean values of the two average risk estimators for the 
2 0 leading stocks are lower than those of the other stocks but 
they do not have a significant difference at the 5% interval as 
demonstrated by the t-value obtained. 
4. 20 Actively Traded Stock in Shares 
Eight (47.06%) out of the seventeen most actively traded 
stocks in terms of shares have AVGISDs greater than the AVGHISTs 
while twenty-two (30.99%) out of the seventy-one other stocks 
have AVGISDs exceeding the AVGHISTs. 
The mean values of both estimates are smaller for the 2 0 
most actively traded stocks in terms of shares and in particular, 
the mean value of the AVGHIST of the 20 most actively traded 
stock in terms of shares is significantly different from the 
other stocks at the 5% interval. Yet, we do not get the 
significant result for the cross-sectional mean of the AVGISD. 
5, 20 Most Actively Traded Stock in Dollars 
Two (18.8%) out of the eleven most actively traded stocks 
in shares have AVGISDs exceeding AVGHISTs while twenty-eight 
(33.77%) of the ordinary stock have larger AVGISDs. 
The mean values of the average risk estimate of the 20 most 
actively traded stocks in dollars term are smaller but the 
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difference is not significant at the 5% confidence interval. 
In general, the majority of the stocks have their AVGHISTs 
exceeded AVGISDs. For these stocks, we would expect higher model 
warrant prices as compared to the actual warrant prices if we use 
AVGHIST as a risk input in the Black and Scholes model. The 
representative stocks (say the constituent stocks, 2 0 leading 
stocks in market capitalization, 20 most actively traded stocks) 
tend to have lower cross-sectional average values of the AVGISD 
as well as the AVGHIST. Yet, statistically it is not 
significantly lower than the other warrant-issued stocks. 
After giving a brief discussion of the risk estimates,工 
will discussing the major tests for my studies� 
The period under examination includes the pro-democracy 
movement in mainland China� It is alluring to examine whether 
there is a structural change in the level of risk in the stock 
market. 
Unlike the classical risk estimator which generates a 
estimate for an interval of time, implied standard deviation is 
available for each trading day provided that the warrant is 
rationally priced. If the fundamental economics factors do not 
change frequently over a short period of time, we would expect 
the implied standard deviation to be quite stable. In addition, 
it is believed that some common elements (i.e. systematic risk) 
will cause the degree of risk of all the stocks to move together 
as postulated in the Capital Asset Pricing Model and the 
Arbitrage Pricing Theory. Stability test will be conducted to 
examine the steadiness of implied standard deviation and the co-
movement of the level of risk of different stocks. 
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The main theme of the thesis is to compare the predictive 
power of the classical risk estimate and implied risk estimate. 
Thus a performance and half-year performance test are carried 
out. It is interesting to investigate whether superiority of the 
implied standard deviation over the classical risk estimate 
exists in Hong Kong as our U.S. counterpart. 
B, Structural Change on Risk due to the June Fourth Event 
1. Chancre in the Level of Risk during the June fourth event 
The June Fourth event that occurred between May and June in 
1989 in mainland China has significant impact on the stock market 
in Hong Kong. Hong Kong, currently being a colony of Britain, 
will have her sovereignty returned to the Chinese government 
after July 1, 1997. The political outlook in China is 
influential to the political and the economic prospect of Hong 
Kong. The two elements are crucial in the determination of the 
variability of return in the future. The aftermath effect of the 
incident is immediately demonstrated by the fall of the Hang Seng 
Index by 339.06 points (10.78%) on 22 May, 1989. According to 
the "Fact Book 1989" of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd., May 
22, 1989 was one of the date with the greatest drop of the Hang 
Seng Index and May 23, 1989 was one of date with the highest 
turnover ever recorded between 1970 and 1989. That day's fall 
of the Hang Seng Index ranks fourth in absolute term and in 
seventh in percentage term while the trading volume is in the 
tenth position during this nineteen-year period. The panic of 
the general public during the pro-democracy movement in mainland 
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China may have important impact over the risk estimation of stock 
in Hong Kong. 
I have conducted a test to check if there is any change in 
the risk. Both the historical risk and the implied risk 
estimation will be used as the proxies of risk in the test. A 
t-test is carried out to examine whether there is significant 
difference on the risk estimation before and after the event� 
In order to arrive at an single risk estimate for the two 
periods. The risk estimate of all stocks in each period is 
averaged to form a cross-sectional mean. The average will be 
treated as the representative risk estimate for the period and 
will be used in the comparison. The t-value is calculated in 
accordance with the following equation: 
t = M^  - M. • k 
V - 1 ) Si2 + f n: - 1 � 1 + 丄 
Hi + n2 -2 111 n^ 
(1) 
Where M^  = Mean of Variable 1 
M2 = Mean of Variable 2 
111 = Number of Observations of the Variable 1 
n� = N u m b e r of Observations of the Variable 2 
Si 2 = Sample Variance of Variable 1 
= Sample Variance of Variable 2 
k = Hypothesis Different between the Mean of the 
Variable 1 and 2 
Ho : Ml - M2 = k (2) 
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a,Test of Change in Classical Risk Estimator 
In table E.l, I will show that the dates that divide the 
entire period into two halves so as to compute HISTSDl and 
HISTSD2, The dates chosen (May 12 to June 15) are the time when 
the incident occurred. The HISTSDl and HISTSD2 is the average 
risk before and after the selected dates. HISTSDl is defined as: 
HISTSDl = S. HISTSD. (3) 
N 
where i = Stock Index from 1 to N 
HISTSDli = Historical Risk Estimate of Stock 
Return before a Date 
To test whether significant changes have occurred during the 
period,工 will utilize the t-test mentioned in (1) • The null 
hypothesis is: 
Hq ： HISTSDl = HISTSD2 (4) 
or HISTSDl - HISTSD2 = 0 
In this particular test, M1=HISTSD1 and M2=HISTSD2. The 
test result is shown in Table E.l. The t-values are significant 
on all the chosen days, except on the dividing date June 5. The 
degree of significance keeps on increasing since May 12, and 
reaches the peak on May 18 and then gently falls till June 2. 
Since June 5, the degree of significance has declined much. 
HISTSD2 has been consistently higher than HISTSDl before June 5. 
After June 5, HISTSDl has become greater than HISTSD2 • It is not 
surprising as the market downturn occurred on May 22 and May 23, 
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which means any calculation of the return that included these 
dates will result in very volatile risk estimation for . The 
fall then becomes gentler as the market has already hit its 
record low. The result will be quite useful for the performance 
test� The complete portray of the test is in computer program 
C.l� 
b. Test of the Change in the Implied Standard Deviation 
I have compared three kinds of representative ISD in order 
to examine the alteration of the risk structure. One is the 
cross sectional implied standard deviation (CISD) on a particular 
trading day, the other one is the cross sectional five-day 
average implied standard deviation (CAISD) and the last one is 
the cross sectional average of the ISD average over a time 
interval (AVGCISD)• I will illustrate how the three average 
values are calculated in computer program C.2 and C.3. Let's 
discuss them one by one. 
i. Test on Change in CISD 
The CISD on a particular day is computed by averaging the 
ISDs of all the stock on a specific trading day. 
CISDt = (5) 
N 
I will compare the CISDs between two consecutive trading 
days and the CISDs of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30 trading days. In 
this test, M1=CISD1 and M2=CISD2 where CISD2= the CISD of that 
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date and CISD1= the CISD of the previous 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 or 
3 0 trading days. The date where the CISD^s difference is 
significant at a 5% confidence level is shown on Table E.2a. For 
the dates June 5 and June 6, the values of CISDl and CISD2 are 
significantly different no matter what is the time lag between 
the two CISDs. CISD2 is consistently higher than CISDl before 
June 9 but thereafter CISDl tends to exceed CISD2. 
ii. Test of Change in CACISD 
The test on the change in CAISD is similar to those 
illustrated above except that five-day AISD is used to replace 
the ISD value. 
CAISDt = S丨 AISDit (6) 
N 
The dates where CAISDl and CAISD2 are significantly 
different at the 5% level are shown in Table E.2b. We can 
observe that the dates with significant change are all in the 
middle of June. The test is significant only when comparing the 
CAISD with a time difference of 15 trading days. 
iii. Test of Change in AVGISD 
The third test is on the cross sectional average of each 
stock's mean ISDs over a time interval. Let's define AVGISDl! as 
the average ISD of stock i before a particular date. 
AVGCISD 1 = 2. AVGISD. (7) 
N 
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where i = Stock Index 
Four dates are chosen as the dividing line. They are May 
22 and 23, June 5 and 6. Significant difference is shown between 
AVGISDl and AVGISD2 on both dates. AVGISDl is consistently 
higher than AVGISD2 as shown in Table E.2c. 
Conclusion of the structural change in the risk estimation 
The sudden collapse of the stock market on May 22 and 23 
during the pro-democracy movement has significant impact on the 
risk estimation of the stock in the Hong Kong. This is confirmed 
by the statistically significant changes in the values of both 
AVGHIST and AVGISD. The historical risk shows significant change 
on around May 22 and 23 while the ISD shows significant changes 
on June 5 and 6. 
One should be cautious when he interprets the results of the 
stability test and the performance test. No one would have 
predicted the occurrence the June fourth. Thus no accurate risk 
approximation can be expected to be able to account for the 
sudden outbreak no matter how powerful the methodology of risk 
estimation is. Certain adjustments in the tests have to be made 
in order to take this fact into consideration. 
C.Stability of the Implied Standard Deviation 
Implied standard deviation can be computed with the input 
of the stock price, option (warrant) price, exercise price, risk-
free rate of interest and time-to-maturity of the warrant. Data 
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are available on each trading day. If the option (warrant) is 
rationally priced over a certain period, an ISD can computed 
every day. Usually, the ISD will change as the stock price and 
option (warrant) price fluctuate. It is unreasonable to guess 
that the investor‘s perceived variability of return will alter 
greatly within a short interval of time. The conduction of the 
stability test aims at exploring the degree of steadiness of ISDs 
over a period, 
1, Empirical Results in U.S.A. 
Lantane and Rendleman have conducted a stability test on the 
weekly ISDs of 24 companies over 39 weeks. A cross-sectional ISD 
(CISD) is computed: 
CISDt = 客 】 - 迎 ( 8 ) 
N 
where CISD^ = Cross-sectional ISD at time t 
ISDft = Implied Standard Deviation at time 
t for stock i 
N = Number of Stocks under Study 
They examined the dispersion of CISD over a period of time, 
CISD ranges from 0.13724 to 0.08878 during the period of study 
and it was concluded that the ISDs were inconsistent over time. 
They felt that Black and Scholes formula cannot fully capture the 
option pricing process. They then tested the systematic movement 
among ISD of all stocks. Each stock‘s ISD is regressed on CISD 
as depicted below: 
ISDt = a + b CISDt (9) 
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The R2 for each stock is recorded and the average R2 is 
found to be 0.6325. Thus there is a trend for the implied risk 
estimates of the stocks to change together. There is a time when 
the investors feel that the level of risk is greater than 
average. Then an upward adjustment of risk estimates will be 
observed over all the stocks in the market„ 
2. Empirical Results in Honor Kona 
If the warrant is rationally priced over the whole period, 
there should be two hundred and forty-eight ISDs computed. I 
will follow closely the stability test conducted by Lantane and 
Rendleman. I have carried out three stability tests for the ISDs 
computed over three different periods: the whole year, before 
June 5 1989 and after June 6, 1989. The results are shown in 
Table F.1 which exhibits the time-series of the CISD and CAISD 
and Table F.2 depicts the summary statistics for these three 
intervals. 
From Table F.2, we realize that the means of CISD are 0.529, 
0.473 and 0. 644 for the CISD of the whole year, before June 5 and 
after June 6 respectively. The average value of CISD is the 
highest in the period after June 6. This is consistent with the 
result that we have obtained earlier (i.e. there is an increase 
in the perception over risk after the June fourth event)• 
The standard deviations of the CISD are 0.098, 0.065 and 
0.0218. The whole year»s is the highest. It is not surprising 
as there is an abrupt change in ISD brought by the June fourth 
event. Thus the yearly data which include the ISDs before and 
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after the incident will surely have the highest dispersion. The 
standard deviation of the period after June fourth is the lowest. 
It implies that the ISDs do not restore back to the original low 
level shortly after the event. The ranges of fluctuation in CISD 
for the 3 periods are 0.376 (0.768-0.392), 0.376 (0.768-0.392) 
and 0.0093 (0.690-0.597). Again, the extent of fluctuation is 
smaller after the June fourth event. For the period before June 
the fluctuation is far too great to be explained by the non-
stationary argument. It may be due to the fact that the Black 
and Scholes model cannot fully capture the pricing process of 
warrants in Hong Kong, 
The next step is to check the co-movement of the degree of 
risk among stocks. To test whether there is systematic movement 
of the level of fluctuation in returns, a regression of ISD on 
CISD will be run. In order to check whether there is a 
significant difference before and after June 6, three time series 
of regressions will be run. They are series of the whole year, 
before June 6 and after June 6. The intercept term 'a', 
coefficient term 'b'雪 their corresponding t-value and the term 
R2 for all the three series are recorded in Table F.3a to Table 
F.3c. The mean values of the R2 for the different series are 
0.40089, 0.267198 and 0.486203. They shows that the closest 
relation of the CISD with the individual ISD lies on the yearly 
data and this relationship depreciates after the June 6 event. 
Yet, we should be cautious in the interpretation of the mean 
value of the R2 because different stocks display different 
pattern of R2 for the three periods and there is no consistent 
trend concerning which R2 is the greatest over all the stocks. 
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In conclusion, to certain extent, ISDs among stocks do move 
together. 
D. Predictability on Future Risk 
1. Empirical Result in U.S.A. 
Lantane and Rendleman, Chiras and Manaster as well as 
Beckers have performed tests to compare the forecasting ability 
of the classical risk estimator and the implied risk. All the 
researches show that the implicit volatility is superior to the 
classical estimator. In all their literatures, they treat the 
standard deviation of stock return in the future as the future 
volatility (FUTSD)• Cross-sectional data are used to check the 
predictability (i.e. the usefulness of an estimator in the 
projection of the FUTSD on each stock is examined). Let's look 
at their results: 
a. Latane and Rendleman 
Correlation matrix among the cross-sectional series: ISD, 
HISTSD and FUTSD is presented. It is found that the correlation 
coefficient is the highest between the ISD and FUTSD series and 
thus ISD is better in the prediction of risk of the immediate 
future. 
b, Chiras and Manaster 
Three types of regressions have run. They are: 
i. FUTSD on ISD 
ii. FUTSD on HISTSD 
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iii. FUTSD on ISD and HISTSD 
The explanatory power of FUTSD is the highest for the ISD 
and the R2 do not increase much with the inclusion of HISTSD in 
the multiple regression in (iii). It implies that the ISD has 
already incorporated the information embodied in HISTSD. In 
addition, ISD contains more information for the projection of 
future risk� 
c. Beckers 
He has run the following regressions: 
1� FUTSD on BISD 
ii. FUTSD on AMISD 
iii. FUTSD on HISTSD 
iv. FUTSD on FBSD 
V, FUTSD on BISD and HISTSD 
vi. FUTSD on AMISD and HISTSD 
On the whole, the FBSD (Fischer Black fee-for-service risk 
estimator) has exhibited the best forecasting ability. The ISD 
(AMISD, BISD) has outperformed the historical estimator (HISTSD)• 
In particular, the AMISD is better than BISD in the prediction 
of risk. 
2, Empirical Studies in Hong Kong 
The major theme of this paper is to compare the 
predictability of ISD and HISTSD on stock volatility in the 
future. Two tests will be run. One is the performance test and 
the other is the half-year performance test. The first test has 
appeared once in the selection of the weighting scheme. I will 
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briefly describe the testing procedure. I will illustrate clearly 
the detail of the tests in computer program E.1 and E.2. 
The performance test is carried out to compare the cross-
sectional relationship between HISTSD(90), ISD and the FUTSD 
which are mimicked by the cross-sectional series of L60HIS, 
L40HIS, L2 0HIS, AVGHIS, L60ISD, L40ISD, L20ISD and AVGISD. Six 
periods (whole year, before May 22, before June 5, after May 23 
and after June 6) are utilized in the performance test. For the 
periods after May 23 and June 6, the total number of trading days 
is less than 90 days. Thus the cross-sectional series of 
HISTSD(90) of all the stocks are missing. The correlation 
matrices and the cross-sectional series are shown in Table G.la 
to Table G.le. 
The half-year performance test compares the HISTSD before 
and after a certain date. The standard deviation of the stock 
return before a date is termed as HISTSDl and the standard 
deviation of the stock return after a date is termed as HISTSD2• 
The ISD time series is divided into two halves. The average ISD 
before a date is defined as AVGISDl and after a date is defined 
as AVGISD2. There are three dividing dates: April 4 and 6, May 
22 and 23, June 5 and 6. The first dividing dates cut the data 
into two equal halves while the latter two division dates follow 
from the test of structural change. June 5 and 6 are important 
in dividing the change in CISD while May 22 and May 23 are 
important in dividing the change in HISTSD. Correlation matrices 
and the cross-sectional series of HISTSDl, HISTSD2, AVGISDl and 
AVGISD2 are presented in Table G.2a to G.2c. 
Table G. 3a and Table G. 3b will show the average value of 
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AVGISD, L20ISD, L40ISD, L60ISD, AVGHIST, L20HIS, L40HIS and 
L60HIS for the performance test and the average values of 
AVGISDl, AVGISD2, HISTSDl and HISTSD2 for the half-year 
performance test. 
For the performance test, the contemporary average values 
of the ISDs are consistently higher than the HISTSDs(90) except 
the average of L20ISD. For the half-year performance test, 
concurrent AVGISDls exceed HISTSDls irrespective of when is the 
dividing date. Yet, AVGISD2s are smaller than HISTSD2s for the 
period after April 4 and May 23. Synchronous AVGISD2 is greater 
than HISTSD2 only after June 6. 
Regressions are run to check the following relationship: 
a. Contemporary relationship between ISD and HISTSD or 
HISTSD(90): -
-(AVGHIST,AVGISD), (L20HIS,L20ISD), (L40HIS,L40ISD), 
(L60HIS,L60ISD) 
-(AVGISDl,HISTSDl), (AVGISD2,HISTSD2) 
b. Predictability of ISD on FUTSD 
-(AVGHIS,L20ISD), (AVGHIS,L4 0ISD), (AVGHIS,L60ISD), 
(L20HIS,L40ISD), (L2OHIS,L60ISD), (L40HIS,L60ISD) 
-(HISTSD2,AVGISDl) 
c. Predictability of HISTSD on FUTSD 
-(AVGHIST,L20HIS), (AVGHIST,L4OHIS), (AVGHIST,L60HIS), 
(L20HIS,L40HIS), (L20HIS,L60HIS), (L40HIS,L60HIS) 
-(HISTSD2,HISTSDl) 
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d. Predictability of ISD on future ISD 
-(AVGISD,L20ISD)• (AVGISD,L40ISD), (AVGISD,L60ISD), 
(L20ISD,L40ISD), (L20ISD,L60ISD), (L40ISD,L60ISD) 
e. Predictability of HISTSD on future ISD 
-(AVGISD,L20HIS), (AVGISD,L40HIS), (AVGISD,L60HIS), 
(L20ISD,L40HIS), (L20ISD,L60HIS)• (L40ISD,L60HIS) 
Table G.4a and Table G.4b summarize the results of the 
regressions. A flawless prediction and relationship implies that 
the intercept term 'a' is be near zero, the slope coefficient 'b' 
close to one while R2 approximates one. The relationship between 
contemporary risk estimates: ISD and HISTSD are rather low with 
R2 below 0.01 for the majority of cases. The predictability of 
ISD on FUTSD is very low too. Again, R2 is very low, below 
0.001, for most of the cases. But the predictability of HISTSD 
on FUTSD is comparatively high in the performance test with R2 
at 0.79 to 0.88, 0,67 to 0.87 and 0.31 to 0.69 in the prediction 
of the FUTSD by the variabilities of stock returns have a time 
difference of 20, 40 or 60 trading days. Better predictive power 
is found in forecasts for the more immediate future. Yet, for 
the half-year performance test, the R2 is quite low, 0.004 to 
0.009, which may be caused by the structural change in risk. The 
predictability of ISD on future ISD is especially high, with a 
R2 of 0.89 to 0.99, 0.96 to 0.99 and 0.90 to 0.97 in the 
projection of the future ISD based on the average ISD values that 
have a time difference of 20, 40 or 60 trading days. Again, the 
better the forecasting ability, the shorter is the period 
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predicted. This result is confirmed in the half-year performance 
test where the R2 of AVGISD2 on AVGISDl is shown to be 0.7 to 
0.81. The predictability of HISTSD on future ISD is quite low 
with the majority of R2 below 0.02. 
In conclusion, the contemporary relationship of the two 
estimates is virtually absent and the cross-predictability of the 
two estimates is very low. Yet, the risk estimator can make 
rather good projection on the future value of itself especially 
on the implied risk. As a result, we cannot conclude that the 
implied risk computed from the warrant pricing in Hong Kong is 
superior to the classical risk estimator in the prediction of 
future variability of stock return• 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
A. Comments and Compare the Empirical Results 
Unlike the studies done in U.S.A., there is no strong 
evidence to conclude that the implied standard deviation derived 
from the warrant pricing outperforms the classical risk estimator 
in Hong Kong. The implicit volatility can fully reflect investor 
view on the future level of risk if and only if the markets are 
efficient and the Black-Scholes model can completely capture the 
pricing process of option or warrant. Before going on to the 
reasons for the difference, I would like to examine the degree 
of market efficiency and correctness of the model specifications, 
1. Degree of Market Efficiency 
a. U.S.A. 
The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in U.S.A. is a very 
efficient securities market. The majority of the empirical 
studies show that the market is at least in a weak form of 
efficiency. No systematic pattern can be revealed from the 
historical price movement. The CBOE is also an efficient market 
in the sense that no excess profit can be made based on some 
trading strategies after the allowance of transaction cost. The 
result is not surprising because the market participants in both 
markets are professional and international traders who will 
quickly exploit any arbitrage opportunity. 
Empirical tests are conducted to compare the model option 
price and the actual option premium is a joint-test on the 
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correctness of the model and the efficiency of the market. 
Deviation of the actual and model prices may be caused by model 
mis-specification or market inefficiency or both of them. So it 
is hard to verify whether the model is inaccurate without any 
prior knowledge on the efficiency of the option and stock 
markets• Market is termed to be efficient when there is no 
abnormal profit or arbitrage opportunities. 
To test market efficiency, we have to assume the model 
specification is right and go on to check the level of efficiency 
by spotting out mis-priced options. The existence of abnormal 
profit is checked by the formation of a trading strategy based 
on the model. Excess return for a portfolio is computed as 
follows 2 
Re = dH - H Rf dt 
=(DC-SC/SS dS) 一 （ C 一 SC/SS S)Rf dt (1) 
where Re = Excess Return from the Riskless Hedge H 
dH = Change in Value of the Portfolio 
H = C - N(dl)S 
=Initial Investment in the Portfolio 
Authors like Galai [1977],Chiras and Manaster [1978] have 
conducted similar test. I would briefly mention the results of 
the above researches. 
i. Galai 
He utilized the model to form a trading strategy. Model 
price (C) is calculated and compared with the actual price (W)• 
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Overpriced (C < W) options are sold while underpriced (C > W) 
options are bought, Riskless portfolios are formed by the 
addition of either a long position or short position of the 
underlying securities. To retain its riskless position, we have 
to buy and sell options or stocks daily because we have to 
maintain the riskless hedge ratio N(dl) whenever the direction 
of mis-pricing and the input variables (S,T) changes� 
Expost and exante test are conducted� The expost test 
assumes information about the mis-pricing of the options is known 
and trading can be taken place on the same day. It is only 
possible in theory. The exante test allows a time lag between 
the decision making and the execution of the trading. 
Information concerning the fair price of options can only be 
utilized a day later• The latter scenario comes closer to real 
practice� 
The portfolio constructed is free from non-diversifiable 
risk because it possesses a near zero beta. Excess profit from 
the trading strategy is found in the expost test. Yet, with the 
allowance of even 1% transaction cost, we can already eliminate 
all the excess profit. The trading strategy in the expost test 
cannot generate profit significantly different from the riskfree 
rate. Other important findings include: the model is robust 
enough to change in variance and risk free rate of interest but 
it is rather sensitive to dividend correction. 
ii. Chiras and Manaster 
They follow the above procedure in the formation of the 
riskless hedge. The only difference is that they exploit the 
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information content of the option pricing and compute the risk 
implied by the model. They design a weighting scheme to average 
out the different implied standard deviations computed from 
different options of the same underlying stock. Putting the 
piece of information into the model, they compute the equilibrium 
price of the option which is then the base for the trading 
strategy• By doing so, they can earn an excess profit of as high 
as 10%. It provides a further proof of the effectiveness of the 
model in estimating risk. Yet, with the inclusion of transaction 
cost, the excess profit quickly vanishes. 
The above two tests, show that the options market is fairly 
efficient because arbitrage profit does not exist for the 
majority of market participants who need to pay a fairly high 
transaction cost. Moreover, the model is useful in the 
construction of a riskless hedge and to ferret out the misvalued 
options. 
b. Hong Kona 
Many empirical results show that the stock market in Hong 
Kong is not so efficient even in the weak form. So it is very 
interesting to examine the efficiency of the warrant market. At 
a first glance, the warrant market is not so efficient because 
it is not unusual to observe warrants that are sold at discount. 
This implies that the total cost of purchasing a warrant and 
immediate exercising it falls below the stock price. An investor 
who owns a stock can sell the stock and buy a warrant. The 
immediate exercise of the warrant will yield arbitrage profit for 
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the investor. This phenomenon may be caused by the restriction 
on short sale so that only the stock holders can capture that 
seeming •arbitrage profit'. Yet, efficiency would be improved 
when more market players enter the playground, especially for 
professional ones after the introduction of the warrant fund 
industry. 
2. Correctness in Model Specification 
a. U.S.A. 
Originally, the model is designed to price options of a 
fairly short lives (say three to nine months) of stocks that does 
not have any dividend payment or dividend protected. All the 
researches in U.S.A. mentioned above are done on options that 
have fulfilled most of the conditions. If there is dividend 
payment during the life of an option, then proper dividend 
adjustment will be made to account for the exdividend price fall 
and early exercise possibility. The short life of the option 
makes the prediction and correction of the dividend much simpler. 
The predictive power of the model is being tested in U.S.A.. 
We have to first assume the market is efficient before we can 
check the applicability of the model. Macbeth and Merville 
[1979], Guletkin, Rogalski and Tinic [1977] and Rubinstein [1985] 
have undertaken such kind of studies. 
i. Macbeth and Merville 
If we assume that the Black-Scholes model yields the best 
prediction for the at-the-money option with at least 90 days to 
expiration. Then the implied standard deviation calculated will 
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be the true variance of the stock. Using this variance rate for 
the model, we find the model tends to overestimate the value of 
the out-of-the-money option and underestimate the in-the-money 
option. The effect will be more pronounced with an increase in 
the time to expiration and the extent of in-the-money or out-of-
the money. They also find that the extent of overpricing is the 
most serious for the out-of-the money option with less than 90 
days to expiration� 
ii. Guletkin, Rogalski and Tinic 
They compare the actual price and the model price (where the 
variance is computed from the most recent half year historical 
price series)• They find that the model tends to overestimate 
the in-the-money option and the high variance option but 
underestimate the out-of-the-money option and the low variance 
option• The prediction error (measured by the difference between 
the actual and the model prices) tends to diminish as the time 
to expiration comes closer• Moreover, the risk estimate of the 
short-lived option is more accurate. They concluded that the 
quality of the model improve with a decrease in time to 
expiration. 
iii. Rubinstein 
The model tend to overprice the out-of-the-money option 
which has a short maturity. He goes on to conclude that at 
present there is no alternative model that is superior to the 
Black and Scholes formula in the valuation of option. 
In conclusion, the Black and Scholes model is a fairly 
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accurate model in the determination of option prices but certain 
kinds of bias exist in the prediction. Plausible reasons 
accounting for the bias are as follows: 
一 Mis-specification of the underlying stock price generating 
process 
The assumption of independent and log-normally distributed 
stock price movement with stationary variance may not be the 
actual underlying process. Variance rate may be non-stationary 
and distribution may be skewed� 
一 Unobserved Variance 
Risk is not observable and has to be estimated by the 
historical prices or the variance implied by the model. These 
kinds of estimates are subject to measurement errors and biases. 
- Non-simultaneously recorded stock and option prices 
The model requires the synchronous recording of the option 
and stock prices. The closing prices of the two may represent 
transaction at different points of time. The problem is more 
serious for thinly traded option say the far out-of-the-money 
option. The greater the time lag between the two transactions, 
the greater the errors will be. 
一 Artificial price movement 
Market maker may trade at a price that is not representing 
the true value of the option or stock for some special reasons. 
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- Bid-ask spread 
The closing price may either be quoted at the bidding or 
asking price and it will create a band of uncertainty. The bid-
ask spread may constitute a large part of the total investment 
in option� 
- Market regulation and friction 
The presence of market friction and restriction on short 
sale may deter the formation of a riskless hedge. The formation 
of riskless portfolios is important in the derivation of the 
model. Thus it put a check on the effectiveness of the 
prediction� 
b. Hong Kong 
In this study, we assume that the market will price warrant 
according to the Black and Scholes model. However, warrant is 
a stock derivative product which possesses different features as 
compared to the call option. Unlike call options, warrant is 
issued by the company itself. Upon each exercise of a warrant, 
the company will issue some new shares. Thus there is a 
potential dilution effect on the stock price which should be 
taken into consideration in the valuation of warrants. Moreover, 
a warrant has a much longer life, say three to five years. 
During its long life, there may be a number of dividend payments. 
Thus there may be a great reduction of the stock price due to the 
dividend payments and the possibility of early exercise is much 
higher. 
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To test the applicability of the model, I will regress the 
model price (C) on the actual warrant price (W): 
C = a + b W (2) 
If the Black and Scholes model can make perfect forecast for 
the warrant price, then we will find the intercept to be 
zero, the slope coefficient 'b» to be equal to one and R2 equal 
to one. In this simple regression the R2 will be just equal to 
the correlation coefficient of C and W. The result of the 
regression is shown in Table H.1. 
In general, for stocks which have issued more than one 
warrant, the R2 is greater for the warrant with a shorter life� 
This phenomenon is observed in 14 stocks out of the 21 stocks. 
Those that do not conform with this observation are the ones with 
a very low R2 eg. Allied Overseas, Evergo, and Jademan. I will 
depict the results of the regression for the multi-warrant 
issuing companies in Table H.2. 
The representative stocks eg. Hong Kong Land Holdings, Wharf 
Holdings, New World Development and Sun Hung Kai Properties have 
a very high R2 and a rather low value for the intercept term as 
well as a coefficient term closed to one. In Table H.3, you can 
discover that the R^ is much higher for the constituent stocks 
as compared to all the stocks as a whole. It implies that the 
Black and Scholes formula is more applicable for the efficiently 
priced stocks and warrants. The complete procedure of the test 
is demonstrated in computer program F� 
The stock and warrant market in Hong Kong is less efficient 
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as compared to the stock and option market in U.S.A.. Moreover, 
short sale is not allowed in the stock and warrant market in Hong 
Kong. Yet, short sale is required for the formation of riskless 
hedge which is crucial in the derivation of the Black & Scholes 
formula. In addition, the original Black and Scholes formula is 
not designed for warrants which deviate from options in certain 
aspects. In conclusion, market inefficiency and imperfection 
together with inexact model specification will result in a low 
degree of applicability of the Black and Scholes formula in the 
pricing of warrant in Hong Kong. So the risk implied by the 
warrant pricing may not reflect the view of investors on risk. 
It is not surprising to find that the implicit volatility does 
not outperform the classical risk estimator in the prediction of 
future variability of return. 
B, Suqcrested Modifications 
In the following, I would suggest modifications in a few 
aspects so as to improve the precision of the study. To improve 
the estimation of the implied standard deviation, adjustments 
should be made for the dilution effect and dividend payment which 
will improve the degree of applicability of the model. In order 
to avoid the contamination of the results by the very 
inefficiently priced warrants and stocks, I propose a careful 
screening of the data. The choice of the study period is also 
crucial because a too volatile environment may result in an 
abrupt change in the risk structure of the stock. 
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1' Modifications of the Option Pricing Model 
a. Adjustment for Dividend 
In the absence of dividend payment, the value of the 
European call option (c) which can only be exercised at the 
expiration date) is the same as the its American counterpart (C 
which can be exercised at any time before the expiration date)• 
Exercise at the expiration date enables the holder to enjoy a 
higher discount factor for his exercise price payment. With the 
introduction of dividend, the American option holder is now 
facing a dilemma of whether to exercise the option earlier� 
Early exercise of the option enables the holder to receive the 
dividend payment at the expense of a higher discounted exercise 
price� 
The valuation of the American option requires additional 
knowledge concerning the amount of dividend as well as the 
exdividend date� Forecasting the latter variable is quite easy 
because a company seldom changes its dividend payment date. In 
order to predict the amount of dividend, we have to know a 
company‘s dividend policy, which varies a great deal among firms. 
Theoretically, Jarrow and Rudd [1983] have considered two types 
of dividend yield assumptions. 
i. Known Dividend Payment 
The stock price is composed of two parts: namely the risky 
element (K) and riskless element(D). The riskless component is 
the discounted dividend payment and the risky component is the 
capital value of stock price which follows the Wiener Process as 
mentioned before. 
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D(St,t) = D (1) 
St = Kt + ED- e-R”- for t<t. before the dividend 
payment 
St = Kt for t>t. after the dividend 
payment dK = [judt + adZ]K 
where D = Constant Dividend Payment During Life of Option 
St = Price of Stock with Accrued Dividend 
Kt = Price of Stock without Accrued Dividend 
dK = Standard Wiener Process 
Ti- = t. -t 
=Period to the Exdividend date 
ii. Stochastic Dividend Paid Continuously Over the Life of the 
Option 
A dividend yield is assumed to be paid continuously. It 
rules out the possibility of early exercise. At any time of 
time, the gain is not large enough to entice early exercise. 
Kt = St e-A (2) 
=Capital Gain of the Stock Price at Time t 
=Current Market Price of Stock - Present Value 
of the Stochastic Dividend Paid 
where d = Stochastic Dividend Yield 
For the sake of simplicity, I will take the first assumption 
only. 
Three dividend correction methods are put forth. I will 
discuss them in detail and examine their effectiveness one by 
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one. 
i. Stock Price Corrected by the Exdividend Price Fall 
The simplest way in dividend correction is to only account 
for the exdividend price fall only and ignore the early exercise 
conditions. This can be done by subtracting the amount of price 
fall from the stock price when using the original formula. The 
exdividend price fall (F) will be equal to the amount of dividend 
(D) times an adjustment factor(0) (i.e. F = D x 0) • The 
adjustment factor 0 will be a function of the tax differential 
treatment on capital gain and income. If there is not tax 
differential, 0 will be equal to one. This procedure is valid 
when there is no premature exercise. 
C = [S - S 0Di e-R(T-ti)] N(di) - X e.RT N(d2) (3) 
where D.= the ith dividend payment with exdividend 
date at t-
K^ = S - S 0D. e-R(T-ti� 
=Exdividend Stock Price 
0 = Exdividend Price Fall Adjustment Factor 
1 > 0 > 0 
This valuation will of course understate the true value of 
the American option because it has excluded the early exercise 
possibility. In fact, early exercise will be optimal under 
certain conditions. 
Early exercise should only be made at the exdividend date 
because it enables the holder to receive the dividend payment and 
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lower the cost of early exercise. If there are more than one 
dividend payment during the life of an option, then the premature 
exercise is most likely to take place at the final exdividend 
date� 
Let's examine the necessary conditions for the premature 
execution of the right. I will compare the values between two 
consecutive exdividend dates (t" t,”） and the values between the 
final exdividend date (tj and the final expiration date (T)； 
- a . Early Exercise at the ith Exdividend Date t. 
Vi = Sti - X (4a) 
where V. = Value Gets from Early Exercise of the 
Option Evaluated at Time t. 
Stock Price at Time t. 
b. Exercise at the Expiration Date t … 
V … = S,. - D. - X e-R⑴小⑴ (4b) 
where V;” = Value Gets from Exercising the Option at the 
Expiration Date Evaluated at t. 
一 a. Early Exercise at the nth Exdividend Date t^ 
Vn = Stn - X (5a) 
where Value gets from Early Exercise of the Option 
Evaluated at Time t� 
St = Stock Price at Time 
n n 
- b . Exercise at the Expiration Date T 
Vt = Stn - - X e-R(T-tn) (5b) 
where V^ = Value gets from Exercising the Option at 
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Expiration Date Evaluated at t^ 
tn = the Last Exdividend Date 
By comparing the values we get in (4a) and (4b), (5a) with 
(5b) • We can determine whether early exercise is plausible. 
Comparison of (4a) and (4b) 
一 a. Exercise at t. if: 
Vi > Vi+1 
S^.-X >St�Di”-Xe-R(ti+l-ti� 
D. > X [i-e-R�+1 -ti)] (6a) 
-b. Exercise at t-^ ^ if: 
VI < v�-+i 
D. < X [1-e - R� ” -� ] (6b) 
Comparison of (5a) and (5b) 
- a Exercise at t^ if: 
Vn > Vt 
Stn-X >St,Dn-Xe-R(T-trO 
Dn > X (7a) 
b. Exercise at T if: 
Vn < Vt 
Dn < X [1-e -R(T-tn�] (7b) 
You can realize that early exercise is optimal when the 
amount of dividend payment is large and the period 
between exdividend dates (t.^ ^ - t-) or final exdividend date and 
maturity date (T - t^) is short. This implies that the dividend 
capture is large and the opportunities cost of higher discounted 
exercise payment is relatively small. 
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If condition (7b) is fulfilled (i.e. exercise of the option 
at maturity date), then the simple approximation will be 
appropriate because the option is just appraised as before and 
the allowance of the post dividend price fall is enough. 
If the early conditions are satisfied, we have to put forth 
other ways of dividend adjustment. The pseudo-American call 
option suggested by Black [1975] and American call option formula 
proposed by Roll, Gesek and Whaley will be discussed in the 
following. 
ii. Pseudo-American Call Option 
Black adjusts for the early exercise condition by computing 
the values of the call option as if they are exercised at the 
various exdividend dates as well as at the expiration date. The 
same Black and Scholes formula will be used but the input 
parameters will be different in deriving the values of the call 
options that are exercised at different time. The maximum value 
among them is chosen and the exercise date will be treated as the 
maturity date for the option. Let's look at the example below. 
Assuming that there are only two dividend payments during the 
life of the options. The stock price generation process is given 
below: 
+ Die-RTi + D2e-RT2 for t < t^  
St=Kt + for t^ < t < t^ 
for 七2 < t 
We have to compute three values (c” c^, c^) of the option 
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as if it is exercised at the first exdividend date (t】），second 
exdividend date (t�） and the expiration date (T) respectively. 
-Exercise at t^  (treating the maturity date as t” 
where d l " = f [S^  - D^  e.RTi _ t; R, a,七，， 
K - Di - D2 e-R�-t2)] 
一 Exercise at t^ (treat the maturity date as 七之) 
C 2 = ( S t一 D ^ e - R T i - D 2 e - R T 2 ) N ( d i 書 ) - ( X - D 2 ) e”R(t2- t〉 N ( d 2 i ) 
where d/= f[St - D^  e.RTi _ D � t ; R, a, t^, K _ D^] 
-Exercise at T (treat the maturity date as expiration date) 
C3 = (St-Die-RTi-D2e-RT2)N(di)-Xe—RTN(d2) 
where d^  = f[S^ 一 D^  - D^ , t; R, O, T, K] 
The value of the pseudo-American call option will be the 
maximum value among the three c" c^  and Cj� 
c* = Max(Ci, C2, C3) 
The exercise price of the option is to be deducted by the 
present value of the dividends issued during the exercise to the 
maturity time. The obligation to pay the exercise price 
immediately is partly offset by the receipt of the dividend and 
thus diminish the cash outflow. It is interesting to note that 
what‘s happened after the exercise of an option still affect the 
value of the option. Note that adjustments are made in both the 
stock price and the exercise price. This is reasonable only if 
we are uncertain about the actual exercise date. 
Thus c* > C3 implies that early exercise for an American 
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call option will possibly worth at least as much as its European 
counterpart. Additional value will be given if there is positive 
probability of early exercise. 
iii. American Call Option 
The American call option formula provides a closed form 
estimate of the value of the call by mimicking the returns of an 
American option under different critical values of the stock. 
To simplify the formula, I have assumed one dividend payment 
during the life of the option. Then we can form portfolio which 
consists of three European options with various exercise prices 
and maturity dates. 
The portfolio will be consisted of the following: 
- B u y a European call option with exercise price = X and 
maturity = T 
一 Buy a European call option with exercise price = s* and 
maturity = t-e 
一 Sell a European call option with exercise price = S*+0D-X and 
maturity = t-e 
Cash flow from the portfolio 
Position S<S* S>S* 
1 c(St,t,R,a,T,K) 
2 0 S-S* 
3 0 S*+ D~X 
Total payoff c (St, t,R, CJ,T,K) S + D-X 
Since the portfolio return and risk are exactly equal to 
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those of the American call option, its value will be the same as 
the American call option's in a perfect capital market. Thus the 
value of the call option will be given as; 
C � = (S-D, e-R”)N(bi) + (S-D^ e - R” ） - b�； V r ^ / t ) 
一 X e-RT M(a2, -b2； Vr^/t) - (X - D^) N(b2) 
(9) 
a, = LnrfS-Di e'^/Xl + (R + O^/2)T 
o Vr 
A2 = A^ - OVT 
b2 = LnrfS-Di e-叫/S*l + (R + o^ 
O ^^T� 
b2 = b^  - CTVT^  
Ti = ti - t 
� 2 =七2 - t 
Where M(a,b;r) = Cumulative Probability in a Standard 
Bivariate Normal Distribution that the 
First Variable is Less than a and the 
second variable is less than b with 
Coefficient Correlation between the 
Variable r 
S* = Critical Value for the Early Exercise 
of the Call. It was Found by Setting: 
C(S\ tl) = S* + 0D - X 
If there is no early exercise, then: 
S* = 00 then bi = =-oo 
The equation can be reduced to the original Black and 
Scholes formula with S reduced to S - D^  e'"^ *^ 
If there is more than one dividend payment, then the 
valuation formula will involve higher order multi-variate normal 
distribution function. To simplify the model, we can assume that 
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the option is exercised at the final exdividend date and the 
stock price is reduced by the present value of all the dividends 
paid during the life of the option. 
Whaley [1982] checks the efficiency of the three procedures 
mentioned and repeats the major tests concerning the option 
valuation model: volatility estimation, model specification and 
the market efficiency. The prediction errors are 2.18%, 1.48% 
and 1.08% for the Black-Scholes Formula, Pseudo-American call 
option valuation model and the Roll's ,Gesek*s and Whaley,s 
American call option model respectively. The percentage of 
errors is less than the bid ask spread which exceeds 2.18%. So 
all of them are within the tolerance level under an imperfect 
market� The introduction of dividend adjustment can alleviate 
the bias in the ISD estimation as against striking price and time 
to expiration. 
b. Correction for Dilution Effect 
The subscription of option leads to the transfer of existing 
share from the call writer to the holder and should not have any 
effect over the existing nominal stock price. 
Yet, the subscription of warrant will lead to the issuance 
of new shares. Given the exercise price paid cannot compensate 
for the dilution effect due to new shares issuance, the share 
price will fall after a subscription. The potential dilution 
effect is an important issue in the pricing of warrant� 
In the following, I would discuss warrant valuation based 
on the paper of Galai and Schneller [1978]• The pricing 
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relationship of warrant and call option and the potential 
dilution effect will be mentioned� In their model, two 
assumptions are made: 
i� The investment policy of the firm is unaffected by the 
warrant issuance. 
ii. The proceed obtained from the subscription will be 
immediately distributed to the current shareholders as 
dividend. 
The warrant-issuing company is an all equity firm with its 
value at t�represented by: 
Vq = n SQ (10) 
where n = Original Number of Shares before Warrant 
Subscription 
Sq = Market Price of Stock before Warrant Subscription 
Vq = Value of the All Equity Firm 
Upon the subscription of the warrant, the value of the firm 
and the share change� 
The value of the firm will then become: 
V丁丨=Vt + kX 
=nS^ + nqX (11) 
where q = k/n 
=Ratio of Warrant Issued to the 
Outstanding Stock 
k = Number of Warrant Issued 
n = Original Number of Shares 
X = Exercise Price of the Warrant 
S^  = Share Price at time T if there is no warrant 
subscription 
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V丁 = Value of the firm if there is no warrant 
subscription 
The value of the shares then become: 
St' = V// (k+n) 
=(nS^ + nqX)/(nq+n) 
=(S, + qX)/(l+q) (12) 
The necessary condition for warrant to be exercised will be: 
S/ > X 
S^+qX - X > 0 
1 + q 
St +aX-X-qX > 0 
1+q 
St > X (13) 
From (12), we realize that the necessary condition for 
exercising the warrant and call option are identical (i.e.the 
current stock price exceeding the striking price)• 
Let's examine the value of the warrant as against the value 
of the call option. 
The value of the call option at expiration is given below: 
Ct = Max (St-X,0) (14) 
The value of the warrant at expiration is given below: 
Wt = Max (S/-X,0) (15) 
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From (12), we have obtained the post subscription value of 
the shares, thus we have: 
Wt = Max ( nS^+naX 一 X , 0 ) 
n+nq 
= M a x ( S丁 - X , 0 ) (16) 
1+q 
From (14) and (16), we can then find the relationship 
between call and warrant valuation at expiration, 
Wt = (17) 
1+q 
Since the call value is perfectly correlated to the warrant 
value, their prices should be proportionally—related. The price 
of warrant is adjusted for a dilution factor (1+q)• 
Wq = _ Q o — (18) 
1+q 
The potential dilution effect is an important issue in 
warrant pricing because the size of the dilution factor may be 
very significant. Upon the introduction of the Securities and 
Futures Commission Ordinance 1989, companies are prohibited to 
issue warrant with an amount exceeding 10% of the firings equity. 
However, firms that have issued over 10% of the total equity 
still exit in my study. Those are the firms which had rushed to 
issue warrants in the booming years well before the Ordinance 
came into effective in April 1989. For example, the Allied 
Overseas (85.3%), Allied Properties(57•5%), Chinese 
Estates(58.5%), Evergo(56.2%), Great Eagle(51.4%), 
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Jadeinan(160.6%) , Mirainar Hotel (12.9%) , Sino Land(20.2%) , Sino 
Realty(23.2%) and Tse Sui Luen(112.4%) . Thus the mere 
application of the option pricing model without accounting for 
the dilution effect may cause serious prediction errors 
especially for those stocks mentioned. 
2. Data Selection 
a. Selection of Data 
Market inefficiency and imperfection is an inevitable matter 
and we should not expect any drastic improvement in the years 
ahead. Yet, we can carefully select stocks that are most 
efficiently priced. In my description of the data, I have 
recommended various ways to classify the stocks. The constituent 
stocks of the Hang Seng Index, the leading stocks in market 
capitalization, the most actively traded stocks may be treated 
as representative stocks and can be selected for the study. It 
is supported by the results of the validity test of the model 
because the model is most applicable to these stocks. 
b. Period of Study 
In my study, I have chosen the period which covers the June 
fourth event. As I have shown, there is an abrupt increase in 
the risk estimate for the stocks after June 4, 1989. This change 
may spoil the results obtained in the stability and performance 
tests. In order to get a precise result that is free from 
noises, we should choose a period when the economic environment 
is more stable and the period should be sufficiently long. 
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with improvements in the specification of the model in 
warrant pricing and a careful screening of data, the genuine 
predictability of the implied standard deviation can be tested 
out� 
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LIST OF TABLES 
A- Preliminary Description of Data 
Table Al.a 
Names of the Warrant-issuing Companies and 
the Expiry Year of The Issued Warrants 
NAME OF COMPANY WARRANT ISSUED 
Allied Overseas Investment Ltd. 1990 
1993 
Allied Properties (HK) Ltd. 1990 
1993 
Applied International Holdings Ltd. 1991 
Asia Securities International Ltd. 1991 
Bond Corporation International Ltd. 1991 
China & Eastern Investment Co. Ltd. 1991 
Capitalcorp International Ltd. 1991 
Cathay City Int'l Holdings Ltd. 1989 
1994 
Century City Int'l Holdings Ltd. 1992 
Cheuk Nang (Holdings) Ltd. 1993 
Chevalier International Holdings Ltd. 1993 
Chinese Estates Holdings Ltd. 1991 
1993 
1995 
China Entertainment and Land Investinent 1991 
1992 
Chuang» s Consortium Ltd. 1992 
1994 
City Resources (Asia) Ltd. 1992 
C.P. Pokphand Co. Ltd. 1992 
Crocodile Garments Ltd. 1990 
1991 
Crusader Investinent Ltd. 1992 
Cable and Wireless (Far East) Ltd. 1993 
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Elec & Eltek (Bermuda) Co. Ltd. 1992 
EIE Development (International) Ltd. 199 2 
Essential Enterprises Co. Ltd. 1991 
Evergo International Holdings Co. Ltd. 1990 
1994 
First South China Corporation Ltd. 1991 
Far East Consortium Ltd. 1992 
Far East Holdings International Ltd. 1991 
F. P. Special Assets Ltd. 1991 
Furaitiar Hotel Enterprises Ltd. 1991 
Gold Peak Industries (Holdings) Ltd. 1991 
Great Eagle Co., Ltd. 1992 
1994 
Grand Hotel Holdings Ltd. 1991 
Guangdong Investment Ltd. 1991 
Hang Lung Development Co. Ltd. 1992 
Henderson Investment Ltd. 1991 
Herald (Hong Kong) Ltd. 1992 
Hong Kong and Shanghai Hotels, Ltd., The 1992 
Hong Kong Land Holdings Ltd. 1991 
Hong Kong Macau Development Co., Ltd. 1989 
Hong Kong Daily News & Trading Holdings 1990 
Hon Kwok Land Investment Co., Ltd. 1992 
Hopewell Holdings Ltd. 1991 
Hsin Chong Holdings Co., Ltd. 1992 
Huey Tai Investment Co., Ltd. 1993 
IMC Holdings Ltd. 1992 
Jademan (Holdings) Ltd. 1994 
1998 
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Jardine Matheson (Finance) Ltd� 1992(Bearer) 
1992 
L.E.T. Pacific Ltd. 1992 
Lai Sun Development Co., Ltd. 1994 
Lai Sun Garment (International) Ltd. 1989 
Lee King Development Ltd. 199 0 
Luks Industrial Co., Ltd. 1991 
Mansion House Securities Ltd. 1992 
Miraitiar Hotel & Investment Co. Ltd. 199 0 
1992 
1994 
National Electronics Holdings Ltd. 1991 
New World Development Co. Ltd. 1989 
1991 
Orient Overseas (Holdings) Ltd. 1990 
Polly Perk Far East Ltd. 1990 
Paliburg Int'l Holdings Ltd. 1989 
QPL International Holdings Ltd. 1992 
1993 
Regal Hotels Int»l Holdings Ltd. 1991 
Rivera Holdings Ltd. 1990 
1992 
Rose Knitting Co., Ltd. 1993 
SEA Holdings Ltd. 1989 
2008 
Seapower Consortium Co., Ltd. 1995 
Semi-tech Microelectronics (Far East) Lt 199 0 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. 199 0 
1992 
Shui On Group Ltd. 1992 
Shun Ho Property Development Ltd. 199 0 
Shun Ho Investment (Holdings) Ltd. 1991 
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Shun Tak Enterprises Corporation Ltd. 2067 
Sino Land Co., Ltd. 1990 
1991 
Sino Realty & Enterprise Ltd. 1989 
1990 
1991 
Starlight Industrial Holdings Ltd. 1991 
Standard-Lloyds Holdings Ltd. 199 0 
Stelux Holdings Ltd. ^991 
Superford Financial Holdings Ltd. 1991 
Tai Sang Land Development Ltd. 1990 
Tai Shing International Holdings Ltd. 1991 
THL International Ltd. 1992 
Tian An China Investment Co., Ltd. 1990 
Tse Sui Luen Jewellery (Holdings) Ltd. 1992 
1994 
Tungtex (Holdings) Co. Ltd, 1991 
Uniworld Investment Ltd. 1991 
Wharf (Holdings)Ltd., The 1990 
Wing Hung Kee Investment Co., Ltd. 1992 
Wong‘s Garments Ltd. 1990 
Wormald Pacific Ltd. 1992 
Yuen Sang Enterprises (Holdings) Ltd. 199 0 
2002 
Table Al.b 
Summary of the Numbers of Warrant Issued by Each Company for the Period between September,89 to September 90 






Classification of the Warrant-issuing Companies by Sector 
Name of Company under different Sectors 
Property Sector (43) 
Allied Overseas Investment Ltd. 
Allied Properties (HK) Ltd. 
Bond Corporation International Ltd. 
Cathay City Int'l Holdings Ltd. 
Century City Int'l Holdings Ltd. 
Cheuk Nang (Holdings) Ltd. 
Chinese Estates Holdings Ltd. 
China Entertainment and Land Investment Holdings Ltd. 
E/E Development (International) Ltd. 
Essential Enterprises Co. Ltd. 
Evergo International Holdings Co. Ltd. 
First South China Corporation Ltd. 
Far East Consortium Ltd. 
Great Eagle Co., Ltd. 
Hang Lung Development Co. Ltd. 
Henderson Investment Ltd. 
Hong Kong Land Holdings Ltd� 
Hong Kong Macau Development Co., Ltd. 
Hon Kwok Land Investment Co., Ltd. 
Hopewell Holdings Ltd. 
Hsin Chong Holdings Co., Ltd. 
Huey Tai Investment Co., Ltd. 
L.E.T. Pacific Ltd� 
Lai Sun Development Co., Ltd. 
Lee King Development Ltd. 
New World Development Co. Ltd. 
Paliburg Int'l Holdings Ltd. 
Rivera Holdings Ltd. 
SEA Holdings Ltd. 
Seapower consortium Co., Ltd. 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. 
Shui On Group Ltd. 
Shun Ho Property Development Ltd. 
Shun Ho Investment (Holdings) Ltd. 
Sins Land Co., Ltd. 
Sins Realty & Enterprise Ltd. 
Tai Sang Land Development Ltd. 
Tai Shing International Holdings Ltd. 
THL International Ltd. 
Tian An China Investment Co., Ltd. 
Wharf (Holdings)Ltd., The 
Wing Hung Kee Investment Co., Ltd. 
Wormald Pacific Ltd. 
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Industrial Sector (13) 
Applied International Holdings Ltd. 
Crocodile Garments Ltd. 
Elec & Eltek (Bermuda) Co. Ltd. 
Gold Peak Industries (Holdings) Ltd. 
Herald (Hong Kong) Ltd. 
Luks Industrial Co., Ltd. 
National Electronics Holdings Ltd. 
QPL International Holdings Ltd. 
Rose Knitting Co., Ltd. 
Semi-tech Microelectronics (Far East) Ltd. 
Starlight Industrial Holdings Ltd. 
Tungtex (Holdings) Co. Ltd. 
Wong‘s Garments Ltd. 
Consolidated Enterprises (10) 
Asia Securities International Ltd. 
Chevalier International Holdings Ltd. 
Chueng‘s Consortium Ltd. 
C.P. Pokphand Co. Ltd. 
Far East Holdings International Ltd. 
Jardine Matheson (Finance) Ltd. 
Lai Sun Garment (International) Ltd. 
Polly Perk Far East Ltd. 
Standard-Lloyds Holdings Ltd. 
Stelux Holdings Ltd. 
Finance Sector (7) 
China & Eastern Investment Co. Ltd. 
Capitalcorp International Ltd. 
Crusoder Investment Ltd. 
F. P. Special Assets Ltd. 
Mansion House Securities Ltd. 
Superford Financial Holdings Ltd. 
Uniworld Investment Ltd. 
Hotel Sector (6) 
Furamar Hotel Enterprises Ltd. 
Grand Hotel Holdings Ltd. 
Guangdong Investment Ltd. 
Hong Kong and Shanghai Hotels, Ltd., The 
Miramou Hotel & Investment Co. Ltd. 
Regal Hotels Int'l Holdings Ltd. 
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Shipping Sector (3) 
Orient Overseas (Holdings) Ltd. 
Shun Tak Enterprises Corporation Ltd. 
IMC Holdings Ltd� 
Mass Communication Sector (2) 
Hong Kong Daily News & Trading Holdings Ltd. 
Jademan (Holdings) Ltd. 
Retail Secotor (2) 
City Resources (Asia) Ltd. 
Tse Sui Luen Jewellery (Holdings) Ltd. 
Other Sector (1) 
Cable and Wireless (Far East) Ltd. 
Table A.2a(ii) 
Summary of the Classification of the 














Name of the Warrant-is suing Company that Belongto the Constituent Stock of the Hang Seng Index 
NAME OF COMPANY 
Great Eagle Co. Ltd. Property 
Hang Lung Development Co. Ltd. Property 
Henderson Investment Ltd. Property 
Hong and Shanghai Hotel Ltd. Hotel 
Hopewell Holdings Ltd. Property 
Hsin Chong Holdings Ltd. Property 
Jardine Matheson(Finance) Ltd. Con. Enter. 
New World Development Co. Ltd. Property • 
Regal Hotel International Holdings Ltd. Hotel 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. Property 
Sino Land Co. Ltd. Property 
Wharf (Holdings) Ltd. Property 
Table A.2c 
Name and Rank of the Warrant-issuing Company that Belong to the 
20-Leading Stocks in Terms of Market Capitalization 
NAME OF COMPANY RANK AT THE END OF 
1988 1989 
Hong Kong Land Holdings Ltd. 6 6 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. 9 9 
Jardine Matheson (Finance) Ltd. 15 11 
Wharf (Holdings) Ltd. 12 13 
New World Development Co. Ltd. 11 15 
Henderson Investment Ltd. 17 16 
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Table A.2d 
Name and Rank of the Warrant-issuing Company that Belong to the 20-Most Actively Traded Stock in Shares 
NAME OF COMPANY RANK AT THE END OP 
1988 1989 
Sino Land Co. Ltd. 2 2 
Sino Realty & Enterprises Ltd. 5 6 
Allied Overseas Investinent Ltd. 17 7 
Hong Kong Macau Development Co. Ltd. 11 9 
Hong Kong Land Holdings Ltd. 16 11 
China Ent. and Land Inv. Holdings Ltd. 8 12 
Tse Sui Luen Jewellery (Holdings) Ltd. 9 15 
Bond Corporation Int'l Ltd. / 
Crusader Investinent Ltd. / 
Henderson Investment Ltd. / 
Far East Consortium Ltd. lo 19 
Hong Kong Daily News & Trad. Hold. Ltd. / 2 0 
Evergo International Holdings CO. Ltd� 4 / 
Semi-tech Microelectronic (F.E.) Ltd. 6 / 
Chinese Estate Holdings Ltd. 7 s 
Herald (Hong Kong) Ltd. 14 , 
Great Eagle Co. Ltd. 2 0 j 
Table A.2e 
Name and Rank of the Warrant-issuing Company that Belong to the 
20 Most Actively Traded Stock in Dollars 
NAME OF COMPANY RANK AT THE END OF 
1988 1989 
Hong Kong Land Holdings Ltd. 2 2 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. 6 6 
New World Development Co. Ltd. 7 y 
Jardine Matheson (Finance) Ltd. 12 8 
Wharf (Holdings) Ltd. 9 9 
Henderson Investinent Ltd. 11 10 
Hang Lung Developtment Co. Ltd. 14 13 
Sino Land Co. Ltd. / 2 0 
Great Eagle Co. Ltd. is / 
Bond Corporation Int»l Ltd. 20 j 
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B. Classical Risk Estimator 
Table B.l 
Amount and Term of Dividend and the Exdividend Date 
NAME OF AMOUNT OF EXDIVIDEND TERM OF 
^"^OCK DIVIDEND DATE DIVIDEND 
ALLIED OVERSEAS 0.01 88/04/15 
ALLIED OVERSEAS 0.04 88/12/21 F88 
ALLIED OVERSEAS 0.025 89/05/18 189 
ALLIED OVERSEAS ••04 89/12/01 2189 
ALLIED PPT (HK) 0.03 88/04/15 188 
ALLIED PPT (HK) 0.09 88/12/21 F88 
ALLIED PPT (HK) 0.05 89/05/18 189 
ALLIED PPT (HK) 0.09 89/12/01 2189 
APPLIED INT'L 0.01 89/05/05 189 
APPLIED INT'L 0�02 90/04/20 190 
ASIA SECURITIES 0.02 88/06/03 F87 
ASIA SECURITIES 0.03 88/09/30 工88 
ASIA SECURITIES 0.05 89/06/07 F89 
ASIA SECURITIES 0.1 89/06/07 CB89 
ASIA SECURITIES 0.03 89/10/20 189 
ASIA SECURITIES 0.03 89/10/20 189 
BOND CORP INT'L 0.03 88/04/11 D88 
BOND CORP INT'L 0.06 89/03/15 189 
BOND CORP INT'L 0.7 89/06/16 S89 
BOND CORP INT'L 0.4 89/07/26 2S89 
CHINA & EASTERN 0.234 89/11/03 F89 
CAPITALCORP 0 . 
CATHAY CITY INT 0.03 88/10/14 188 
CATHAY CITY INT 0.09 89/06/13 F88 
CATHAY CITY INT 0.03 89/11/07 工89 
CENTURY C INT'L 0.038 88/10/25 188 
CENTURY C INT'L 0.09 89/06/22 F88 
CENTURY C INT'L 0.038 89/11/07 189 
CHEUK NANG 0.002 89/04/14 2189 
CHEUK NANG 0.04 89/12/08 F89 
CHEUK NANG 0.02 90/05/07 190 
CHEVALIER INT'L 0.03 89/01/20 189 
CHEVALIER INT'L 0.055 89/09/14 SI89 
CHEVALIER INT'L 0.03 90/01/15 190 
CHINESE EST H 0.01 88/10/20 188 
CHINESE EST H 0.05 89/03/20 F88 
CHINESE EST H 0.04 89/09/27 S89 
CHINA ENTER H 0.01 88/10/20 188 
CHINA ENTER H 0.01 88/10/20 188 
CHINA ENTER H 0.02 89/03/20 F88 
CHUANG‘S CONS 0.012 89/01/13 189 
CHUANG‘S CONS 0.018 89/09/18 F89 
CHUANG‘S CONS 0.01 90/02/09 190 
CITY RESOURCES 0 . . 
C.P. POKPHAND 0.02 88/09/30 188 
C.P. POKPHAND 0.05 89/05/12 F89 
C.P. POKPHAND 0.02 89/10/18 189 
C.P. POKPHAND 0.05 90/06/01 F89 
CROCODILE 0.35 88/07/05 F88 
CROCODILE 0.065 89/01/23 189 
CROCODILE 0.0875 89/07/18 2189 
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CROCODILE 0.04 89/12/06 F89 
CRUSADER 0 � 
CABLEWIRE 0.0435 88/07/13 F88 
CABLEWIRE 0.0282 88/12/12 189 
CABLEWIRE 0.0516 89/06/29 F89 
CABLEWIRE 0.031 89/12/11 190 
E&E BERMUDA 0.03 89/04/18 189 
E&E BERMUDA 0.01 89/11/24 F89 
E&E BERMUDA 0.005 90/05/03 190 
EIE DEV (INT'L) 0.01 89/02/27 189 
EIE DEV (INT'L) 0.02 89/09/22 F89 
ESSENTIAL ENT 0.07 88/08/26 F88 
ESSENTIAL ENT 0,06 89/02/09 189 
ESSENTIAL ENT 0.06 89/08/29 F89 
EVERGO INT HOLD 0.05 89/03/17 189 
EVERGO INT HOLD 0.05 89/10/26 S89 
EVERGO INT HOLD 0.05 90/01/30 190 
FIRST S CHINA 0.015 88/12/20 F88 
FIRST S CHINA 0.02 89/08/18 F89 
FE CONSORTIUM 0.01 89/02/13 189 
FE CONSORTIUM 0.02 89/09/21 F89 
FE CONSORTIUM 0.01 90/01/18 F90 
FE HOLD INT'L 0.05 89/04/07 S88 
FE HOLD INT'L 0.05 89/06/20 F88 
FE HOLD INT'L 0.01 89/11/10 189 
FP SPECIAL 2.34 89/03/17 SI88 
FP SPECIAL 7.02 90/03/09 SI89 
FURAMA HOTEL 0.017 89/02/09 189 
FURAMA HOTEL 0.033 89/08/04 F89 
FURAMA HOTEL 0.015 90/02/08 190 
GOLD PEAK 0.045 88/12/30 189 
GOLD PEAK 0.065 89/06/05 SI89 
GOLD PEAK 0.045 89/12/29 190 
GREAT EAGLE 0.09 89/03/10 F88 
GREAT EAGLE 0.035 89/08/07 189 
GREAT EAGLE 0.11 9 0/03/02 18 9 
GRAND HOTEL A 0.06 89/04/07 189 
GRAND HOTEL A 0.1 89/11/17 F89 
GRAND HOTEL A 0.06 90/04/06 190 
GUANGDONG INV 0.02 88/11/15 188 
GUANGDONG INV 0.02 89/06/02 F88 
GUANGDONG INV 0.01 89/11/14 189 
HANG LUNG DEV 0.18 88/11/25 F88 
HANG LUNG DEV 0.15 89/04/07 189 
HANG LUNG DEV 0.22 89/11/17 F89 
HANG LUNG DEV 0.16 90/04/06 190 
HENDERSON INV 0.045 89/04/17 189 
HENDERSON INV 0.095 89/11/13 F89 
HENDERSON INV 0.05 90/04/12 190 
HERALD (HK) 0.006 89/01/20 189 
HERALD (HK) 0.006 89/09/25 F89 
HERALD (HK) 0.006 90/02/20 190 
HK&S HOTELS 0.06 88/09/02 188 
HK&S HOTELS 0.09 89/04/17 F88 
HK&S HOTELS 0.06 89/09/01 189 
HK&S HOTELS 0.11 90/04/23 F89 
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HK LAND HOLD 0.13 88/11/04 188 
HK LAND HOLD 0.25 89^5/11 F88 
HK LAND HOLD 0.16 89>11>03 189 
HK LAND HOLD 0.32 90/05/22 F89 
HK MACAU DEV 0.01 8 8 ^ 6 ^ 9 F88 
HK MACAU DEV 0.02 89/01^5 189 
HK MACAU DEV 0.02 89�08/03 F89 
HK MACAU DEV 0.01 Q9/12/12 F90 
HK DAILY NEWS 0.02 88/11/15 F88 
HK DAILY NEWS 0.01 89/04/21 189 
HK DAILY NEWS 0.015 90/04/12 190 
HON KWOK LAND 0.04 88/05/03 F87 
HON KWOK LAND 0.025 88/09/16 188 
HON KWOK LAND 0.06 89/05/16 F88 
HON KWOK LAND 0.03 89/11/01 F89 
HOPEWELL HOLD 0.11 88/09/21 F88 
HOPEWELL HOLD 0.10 89/05/04 189 
HOPEWELL HOLD 0.12 89/10/23 F89 
HOPEWELL HOLD 0.11 90/04/27 190 
HSIN CHONG HOLD 0.08 89/01/24 189 
HSIN CHONG HOLD 0.18 89/07/27 F89 
HSIN CHONG HOLD 0.1 89/07/27 B89 
HSIN CHONG HOLD 0.09 90/01/02 190 
HUEY TAI INV 0.02 89/03^3 189 
HUEY TAI INV 0.05 89/09/22 F89 
HUEY TAI INV 0.02 89/03/03 189 
HUEY TAI INV 0.02 90/02/06 190 
IMC HOLDINGS 0.08 89/03/07 189 
IMC HOLDINGS 0.12 89/05/11 2189 
IMC HOLDINGS 0.08 89/12/22 190 
JADEMAN 0.04 88/10/12 F88 
JADEMAN 0.03 88/10/12 S88 
JAR MATH HOLD 0.17 88/10/21 188 
JAR MATH HOLD 0.48 89/04/21 F88 
JAR MATH HOLD 0.21 89/10/20 189 
JAR MATH HOLD 0.74 90/04/20 F89 
L-E.T. PACIFIC 0.02 89/06/07 F88 
L.E.T. PACIFIC 0.03 90/05/23 F89 
LAI SUN DEV 0.03 88/12/09 F88 
LAI SUN DEV 0.01 89/06/16 189 
LAI SUN DEV 0.03 89/12/06 F89 
LAI SUN INT'L 0.055 88/12/09 F88 
LAI SUN INT'L 0.055 89/06/16 189 
LAI SUN INT'L 0.065 89/12/06 F89 
LEE KING 0.06 88/09/14 188 
LEE KING 0.1 89/05/15 F88 
LEE KING 0.06 89/09/21 189 
LEE HING 0.13 90/05/21 F89 
LUKS INDUSTRIAL 0.11 88/05/12 F87 
LUKS INDUSTRIAL 0.09 88/10/07 188 
LUKS industrial 0.16 89/06/12 F88 
LUKS INDUSTRIAL 0.01 89/10/27 189 
MANSION HOUSE 0 . . 
MIRAMAR HOTEL 0.09 88/09/08 F88 
MIRAMAR HOTEL 0.07 88/09/08 S88 
MIRAMAR HOTEL 0.08 88/12/30 189 
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MIRAMAR HOTEL 0.09 89/09/07 F89 
MIRAMAR HOTEL 0.08 89/12/28 F90 
NATIONAL ELEC H 0.03 89/02/16 189 
NATIONAL ELEC H 0.06 89/09/21 S89 
NATIONAL ELEC H 0.025 90/02/12 190 
NEW WORLD DEV 0.32 88/12/09 F88 
NEW WORLD DEV 0.21 89/05/01 189 
NEW WORLD DEV 0.39 89/12/08 F89 
NEW WORLD DEV 0.22 90/05/01 190 
ORIENT OVERSEAS 0 • 
POLLY PECK FE 0.08 89/05/03 F88 
POLLY PECK FE 1.1 89/11/29 S89 
PALIBURG INT'L 0.11 89/07/03 F88 
PALIBURG INT'L 0.05 89/11/07 189 
QPL INTiL 0.04 88/07/14 F88 
QPL INT'L 0.01 89/04/11 189 
QPL INT'L 0.01 89/08/22 F89 
REGAL INT'L 0.025 88/10/14 188 
REGAL INT'L 0.1 89/06/20 F88 
regal INT'L 0.025 89/11/07 189 
RIVERA (HOLD) 0.03 89/02/10 工89 
RIVERA (HOLD) 0.03 89/09/22 F89 
ROSE KNITTING 0.01 89/02/10 189 
ROSE KNITTING 0.017 89/09/14 F89 
SEA HOLDINGS 0.06 88/11/18 188 
SEA HOLDINGS 0.12 89/06/21 F88 
SEA HOLDINGS 0.12 89/06/21 CB88 
SEA HOLDINGS 0.03 89/11/16 D89 
SEAPOWER CONS 0.04 89/01/17 189 
SEAPOWER CONS 0.045 89/09/22 F89 
SEAPOWER CONS 0.045 90/02/01 190 
SEMI-TECH 0.0225 89/07/20 F89 
SEMI-TECH 0.08 89/12/23 190 
SEMI-TECH 0.023 90/06/22 F90 
SHK PPT 0.3 88/10/21 F88 
SHK PPT 0.13 88/10/21 SD88 
SHK PPT 0.25 89/04/18 189 
SHK PPT 0.05 89/09/13 189 
SHK PPT 0.41 89/10/19 F89 
SHK PPT 0.29 90/04/20 F90 
SHUI ON GROUP 0.03 89/11/13 189 
SHUN HO PROP 0.01 89/09/07 F89 
SHUN HO INV 0.01 88/02/17 188 
SHUN TAK ENT 0.08 88/08/22 188 
SHUN TAK ENT 0.17 89/05/15 F88 
SHUN TAK ENT 0.09 89/08/29 189 
SHUN TAK ENT 0.20 90/05/03 F89 
SINO LAND 0.07 88/11/10 F88 
SINO LAND 0.01 89/04/13 189 
SINO LAND 0.01 89/11/16 F89 
SINO LAND 0.01 90/04/17 190 
SINO REALTY 0.006 88/11/10 F88 
SINO REALTY 0.012 89/04/13 189 
SINO REALTY 0.012 89/11/16 F89 
SINO REALTY 0.012 90/04/17 工90 
STANDARD-LLOYDS 0.015 88/05/06 F87 
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STANDARD-LLOYDS 0.03 88/08/12 188 
STANDARD-LLOYDS 0.02 88/08/12 SB88 
STARLIGHT IND 0.02 89/01/25 189 
STARLIGHT IND 0.045 89/09/13 F89 
STARLIGHT IND 0.023 90/02/02 D9 0 
STELUX 0.1 88/09/22 F88 
STELUX 0.08 89/01/06 189 
STELUX 0.12 89/09/20 F89 
STELUX 0.08 90/02/23 190 
SUPERFORD FIN 0 . . 
TAI SANG LAND 0.04 88/10/22 188 
TAI SANG LAND 0.05 89/06/09 188 
TAI SANG LAND 0.06 88/09/26 189 
TAI SANG LAND 0.09 90/06/19 F89 
TAI SHING INT'L 0.04 88/09/30 188 
TAI SHING INT'L 0.08 88/09/30 CB88 
TAI SHING INT»L 0.06 89/05/05 F88 
TAI SHING INT'L 0.04 89/10/02 D89 
TAI SHING INT'L 0.04 90/05/15 F89 
TAI SHING INT'L 0.02 90/05/15 CB89 
THL INT'L 0 . . 
TIAN AN 0.02 89/06/22 F88 
TSE SUI LUEN 0.071 88/07/13 S88 
TSE SUI LUEN 0.03 88/12/30 189 
TSE SUI LUEN 0.05 89/08/23 F89 
TSE SUI LUEN 0.01 90/01/08 190 
TUNGTEX (HOLD) 0.04 89/09/18 F89 
TUNGTEX (HOLD) 0.025 90/02/08 190 
UNIWORLD INV 0.002 89/11/06 189 
UNIWORLD INV 0.006 90/05/18 S89 
WAH KWONG SHIP 0 . 
WHARF HOLDINGS 0.26 88/09/16 F88 
WHARF HOLDINGS 0.11 89/01/10 189 
WHARF HOLDINGS 0.30 89/08/22 F89 
WHARF HOLDINGS 0.105 90/01/03 190 
WING HUNG KEE 0 . . 
WONG•S IND 0.07 88/11/15 188 
WONG•S IND 0.09 89/06/22 F88 
WONG‘S IND 0.065 89/10/27 189 
WONG‘S IND 0.07 90/06/06 F89 
WORMALD PACIFIC 0.05 88/11/17 188 
WORMALD PACIFIC 0.05 89/06/22 F88 
WORMALD PACIFIC 0.01 89/12/01 189 
YUEN SANG ENT 0.005 88/09/12 188 
YUEN SANG ENT 0.015 89/06/02 F89 
YUEN SANG ENT 0.005 88/11/06 189 
NOTE: 
Abbreviation for the Term of Dividend and Cash Bonus 
I = Interim Dividend 
21 = Second Time Interim Dividend 
SI = Spot Interim Dividend 
F : Final Dividend 
D = Dividend 
S = Spot Dividend 
2S = Second Time Spot Dividend 
CB = Cash Bonus 
SB = Spot Bonus 
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C. Implicit Volatility 
Table C.1 
Terms of Warrant Contract 
NAME OP NAME OF DATE OF 
LIFE 
STOCK WARRANT MATURITY XI XO SPAN 
ALLIED OVERSEAS ALLI OVER WAR9 0 1990/12/31 1.36 1 50 2 25 
ALLIED OVERSEAS ALLI OVER WAR93 1993/12/31 1.36 1 50 5.25 
ALLIED PPT (HK) ALLI PPT WAR90 1990/12/31 2.73 3 00 2*25 
ALLIED PPT (HK) ALLI PPT WAR93 1993/12/31 2.73 3 .00 5.25 
APPLIED INTiL APPLIED WAR91 1991/06/30 2.56 4.00 2*75 
ASIA SECURITIES ASIA SEC WAR91 1991/06/30 3.48 3 48 2.75 
BOND CORP INT'L BOND CORP WAR91 1991/12/31 1.31 1 31 3.25 
CHINA & EASTERN C & E WAR91 1991/09/30 7.80 7.80 3.00 
CAPITALCORP CIL WAR91 1989/12/31 1.98 2.00 1:25 
CATHAY CITY INT CATH CITY WARS9 1989/12/31 1.50 1 50 1 25 
CATHAY CITY INT CATH CITY WAR94 1994/12/31 2.00 2.00 6.25 
CENTURY C INT'L CENTURY C WAR92 1992/12/31 1.50 1 50 4*25 
CHEUK NANG CHEUK NANG W91 1991/06/30 3.06 3.06 2.75 
CHEVALIER INT'L CHEVA INT•L W93 1993/12/31 1.35 1 6 5 5*25 
CHINESE EST H CHI EST H WAR91 1991/03/31 2.00 0.80 2.50 
CHINESE EST H CHI EST H WAR93 1993/12/31 2.75 1 10 5.25 
CHINESE EST H CHI EST H WAR95 1995/12/31 3.50 2 75 7.25 
CHINA ENTER H CHINA ENT H W91 1991/03/31 3.01 0.38 2*50 
CHINA ENTER H CHINA ENT H W92 1992/12/31 15.8 2 00 4.25 
CHUANG ‘ S CONS CHUANG • S WAR92 1992/12/31 0.43 0 65 4.25 
CHUANG‘S CONS CHUANG‘S WAR94 1994/12/31 0.67 1 00 6.25 
CITY RESOURCES CITY RES WAR92 1992/06/30 5.00 5.00 3�75 
C.P. POKPHAND CP POKPHAND W92 1992/12/31 1.20 1.50 4*25 
CROCODILE CROCODILE WAR91 1991/06/30 2.00 2.00 3*75 
CROCODILE JOY M-CROC W90 1990/07/31 2.60 2.60 1*78 
CRUSADER CRUSADER WAR92 1992/03/31 0.75 0 75 3.55 
CABLEWIRE CWFE-HKT WAR93 1993/03/31 8.70 10.00 4.50 
E&E BERMUDA E&E BERMUDA W92 1992/12/31 1.25 1 38 4 25 
EIE DEV (INT'L) EIE DEV WAR92 1992/12/30 0.50 0!50 4.25 
ESSENTIAL ENT ESSENTIAL WAR91 1991/12/31 1.92 2 30 3 25 
EVERGO INT HOLD EVERGO INT W90 1990/12/31 3.60 0 90 2.25 
EVERGO INT HOLD EVERGO INT W94 1991/10/31 2.80 0.80 3 08 
FIRST S CHINA F S CHINA WAR91 1991/06/30 2.00 2.00 2 75 
FE CONSORTIUM FE CONS WAR92 1992/12/30 1.20 1 20 4 25 
FE HOLD INT'L FE H INT'L W91 1991/09/30 2.29 2.50 3.00 
FP SPECIAL FP SPEC WAR91 1991/12/31 0.98 1.01 3 25 
FURAMA HOTEL FURAMA WAR91 1991/11/30 7.80 7.80 3 17 
GOLD PEAK GOLD PEAK WAR91 1991/12/01 2.49 2.50 3 • 17 
GREAT EAGLE GR EAGLE WAR92 1992/09/30 1.00 1.00 4 00 
GREAT EAGLE GR EAGLE WAR94 1994/09/30 2.80 2.80 6 00 
GRAND HOTEL A GRAND H WAR91 1991/12/23 2.00 2.00 3 25 
GUANGDONG INV GUANGDONG WAR91 1991/06/30 1.00 1.00 2 7 5 
HANG LUNG DEV HANG LUNG WAR92 1992/12/31 9.50 9.50 4.25 
HENDERSON INV HENDERSON I W91 1991/08/31 2.65 2.65 2 92 
HERALD (HK) HERALD (HK) WAR91 1991/12/31 0.20 0.20 2 ••25 
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HK&S HOTELS HK HOTEL WAR92 1992/12/15 4.50 4.50 4.21 
HK LAND HOLD HK LAND H WAR91 1991/12/31 2.72 5.10 3 25 
HK MACAU DEV HK MACAU WARS9 1989/12/31 0.30 0.30 1 25 
HK DAILY NEWS.A HKD NEWS WA90.ADJ 1990/12/31 1.00 1.00 2 25 
HON KWOK LAND HON KWOK WAR92 1992/12/31 1.09 1 20 4 25 
HOPEWELL HOLD HOPEWELL WAR 91 1991/12/29 1.81 2 00 3 25 
HSIN CHONG HOLD HSIN CHONG W92 1992/09/10 3.60 3.60 3.95 
HUEY TAI INV HUEY TAI WAR93 1993/12/31 1.35 1.80 4..25 
IMC HOLDINGS IMC HOLD WAR92 1992/04/30 6.00 6.00 3 58 
JADEMAN JADEMAN WAR94 1994/12/31 2.10 2.10 6 25 
JADEMAN JADEMAN WAR98 1998/12/31 1.00 1.00 10 25 
JAR MATH HOLD JARDINE B WAR92 1992/10/15 16.49 10.00 4 04 
JAR MATH HOLD JARDINE WAR92 1992/10/15 16.49 10.00 4.'04 
L.E.T. PACIFIC L.E.T.PAC WAR92 1992/12/31 0.60 0.60 4 25 
LAI SUN DEV LAI SUN DEV W94 1994/07/31 0.90 0.90 5 83 
LAI SUN INT'L LAI SUN INT W89 1989/12/31 1.93 2.30 1 25 
LEE HING LEE HING WAR90 1990/12/31 2.75 2 75 2 25 
LUKS INDUSTRIAL LUKS IND WAR 91 1991/06/30 3.18 3 18 2.75 
MANSION HOUSE MANSION H WAR92 1992/12/31 1.18 1 1 8 4.25 
MIRAMAR HOTEL MIRAMAR WAR90 1990/12/31 7.00 7 00 2*25 
MIRAMAR HOTEL MIRAMAR WAR92 1992/12/31 7.00 1 00 4.25 
MIRAMAR HOTEL MIRAMAR WAR94 1994/12/31 7.00 7 00 6.25 
NATIONAL ELEC H NATIONAL H W91 1991/08/31 1.00 1 20 2.92 
NEW WORLD DEV NEW WORLD WARS9 1989/12/31 9.00 9 00 1.25 
NEW WORLD DEV NEW WORLD WAR91 1991/12/31 9.00 9 00 3.25 
ORIENT OVERSEAS O O H WAR90 1990/12/31 1.95 1 95 2.25 
POLLY PECK FE POLLY PECK W90 1990/07/31 2.77 5 44 1*83 
PALIBURG INT'L PALIBURG WAR89 1989/10/31 1.12 1 4 0 1.08 
QPL INT,L QPL INT»L WAR92 1992/06/30 0.55 1.3B 3.75 
QPL INT'L QPL INT'L WAR93 1993/12/31 0.60 1.38 5 2 5 
REGAL INT »L REGAL INT'L W91 1991/06/30 3.20 3 20 2 75 
RIVERA (HOLD) RIVERA WAR90 1990/12/31 0.56 1.18 2.25 
RIVERA (HOLD) RIVERA WAR92 1992/12/31 0.77 1.63 4.25 
ROSE KNITTING ROSE KNIT WAR93 1993/12/31 0.80 0.80 5.25 
SEA HOLDINGS SEA HOLD WAR 08 2008/12/03 1.38 3.30 20 18 
SEA HOLDINGS SEA HOLD WAR 89 1989/12/31 1.05 2 50 1.25 
SEAPOWER CONS SEAPOWER WAR95 1995/03/31 1.22 1 2 2 6 5 0 
SEMI-TECH SEMI-TECH WAR90 1990/09/30 0.63 o[ 63 2*00 
SHK PPT SHK PPT WAR90 1990/12/31 7.55 16.70 2.25 
SHK PPT SHK PPT WAR92 1992/12/31 7.55 16.70 4.25 
SHUI ON GROUP SHUI ON G WAR92 1992/12/31 2.53 2 65 4 25 
SHUN HO PROP SHPD WAR90 1990/12/31 1.00 2.00 2.25 
SHUN HO INV SHUN HO INV W91 1991/12/31 2.38 3.00 3 25 
SHUN TAK ENT SHUN TAK WAR67 2067/12/15 2.92 3.50 79*13 
SINO LAND SINO LAND WAR90 1990/12/31 1.39 1.39 2 25 
SINO LAND SINO LAND WAR91 1991/03/31 0.51 2.80 2*50 
SINO REALTY SINO REAL WARS9 1989/12/31 0.58 3.50 1 25 
SINO REALTY SINO REAL WAR9 0 1990/12/31 1.32 1.58 2 25 
SINO REALTY SINO REAL WAR91 1991/12/31 0.58 3.50 3!25 
STARLIGHT IND STARLIGHT WAR91 1991/08/31 1.50 1.50 2 92 
STANDARD-LLOYDS STD-LLOYD WAR9 0 1990/12/31 0.80 0 80 2 2 5 
STELUX STELUX WAR91 1991/12/31 5.00 5.00 3!25 
SUPERFORD FIN SUPERFORD WAR91 1991/06/17 2.70 0.80 2 71 
TAI SANG LAND TAI SANG WAR90 1990/09/28 3.60 3.60 2*00 
TAI SHING INT'L TAI SHING WAR91 1991/12/31 3.47 5.20 3 25 
THL INT'L THL 工NT,L WAR92 1992/03/31 0.80 0.80 4!25 
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TIAN AN TIAN AN WAR90 1990/06/30 1.20 1.20 1 75 
TSE SUI LUEN TSL WAR92 1992/12/31 0.95 1.08 4.25 
TSE SUI LUEN TSL WAR94 1994/12/31 1.32 1.50 6.25 
TUNGTEX (HOLD) TUNGTEX WAR91 1991/03/31 1.15 1 15 2 50 
UNIWORLD INV UNIWORLD WAR91 1991/12/31 0.20 0 20 3 25 
WHARF HOLDINGS WHARF WAR90 1990/12/31 7.15 1 50 2*25 
WING HUNG KEE WING HUNG WAR92 1992/12/31 0.20 0.20 4.25 
WONG'S IND WONG'S WAR90 1990/12/31 1.50 2.05 2*25 
WORMALD PACIFIC WORMALD WAR92 1992/12/31 3.00 3 00 4 25 
YUEN SANG ENT YUEN SANG WAR02 2002/12/31 0.50 0 50 14*25 
YUEN SANG ENT YUEN SANG WAR90 1990/06/30 0.30 0.30 1[75 
NOTES : 
1.X1 = Adjusted Exercise Price 
XO = Original Exercise Price 
2.Life of Warrant Computed at 1988/9/30 
Table C.2 
Prime Rate and the Date of Effectiveness 
Period During Which The HSBC's Quoted 
Prime Rate is Effective Best Lending Rate 
M 
8 8 / 0 9 / 3 0 - 8 8 / 1 2 / 0 4 9 . 5 
8 8 / 1 2 / 0 5 - 8 9 / 0 2 / 1 2 1 0 . 0 
8 9 / 0 2 / 1 3 - 8 9 / 0 3 / 0 5 1 0 . 5 
8 9 / 0 3 / 0 6 - 8 9 / 0 3 / 1 9 1 1 . 0 
89/03/20 - 89/06/19 11.5 
8 9 / 0 6 / 2 0 一 8 9 / 0 7 / 0 9 1 1 . 0 
8 9 / 0 7 / 1 0 - 8 9 / 0 8 / 0 6 1 0 . 5 
8 9 / 0 8 / 0 7 一 8 9 / 1 0 / 0 2 1 0 . 0 
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Table C.3a 
Newton Raphson Iteration Procedure 
Positive ISD Computed Given Rationally Priced Warrant 
WAR=WHARF WAR9 0.TXT STOCK=WHARF HOLDINGS•TXT 
THE INITIAL VALUE OF ISD AND MODEL PRICE PREPARED FOR ITERATION 
OBS D lo DIPP C WADJ 
1 10500 0.399437 0.148276 2.12644 1.97817 
2 10503 0.413645 0.330364 2.23703 1.90667 
3 10504 0.406600 0.309691 2.17822 1.86853 
4 10505 0.406562 0.269819 2.17649 1.90667 
5 10506 0.406525 0.268080 2.17475 1.90667 
WAR=WHARF WAR9 0.TXT STOCK=WHARF HOLDINGS•TXT 
THE VALUE OF ISD DURING ITERATION 
THE DIFFERENT BETWEEN MODEL AND ACTUAL PRICE DURING ITERATION 
OBS D In DIFF C WADJ 
1 10500 0.356535 0.00011160 1.97828 1.97817 
2 10500 0.356503 0.00000000 1.97817 1.97817 
3 10500 0.356503 O.OOOOOOOQ 1.97817 1.97817 
4 10503 0.317957 0.00138105 1.90805 1.90667 
5 10503 0.317551 0.00000009 1.90667 1.90667 
6 10503 0.317551 0.00000000 1.90667 1.90667 
7 10504 0.316868 0.00112532 1.86966 1.86853 
8 10504 0.316538 0.00000006 1.86853 1.86853 
i 10504 0.316538 O.OOOOOOOQ 1.86853 1.86853 
10 10505 0.328356 0.00072380 1.90739 1.90667 
11 10505 0.328144 0.00000002 1.90667 1.90667 
1 2 10505 0.328144 O.OOQOOOQQ 1.90667 1.90667 
13 10506 0.328796 0.00070875 1.90738 1.90667 
14 10506 0.328588 0.00000002 1.90667 1.90667 
1 5 10506 0.328588 0.00000000 1.90667 1.90667 
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WAR=WHARF WAR9 0,TXT STQCK=WHARF HOLDINGS,TXT 
THE NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATED ISD OF THE WARRANT 
OBS D I diff c uadj bdvalue s ic t r 
I 10500 0.356503 0 1.97817 1.97817 1.13614 6.909 7.15 2.25205 0.095 
I 0503 0.317551 4.44089E-16 1.90667 1.90667 1.22263 7.000 7.15 2.24384 0.095 
？ Scnc S . f i f S ? 0 1-86853 1.86853 1.17613 6.955 7.15 2.24110 0.095 
t 9^05 0.328144 2.22045E-16 1.90667 1.90667 1.17463 6.955 7.15 2.23836 0.095 
5 10506 0.328588 0 1.90667 1.90667 1.17312 6.955 7.15 2.23562 0.095 
NOTE 
D =SAS Date Code 
IQ =Initial Value for ISD 
I =ISD Value in the Process 
I =ISD 
C -Model Warrant Price 
WADJ=Actual Warrant Price 
S =Stock Price 
K =Exercise Price 
R =Riskfree Rate of Interest 
T =Time to Maturity 
DIFF -C-WADJ 
=Different between Actual and Model Warrant Price 
BDVALUE : X-e'**^ 
=Lowest Bound for the Rational Price of Warrant 
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Table C.3b 
Newton-Raphson Iteration Procedure 
No ISD Computed Given the Warrant is not Rationally Priced 
WAR=SHK PPT WAR9 0.TXT STOCK=SHK PPT.TXT 
THE INITIAL VALUE OF ISD AND MODEL PRICE PREPARED FOR ITERATION 
OBS D I DIFF C WADJ 
1 10500 0.694919 2.66028 5.89276 3.23249 
2 10503 0.695691 2.65607 5.88856 3.23249 
3 10504 0.689786 2.59240 5.77968 3.18728 
4 10505 0.690040 2.59099 5.77827 3.18728 
5 10506 0.696467 2.65187 5.88435 3.23249 
WAR=SHK PPT WAR9 0.TXT STOCK=SHK PPT.TXT 
THE VALUE OF ISD DURING ITERATION 
THE DIFFERENT BETWEEN MODEL AND ACTUAL PRICE DURING ITERATION 
OBS D I DIFF C WADJ 
1 10500 -0.0340269 1.17170 4.4042 3.23249 
2 10500 -1.03059E+24 7.26751 10.5000 3.23249 
3 10500 = = = 3.23249 
4 10503 -0.0328663 1.16694 4.3994 3.23249 
5 10503 -6.34446E+25 7.26751 10.5000 3.23249 
6 10503 . , . 3.23249 
7 10504 -0.0215553 1.11056 4.2978 3.18728 
8 10504 -4.44483E+58 . . 3.18728 
2 10504 • • , 3.18728 
10 10505 -0.0211652 1.10897 4.2962 3.18728 
11 10505 -7.37107E+60 • . 3.18728 
1 2 10505 • • , 3.18728 
13 10506 -0.0317029 1.16217 4.3947 3.23249 
14 10506 -6.28009E+27 7.26751 10.5000 3.23249 
1 5 _ 10506 • • 3.23249 
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WAR=SHK PPT WAR9 0,TXT STOCK=SHK PPT.TXT 
THE NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATED ISD OF THE WARRANT 
obs d i d i f f c uadj bdvalue s k t r 
1 10500 • 。 • 3.23249 4.40419 10.5 7.55 2.25205 0 095 
2 10503 _ • • 3.23249 4.39942 10.5 7.55 2.24384 0.095 
3 10504 . • . 3.18728 4.29784 10.4 7.55 2.24110 0.095 
“ 10505 • • . 3.18728 4.29625 10.4 7.55 2.23836 0.095 
5 10506 . _ • 3.23249 4.39466 10.5 7.55 2.23562 0.095 
NOTE 
D =SAS Date Code 
IQ =Initial Value for ISD 
I =ISD Value in the Process 
I =ISD 
C =Model Warrant Price 
WADJ ^Actual Warrant Price 
S =Stock Price 
K =Exercise Price 
R -Riskfree Rate of Interest 
T =Time to Maturity 
DIFF =C-WADJ 
=Different between Actual and Model Warrant Price 
BDVALUE = 
=Lowest Bound for the Rational Price of Warrant 
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Table C.4 
Comparison of Concurrent ISDs of the Same stock (Samples) 
a,COMPARSION OF ISDs OF ALLIED OVERRSEAS 
ISD1=ALLI OVER WAR90. ISD2=ALLI OVER WAPQ-^ MEANS OF ISDs 
va r i ab le n mean standard minimum kaxihun std er ror sum var iance c v 
deviat ion value value of mean var iance c . v . 
isd;j 248 0.54718939 0.14269632 0.22324642 0.77946003 0.00906123 135 70296751 0 0203622^ ？6 n7ft 
isd2 180 0.34073520 0.07301516 0.09075318 0.44666343 0.00544223 6?.33233582 2：0053312^ 2^：429 
FREQUENCY OF G1 (ISD1>ISD2) AND G2 (ISDKlSnP) 
obs type f req g1 g2 
1 0 248 248 0 
bo COMPARSION OF ISDs OF ALLIED PPTrHK) 
ISD1=ALLI PPT WAR90. ISD2=ALLI PPT WAR93 MEAN OF I S D s ‘ 
va r i ab le n mean standard minimum maximum std er ror sun var iance c v 
deviatiom value value of mean c . v . 
l l ^ l 248 0-^307486 0.14182706 0.31413233 1.03222197 0.00900603 181.80256638 0.02011492 19 347 
isd2 75 0.27434280 0.04487123 0.18994581 0.36539942 0.00518128 20.57570970 0.00201343 16.356 
FREQUENCY OF G1 (ISD1>ISD2) AND G2 fISDKlSD，） 
obs type f req g1 g2 
1 0 248 248 0 
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C.COMPARSION OF ISDs OF NEW WQRT.n npv 
ISD1=NEW WORT.D WARS9, TSn^=NEW WQRT.n W71PQ1 MEAN OF ISDs 
- _ s t j j o ^ ^ - h . s ™ = s . 觀 臓 c . v . 
J - - ？ ？ ： = 
FREQUENCY OF G1 (TSm>ISD2�AND G2 rTSm^i.gno) 
dbs type f req g1 g2 
1 0 248 89 7 
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Table C.5a 
Selection of the Weighting Scheme 
Correlation Matrix of the Performance Test 
WISD Used as Weighting Sch^m^ 
The Cross Sectional Averacre ISD and HISTSD Relationshin 
Performance Test *~^ 
Whole Year Data 
va r i ab l e n mean s td dev sun minimum maximum 
avgisd 85 0.53181141 0.31025266 45.20396972 0.13267331 1 98907444 
l 20 i sd 83 0.51208043 0.28489486 42.50267591 0 .132004^ "89222523 
巧 j s d 83 0.49633448 0.27598025 41.19576218 0.12522044 '81297518 
l60 i sd 82 0.48077500 0.27710023 39.42354962 0.11785845 74401085 
f vgh i s t 88 0.59311854 0.18999321 52.19443114 0.00000000 "37885361 
l^ohis 88 0.59472289 0.16505760 52.33561458 0.03295961 "40372650 
l二 h i s 88 0.51882018 0.18435038 45.65617600 0.00000000 1.66876275 
l60h i s 87 0,46186670 0.19523562 40.18240287 o . o o o s i m o i i z s s 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROB > 1R1 undfr wn，pwn，r^  / NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS • I U I�咖 NU.Knu-o / 
avgisd l 20 i so l 40 i so l 60 i sd avgh is t l 20h i s l 40h i s l 60h i s 
avgisd 1.00000 0.99780 0.99076 0.97407 0.02367 -0.02604 0.04668 0 05862 
0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.8298 0.8130 0.6714 6 5963 
85 83 83 82 85 85 85 • 84 
l 20 i sd 0.99780 1.00000 0.99677 0.98274 0.05625 0.00099 0.07014 0 07226 
0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.6135 0.9929 0.5286 0 5188 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 • 82 
l 40 i sd 0.99076 0.99677 1.00000 0.99229 0.06829 0.01197 0.08003 0 08039 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.5396 0.9145 0.4720 0 4728 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 • 82 
l 60 i sd 0.97407 0.98274 0.99229 1.00000 0.08932 0.03208 0.10075 0 09896 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.4249 0.7748 0.3678 0 3794 
82 82 82 82 82 82 82 _ 81 
avgh is t 0.02367 0.05625 0.06829 0.08932 1.00000 0.94171 0.93684 0 83009 
0.8298 0.6135 0.5396 0.4249 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 ' 87 
l 20h i s -0.02604 0.00099 0.01197 0.03208 0.94171 1.00000 0.93975 0 87250 
0.8130 0.9929 0.9145 0.7748 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 40h i s 0.04668 0.07014 0.08003 0.10075 0.93684 0.93975 1.00000 0 97032 
0 . 6 7 k 0.5286 0.4720 0.3678 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 • 87 
l 60h i s 0.05862 0.07226 0.08039 0.09896 0.83009 0.87250 0.97032 1 00000 
0.5963 0.5188 0.4728 0.3794 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0000 
82 82 81 87 87 87 87 
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Table C.5a 
Selection of the Weighting Scheme 
Correlation Matrix of the Performance Test 
UWISD Used as Weighting fir^^omo 
5 二 j e g 二 ; ^ n a l ^.reraqn ISD and HTST.sn Relationship 
Whole Year Data 
va r i ab l e n meak s td dev sun minimum maximum 
avgisd 85 0.55189361 0.30626944 46.91095722 0 15022231 1 qm(\7l l l 
l 20 i sd 83 0.53190001 0.28132283 44.14770119 0 5169095 "89222523 
l 40 i sd 83 0.51514352 0.27257828 42.75691 79 0 4813810 i^pqzb^a 
l 60 i sd 82 0.49818141 0.27400854 40 .850875^ 5： u s 1 二 温 尝 
s i r s i s - f ™ 52.19443114 0 • 二 o ^ o l ]：3788536 
? 0.59472289 0.16505760 52.33561458 0.03295961 1 40372650 
l ， i s 88 0.51882018 0.18435038 45.65617600 0 00000000 1 6687627? 
l 60h i s 87 0.46186670 0.19523562 40.18240287 s . o s s s j . l s l 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFIGTFNTS / PRQB V IPI RMNYIP HO-RHO-0 / 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATTQT^ L |K| UJMDfllt HO.RHO-0 / 
avgisd l 20 i so l 40 i so l 60 i sd avgh is t l 20h i s l 40h i s l 60h i s 
avgisd 1.00000 0 99767 0.99020 0.97324 0.05790 0.00408 0.07039 0.07231 
0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5986 0.9705 0.5221 6 5133 
85 83 83 82 85 85 85 . 84 
l 20 i sd 0 99767 1.00000 0 99660 0.98231 0.09198 0.03210 0.09472 0.08629 
o.oogj 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.4082 0.7733 0.3943 0 4408 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 82 
l 40 i sd 0 99020 0 99660 1 00000 0.99214 0.10278 0.04163 0.10362 0.09370 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.3552 0.7087 0.3512 0 4024 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 • 82 
l 60 i sd 0.97324 0.98231 0.99214 1.00000 0.12110 0.05908 0 12232 0 11099 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.2785 0.5980 0 2736 6 3239 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 _ 81 
avgh i s t 0 05790 0 09198 0 10278 0.12110 1.00000 0.94171 0.93684 0.83009 
0-5986 0.4082 0.3552 0.2785 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 20h i s 0.00408 0.03210 0.04163 0.05908 0.94171 1.00000 0 93975 0 87250 
0.9705 0.7733 0.7087 0.5980 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 6 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 40h i s 0.07039 0.09472 0.10362 0.12232 0.93684 0.93975 1.00000 0 97032 
0.5221 0.3943 0.3512 0.2736 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 • 87 
l 60h i s 0.07231 0.08629 0.09370 0.11099 0.83009 0.87250 0.97032 1 00000 
0.5133 0.4408 0.4024 0.3239 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 6 0000 
82 82 81 87 87 87 “ 87 
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Table C.5a 
Selection of the Weighting Scheme 
Correlation Matrix of the Performance Test 
EISD Used as Weighting Scheme 
The cross sectional Average ISD and htstsd Relation^h.-p 
Performance Test 
Whole Year nat-a 
va r i ab l e n mean std dev sum minimum maximum 
avgisd 85 0.53938546 0.30840922 45.84776445 0 1328476a 1 c)rqcmlll 
[-20isd 83 0.51958576 0.28344996 43.12561819 0： s s " s s s 
巧 isd 83 0.50385226 0.27467992 41.81973777 0 2574549 l l p^z s^s 
l60 i sd 82 0.48784818 0.27618526 40.00355067 0 1^8287 1 二 溫 f 
avghis t 88 0.59311854 0.18999321 52.19443114 0 00^0000 • 器 二 
二 s i i 0.59472289 0.16505760 5 2 . 3 3 5 6 溫 o o t z l s t , i f o s o 
l40h i s 88 0.51882018 0.18435038 45.65617600 0 00000000 1 
l60h i s 87 0.46186670 0.19523562 40.1824028? i m s l 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFIGTFNTS / PRQR ^ iPi UNDER HO-RHO-0 / 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATTO^ L |K| UJMDtIR HO.RHO-0 / 
avgisd l20 i so l 40 i sd l60 i sd avghis t l 20h i s u o h i s l 60h i s 
avgisd 1.00000 0 99778 0.99069 0.97438 0.03393 -0.01791 0.05409 0 06313 
0 . 0 0 巧 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 7 5 7 9 0 . 8 7 0 7 0 . 6 2 2 9 6 5 6 8 4 
85 83 83 82 85 85 85 . 84 
l 20 i so 0 99778 1.00000 0.99677 0.98299 0.06783 0.01046 0.07841 0.07720 
0 . 0 0 2 】 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0001 0.5423 0.9252 0.4811 6 4906 
83 83 82 83 83 83 82 
l 40 i sd 0 99069 0 9 96^ 1-00000 0.99236 0.07968 0.02103 0.08813 0.08518 
o . oo j j 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.4740 0.8503 0.4282 0 4a67 
83 83 82 83 83 83 • 82 
l60 i so 0 97438 0.98299 0.99236 1.00000 0.10071 0.04126 0.10892 0 10387 
o.oo^i 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.3680 0.7128 0.3300 6 356[ 
82 82 82 82 82 82 82 “ 81 
avghis t 0 03393 0 06783 0 07968 0.10071 1.00000 0.94171 0.93684 0.83009 
0-^579 0.5423 0.4740 0.3680 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 20h i s -0 01791 0 01046 0 02103 0.04126 0.94171 1.00000 0.93975 0.87250 
0.8707 0.9252 0.8503 0.7128 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 40h i s 0 05409 0.07841 0.08813 0.10892 0.93684 0.93975 1.00000 0.97032 
0.6229 0.4811 0.4282 0.3300 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 • 87 
l 60h i s 0 06313 0 07720 0.08518 0.10387 0.83009 0.87250 0.97032 1.00000 
0.5684 0.4906 0.4467 0.3561 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0000 
^ 82 82 81 87 87 87 • 87 
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Table C.5a 
Selection of the Weighting Scheme 
Correlation Matrix of the Performance Test 
UEISD Used as Weighting Scheme 
The cross Sectional Average ISD and HISTSD Relationship 
Performance Test � 
Whole Year Data 
va r i ab le n meam std dev sum minimum naxinuh 
f ^ s i f f5 0.55711261 0.30606229 47.35457188 0.15022231 1 98907444 
•-20150 83 0.53698051 0.28153729 44.56938210 0.15169095 1 89222523 
83 0.52012507 0.27294883 43.17038089 o . u s '81297518 
l60 isd 82 0.50274801 0.27457523 41.22533643 0.149776^ 1 74401085 
f vgh i s t 88 0.59311854 0.18999321 5 2 . 1 9 4 4 3 1 1 4 。 = o g g -3788 361 
l二 h i s 88 0.59472289 0.16505760 52.33561458 0.03295961 140372650 
l ^ i s 88 0.51882018 0.18435038 45.65617600 0.0。品二合 j •二漂芸? 
l 60h is 87 0.46186670 0.19523562 40.18240287 o . o ooo zo 1：90162533 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PRQR v IPI UNDER HO-RHO-0 / 
NUMBER OF observation厂 ^ 丨丨 U 腳 R H0.RHO~0 F 
avgisd l20 i sd l40 i sd l60 i s0 avghist l20h i s l 40h i s l 60h i s 
avgisd 1.00000 0.99765 0.99014 0.97356 0.06443 0.00898 0.07498 0 07494 
0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5580 0.9350 0.4952 0 4981 
85 83 83 82 85 85 85 • 84 
l20 i sd 0 99765 1.00000 0.99658 0.98258 0.09914 0.03777 0.09970 0.08908 
0 . 0 0^ 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.3725 0.7346 0.3698 0 4261 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 82 
u o i s o 0 99014 0.99658 1.00000 0.99224 0.10955 0.04681 0.10831 0.09630 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.3242 0.6744 0.3297 0 3894 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 • 82 
l60 i sd 0.97356 0.98258 0.99224 1.00000 0.12773 0.06424 0.12696 0 11362 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.2528 0.5664 0.2557 0 3125 
82 82 82 82 82 82 82 • 81 
avghist 0.06443 0.09914 0.10955 0.12773 1.00000 0.94171 0.93684 0 83009 
0.5580 0.3725 0.3242 0.2528 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 • 87 
l20h i s 0.00898 0.03777 0.04681 0.06424 0.94171 1.00000 0.93975 0 87250 
0.9350 0.7346 0.6744 0.5664 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 . 87 
l 40h i s 0.07498 0.09970 0.10831 0.12696 0.93684 0.93975 1.00000 0 97032 
0.4952 0.3698 0.3297 0.2557 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 ' 87 
l60h i s 0.07494 0.08908 0.09630 0.11362 0.83009 0.87250 0.97032 1 00000 
0.4981 0.4261 0.3894 0.3125 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0000 
82 82 81 87 87 87 _ 87 
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Table C.5a 
Selection of the Weighting Scheme 
Correlation Matrix of the Performance Test 
OMISD Used as WeiahtiTig fir^hom办 
Average TSD and HTST.sn Pelatio.^.ip 
Whole Year nat-a 
va r i ab l e n mean s td dev suh minimum maximum 
义 y s d 85 0.54747607 0.30890189 46.53546571 0 15022231 1 qmcm l l l 
l 20 i sd 83 0.52815628 0.28385333 43.83697144 0 5169095 ' s s ^ 
•l乏n。!?s f . ” 1250384 0.27478307 42.53781910 0： s o ' s i l 
l 60 i sd 82 0.49654117 0.27614846 40.71637567 0 4524546 1 7 l zn in«? 
avgh is t 88 0.59311854 0.18999321 52.19443114 0 00000000 . 1 》 ^ ^ 
l 20h i s 88 0.59472289 0.16505760 52.33561458 0 o s z w ^ ? i o l z p a s^ 
I ' n0-:!?f5。38 45.65617600 SiSoOOOOO ：66 7627 
l 60h i s 87 0.46186670 0.19523562 40.18240287 0.00000000 1.90162533 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFTGTBNTS / PRnn v iRi UNDER HO-PHO-n / NUMBER OF OBSERVATToi^ 丨…UNDER HO.RHO-O I 
avgisd l 20 i so l 40 i sd l 60 i sd avgh is t l 20h i s u o h i s l 60h i s 
v o ' o o s ；^'^ ®^ -0.00524 0.06350 0.06858 
0.0022 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.6651 0.9620 0.5637 0.5354 
83 83 82 85 85 85 84 
l 20 i so 0 99770 1.00000 0 99658 0.98231 0.08119 0.02207 0.08736 0.08218 
o . o og 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.4656 0.8430 0.4323 0.4630 
83 83 82 83 83 83 82 
l ao i so 0 99024 0.99658 1.00000 0.99208 0.09394 0.03356 0.09755 0 09027 
0 . 0 0 。 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0。。。0.0001 0.3983 0.7633 6 . ^ 0 3 0 4199 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 82 
l 60 i so 0 9^28 0 98231 0 99208 1.00000 0 . 1 u 3 6 0.05277 0.11772 0.10843 
0-0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.3063 0.6378 0.2922 0 3353 
82 82 82 82 82 82 82 “ 81 
avgh i s t 0 04763 0 08119 0.09394 0.11436 1.00000 0.94171 0.93684 0.83009 
0 . 6 6 。 0.4656 0.3983 0.3063 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 " 87 
l 2 0h i s -0.00524 0.02207 0.03356 0.05277 0.94171 1.00000 0.93975 0 87250 
0.9620 0.8430 0.7633 0.6378 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 6 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 40h i s 0.06350 0.08736 0.09755 0.11772 0.93684 0.93975 1.00000 0 97032 
0.5637 0.4323 0.3803 0.2922 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 60h i s 0.06858 0.08218 0.09027 0.10843 0.83009 0.87250 0.97032 1 00000 
0.5354 0.4630 0.4199 0.3353 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 6 0000 
84 82 82 81 87 87 87 • 87 
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Table C.5a 
Selection of the Weighting Scheme 
Correlation Matrix of the Performance Test 
OMISD Used Weighting finViom^ 
3二 t g二 =二 e g二 f a l and HISTSD Relationship 
Whole Year Data 
va r i ab l e n meam s td dev sun minimm m a y … 
AVGISD 85 0.56065311 0.30760517 4 7 . 6 5 5 5 1 ^ 0 1 5 0 2 2 ^ i 
l^oisd 83 0.54076458 0.28360140 44.88346032 0 5169095 'sq^ppspt 
二 i s d 83 0 .52439550。 _275 (k389 4 3 . 5 ^ 2 0 u s •综〒！ 
l 60 i sd 82 0.50695683 0.27649617 41.57046018 0 4524546 l l f m n i ? 
i i ' i l l l l ' l t 。。-18999321 52 .1944l? ]4 s i s 0 ：！/ 8 36 
l f ， i s 88 0.59472289 0.16505760 52.33561458 0 03295961 1 l ^ v l l t n 
H"{S 87 n�-;盟恐 5^.65617600 SiSoOOOOOO l . ' S 
l 60h i s 87 0.46186670 0.19523562 40.18240287 0.00000000 1.90162533 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICTFNTS / PROR ^ IPI UNDER HO-RHO-0 / NUMBER OF OBSERVATI^ ‘ — •丨 UJnJER HO.RHO-O / 
avgisd l 20 i so l 40 i sd l 60 i sd avgh is t l 20h i s l 40h i s l 60h i s 
avgisd 1.00000 0 99762 0.98996 0.97398 0.06445 0.00698 0.07483 0.07443 
o . o o j j 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5579 0.9495 0.4961 6.5010 
85 83 83 82 85 85 85 84 
l 20 i sd 0.99762 1.00000 0.99652 0.98294 0.09910 0.03553 0 09931 0 orrpn 
0 . 0 0 二 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 3 7 2 7 OJLLL OZVU OL^OJ 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 82 
l 40 i sd 0 98996 0 99652 1.00000 0.99237 0.11016 0.04507 0.10822 0 09544 
o . o o g 】 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0000 0.0001 0.3215 0.6858 0.3301 0 3937 
83 83 82 83 83 83 . 82 
l 60 i sd 0 9^98 0 98294 0.99237 1.00000 0.12948 0.06382 0.12779 0 11347 
0 . 0 0 2 】 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0001 0.0000 0.2463 0.5689 0.2526 0 3132 
82 82 82 82 82 82 82 • 81 
avgh i s t 0 og》g 0 09910 0 11016 0.12948 1.00000 0.94171 0.93684 0.83009 
0-5579 0.3727 0.3215 0.2463 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 • 87 
l 2 0h i s 0.00698 0.03553 0.04507 0.06382 0.94171 1.00000 0.93975 0 87250 
0 . 9 4 = 0.7498 0.6858 0.5689 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 • 87 
l 40h i s 0 07483 0.09931 0.10822 0.12779 0.93684 0.93975 1.00000 0 97032 
0.3717 0.3301 0.2526 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l 60h i s 0 07443 0.08820 0.09544 0.11347 0.83009 0.87250 0.97032 1 00000 
0 . 5 0 y 0.4307 0.3937 0.3132 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0000 
82 82 81 87 87 87 87 
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Table C.6a 
Position of the Correlation Coefficient in the Matrix of Different Weghting Scheme 
Coefficient： rorrelation Positioning 
EMISD I OMISD 
UWISD 丨  WISD 
UEISD ] EISD 
Table C.6b 
Rei?tionsliips Revealed by the Correlation Coefficients 
~ VARIABLES TEST 
I AVGHIST L20ISDPredictability of ISD 
AVGHIST L40ISD on Future Risk 
AVGHIST L60ISD 
L2 0HIS L40ISD 
L20HIS L60ISD 
L40HIS L60ISD 
II AVGISD L20ISD Predictability of ISD 





III AVGHIST AVGISD Contemporary Relationship 
L2 0HIS L20ISD between ISD & HISTSD 
L40HIS L40ISD 
L60HIS L60ISD 
IV AVGHIST L2 0HIS Predictability of HISTSD 
AVGHIST L4 0HIS on Future Risk 
AVGHIST L60HIS 





Matrix of the Correlation Coefficients from Various Weighting scheme 
AVGISD L20ISD L40ISD L60ISD 
l 20 i sd 0.99762 0.97700 
a 0.99767 0.99780 
0.99765 0.99778 
l 40 i sd 0.98996 0.99024 0.99652 0.99658 
b 0.99020 0.99076 e 0.99660 0.99677 
0.99014 0.99069 0.99658 0.99677 
•左 n T o n 0.97398 0.97328 0.98294 0.98231 0.99237 0 99208 
l 60 i sd c 0.97324 0.97407 f 0.98231 0.98274 h 0：99214 0 99229 
0.97356 0.97438 0.98258 0.98299 0.99224 0.99236 
«、,广utot 0.06445 0.04763 0.09910 0.08119 0.11016 0 09394 0 ^29lr n 
d n n l l l ^ n i ^ t l 。。-。9198 0_05625 i 0.10278 0.06829 j 0 m ： 9 2 
0.06443 0.03393 0.09914 0.06783 0.10955 0.07968 0.12773 0.10071 
Table C.6d 
Ranking in the Correlation Coefficients for Various Weighting Scheme! 
b o x a b c d e f g h i j k l m 
omisd 3 3 5 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 5 ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ 4 ~ 4 4 4 ~ ~ ~ 
emisd 6 6 3 1 6 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 
WISD 1 1 2 6 1 3 6 3 6 6 6 6 6 
UWISD 4 4 6 3 5 5 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 
E ISD 2 5 1 5 1 1 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 
UEISD 5 2 4 2 3 4 1 4 2 2 1 1 2 
Table C.6e 
M^trix^ Relations Displayed in the Boxes of the Correlation Coefficien 
BOX VARIABLES TYPE OF TEST 
A A V G I S D L 2 0 I S D II 
B AVGISD L40ISD II 
C AVGISD L60ISD II 
D AVGISD AVGHIS III 
E L20ISD L40ISD II 
F L20ISD L60ISD II 
G L20ISD AVGHIS I 
H L40ISD L60ISD II 
I L40ISD AVGHIS 工 
J L60ISD AVGHIS I 
K L40ISD L2 0HIS I 
L L60ISD L2 0HIS I 
M L60ISD L40HIS I 
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Table C.7 
Comparison of AISD and LISD 
Significance is Computed at 5% Level 
Stock Name. No. of Different No Diff. No Diff 
of at 5% Diff. % % • 
Days (+) (-) at 5% 
f ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ — " I i l i T T ^ 
二 Tnt 30 29 184 24.28 75.72 
恶 1 Int 171 13 28 130 23.98 76.02 
二 S I 3 Sec 243 38 18 187 23.05 76.95 
•ogdCorp 206 31 23 152 26.21 73.79 
136 12 28 96 29.41 70 95 
盟 t ” : 0 243 6 77 160 tlAs 65 84 
Cath City 139 13 20 106 23.74 76 26 
Century C 132 18 13 loi 23 48 7^52 
Cheuk Nan 143 19 56 68 ll'M 47 55 
2 ， v 巧 r 243 27 22 194 20 ll 79 84 
2子 ” 1 ” 24 24 126 28.81 71 19 
Enter 243 23 36 184 24.28 7^72 
？？二 n罢：二 21 13 135 20.12 79.88 
？ 1 PoV ^00 26 33 184 24.28 75.72 
t P. Pok 88 8 9 71 19.32 80.68 
Crocodile 241 28 26 187 22.41 77.59 
� n 工 9 17 89 22.61 77.39 
® ^ ^ 243 14 32 197 18.93 81.07 
， D e y 95 11 8 76 20 80 
= 二 oil 29 24 190 21.18 78.19 
r f g 二 1� 二 31 30 185 23.87 76.13 
FP rnn^ Itl 28 36 183 24.69 75.31 
二 III 24 21 185 22.59 77.41 
J V 二二 2 二 ‘‘ 29 176 23.48 76.52 
厂 . s p e c 73 25 10 52 28.77 71.23 
Furama 172 11 17 126 26.74 73 26 
， M Peak 243 27 24 192 20.99 ll\ll 
Gr Eagle 21 5 3 13 38 1 6 二 
Grand Hot 164 16 21 127 22:56 77.44 
Guangdong 54 4 12 38 29.63 70:37 
Lung 243 37 26 180 25.93 74.07 
Henderson 243 26 33 184 24.28 75 72 
Herald 243 28 22 193 20.58 79.42 
HK&S Hote 90 6 11 73 18.89 8 ^ 1 1 
3 ， 〒 240 15 30 195 18.75 81:25 
5 Daily 199 18 25 156 21.61 78.39 
Hon Kwok 231 28 16 193 18.57 81 43 
gopewjl 223 20 30 173 22.42 77:58 
gsin 6 1 0 5 16.67 83.33 
Huey Tai 162 16 19 127 21.6 78 4 
巧 Hold 64 4 8 52 18.75 81:25 
iad^ ijian 243 13 55 175 27.98 72.02 
Jardine 115 14 10 91 20.87 79 13 
[ ？ . T . P 28 3 0 25 10.71 89:29 
Lai Sun 1 0 l 0 100 0 
Lai Sun 179 23 16 140 21.79 78.21 
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S L )二3 31 23 189 22.22 77.78 
广 Ind 57 1 7 49 14.04 85.96 
， n s i o n 228 21 33 174 23.68 76.32 
冗 ， a � 209 33 19 157 24.88 75.12 
二 L r ^ i 243 21 29 193 20.58 79.42 
= = 「 ? ； ‘‘ 15 7 69 24.18 75.82 
^ t? T. 4 2 0 2 50 50 
= y 二 25 38 180 25.93 74.07 
gPL 231 31 25 174 24.68 75.32 
y g a l HO 243 14 25 194 20.16 79 84 
， e r 二 151 10 18 123 18.54 81.46 
，se K〒丄 191 25 18 148 22.51 77.49 
� a Hold 24 3 1 20 16.67 83.33 
巧 0，r 49 6 2 41 16.33 83.67 S 誌 1 二 r 22 34 187 23.05 76.95 SHK Ppt 64 7 9 48 25 75 
， 1 On 215 24 25 166 22.79 77.21 
• ^ n y 201 21 30 150 25.37 74.63 
194 27 27 140 27.84 72.16 
f+no Lan 243 27 26 190 21.81 78.19 
Sino Rea 243 34 23 186 23.36 76.54 
Starligh 243 34 26 183 24.69 75 31 
^D^Lloy 242 26 27 189 21.9 7 ^ 1 
， 2 4 3 25 34 184 24.28 75.72 
二 u 早 e ^ f o r 243 24 24 195 19.75 80.25 
； a 子 Sang 59 11 7 41 30.51 69.49 
Tai Shin 210 39 20 151 28.1 71 9 
工?t 23 3 2 18 21.74 78：26 
I ^ n An 243 22 29 192 20.99 79.01 
， ^ 243 25 25 193 20.58 79.42 
Tungtex 190 23 17 150 21.05 78.95 
， w ^ r l d 152 13 16 123 19.08 80.92 
， r f 243 19 35 189 22.22 77.78 
Hun 238 20 19 199 16.39 83.61 
Wong's I 243 30 21 192 20.99 79.01 
Wormald 243 27 29 187 23.05 76 95 
Yuen San 243 22 28 193 20.58 
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D. Prel^inary Comparison of the Two Risk: Estimators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued Stocks 
Table D.la 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estimators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued Stocks 
Cross-Sectional Series 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF PROPERTY SECTOR 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 ALLIED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.852082 0.54719 1 r 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.659650 0.73307 0 
3 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.823939 0.40491 1 
4 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.401446 0.36627 1 
5 CENTURY C INT«L.TXT 0.652309 0.43411 1 
6 CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.537620 0.61213 0 
7 CHINA ENTER H.TXT 0.733373 0.95583 0 
8 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.716174 0.36613 1 
9 EIE DEV (INT'L).TXT 0.883334 0.44979 1 
10 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.532200 0,46185 1 
11 EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.877061 0.61414 1 , 
12 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.707635 0.30788 1 < 
13 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 0.371735 0.72557 0 ； 
14 GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.728977 0.22021 1 � 
15 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.621557 0.30282 1 
16 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.650023 0.57590 1 
17 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.441428 0 
18 HK MACAU DEV. TXT 0.679951 •••75195 0 
19 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.520340 0.37276 1 “ 
20 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.643981 0.54646 1 … 
21 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.504855 0.42733 1 
22 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.596322 0.29910 1 
23 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.505367 0.28960 1 
24 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.751618 0.22875 1 
25 LEE KING.TXT 0.474351 0.36548 1 
26 NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.521464 0.53282 0 
27 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT 0.643778 1.02101 0 
28 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.787578 0.27657 1 
29 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.782164 0.97737 0 
30 SEAPOWER CONS.TXT 0.337284 0.23638 1 
31 SHK PPT.TXT 0.569464 0.45266 1 
32 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.705705 0.30487 1 
33 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.556829 0.26732 1 
34 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.387771 0.15022 1 
35 SINO LAND.TXT 0.660726 0.82773 0 
36 SINO REALTY.TXT 0.773572 0.78801 0 
37 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.751632 0.66879 1 
38 TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.717588 0.32212 1 
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40 ； I 二 x f T 0.236741 0 • 細 6 1 
41 • TXT ： S • lltl] I 
42 WING HUNG KEE. TXT 0 二 S 0 ^OTSL ？ 
43 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT O.SltlA 0 eot't J 
AVGHIST AWn pp PTKAT^CE SEGTOP 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 CAPITALCORP.TXT 
2 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0:68679 0*89803 n 
1 CRUSADER.TXT 1.03264 1：0«09 S 
4 FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.72212 O ^ A n 
• mansion H0USE.TXT 0 44463 ^'52292 n 
^ SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 0.4916^ 1 12224 0 
7 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 0.64736 olsleit 0 
AVGHIST ANn IVVnTQn pp INDTTSTPIAL SEPTOP 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
^ APPLIED INT'L.TXT 1.37885 0 85699 1 
2 CROCODILE.TXT � 5113^ I 
3 E&E BERMUDA.TXT ollll'l oltltU J 
t GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.50147 0 42958 1 
• HERALD (HK).TXT 0.57087 0 727^1 n 
6 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.8172^ Q 78859 ？ 
I NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.3溫 o'.lllll J 
8 QPL INT'L. TXT 0.45941 。二二 2 ？ 
9 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.48982 0 LLTLT } 
10 SEMI-TECH. TXT 。 ， ， i ' I I V a I I 
� 1 STARLIGHT IND. TXT S 40704 I'yllH ‘ 
TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.37082 O.lllos 0 
� 3 WONG'S IND.TXT 0.65948 0 3388? ？ 
14 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.85427 i 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF CONSQT.TnATED ENTFPPPTQ^C 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 ^S^A SECURITIES.TXT 0.694379 0.679584 1 
2 C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.417375 。义 二 } 
I CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT ollillse J 
T ， A N G ' S CONS. TXT 0.735839 J 
• FE HOLD INT'L.TXT �.412743 0.570899 J 
^ MATH HOLD. TXT 0.515006 0.384221 1 
I M l SUN INT'L. TXT 0.737641 � . 6 二 3 } I 
I POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.658858 0.416961 i 
J 聽 . T X T 0.716612 0.598856 l' 
lU STELUX.TXT 0.636123 0.453605 1 
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AVGHIST AND AVfflSD OF HOTEL SECTOR 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFP 
1 FURAMA HOTEL.TXT 0.420305 0.281267 1 
2 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.515102 0.474752 1 
3 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.298593 0.724465 0 
4 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.470530 0.280896 1 
5 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.621874 0.514662 1 
6 REGAL INT'L.TXT 0.615981 0.631698 0 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF SHIPPING SEGTOP 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIPF 
1 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.319578 0.56526 0 
2 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.488192 1.49768 0 
3 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.580628 • 0 
AVGHIST AND AVGTSD OF MASS COMMUNICATION SEPTOP 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 0.750786 1.10242 0 
2 JADEMAN.TXT 0.361772 0.24807 1 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF RETAIL SECTQT^ 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.668337 0.734874 0 
2 TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.468344 0.176269 1 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF OTHERS SECTOR 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 CABLEWIRE.TXT 0.25366 . 0 
Note: 
If AVGHIST > AVGISD then Diff=1 
If AVGHIST < AVGISD then Diff=0 
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Table D.le 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estxmators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued stoclcs 
Cross-Sectional Series 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE HANr, SENG INDFY CONSTITUENT firpnnTT 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFP 
1 GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.728977 0.220212 1 
2 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.621557 0.302820 I 
？ HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.650023 I 
4 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.441428 ^ 
� HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.470530 0:280896 l 
^ HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.643981 0.546460 i 
7 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.504855 0 427335 V 
8 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.515006 0.384221 i 
2 SUN INT'L. TXT 0.737641 0.621794 l 
〒 ？ MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.621874 0.514662 l 
NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.521464 0.532821 I 
H REGAL INT'L. TXT 0.615981 O ^ K ^ T O 
“ SHK PPT.TXT 0.569464 0.452659 ； 
3 SINO LAND. TXT 0.660726 0 . 8� ”� 3 J 
15 WHARF HOLDINGS.TXT 0.467031 0.588974 0 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE NON-KANn SENG TNnFY rQNSTITTTPNT .^ rmnv 
OB， STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIPP 1 ALLIED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.85208 0.54719 1 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.65965 0.73307 0 
2 APPLIED INT'L.TXT 1.37885 0.85699 l 
4 ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.69438 0.67958 i 
5 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.82394 0.40491 1 
^ C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.41738 0.36871 i 7 CABLEWIRE.TXT 0.25366 n 
8 CAPITALCORP.TXT ‘ ]： 
j CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.40145 •••36627 i 
10 CENTURY C INT'L.TXT 0.65231 0.43411 i 
“ CHEUKNANG.TXT 0.53762 0.61213 0 
12 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.61871 0.21556 1 
13 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0.68679 0.89803 0 
14 CHINA ENTER H.TXT 0.73337 0.95583 0 
+5 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.71617 0.36613 1 
16 CHUANG‘S CONS.TXT 0.73584 0.15735 1 
17 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.66834 0.73487 0 
“ CR0C0DILE.TXT 0.51137 0.43656 i 
19 CRUSADER.TXT 1.03264 1.04909 n 
20 E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.58475 0.48398 1 
21 EIE DEV (INT'L).TXT 0.88333 0.44979 1 
22 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.53220 0.46185 1 
23 EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.87706 0.61414 1 
24 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.70763 0.30788 1 
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25 FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.41275 0.57090 0 
26 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 0.37174 0.72557 0 
27 FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.72212 0.93345 0 
28 FURAMA H0TEL.TXT 0.42031 0.28127 1 
29 GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.50147 0.42958 1 
30 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.51510 0.47475 1 
31 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.29859 0.72446 0 
32 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.57087 0.72748 0 
33 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 0.75079 1.10242 0 
34 HK MACAU DEV.TXT 0.67995 0.75195 0 
35 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.52034 0.37276 1 
36 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.59632 0.29910 1 
37 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.31958 0.56526 0 
JADEMAN.TXT 0.36177 0.24807 1 
39 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.50537 0.28960 1 
40 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.75162 0.22875 1 
41 LEE KING.TXT 0.47435 0.36548 1 
42 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.81725 0.78859 1 
43 MANSION HOUSE.TXT 0.44463 0 52292 0 
44 NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.36676 0.61831 0 
45 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.48819 1 49768 0 
46 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT 0.64378 1.02101 0 
47 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.65886 0.41696 1 
48 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.45941 0.23464 1 
49 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.78758 0.27657 1 
50 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.48982 0.17273 1 
51 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.782164 0.97737 0 
52 SEAPOWER CONS.TXT 0.337284 0.23638 1 
53 SEMI-TECH.TXT 0.774535 1.00348 0 
54 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.705705 0.30487 1 
55 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.556829 0.26732 1 
56 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.387771 0.15022 1 
57 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.580628 • 0 
58 SINO REALTY.TXT 0.773572 0.78801 0 
59 STANDARD-LLOYDS.TXT 0.716612 0.59886 1 
60 STARLIGHT IND.TXT 0.407041 0.70808 0 
61 STELUX.TXT 0.636123 0.45360 1 
62 SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 0.491684 1.12224 0 
63 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.751632 0.66879 1 
64 TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.717588 0.32212 1 
65 THL INT'L.TXT 0.236741 0.18936 1 
66 TIAN AN.TXT 0.540816 0.59477 0 
67 TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.468344 0.17627 1 
68 TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.370824 0.61908 0 
69 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 0.647360 0.81672 0 
70 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.464224 0.40464 1 
71 WONG‘S IND.TXT 0.659485 0.33881 1 
72 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.673843 0.60079 1 
73 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.854268 0.64217 1 
Note: 
If AVGHIST > AVGISD then Diff=1 
If AVGHIST < AVGISD then Diff=0 
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Table D.le 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estxmators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued stoclcs 
Cross-Sectional Series 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE 20 LEADING STOnK TK MARKET GAPTTAT.T^^rpTnM 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.650023 0.575903 1 
2 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.441428 � 
3 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.515006 0!384221 1 
4 NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.521464 0.532821 0 
I SHK PPT.TXT 0.569464 0.452659 1 
6 WHARF HOLDINGS.TXT 0.467031 0.588974 0 
AVGHIST AND AVflTSP Qp THE ORDINARY fiTHPTTg 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 ALLIED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.85208 0 54719 1 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.65965 0.73307 0 
3 APPLIED INT'L.TXT 1.37885 0.85699 1 
4 ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.69438 0.67958 1 
5 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.82394 0.40491 1 
6 C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.41738 0.36871 1 
7 CABLEWIRE.TXT 0.25366 0 
8 CAPITALCORP.TXT � * q 
9 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.40145 o]36627 1 
10 CENTURY C INT_L.TXT 0.65231 0 43411 i 
II CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.53762 0.61213 0 
12 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.61871 0.21556 1 
13 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0.68679 0.89803 0 
14 CHINA ENTER H.TXT 0.73337 0.95583 0 
15 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.71617 0.36613 1 
16 CHUANG‘S CONS.TXT 0.73584 0 15735 1 
17 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.66834 0 73487 0 
18 CROCODILE.TXT 0.51137 0.43656 1 
19 CRUSADER.TXT 1.03264 1.04909 n 
20 E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.58475 0.48398 1 
21 EIE DEV (INTiL).TXT 0.88333 0.44979 1 
22 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.53220 0.46185 1 
23 EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.87706 0 61414 1 
24 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.70763 0.30788 1 
25 FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.41275 0.57090 0 
26 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 0.37174 0.72557 n 
27 FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.72212 0.93345 0 
28 FURAMA HOTEL.TXT 0.42031 0 28127 1 
29 GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.50147 0.42958 1 
30 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.51510 0.47475 1 
31 GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.72898 0.22021 1 
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32 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.29859 0.72446 0 
“ 丽 G LUNG DEV.TXT 0.62156 0.30282 1 
34 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.57087 0.72748 0 
35 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 0.75079 1.10242 0 
36 HK MACAU DEV.TXT 0.67995 0.75195 0 
37 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.47053 0.28090 1 
38 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.52034 0.37276 1 
39 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.64398 0.54646 1 
40 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.50486 0.42733 1 
41 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.59632 0.29910 1 
42 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.31958 0.56526 0 
43 JADEMAN.TXT 0.36177 0.24807 1 
44 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.50537 0.28960 1 
45 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.75162 0.22875 1 
46 LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.73764 0.62179 1 
47 LEE HING.TXT 0.47435 0.36548 1 
48 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.81725 0.78859 1 
49 MANSION HOUSE.TXT 0.44463 0 52292 0 
50 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.62187 0:51466 1 
51 NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.366763 0.61831 0 
52 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.488192 1.49768 0 
53 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT 0.643778 1.02101 0 
54 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.658858 0.41696 1 
55 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.459410 0.23464 1 
56 REGAL INTVL.TXT 0.615981 0.63170 0 
57 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.787578 0.27657 1 
58 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.489816 0 17273 1 
59 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.782164 0.97737 0 
60 SEAPOWER CONS•TXT 0.337284 0.23638 1 
61 SEMI-TECH.TXT 0.774535 1.00348 0 
62 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.705705 0.30487 1 
63 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.556829 0.26732 1 
64 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.387771 0.15022 1 
65 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.580628 0 
66 SINO LAND.TXT 0.660726 0.82773 0 
67 SINO REALTY.TXT 0.773572 0.78801 0 
68 STANDARD-LLOYDS.TXT 0.716612 0.59886 1 
69 STARLIGHT IND.TXT 0.407041 0.70808 0 
70 STELUX.TXT 0.636123 0.45360 1 
71 SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 0.491684 1.12224 0 
72 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.751632 0.66879 1 
73 TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.717588 0.32212 1 
74 THL INT«L.TXT 0.236741 0.18936 1 
75 TIAN AN.TXT 0.540816 0.59477 0 
76 TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.468344 0.17627 1 
77 TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.370824 0.61908 0 
78 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 0.647360 0.81672 0 
79 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.464224 0.40464 1 
80 WONG‘S IND.TXT 0.659485 0.33881 1 81 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.673843 0.60079 1 
82 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.854268 0.64217 1 
Note: 
If AVGHIST > AVGISD then Diff=1 
If AVGHIST < AVGISD then Diff=0 
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Table D.le 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estxmators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued stoclcs 
Cross-Sectional Series 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE 20 7VCTIVE IN fiHTVRE STOCK 
咖 STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 ALLIED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.85208 0.54719 1 
2 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.82394 0.40491 1 
^ CHINA ENTER H.TXT 0.73337 0.95583 0 
t CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.71617 0.36613 1 
5 CRUSADER.TXT 1.03264 1.04909 0 
6 EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.87706 0.61414 i 
7 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.70763 0.30788 1 
8 GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.72898 0.22021 1 
9 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.65002 0.57590 1 
10 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.57087 0.72748 0 
11 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 0.75079 1 10242 0 
12 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.44143 q 
13 HK MACAU DEV.TXT 0.67995 0:75195 0 
It SEMI-TECH.TXT 0.77453 1.00348 0 
15 SINO LAND.TXT 0.66073 0.82773 0 
16 SINO REALTY.TXT 0.77357 0.78801 0 
17 TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.46834 0.17627 1 
AVGHIST AND AVGTSD OF THE ORDINARY STOCKS 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.65965 0.73307 0 
2 APPLIED INT»L.TXT 1.37885 0.85699 1 
3 ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.69438 0.67958 1 
4 C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.41738 0.36871 1 
5 CABLEWIRE.TXT 0.25366 0 
6 CAPITALCORP.TXT . q 
7 CATHAY CITY INT. TXT 0.40145 CK"36627 1 
8 CENTURY C INT'L.TXT 0.65231 0.43411 1 
9 CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.53762 0.61213 0 
10 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.61871 0.21556 1 
11 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0.68679 0.89803 0 
12 CHUANG'S CONS.TXT 0.73584 0.15735 1 
13 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.66834 0.73487 0 
14 CROCODILE.TXT 0.51137 0.43656 1 
15 E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.58475 0.48398 1 
16 EIE DEV (INT'L).TXT 0.88333 0.44979 1 
17 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.53220 0.46185 1 
18 FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.41275 0.57090 0 
19 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 0.37174 0.72557 0 
20 FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.72212 0.93345 0 
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FURAMA H0TEL.TXT 0.42031 0.28127 1 
11 GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.50147 0.42958 1 
23 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.51510 0.47475 1 
24 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.29859 0.72446 0 
25 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.62156 0.30282 1 
26 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.47053 0.28090 1 
27 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.52034 0 37276 1 
28 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.64398 0.54646 1 
29 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.50486 0 42733 1 
30 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.59632 0.29910 1 
31 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.31958 0.56526 0 
32 JADEMAN.TXT 0.36177 0.24807 1 
33 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.51501 0 38422 1 
34 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.50537 0.28960 1 
35 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.75162 0.22875 1 
36 LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.73764 0.62179 1 
37 LEE HING.TXT 0.47435 0.36548 1 
38 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.81725 0.78859 1 
39 MANSION HOUSE.TXT 0.44463 0 52292 0 
40 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.62187 0:51466 1 
41 NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.36676 0.61831 0 
42 NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.52146 0.53282 0 
43 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.48819 1 49768 0 
44 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT 0.64378 1.02101 0 
45 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.65886 0.41696 1 
46 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.45941 0.23464 1 
47 REGAL INT'L.TXT 0.61598 0.63170 0 
48 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.78758 0.27657 1 
49 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.48982 0 17273 1 
50 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.78216 0.97737 0 
51 SEAPOWER CONS.TXT 0.337284 0.23638 1 
52 SHK PPT.TXT 0.569464 0.45266 1 
53 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.705705 0.30487 1 
54 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.556829 0.26732 1 
55 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.387771 0.15022 1 
56 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.580628 0 
57 STANDARD-LLOYDS.TXT 0.716612 0.59886 1 
58 STARLIGHT IND.TXT 0.407041 0.70808 0 
59 STELUX.TXT 0.636123 0.45360 1 
60 SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 0.491684 1.12224 0 
61 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.751632 0.66879 1 
62 TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.717588 0.32212 1 
63 THL INT'L.TXT 0.236741 0.18936 1 
64 TIAN AN.TXT 0.540816 0.59477 0 
65 TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.370824 0.61908 0 
66 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 0.647360 0.81672 0 
67 WHARF HOLDINGS.TXT 0.467031 0.58897 0 
68 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.464224 0.40464 1 
69 WONG‘S IND.TXT 0.659485 0.33881 1 
70 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.673843 0.60079 1 
71 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.854268 0.64217 1 
Note: 
If AVGHIST > AVGISD then Diff=1 
If AVGHIST < AVGISD then Diff=0 
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Table D.le 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estxmators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued stoclcs 
Cross-Sectional Series 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE PQ ACTIVE TN DOLLAR STOCK 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.823939 0.404914 1 
I GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.728977 0.220212 1 
^ 丽 G LUNG DEV.TXT 0.621557 0.302820 1 
4 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.650023 0.575903 1 5 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.441428 0 6 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.470530 o!280896 1 
7 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.515006 0.384221 1 
8 NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.521464 0.532821 0 
j SHK PPT.TXT 0.569464 0.452659 1 
“ SINO LAND.TXT 0.660726 0.827730 0 
11 WHARF HOLDINGS.TXT 0.467031 0.588974 0 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE ORDINARY STOCKS 
OBS STOCK AVGHIST AVGISD DIFF 
1 ALLIED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.85208 0.54719 1 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.65965 0.73307 0 
3 APPLIED INT'L.TXT 1.37885 0.85699 1 
4 ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.69438 0.67958 1 
5 C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.41738 0.36871 1 
6 CABLEWIRE-TXT 0.25366 . 0 
7 CAPITALCORP.TXT . q 
8 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.40145 0:36627 1 
9 CENTURY C INT'L.TXT 0.65231 0.43411 1 
10 CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.53762 0.61213 0 
11 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.61871 0.21556 1 
12 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0.68679 0.89803 0 
13 CHINA ENTER H.TXT 0.73337 0.95583 0 
14 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.71617 0.36613 1 
15 CHUANG‘S CONS.TXT 0.73584 0.15735 1 
16 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.66834 0.73487 0 
17 CROCODILE.TXT 0.51137 0.43656 1 
18 CRUSADER.TXT 1.03264 1.04909 0 
19 E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.58475 0.48398 1 
20 EIE DEV (INT'L).TXT 0.88333 0.44979 1 
21 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.53220 0.46185 1 
22 EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.87706 0.61414 1 
23 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.70763 0.30788 1 
24 FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.41275 0.57090 0 
25 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 0.37174 0.72557 0 
26 FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.72212 0.93345 0 
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II FURAMA HOTEL.TXT 0.42031 0.28127 1 
GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.50147 0.42958 1 
29 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.51510 0.47475 1 
30 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.29859 0.72446 0 
31 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.57087 0.72748 0 HK DAILY news.ADJ 0.75079 1.10242 0 
33 HK MACAU DEV.TXT 0.67995 0.75195 0 
34 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.52034 0,37276 1 
35 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.64398 0.54646 1 
36 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.50486 0 42733 1 
37 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.59632 •••29910 1 
38 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.31958 0.56526 0 
=9 JADEMAN.TXT 0.36177 0.24807 1 
40 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.50537 0.28960 1 
41 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.75162 0.22875 1 
42 LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.73764 0.62179 1 
43 LEE RING.TXT 0.47435 0.36548 1 
44 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.81725 0.78859 1 
45 MANSION HOUSE.TXT 0.44463 0 52292 0 
46 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.62187 0:51466 1 
47 NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.36676 0.61831 0 
48 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.48819 1 49768 0 
49 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT 0.64378 1.02101 0 
50 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.65886 0.41696 1 
51 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.459410 0.23464 1 
52 REGAL INT'L.TXT 0.615981 0.63170 0 
53 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.787578 0.27657 1 
54 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.489816 0.17273 1 
55 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.782164 0.97737 0 
56 SEAPOWER CONS.TXT 0.337284 0.23638 1 
57 SEMI-TECH.TXT 0.774535 1.00348 0 
58 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.705705 0.30487 1 
59 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.556829 0.26732 1 
60 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.387771 0.15022 1 
61 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.580628 0 
62 SINO REALTY.TXT 0.773572 0.78801 0 
63 STANDARD-LLOYDS.TXT 0.716612 0.59886 1 
64 STARLIGHT IND.TXT 0.407041 0.70808 0 
65 STELUX.TXT 0.636123 0.45360 1 
66 SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 0.491684 1.12224 0 
67 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.751632 0.66879 1 
68 TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.717588 0.32212 1 
69 THL INT'L.TXT 0.236741 0.18936 1 
70 TIAN AN.TXT 0.540816 0.59477 0 
71 TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.468344 0.17627 1 
72 TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.370824 0.61908 0 
73 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 0.647360 0.81672 0 
74 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.464224 0.40464 1 
75 WONG'S IND.TXT 0.659485 0.33881 1 
76 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.673843 0.60079 1 
77 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.854268 0.64217 1 
Note: 
If AVGHIST > AVGISD then Diff=1 
If AVGHIST < AVGISD then Diff=0 
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Table D.2a 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estimators under Different 
categorization of the Warrant-issued Stocks 
Cross-Sectional Series 
Summary Statistics 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF PROPERTY SECTOR 
丽 紐 . S ^ O ^ ^ - - - 蘭 臓 C.V. 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF FIWAWCE SECTOR 
觀 腿 - _ ~ - - - - - - 觀 臓 C.V. 
= t 二 = 二 = 二 丨 : = S : = � : 3 = 二 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF INDUSTRIAL SFrTfW 
VARIABLE N MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE C V 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VARIANCE C.V. 
= - 0 ： = 二 二 = S : = 二 = 二 ； .3.C03 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF CONSOLIDATED ENTERPRISE 
• 腿 H _ ~ - - - - C . V . 
= T l0° 2 ： = ？ ： = ？ : 3 2 二 J 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF HOTEL SECTOR 
VARIABLE N MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE r v 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VARIANCE C.V, 
6 0.49039749 0.12309679 0.29859315 0.62187362 0.05025405 2 94238A97 0 01515?ft? pq ini 
AVGISD 6 0.48462329 0.18056185 0.28089647 0.72446477 0.07371407 2 90M977 OOLLLOLLL 37：258 
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AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF SHIPPING SECTOB 
M MEAN S T A N D ^ MINIUM, MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUH VARIANCE C.V. 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN 
2 ？ 0 . 3 1 9 5 7 8 3 2 0.58062816 0.07642065 1.38839884 0.01752035 28.601 
AVGISD 2 1.03146973 0 .65931978 0.56526024 1.49767922 0 .46620949 2.06293945 0 .43470258 63.920 
AVGHIST AMD AVGTSn OF MASS CnMHUNICATIOM SFPTnP 
VARIABLE M HEAM S T A N D ^ H I N I H ^ HAXI^TJH STD ERROR SUH VARIANCE C.V. 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN 
Z G I I D I L I J I L L Z N L V J J . Y 0.75078635 0 .19450728 1.11255814 0.07566616 49 .449 
AVGISD 2 0 .67524890 0 .60411556 0.24807469 1.10242311 0.42717421 1.35049780 0.36495561 89.466 
AVGHIST AMD AVGISD OF RETAIL SFCTOP 
VARIABLE N 細 S T ^ D ^ H I N I H ^ MAXIHUH STD ERROR SUH VARIANCE C .V. 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN 
I 0 .56834068 0 .14141626 0.46834428 0.66833708 0.09999640 1 13668136 0 01999856 ？ / 
AVGISD 2 0 .45557175 0 .39499357 0.17626912 0.73487438 0.27930263 0 . 9 1 ^ 4 3 5 0 0：?5601992 86：?03 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF OTHERS SFCTfW 
VARIABLE N MEAM STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE C V 
DEVIATIOM VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VARIANCE C.V. 
I . 0 .25365963 0.25365963 • 0 .25365963 • _ 
• - ‘ 。 • • • . 
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Table D.2b 
Preijiliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estimators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued Stocks 
Cross-Sectional Series 
Summary Statistics 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE COMSTITiJFMT STOCK： OF THE HANG SEMG lilDFY 
觀 紐 - _ H.,^ - - - 侧 臓 C.V. 
= T 丨 ： ？ = 忍 二 = 二 ； 二 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE NON-CQMSTTTIJEWT STOCIC OF THE HANG SFMG IMHFY 
丽 磁 - M O . ~ - SUH • 丨 臓 C.V. 
= - 二 = ] ： ! = 二 器 孟 31:4恙淀 
Table D.2c 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estimators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued Stocks 
Cross-Sectional Series 
Summary Statistics 
AVGHIST AMD AVGTA^ HF THE 20 LEADING STOCIC IM MARKET CAPITAI I7ATTnii 
觀 紐 H _ ~ S ™ ^ ™ . S . 觀 概 C.V. 
= T 怠 ？ ？ L S 
AVGHIST AND AVfiTSn OF THE ORDINARY STOCICS 
N _ ~ - - - - - - - - 細 職 C.V. 
= - 0 ： = S : � = S : = 1 : = ； = 二 = 二 
THE T-VALUE OF THF flF THE DIFFERENT IN RISK FOR THE 20 LEADIMG STOP代 
OBS THIS TISD 
1 -1.0236 -0.31639 
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Table D.2d 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Risk 
Estimators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued Stocks 
Cross-Sectional Series 
Summary Statistics 
AVGHIST AMD AVGISD OF THE 70 ACTIVE TRADFD IN SHARE STOTIT 
蘭 服 E “ _ T I J " T ^ r - 蘭 臓 C.V. 
= T II L I ? ; ⑶ 二 = S : = ; � ： ： = 2 ： = 茫； 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE ORDINARY STOCIC 
麵 紐 《 S ^ O ^ ^ - - - - - 觀 概 C.V. 
= - 2 ： = 2 ： = 1 ： = 芸:認；盟 2 ： = 30.. 
THE T-VALUE OF THE DIFFERENT IM RTSIC OF 20 ACTIVE TRADED 丨 M SHAPF 
OBS THIS U S D 
1 3.23468 1.82016 
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Table D.2e 
Premliminary Comparison of the Two Rislc 
Estimators under Different 
Categorization of the Warrant-issued stocks 
Cross-Sectional Series 
Summary Statistics 
AVGHIST AMD AVFITSN NP THE 20 ACTIVE TRADED LIJ DOLLAR STORR 
« T r - 細 臓 
= 丨 丨 〗 • • = 丨 丨 2 : 1 = ？ 二 - • 思 
AVGHIST AND AVGISD OF THE ORDIMARY STQCIC 
V 臓 U - _ ™ - - - 蘭 職 C.V. 
= - 0 ： = ] ： = H•丨溫f 二 ； H ^ S 二 
THE T-VALUE OF THE DIFFFRENT 丨 M RISIT NP 20 ACTIVF TRADED IM D O M AB 
OBS THIS TISO 
1 -0.23026 -1.0964 
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E. Structural Change in Risk 
Table E.l 
Test of Structural Change in HISTSD 
Before and After a Chosen Date 
^ ^ ^ T HISTSDl HISTSD；! 
May 12 -13.804 0.345 0.802 
May 15 -13.870 0.345 0.806 
May 16 -13.922 0.344 0.809 
May 17 -13.972 0.345 0.813 
May 18 -14.023 0.345 0.817 
May 19 -13.999 0.345 0.817 
May 22 -13.341 0.350 0.784 
May 23 -11.347 0.403 0.764 
May 24 -10.516 0.428 0.767 
May 25 -9.812 0.429 0.741 
May 26 -8.880 0.457 0.743 
May 29 -8.770 0.457 0.740 
May 30 -8.629 0.462 0.743 
May 31 -8.651 0.461 0.745 
June 1 -8.556 0.462 0.745 
June 2 -8.558 0.463 0.748 
June 5 -1.947 0.463 0.514 
June 6 3.380 0.598 0.499 
June 7 4.021 0.605 0.486 
June 9 4.281 0.609 0.483 
June 12 5.643 0.610 0.447 
June 13 6.250 0.622 0.440 
June 14 6.722 0.625 0.434 
June 15 6.780 0.627 0.433 
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Table E.2a 
Test of Structural Change in CISD 
Dates of Significant Change at 5% Level 
^ ^ T CISDl CISD2 T.AH 
June 5 -2.221 0.588 0.768 0 
June 5 -2.405 0.573 0.768 5 
June 6 -2.355 0.577 0.737 5 
June 6 -2.591 0.560 0.768 10 
May 22 -2.173 0.519 0.668 15 
June 5 -2.328 0.563 0.768 15 
June 6 -2.405 0.566 0.737 15 
June 7 -2.278 0.537 0.690 15 
Feb. 15 -2.180 0.410 0.528 20 
Feb. 17 -2.107 0.403 0.515 20 
June 5 -2.744 0.533 0.768 20 
June 6 -2.646 0.550 0.737 20 
Feb. 15 -2.035 0.419 0.528 25 
Feb. 17 -2.025 0.406 0.515 25 
May 22 -1.962 0.530 0.668 25 
June 5 -3.037 0.519 0.768 25 
June 6 -3.350 0.512 0.737 25 
June 7 -2.518 0.523 0.690 25 
June 12 2.230 0.768 0.598 25 
June 13 2.162 0.737 0.601 25 
Mar. 3 -2.279 0.403 0.521 30 
June 5 -2.591 0.550 0.768 30 
June 6 -2.964 0.535 0.737 30 
June 7 -2.487 0.527 0.690 30 
June 9 -1.981 0.533 0.657 30 
June 19 1.966 0.768 0.617 30 
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Table E.2b 
Test of Structural Change in CAISD 
Dates of Significant Change at 5% Level 
^ ^ -T CAISDl CAISD2 T.AH 
June 9 -2.202 0.523 0.694 15 
June 12 -2.247 0.525 0.701 15 
June 13 -2.439 0.520 0.706 15 
June 7 -2.026 0.518 0.672 20 
June 9 -2.078 0.531 0.694 20 
June 12 -2.073 0.536 0.701 20 
June 13 -2.120 0.538 0.706 20 
June 7 -2.041 0.521 0.672 25 
June 9 -2.318 0.519 0.694 25 
June 12 -2.433 0.516 0.701 25 
June 13 -2.542 0.513 0.706 25 
June 14 -2.301 0.510 0.651 25 
June 7 -2.057 0.518 0.672 30 
June 9 -2.394 0.513 0.694 30 
June 12 -2.466 0.515 0.701 30 
June 13 -2.308 0.531 0.706 30 
June 14 -2.106 0.524 0.651 30 
Table E.2c 
Test of Structural Change in AVGCISD 
M T E T AVGCISDl AVGCTSDP 
May 22 -28.943 0.463 0.641 
May 23 -27.586 0.465 0.640 
June 5 -24.881 0.471 0.646 
June 6 -23.119 0.473 0.645 
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F. Stability of ISD 
Table F.l 
THE TIME ST^ PTT^ .Q OF CT.qn 
THE CROSS SECTIONAL ISD Z^P AVC.) OVER 88 
OBS D MCISD MACISD 
1 • 參 . 
2 10500 0.435223 . 
3 10503 0.438841 0.435223 
4 10504 0.441765 0.437032 
5 10505 0.436950 0.437356 
6 10506 0.441405 0.436547 
7 10507 0.439608 0.436845 
8 10510 0.437107 0.437708 
9 10511 0.431808 0.436794 
10 10512 0.431890 0.432430 
11 10513 0.438766 0.434527 
12 10514 0.428664 0.431758 
13 10517 0.428371 0.431145 
14 10518 0.419262 0.428262 
15 10520 0.416567 0.425131 
16 10521 0.418188 0.418491 
17 10524 0.425567 0.417003 
18 10525 0.423238 0.422568 
19 10526 0.423942 0.414959 
20 10527 0.413846 0.415174 
21 10528 0.410320 0.414260 
22 10531 0.408940 0.414056 
23 10532 0.407872 0.414323 
24 10533 0.410224 0.411865 
25 10534 0.408112 0.410240 
26 10535 0.408043 0.409094 
27 10538 0.411525 0.408638 
28 10539 0.411102 0.409155 
29 10540 0.410385 0.409192 
30 10541 0.412116 0.409224 
31 10542 0.407770 0.410077 
32 10545 0.414274 0.410022 
33 10546 0.409804 0.406756 
34 10547 0.403391 0.406782 
35 10548 0.408172 0.405387 
36 10549 0.404685 0.404249 
37 10552 0.405607 0.403894 
38 10553 0.403178 0.404921 
39 10554 0.407010 0.404381 
40 10555 0.398402 0.403503 
41 10556 0.399508 0.400566 
42 10559 0.400854 0.397587 
43 10560 0.399607 0.394665 
44 10561 0.394893 0.401212 
45 10562 0.392317 0.398878 
46 10563 0.395003 0.397637 
47 10566 0.397866 0.399451 
48 10567 0.395874 0.398276 
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49 10568 0.407452 0.396299 
50 10569 0.402249 0.396675 
51 10570 0.403446 0.396945 
52 10573 0.416321 0.397598 
53 10574 0.411793 0.398774 
54 10575 0.408241 0.404902 
55 10576 0.411172 0.402814 
56 10577 0.415139 0.404403 
57 10580 0.412115 0.410627 
58 10581 0.411858 0.406667 
59 10582 0.408192 0.407889 
60 10583 0.416213 0.407909 
61 10584 0.424120 0.407976 
62 10589 0.424623 0.411663 
63 10590 0.424283 0.412384 
64 10591 0.420458 0.413111 
65 10595 0.427117 0.419399 
66 10596 0.434329 0.421317 
67 10597 0.438054 0.421902 
68 10598 0.418570 0.418431 
69 10601 0.422139 0.413580 
70 10602 0.405618 0.416608 
71 10603 0.407676 0.412942 
72 10604 0.413896 0.408612 
73 10605 0.409518 0.402116 
74 10608 0.412825 0.398899 
75 10609 0.402791 0.403013 
76 10610 0.423909 0.401994 
77 10611 0.427881 0.403586 
78 10612 0.427961 0.406794 
79 10615 0.434182 0.408437 
80 10616 0.431988 0.414005 
81 10617 0.432113 0.422216 
82 10618 0.422239 0.417482 
83 10619 0.429653 0.421054 
84 10622 0.429165 0.421426 
85 10623 0.433327 0.423529 
86 10624 0.443403 0.424263 
87 10625 0.450972 0.419484 
88 10626 0.477381 0.423248 
89 10632 0.490471 0.434813 
90 10633 0.500825 0.447606 
91 10636 0.504299 0.453221 
92 10637 0.519829 0.466900 
93 10638 0.527629 0.478114 
94 10639 0.505263 0.495510 
95 10640 0.514995 0.499094 
96 10643 0.508315 0.503300 
97 10644 0.498716 0.506026 
98 10645 0.498388 0.503406 
99 10646 0.505983 0.497780 
100 10647 0.498731 0.498711 
101 10650 0.497389 0.496217 
102 10651 0.505160 0.485837 
103 10652 0.503420 0.489655 
104 10653 0.504087 0.487573 
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105 10654 0.520943 0.488348 
106 10657 0.519903 0.495038 
107 10658 0.525044 0.502129 
108 10659 0.516188 0.504239 
109 10660 0.511048 0.499520 
110 10661 0.510968 0.505302 
111 10664 0.500766 0.502362 
112 10665 0.515303 0.499454 
113 10666 0.508647 0.497738 
114 10667 0.501919 0.495015 
115 10668 0.503890 0.487441 
116 10671 0.508284 0.486558 
117 10672 0.500892 0.488246 
118 10673 0.511020 0.482158 
119 10674 0.519254 0.483783 
120 10679 0.514662 0.485185 
121 10680 0.519213 0.486692 
122 10681 0.511899 0.494271 
123 10682 0.510609 0.492059 
124 10685 0.509313 0.495544 
125 10686 0.497560 0.490878 
126 10688 0.508721 0.491335 
127 10689 0.507252 0.491472 
128 10692 0.515519 0.498602 
129 10693 0,516063 0.499146 
130 10694 0.513414 0.499793 
131 10695 0.527437 0.505502 
132 10696 0.508192 0.504844 
133 10699 0.529921 0.502768 
134 10700 0.530833 0.502407 
135 10701 0.520683 0.501991 
136 10702 0.523062 0.499755 
137 10703 0.514658 0.509307 
138 10706 0.549558 0.511934 
139 10707 0.535301 0.515852 
140 10708 0.527356 0.517676 
141 10709 0.533294 0.512509 
142 10710 0.527071 0.514852 
143 10713 0.518984 0.531033 
144 10714 0.511996 0.523636 
145 10715 0.522523 0.520618 
146 10716 0.538626 0.519114 
147 10717 0.544917 0.516283 
148 10720 0.532705 0.513426 
149 10721 0.550333 0.509980 
150 10722 0.560291 0.517973 
151 10723 0.557452 0.530980 
152 10724 0.559342 0.536318 
153 10727 0.562997 0.538038 
154 10728 0.566242 0.539318 
155 10729 0.536866 0.540186 
156 10730 0.558577 0.522647 
157 10731 0.546588 0.525422 
158 10734 0.667652 0.520369 
159 10735 0.560433 0.581887 
160 10736 0.568619 0.587762 
157 
10737 0.620184 0.593455 
10738 0.610258 0.598032 
10741 0.572755 0.609631 
丨 二 0.577291 0.580528 
10743 0.581812 0.585838 
10744 0.589917 0.588686 
167 10745 0.588378 0.587011 
168 10748 0.767924 0.574094 
10749 0.736636 0.640192 
170 10750 0.689663 0.672131 
171 10752 0.657305 0.693972 
10755 0.613458 0.701206 
？ 1 0 7 5 6 0.620006 0.706203 
174 10757 0.618061 0.651199 
175 10758 0.609628 0.632731 
176 10759 0.613269 0.621422 
177 10763 0.629995 0.614897 
178 10764 0.638059 0.614431 
179 10765 0.649113 0.614056 
180 10766 0.650572 0.620948 
181 10769 0.637316 0.633154 
182 10770 0.638208 0.635243 
183 10771 0.632389 0.632248 
184 10772 0.628874 0.631984 
185 10773 0.623057 0.629142 
186 10776 0.623905 0.630674 
187 10777 0.613810 0.631180 
188 10778 0.607681 0.625854 
189 10779 0.605047 0.618403 
190 10780 0.614817 0.612409 
191 10783 0.610050 0.608465 
192 10784 0.596894 0.601863 
193 10785 0.598498 0.602007 
194 10786 0.601149 0.599726 
195 10787 0.614275 0.603910 
196 10790 0.619386 0.604022 
197 10791 0.614657 0.601284 
198 10792 0.617120 0.601278 
199 10793 0.619817 0.606302 
200 10794 0.626963 0.611943 
201 10797 0.634153 0.617112 
202 10798 0.629343 0.621978 
203 10799 0.640108 0.626568 
204 10800 0.638335 0.626334 
205 10801 0.643363 0,629589 
206 10804 0.648562 0.630791 
207 10805 0.641515 0.630877 
208 10806 0.645215 0.637475 
209 10807 0.648125 0.637034 
210 10808 0.662676 0.644290 
211 10811 0.667725 0.650802 
212 10812 0.659527 0.654367 
213 10813 0.660601 0.657921 
214 10814 0.664831 0.660957 
215 10815 0.646885 0.657163 
216 10818 0.646769 0.654642 
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217 10819 0.656613 0.649796 
218 10820 0.659570 0.647371 
219 10821 0.661355 0.644565 
220 10822 0.671293 0.642321 
221 10825 0.657714 0.643134 
222 10826 0.656994 0.650142 
223 10827 0.663330 0.652992 
224 10828 0.669492 0.656559 
225 10829 0.656624 0.660976 
226 10833 0.669384 0.656255 
227 10834 0.673051 0.660425 
228 10835 0.669474 0.663386 
229 10836 0.662584 0.664192 
230 10839 0.666375 0.662105 
231 10840 0.674127 0.660967 
232 10841 0.664150 0.664631 
233 10842 0.667436 0.659675 
234 10843 0.653507 0.655792 
235 10846 0.654101 0.652836 
236 10847 0.651835 0.656741 
237 10848 0.652200 0.652371 
238 10849 0.678110 0.650162 
239 10853 0.667558 0.665701 
240 10854 0.660910 0.659183 
241 10855 0.668138 0.656682 
242 10856 0.655481 0.655086 
243 10857 0.652937 0.650797 
244 10860 0.660260 0.651348 
245 10861 0.653735 0.648708 
246 10862 0.648706 0.654204 
247 10863 0.645999 0.655554 
248 10864 0.643282 0.652652 
249 10867 0.646152 0.646294 
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Table F.2 
THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVTATTQN OF THE PTfin OF THE 
YEAR. BEFORE AND APTER JUNE 6— 
a, THE MEAN OF PTSD FOR THE WHOLE YF7VP 
VARIABLE M MEAM ST^DARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE C V 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VARIANCE C.V. 
MCISD 248 0.52905225 0.09772358 0.39231739 0.76792358 0.00620545 131.20495778 0.00954990 18.471 
b.THE HEAM OF CISD BEFORE JUMF 6 
VARIABLE M MEAM STANDARD HINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE C V 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VARIANCE C.V. 
MCISD 167 0.47284472 0.06481378 0.39231739 0.76792358 0.00501544 78.96506894 0.00420083 13.707 
C-THE MEAN OF C!SD AFTER JUNE 6 
VARIABLE N MEAN STANDARD MINIHUH HAXINUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE CV 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VARIANCE C.V。 
MCISD 80 0.64379066 0.02181727 0.59689368 0.68966324 0.00243924 51.50325245 0.00047599 3.389 
THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE APT.gn oF THE 
YEAR. BEFORE AND AFTER JUNE 6 “ 
a.THE MEAN OF ACISD OVER THE UHQLE YFAP 
VARIABLE N MEAM STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUN VARIANCE C V 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VARIANCE C.V. 
MACISD 247 0.51996734 0.09732375 0.39466490 0.70620331 0.00619256 128.43193394 0.00947191 18.717 
b.THE MEAN OF ACISD BEFORE JUNE 6 
VARIABLE N MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE C V 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VAIUANCE C.V. 
MACISD 166 0.46075875 0.05583220 0.39466490 0.60963K4 0.00433342 76.48595207 0.00311723 12.117 
c.THE MEAN OF ACISD AFTER JUNE 6 
VARIABLE N MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE C V 
DEVIATIOM VALUE VALUE OF MEAN VAKlANCE C.V. 
MACISD 80 0.64132238 0.02283408 0.59972640 0.70620331 0.00255293 51.30579024 0.00052140 3.560 
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Table F.3 
T�s t of St^ility of ISD as against CISD for the Periods: Before June 6 ii« After June 6 iii- Whole Year 
Regression Line s ISD = a + b ciSD 
Stock name a _ _ ( _ T ) b r T ) PA 
Allied over 0.331 ( 10.08 ) 0.085 ( 1.22 ) 0.009 
0.228 ( 4.19 ) 0.349 ( 4.13 ) 0.176 
0.207 ( 12.24 ) 0.364 ( 11.57 ) 0.350 
All士 PPt -0.305 ( -4.78 ) 2.204 ( 16.34 ) 0.620 
0.409 ( 3.33 ) 0.179 ( 0.94 ) 0.011 
0.800 ( 13.6 ) -0.265 ( -2.41 ) 0.023 
Appl I n f 1 -0.518 ( -6.53 ) 2.550 ( 16.52 ) 0.748 
- ” 1 9 ( -2.25 ) 2.570 ( 5.2 ) 0.253 
0.130 ( 5.06 ) 1.042 ( 21.37 ) 0.654 
Asia Sec� 0.263 ( 6.6 ) 0.737 ( 8.72 ) 0.317 
1.501 ( 10.02 ) -1.052 ( -4.52 ) 0.204 
0.131 ( 5.06 ) 1.042 ( 21.57 ) 0,654 
Bond Corp 0.775 ( 11.39 ) -0.802 ( -5.56 ) 0.163 
2-205 ( 3.34 ) -2.706 ( -2.7 ) 0 129 
0.499 ( 10.45 ) -0.184 ( -2.01 ) •••019 
China & Eastern 0.057 ( 0.84 ) 1.069 ( 7.14 ) 0 .451 
4.060 ( 4.73 ) -4.468 ( -3.34 ) 0129 
-••791 ( -7.18 ) 3.046 ( 15.58 ) 0.636 
Capital Corp -0.151 ( -2.39 ) 3.901 ( 29.12 ) 0 838 
0.184 ( 0.23 ) 3.785 ( 2.98 ) 0.100 
-0.625 ( -8.57 ) 4.966 ( 36.43 ) 0.084 
Cathy City 0.262 ( 0.9 ) 0.160 ( 0.23 ) 0.001 
0.596 ( -2.66 ) 1.505 ( 4.3 ) 0 194 
0.243 ( 8.16 ) 0.199 ( 3.68 ) 0.087 
Century City -0.258 ( -3.94 ) 1.035 ( 8•15 ) 0 556 
0-801 ( 3.67 ) -0.404 ( -1.19 ) 0 017 
-CK558 ( -8.97 ) 1.676 ( 16.08 ) 0.657 
Cheuk Nang 0.764 ( 12.98 ) -0.422 ( -3.38 ) 0.065 
1.542 ( 8.55 ) -1.302 ( -4.65 ) 0 213 
0.391 ( 10.59 ) 0.421 ( 6.1 ) 0:132 
Chevalier 0.196 ( 9.13 ) -0.025 ( -0.55 ) 0 002 
-0.109 ( -1.49 ) 0.604 ( 5.3 ) 0.260 
0.005 ( 0.32 ) 0.401 ( 15.01 ) 0.478 
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Chinese Est "0.474 ( -6.15 ) 1,527 ( 9.78 ) 0�494 
- ” 6 7 ( -0.76 ) 0.629 ( 4.55 ) 0.206 
-0.087 ( -2.2 ) 0.697 ( 9.99 ) 0.357 
China Ent -0.172 ( -8.34 ) 1.717 ( 39.28 ) 0.904 
( -0.08 ) 1.534 ( 6.71 ) 0.360 
-0.247 ( -16.05 ) 1.886 ( 65.56 ) 0.946 
Chuang.s 0 080 ( 4.94 ) 0.065 ( 1.73 ) 0.032 
••296 ( 3.94 ) -0.210 ( -1.8 ) 0.039 
0.018 ( 1.95 ) 0.215 ( 12.39 ) 0.472 
City Resouces 0.193 ( 8.7 ) 1.031 ( 21.99 ) o 747 
？;•巧 /( ” \ -0-449 ( -1.72 ) 0.036 
0.214 ( 11.65 ) 0.989 ( 28.82 ) 0.771 
CP P� k � ( - 0 . 8 7 ) 0.844 ( 1.77 ) 0.258 
二 ) 1.146 ( 5.59 ) 0.281 
_0.567 ( -5.34 ) 1.468 ( 8.83 ) 0.461 
crocodile "0 034 ( -1 38 ) 0.709 ( 13.58 ) 0.532 
；^ 〒。 1?•二 0.725 ( 10.79 ) 0.593 
-0.154 ( -11.55 ) 0.977 ( 39.34 ) 0.864 
crusader -0.631 ( 1.19 ) 2.513 ( 8.34 ) 0 659 
1•？fg i "I'll 丨 9.738 ( 10.28 ) 0:569 -2.186 ( -9.09 ) 5.274 ( 13.5 ) 0.607 
E & E 二 〒 〒 ( ' I ' O L ) 0.976 ( 22.53 ) 0.756 
0.19 ) 0.885 ( 10.22 ) 0.566 
0.030 ( 2.83 ) 0.862 ( 43 ) 0.883 
E工EDev -0.188 ( -0 7 ) 1.007 { 1.71 ) 0.173 
•【二 1.615 ( 4.1 ) 0.174 
-0.275 ( -3.55 ) 1.183 ( 9.42 ) 0.481 
Essential 0.111 ( 2.87 ) 0.604 ( 7.4 ) 0 251 
-0.223 ( -1.58 ) 1.277 ( 5.84 ) •••299 
-0.08 ( -3.55 ) 1.030 ( 24.32 ) 0.706 
Evergo -0.040 ( -1.31 ) 0.889 ( 13.97 ) 0 543 
0.124 ( 0.88 ) 0.754 ( 3.46 ) 0:130 
-0.178 ( -9.33 ) 1.200 ( 33.76 ) 0.823 
First S China 0.047 ( 1.07 ) 1.125 ( 12.12 ) 0 472 
2.135 ( 5.99 ) -2.047 ( -3.36 ) 0.124 
-0.385 ( -7.94 ) 2.109 ( 23.3 ) 0.688 
F E Const 0.207 ( 4.9 ) 0.095 ( 1.05 ) 0 007 
0.393 ( 8.51 ) 0.042 ( 0.59 ) 0.004 
-0.068 ( -2,83 ) 0.713 ( 5.92 ) 0.512 
F E Hold 0.300 ( 9.18 ) 0.385 ( 5.63 ) 0 173 
1.028 ( 6.61 ) -0.447 ( -1.85 ) 0.041 
-0.044 ( -1.58 ) 1.157 ( 22.37 ) 0.682 
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F P Spec 1.025 ( 2.97 ) -0.345 ( -0.46 ) 0.009 
-1.400 ( -2.35 ) 3.652 ( 3.99 ) 0.245 
0.562 ( 3.84 ) 0.637 ( 2.57 ) 0.080 
Furama "0.257 ( -5.97 ) 0.874 ( 9.68 ) 0.502 
••042 ( 0.23 ) 0.598 ( 2.11 ) 0.053 
-0.482 ( 15.99 ) 1.384 ( 25.73 ) 0.791 
Gold Peak 0.346 ( 14.7 ) 0.099 ( 1.98 ) 0.023 
-0.066 ( -0.52 ) 0.887 ( 4.51 ) 0.203 
0.161 ( 9.55 ) 0.510 ( 16.19 ) 0.516 
Gr Eagle -0.736 ( -4.77 ) 1.508 ( 6.23 ) 0.618 
-0.736 ( -4.77 ) 1.508 ( 6.23 ) 0.618 
Grand Hotel -0.238 ( -1.72 ) 1.099 ( 3.98 ) 0.157 
-1.351 ( -4.37 ) 3.106 ( 6.48 ) 0.344 
-0.717 ( -9.77 ) 2.094 ( 16.42 ) 0.617 
Guangdong -1.734 ( -6.28 ) 3.803 ( 8.91 ) 0.582 
-1。734 ( -6.28 ) 3.803 ( 8.9 ) 0.582 
Hang Lung 0.107 ( 7.13 ) 0.293 ( 9.27 ) 0.344 
0.463 ( 9.72 ) -0.064 ( -0.87 ) 0.009 
-0.120 ( -8.49 ) 0.803 ( 30.39 ) 0,790 
Henderson -0.334 ( -12.16 ) 1.735 ( 29.8 ) 0.844 
0.467 ( 6.05 ) 0.477 ( 3.98 ) 0.165 
'0.301 ( - 1 9 . 2 1 ) 1 . 6 6 5 ( 5 6 . 9 7 ) 0 . 9 3 0 
Herald 0.588 ( 20.47 ) 0.284 ( 4.66 ) 0.117 
1.342 ( 5.92 ) -0.934 ( -2.66 ) 0.081 
0.661 ( 28.88 ) 0.126 ( 2.95 ) 0.034 
HK&S Hotel 0.607 ( 18.17 ) -0.712 ( -9.44 ) 0.864 
-0.347 ( -2.73 ) 0.971 ( 14.93 ) 0.240 
0.277 ( 6.79 ) 0.006 ( 0.09 ) 0.000 
HK Macau -0.896 ( -22.19 ) 3.239 ( 37.199 ) o 900 
-0.630 ( -2.92 ) 2.537 ( 7.59 ) 0.418 
-0.543 ( -18.18 ) 2.450 ( 44.1 ) 0.889 
HK Daily -0.585 ( -8.38 ) 3.361 ( 23.64 ) 0.823 
1.330 ( 1.78 ) -0.242 ( -0.21 ) 0.001 
0.341 ( 3.58 ) 1.383 ( 8.1 ) 0.245 
Hon Kwok 0.204 ( 4.02 ) 0.294 ( 2.73 ) 0 045 
0.487 ( 3.64 ) -0.081 ( -0.37 ) 0.002 
0.132 ( 5.17 ) 0.458 ( 9.62 ) 0.278 
Hopewell 0.088 ( 0.93 ) 1.090 ( 5.38 ) 0.151 
-2.529 ( -5.52 ) 4.590 ( 6.42 ) 0!403 
0.696 ( 9.4 ) 0.291 ( -2.05 ) 0.018 
Hsin Chong -1.734 ( -2.2 ) 3.316 ( 2.74 ) 0.455 
-1-734 ( -2.2 ) 3.316 ( 2.74 ) 0.455 
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Huey Tai 0.031 ( 0.67 ) 0.427 ( 4.03 ) 0.163 
0.735 ( 4.15 ) -1.092 ( -1.99 ) 0.047 
-0.082 ( -3.17 ) 0.708 ( 15.02 ) 0,578 
Hold -3.498 ( -12.18 ) 6.320 ( 14.15 ) 0.749 
-3.498 ( -12.18 ) 6.320 ( 14.15 ) 0.749 
Jadeinan 0.503 ( 25.41 ) -0.522 ( -12.45 ) 0.486 
0.143 ( 4.3 ) 0.130 ( 2.54 ) 0.074 
0.386 ( 34.99 ) -0.263 ( -12.72 ) 0.397 
Jardine 0.464 ( 5.16 ) -0.346 ( 1.68 ) 0.038 
-1.214 ( -3.08 ) 2.280 ( 3.78 ) 0.246 
0.375 ( 7.89 ) -0.147 ( -1.63 ) 0.022 
LE.T. Pac -0.429 ( -6.58 ) 1.630 ( 11.14 ) 0.805 
'0.073 ( -0.86 ) 0.806 ( 4.32 ) 0.375 
Lai Sun Dev -1.059 ( -16.05 ) 1.894 ( 19.57 ) o 990 
-1.059 ( -16.05 ) 1.894 ( 19.57 ) 0.990 
Lai Sun I n f l 0.615 ( 6.42 ) -0.190 ( -0.88 ) o 008 
-0.735 ( -4.67 ) 2.282 ( 9.35 ) 0.522 
0.17 ( 4.14 ) 0.851 ( 11.2 ) 0.408 
Lee King Dev 0.061 ( 1.79 ) 0.555 ( 7.71 ) 0 266 
-0.325 ( -2.65 ) 1.212 ( 6.36 ) 0.336 
-0.016 ( -0.86 ) 0.725 ( 20.5 ) 0.631 
Luks Ind -0,970 ( -4.81 ) 2.728 ( 8.72 ) 0 559 
-0.970 ( -4.81 ) 2.728 ( 8.72 ) 0.559 
Mansion House 0.210 ( -4.46 ) 1.212 ( 12.29 ) 0 503 
0.420 ( 1.78 ) 0.615 ( 1.68 ) 0.034 
-0.666 ( -17.42 ) 2.228 ( 31.6 ) 0.812 
Miramar -0.108 ( -2.39 ) 0.881 ( 9.32 ) 0 401 
-0.048 ( -0.32 ) 0.701 ( 3.01 ) 0.102 
-0.001 ( -0.05 ) 0.643 ( 14•02 ) 0.481 
National Elec 0.155 ( 7.63 ) 0.896 ( 20.8 ) 0.725 
0.465 ( 2.23 ) 0.376 ( 1.16 ) 0.017 
0.208 ( 11.07 ) 0.779 ( 22.16 ) 0.666 
New World -0.144 ( -3.41 ) 0.931 ( 11.68 ) 0.919 
0.578 ( 3.86 ) -0.315 ( -1.36 ) 0.022 
0.174 ( 2.64 ) 0.313 ( 2.98 ) 0.086 
Orient Over -20.416 ( -3.49 ) 33.351 ( 3.75 ) 0.667 
-20.416 ( -3.49 ) 33.351 ( 3.75 ) 0.667 
Polly Peck 0.095 ( 4.04 ) 0.558 ( 11.21 ) 0.434 
-0.148 ( -1.44 ) 1.069 ( 6.71 ) 0.360 
-0.070 ( -4.56 ) 0.925 ( 32.21 ) 0.808 
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QPL -0.075 ( -3.63 ) 0.479 ( 10.85 ) 0.437 
0.248 ( 2.93 ) 0.003 ( 0.02 ) 0.000 
-0.099 ( -8.29 ) 0.536 ( 23.99 ) 0.711 
Regal Hotel 0 033 ( 1.67 ) 1.084 ( 26.08 ) 0.806 
0.345 ( 2.87 ) 0.732 ( 3.93 ) 0.162 
-••117 ( -7.64 ) 1.422 ( 49.69 ) 0.909 
R i v e " -0.137 ( -4.44 ) 0.782 ( 11.78 ) 0.658 
二二 '''II I 1.871 ( 9.45 0.528 -0.037 ( -1.58 ) 0.538 ( 13.03 ) 0.525 
Rose Knit -0.081 ( 2.99 ) 0.129 ( 2.19 ) 0.034 
0.831 ( 7.77 ) -0.912 ( -5.45 ) 0.343 
-0.051 ( -2.73 ) 0.439 ( 12.12 ) 0.431 
sea Hold -12 89 ( -4.56 ) 22.69 ( 5.06 ) 0.962 
'I'tll -6.61 ) 13.34 ( 7.44 ) 0.698 
-7.780 ( -6.41 ) 13.87 ( 7.23 ) 0.659 
Seapower "0.014 ( -0.16 ) 0.559 ( 2.83 ) o 141 
" ^ 2 4 2 ( -12.85 ) 3.579 ( 14.94 ) 0:996 
0.005 ( 0.1 ) 0.513 ( 4.98 ) 0.323 
semi-tech -0-579 ( -11.95 ) 3.339 ( 32.58 ) 0.866 
-2.199 ( -6.51 ) 5.030 ( 9.59 ) 0 535 
0.370 ( 6.11 ) 1.204 ( 10.66 ) 0.316 
SHK Prop 4.510 ( 0.67 ) 一7.185 ( -0.62 ) 0.280 
^292 2.05 ) 0.124 ( 0.56 ) 0.005 
0.218 ( 1.64 ) 0.236 ( 1.14 ) 0.019 
Shui on 0 370 ( 7 8 丨 _0.161 ( -1.6 ) 0.016 
jl'i^l 3.27 ) -1.40 ( -2.38 ) 0.091 
0.275 ( 7.33 ) 0.059 ( 0.82 ) 0.003 
Shun Ho Prop 0.336 ( 8.51 ) -0.41 ( -4.71 ) 0 144 
-0.283 ( -2.59 ) 0.672 ( 3.95 ) 0:182 
0.180 ( 10.94 ) -0.057 ( -1.82 ) 0.016 
Shun Ho Inv 0.639 ( 19.63 ) -0.848 ( -11.79 ) 0 519 
： 巧 1 2.92 ) -0.515 ( -1.57 ) 0.036 
0.289 ( 11.42 ) -0.041 ( -0.86 ) 0.004 
Sino Land -0.025 ( -0.82 ) 1.433 ( 22.36 ) 0 753 
••308 ( 6.02 ) 0.692 ( 8.71 ) 0 487 
0.249 ( 13.03 ) 0.822 ( 23.04 ) •••683 
Sino Real -0.065 ( -2.56 ) 1.124 ( 20.95 ) 0.728 
0.367 ( 1.79 ) 0.340 ( 1.07 ) 0.014 
0.079 ( 3.83 ) 0.804 ( 20.75 ) 0.055 
Starlight 0.555 ( 15.21 ) 0.238 ( 3.08 ) 0 001 
0.891 ( 2.24 ) -0.152 ( 0.25 0:232 
0.405 ( 11.3 ) 0.576 ( 8.61 ) 0.628 
165 
standard -0.573 ( -9.07 ) 2.214 ( 16.61 ) 0.247 
'0.188 ( -0.91 ) 1.641 ( 5.12 ) 0.841 
-0.594 ( -17.65 ) 2.264 ( 36.04 ) 0.561 
Stelux 0.200 ( 13.8 ) 0.444 ( 14.46 ) 0,002 
0.047 ( 2.41 ) 0.119 ( 0.39 ) 0.639 
0.097 ( 5.58 ) 0.677 ( 20.86 ) 0.564 
Superford 0.215 ( 4.59 ) 1.443 ( 14.57 ) 0.243 
-2.828 ( -3.24 ) 6.863 ( 5.07 ) 0.669 
-0.676 ( -8.24 ) 3.416 ( 22.29 ) 0�236 
Tai Sang Land 1.765 ( 6.09 ) -1.700 ( -3.79 ) 0.188 
1.765 ( 6.09 ) -1.700 ( -3.79 ) 0.188 
Tai Shing I n f l 0.435 ( 13.11 ) -0.402 ( -5.55 ) 0.190 
0.078 ( 1.23 ) 0.554 ( 5.67 ) 0.286 
-0.039 ( -1.61 ) 0.686 ( 15.1 ) 0.517 
THL 1.256 ( 2.45 ) -2.066 ( -2.08 ) 0.142 
1.256 ( 2.45 ) -2.066 ( -2.08 ) 0.142 
Tian An 1.255 ( 19.25 ) -1.659 ( -12.02 ) 0.468 
0.723 ( 1.83 ) 0.169 ( 0.28 ) 0.001 
0.054 ( 0.78 ) 1.027 ( 7.92 ) 0.203 
TSL 0.169 ( 9.17 ) -0.129 ( -3.31 ) 0.063 
0.129 ( 2.57 ) 0.117 ( 1.5 ) 0.027 
-0.052 ( -3.75 ) 0.366 ( 14.11 ) 0.447 
Tungtex 0.996 ( 15.38 ) -0.782 ( - 6 ) 0 245 
0.286 ( 2.17 ) 0.538 ( 2.63 ) 0.080 
0.649 ( 18.39 ) -0.053 ( -0.86 ) 0.004 
Uniworld -0.336 ( -3.25 ) 2.070 ( 10.58 ) 0.605 
-0.308 ( -1.52 ) 1.833 ( 5.84 ) 0.299 
0.112 ( 2.15 ) 1.198 ( 13.65 ) 0.546 
Wharf -0.229 ( -5.36 ) 1.431 ( 154.86 ) 0.605 
1.008 ( 5.4 ) -0.189 ( -0.65 ) 0.005 
-0-559 ( -17.3 ) 2.180 ( 36.15 ) 0.842 
Wing King Kee -0.089 ( -3.47 ) 0.926 ( 17.04 ) 0 643 
CK580 ( 2.28 ) -0.083 ( -0.21 ) 0.001 
'0.120 ( - 5 . 8 4 ) 0 . 9 9 9 ( 2 5 . 9 3 ) 0 . 7 3 6 
Wong^s -0.052 ( -1.57 ) 0.745 ( 10.53 ) 0.403 
-0.626 ( -3.53 ) 1.630 ( 5.92 ) 0.305 
'0.058 ( -2.74 ) 0.754 ( 18.97 ) 0.594 
Wormald 0.193 ( 52.57 ) 0.764 ( 97.81 ) 0 686 
0.001 ( 0.05 ) 1.089 ( 56.51 ) 0.609 
0.159 ( 79.54 ) 0.840 ( 223.79 ) 0.886 
166 
Yuen sang 0.312 ( 9.6 ) 0.473 ( 6.88 ) 0.224 
0.895 ( 6.87 ) -0.083 ( -0.41 ) 0.002 
-0.090 ( -3.35 ) 1.382 ( 26.84 ) 0.745 
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G. Predictability on Future RisJc 
Table G.la 
Performance Test 
g^^lation Matrix and Cross-Sectional Series of the Average Risk 
The Whole Year Data 
THE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
VARIABLE M MEAN STD DEV SUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
巧丨二 ！^  。，65311 0.30760517 47.65551407 0.15022231 1 98907444 
l^o sd 83 0.54076458 0.28360140 44.88346032 0.15169095 "89222523 
l40 i sd 83 0.52439550 0.27504389 43.52482662 0 4813810 "aipq/sl f i 
l_6。isd 82 0 .50695683。.27649617 41.57046018 0 u s " s a s 
t l z v i i l - l l l l l l l t 52.19443114 s:jooooooo ]：37885 
l^iuhls 88 0.59472289 0.16505760 52.33561458 0 03295961 i afu7:>a«;n 
器 0-51s82018 0.18a35038 45.65617600 0：0000 0 ： 6 6 8 7 6 2 7 5 
l 60h i s 87 0.46186670 0.19523562 40.18240287 0.00000000 1.90162533 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFIGTENTS / PRQB > 1R1 UNHFT? HO.RHO-0 / 
number OF 0BSERVATTQi;if5 ^ u跳 K HO.RHO-0 / 
AVGISD L20ISD L40ISD L60ISD AVGHIST L20HIS L40HIS L60HIS 
avgisd 1.00000 0.99762 0.98996 0.97398 0.06445 0.00698 0.07483 0 07443 
0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.5579 0.9495 0.4961 0 5010 
85 83 83 82 85 85 85 _ 84 
l20 i sd 0.99762 1.00000 0.99652 0.98294 0.09910 0.03553 0.09931 0 08820 
0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.3727 0.7498 0.3717 6 4307 
s3 83 83 82 83 83 83 • 82 
u o i s d 0.98996 0.99652 1.00000 0.99237 0.11016 0.04507 0.10822 0 09544 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.3215 0.6858 0.3301 0 3937 
83 83 83 82 83 83 83 • 82 
l60 i sd 0.97398 0.98294 0.99237 1.00000 0.12948 0.06382 0 12779 0 11347 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.2463 0.5689 0.2526 0 3132 
82 82 82 82 82 82 82 • 81 
avghis t 0.06445 0.09910 0.11016 0.12948 1.00000 0.94171 0.93684 0 83009 
0.5579 0.3727 0.3215 0.2463 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l20h i s 0.00698 0.03553 0.04507 0.06382 0.94171 1.00000 0.93975 0 87250 
0.9495 0.7498 0.6858 0.5689 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 " 87 
l40h i s 0.07483 0.09931 0.10822 0.12779 0.93684 0.93975 1.00000 0.97032 
0.4961 0.3717 0.3301 0.2526 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0001 
85 83 83 82 88 88 88 87 
l60h i s 0.07443 0.08820 0.09544 0.11347 0.83009 0.87250 0.97032 1 00000 
0.5010 0.4307 0.3937 0.3132 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0000 
84 82 82 81 87 87 87 ‘ 87 
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THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OF AVFPAGE HISTSD AND AVERAGE TSn 
THE WHOLE YEAR RATA 
STOOC AVGISD L20ISO UOISO L60ISO AVGHIST L20HIS UOHIS L60HIS 
2 JtuED PPT'(HK)-|X'J o'AIIT 0.78353 0.68994 0.55994 3 APPUED IIT L a'^ l^ o n^A^l 。 • 湖 8 1 0.65965 0.68835 0.52213 0.41669 
二 二 二 T 。 。 : = 二】 9 7 二 2 1.37883 1.403^ 1-66876 1.90163 
IT P^SKPHANJ'm'^��1溫 lilZ n�•愁；�.39524 0：82394 oMo416 Ifz'll O.lllll 7 ciBLEu?RF T^ ? 0-35703 0.35267 0.41738 0.47376 0.34101 0.28264 
]l CHfm?EriIpL TXT OILLLL ntV^lt SlS^it 0 駕 0-53762 0.57983 0.50301 0.46471 LMtVALitK INT'L.TXT 0.21556 0.21139 0.20475 0.19728 0.61871 0 5 7726 n n //on/ 
11 CJJNA & EASTERN.TXT 0.89803�.91174�.83718 0.69693 0 68679 o slllo O s 'sH 盟》 
尝 C y 0.88979 0.85708 0.73337 0：69638 o S 0：47 82 
Jj CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.36613 0.35798 0.34685 0.34448 0 71617 0 73407 n AinQft n 
J^^ rR^ SoSRCEs'?^ ! o'AZl I-IW^ �-14525 S:溫 I S:溫 T I S S.'ss 
0 . 7 3 4 8 7 0 . 7 2 3 3 2 0 . 7 1 1 0 5 0 . 6 9 7 6 4 0 . 6 6 8 3 4 0 . 6 3 9 4 7 0 4 7 4 2 8 0 3 9 7 8 5 
S C R O C O D I L E . T X T 0 . 4 3 6 5 6 0 . 4 1 3 0 0 0 . 3 8 4 8 9 0 . 3 5 7 6 9 0 . 5 1 1 3 7 0 5 7 6 9 4 0 4 A 9 1 7 O ' L L L L L 
I I C RUSADER . T X T 1 . 0 4 9 0 9 0 . 9 3 2 4 9 0 . 8 4 8 0 9 0 . 8 5 0 3 5 1 0 3 2 ^ 0 9 0 5 9 9 0 8 0 6 3 O H L F S 
E&E BERMUDA .TXT 0 . 4 8 3 9 8 0 . 4 7 5 7 9 0 . 4 6 3 3 4 0 . 4 5 1 2 2 0 5 8 4 ^ 0：68519 O ' H T L L O ' T L S U 
I I E I E DEV ( I N T ' L ) . T X T 0 . 4 4 9 7 9 0 . 4 4 0 9 4 0 . 3 9 8 7 8 0 . 3 2 1 1 1 0 . 8 8 3 3 3 0 84061 O ' 7 8 0 5 6 O M V D 
I I E S S E N T I A L E N T . T X T Q . 4 6 1 8 5 0 . 4 4 9 1 4 0 . 4 3 3 1 2 0 . 4 2 2 6 4 0 5 3 2 2 0 0 5 8 4 7 6 O D L L T O ' T ^ U 
If EVERGO INT HOLD . TXT 0 . 6 1 4 1 4 0 . 5 9 9 9 0 0 . 5 7 3 1 4 0 . 5 4 6 8 2 0 . 8 7 7 0 6 0 81341 0 75011 Qsllll 
J F E CONSORT IUM.TXT 0 . 3 0 7 8 8 0 . 2 9 9 1 5 。 . 2 8 7 9 4 0 . 2 7 3 3 2 0 % 7 6 3 0：74262 O S H I T O S T T L L 
25 PE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.57090 0.55755 0.54379 0.52225 0.41275 0 44896 0 33897 S"29204 
2 6 F I R S T S C H I N A . T X T 0 . 7 2 5 5 7 0 . 7 0 7 1 2 0 . 6 8 7 9 7 0 . 6 5 0 9 0 0 . 3 7 1 7 4 0 3 7 7 2 4 0 3 0 5 1 0 O " 2 5 6 7 6 
I I FP S P E C I A L . T X T 0 . 9 3 3 4 5 0 . 9 4 2 8 7 0 . 8 8 9 9 1 0 . 9 1 3 8 0 0 . 7 2 2 1 2 0 7 4 3 5 6 0 8 2 7 8 5 O I L T L T 
I I FURAMA H O T E L . T X T 0 . 2 8 1 2 7 0 . 2 6 7 7 8 0 . 2 4 5 0 3 0 . 2 2 4 1 2 0 42031 0 . 4 1 1 1 4 O ' Z L L L L O ' L J O L O 
2 9 GOLD P E A K . T X T 0 . 4 2 9 5 8 0 . 4 2 6 0 6 0 . 4 1 3 5 2 0 . 4 0 1 6 8 0 . 5 0 U 7 0 4 7 2 9 4 0 " 4 3 0 1 6 O ' M O L 
grand hotel A.TXT 0.47475 0.45698 0.42551 0.40061 0 51510 0：51189 o'44288 olSzS 
I I GREAT E A G L E . T X T 0 . 2 2 0 2 1 0 . 2 2 0 2 1 0 . 2 2 0 2 1 0 . 2 3 3 5 5 0 . 7 2 8 9 8 0 6 7 8 2 6 0 5 9 3 8 9 0 4 8 6 7 9 
3 2 GUANGDONG I N V . T X T 0 . 7 2 4 4 6 0 . 6 9 3 5 7 0 . 6 1 9 0 1 . 0 . 2 9 8 5 9 0 3 9381 0 2 8 6 7 7 SI75I7 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.30282 0.29387 0.28202 0.26722 0.62156 0 54747 0 51444 S"43009 
"^NDERSON I N V . T X T 0 . 5 7 5 9 0 0 . 5 5 7 6 5 0 . 5 3 4 5 5 0 . 5 0 9 9 2 0 . 6 5 0 0 2 0 6 4 6 0 6 0：54463 O ' T L L J O 
I I S 5 R ! ^ ? 」 H I 0 . T X T 0 . 7 2 7 4 8 0 . 7 3 6 6 7 0 . 7 3 9 0 0 0 . 7 3 4 1 0 0 . 5 7 0 8 7 0 . 5 8 5 8 4 0 4 8 9 7 9 0 4 2 9 6 4 37 HK fJ D^ofn'；!；?' 1.1�242 1.12580 1.13596 1.13492 0.75079 0.72075 0.65306 0：582^9 
hk land hold.txt • 0.44143 0.49677 0 39357 0 明mft 
II HK MACAU DEV.TXT 0.75195 0.72046 0.68630 0.66455 0.67995 0 62562 0 57002 S'48539 
3 9 HK&S H O T E L S . T X T 0 . 2 8 0 9 0 0 . 2 8 6 9 6 0 . 2 8 9 1 6 0 . 3 0 1 3 7 0 . 4 7 0 5 3 0 5 0 8 8 4 0 3 9 9 2 4 O ' 3 4 5 3 1 
t ? hon kwok land. tx t 0.37276 0.36926 0.35801 0.34736 0.52034 0 51752 0：45978 0 4u97 
HSIN"CH0NG°LI0LJ'T'XT O L T ^ T 。 . 5 5 6 8 2 。 . 5 6 7 9 7 0 .58662 0 .64398 0 . 6 1 6 0 1 。 . 5 溫 ？ L ^ L T O L 
7f HSI^ J CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.42733 • • • 0.50486 0.52497 0.42640 0 36363 
， ) H U E Y T A I I N V . T X T 0 . 2 9 9 1 0 0 . 2 9 9 7 2 0 . 2 8 6 2 9 0 . 2 6 5 9 8 0 . 5 9 6 3 2 0 . 5 8 3 6 2 0 5 1 8 ^ 0 4 6 2 6 6 
” IMC HOLD INGS . T X T 0 . 5 6 5 2 6 0 . 5 1 8 7 3 0 . 4 1 7 3 7 0 . 3 2 5 4 4 0 . 3 1 9 5 8 0 . 3 6 3 2 4 0 0 2 4 1 8 4 
J F E M A N . T X T 0 . 2 4 8 0 7 0 . 2 4 8 7 6 0 . 2 5 0 0 3 0 . 2 5 2 8 4 0 . 3 6 1 7 7 0 . 4 2 0 4 7 0 . 4 6 3 6 8 0 4 9 8 2 3 
t s ja r math hold.txt 0.38422 0.40376 0.42993 0.43916 0.51501 0.42873 0 44910 0 39495 
L . E . T . P A C I F I C . T X T 0 . 2 8 9 6 0 0 . 2 8 9 6 0 0 . 2 8 9 6 0 0 . 2 8 9 6 0 0 . 5 0 5 3 7 0 . 4 9 9 7 2 0 4 2 6 5 6 0 " 3 6 5 9 7 
t? LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.22875 0.2400A 0.24004 0.24004 0.75162 0.70064 o'61917 0 51261 
L A I SUN I N T ' L . T X T 0 . 6 2 1 7 9 0 . 6 1 1 4 0 0 . 5 8 3 0 3 0 . 5 6 0 2 2 0 . 7 3 7 6 4 0 . 7 4 0 9 1 0 . 6 1 4 1 3 0 5 1 3 3 8 4 
50 L E E H I N G . T X T 0 . 3 6 5 4 8 0 . 3 5 7 3 3 0 . 3 4 2 7 0 0 . 3 3 2 0 0 0 . 4 7 4 3 5 0 . 5 3 3 4 8 0 . 4 3 3 9 0 0 3 9 4 8 9 6 
51 LUKS I N D U S T R I A L . T X T 0 . 7 8 8 5 9 0 . 7 5 5 3 7 0 . 7 1 0 9 9 0 . 5 5 8 6 A 0 . 8 1 7 2 5 0 . 7 2 6 4 1 0 . 6 4 9 4 6 0 5 1 6 9 3 7 
5 2 MANSION HOUSE . TXT 0 . 5 2 2 9 2 0 . 4 9 2 0 1 0 . 4 5 6 6 3 0 . 4 2 3 8 0 0 . 4 4 4 6 2 0 . 5 3 4 9 4 0 3 9 3 9 7 0 3 5 9 3 7 6 
53 MIRAMAR H O T E L . T X T 0 . 5 1 4 6 6 0 . 4 9 9 3 0 0 . 4 7 3 9 5 0 . 4 4 1 0 5 0 . 6 2 1 8 7 0 . 5 8 9 0 1 0 . 5 5 3 0 9 0 * 4 9 6 4 6 7 
5谷 NATIONAL E L E C H . T X T 0 . 6 1 8 3 1 0 . 6 1 7 6 6 0 . 6 0 7 0 1 0 . 5 9 9 3 2 0 . 3 6 6 7 6 0 . 4 0 6 2 8 0 3 2 2 4 2 0 2 8 7 8 7 6 
55 NEW WORLD D E V . T X T 0 . 5 3 2 8 2 0 . 5 6 1 7 9 0 . 5 6 7 5 4 0 . 5 3 3 6 0 0 . 5 2 1 4 6 0 . 4 8 7 8 0 0 . 4 4 0 1 0 0 * 3 7 5 7 4 2 
56 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 1.49768 • • • 0.48819 0.51535 0.47585 0.470^0 
5 7 PA L I BURG I N T ' L . T X T 1 . 0 2 1 0 1 1 . 0 2 1 0 1 1 . 0 2 1 0 1 1 . 0 2 1 0 1 0 . 6 4 3 7 7 0 . 5 8 8 9 7 0 . 5 3 0 5 5 0 4 4 2 4 1 4 
58 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.41696 0.40477 0.39219 0.37798 0.65885 0.65224 0.53886 0 441654 
5 9 QPL I N T ' L . T X T 0 . 2 3 4 6 A 0 . 2 2 4 3 0 0 . 2 0 7 0 6 0 . 1 8 9 9 2 0 . 4 5 9 4 1 0 . 5 0 7 2 0 0 . 4 0 8 0 3 O ' 3 7 0 9 2 4 
6 0 REGAL I N T ' L . T X T 0 . 6 3 1 7 0 0 . 6 1 4 8 7 0 . 5 9 1 6 6 0 . 5 6 7 2 4 0 . 6 1 5 9 8 0 . 5 8 1 7 6 0 . 5 2 7 1 4 0 * 4 5 4 1 6 2 
61 R I V E R A ( H O L D ) . T X T 0 . 2 7 6 5 7 0 . 2 6 9 3 6 0 . 2 6 9 9 4 0 . 2 7 3 0 4 0 . 7 8 7 5 7 0 . 7 4 4 9 0 0 6A58 2 O " 5 3 3 7 6 2 
62 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.17273 0.17273 0.16753 0.15321 0.48981 0.54811 0*43882 o'418111 
6 3 SEA HOLD INGS . TXT 0 . 9 7 7 3 7 0 . 9 8 1 4 6 1 . 0 0 6 6 5 1 . 1 5 8 1 9 0 . 7 8 2 1 6 0 . 7 1 6 6 8 0 : 6 3 0 0 2 0 ' 5 1 1 3 2 9 
6 4 SEAPOWER CONS . TXT 0 . 2 3 6 3 8 0 . 2 3 6 3 8 0 . 2 3 6 3 8 0 . 2 3 6 3 8 0 . 3 3 7 2 8 0 . 4 3 0 5 5 0 2 9 9 8 5 0 * 2 7 0 5 5 7 
65 S E M I - T E C H . T X T 1 . 0 0 3 4 8 1 . 0 0 6 9 8 0 . 9 9 6 8 3 0 . 9 9 6 2 0 0 . 7 7 4 5 3 0 . 6 8 7 9 3 0 . 6 4 8 2 6 0 ' 5 5 4 2 2 2 
6 6 SHK P P T . T X T 0 . 4 5 2 6 6 0 . 4 6 4 8 4 0 . 5 0 0 7 1 0 . 4 6 7 2 2 0 . 5 6 9 4 6 0 . 6 0 4 9 7 0 . 4 7 9 5 5 0 . " 4 09696 
169 
% I Z S S O L L N L A L Y L L L 0 - 3 1 1 1 7 0 . 7 0 5 7 0 0 . 6 7 1 0 0 0 . 5 6 8 5 2 0 . 4 7 0 1 0 9 
6 9 SHUN HO PROP TIT N ^TJ^OL 0 - 2 6 1 9 5 0 . 5 5 6 8 2 0 . 6 1 0 0 0 0 . 5 3 5 5 9 0 . 5 2 6 3 3 5 
7 0 S L Z ？AK E S ^ ' I J I 2 2 0 . 1 5 1 6 9 0 . 1 4 8 1 4 0 . U 9 7 8 0 . 3 8 7 7 7 0 . 3 9 4 7 9 0 . 3 2 0 5 1 0 . 2 7 0 3 4 8 
71 S INO LAND TXT • . 0 . 5 8 0 6 2 0 . 5 4 2 6 2 0 . 4 7 6 4 8 0 . 3 9 2 8 2 1 
7 2 H U O R E A U I J X T ^ ^ ^ N ' ^ L L ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 . 7 7 7 9 6 0 . 6 6 0 7 2 0 . 6 5 8 0 8 0 . 5 8 0 1 3 0 . 5 1 5 7 3 7 
A S TA2DARS -M OJDS TVT N'^OFTSL N'VYL^L 0 . 7 3 4 2 0 0 . 7 7 3 5 7 0 . 7 5 0 6 0 0 . 6 7 1 8 3 0 . 5 8 8 7 5 4 
VU S J A R U G S T 9-54685 0 . 5 1 5 4 6 0 . 7 1 6 6 1 0.72948 0 . 6 3 9 1 5 0 . 5 7 9 9 1 0 
^ S M U I ! I T ？ - N ^ T T 0-70634 0 .70752 0 .40704 0 . 45467 0 . 36227 0 .334951 
VS S J P E R ^ I J S F I N TXT ^ ' ^ L L T L S ' N ^ T ! ! ？ - ^ T ^ O / 0 . 4 2 9 7 3 0 . 6 3 6 1 2 0 . 5 9 0 3 8 0 . 5 4 8 8 7 0 . 4 8 7 2 4 8 
^ ？ I T ^ S ^ I J S . I J I A L L L O Y ^ L L L ” 6 2 5 4 0 . 9 2 6 8 0 0 . 4 9 1 6 8 0 . 5 3 4 1 1 0 . 4 7 0 6 0 0 . 4 5 5 6 1 2 
； ； I ^ T LAND . T X T 0 . 6 6 8 7 9 0 . 6 9 8 1 7 0 . 7 4 6 8 1 0 . 7 8 4 1 4 0 . 7 5 1 6 3 0 6 9 6 2 5 0 6 6 5 9 0 N SQO^A? 
7' S R E ； “ T X T 二 。 0 . 二 0.29468 0 . 2 7 8 1 4 0 . 7 1 7 5 8 0^70316 S S 
GO ； T ^ J ° - J 2 9 3 6 0 . 1 8 9 3 6 0 . 1 8 9 3 6 0 . 1 8 9 3 6 0 . 2 3 6 7 4 0 . 6 4 9 7 0 0 . 3 1 5 6 1 . 
8? se s s • s l t x t 0 ' - ^ l l l l 。.54081 0.47767 0.47974 0.429463 82 JuNGTEi (HO?DI IxT S'Ilon« n'l^ i/n n'll^Xl�.14朋6 0.46834 0.48012 0.42068 0.384752 
F F ⑴NGTEX ( H O L D ) . T X T 0 . 6 1 9 0 8 0 . 6 1 1 4 0 0 . 6 0 4 7 6 0 . 6 0 4 7 7 0 . 3 7 0 8 2 0 4 1 0 5 9 0 3 520A N • ？ ? A D A 
二 0 . 8 1 6 7 2 0 80242 0 78632 0.77450 O.tl^jl O.llllt Ifstllt 
8 5 I F ^ N I N F L L N I L T L T ^ 5 2 4 6 6 0 . 4 8 3 0 0 0 . 4 6 7 0 3 0 . 5 0 5 9 0 0 . 4 0 1 8 5 0 . 3 4 9 2 9 8 
W I N G HUNG K E E . T X T 0 . 4 0 4 6 4 0 . 3 9 3 7 6 0 . 3 7 6 4 0 0 . 3 5 9 5 2 0 4 6 4 2 2 0 4 8 2 0 3 0 L^?R\L N //AOOO 
I T " O N G . S I N D . T X T 0 _ 3 3 8 8 1 0 . 3 3 2 9 2 0 . 3 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 6 9 8 0：65948 0 6 0 4 7 8 2 1 6 0 6 7 O L J T F . L 
II yuTsS^rEir?)；!''' ITZU LILLLL 'ALLL'N n0-56“4 0.6^ 8^  OZLT OMZTL 




g ^ p a t i o n Matrix and Cross-Sectional Series of the Average Risk 
The Period Before May 22 
THE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUN MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
AVG I SD 7 4 0 . 4 5 2 6 3 2 6 4 0 . 2 5 5 7 5 9 9 3 3 3 . 4 9 4 8 1 5 7 2 0 1 2 7 1 4 6 1 9 1 6AA597FT? 
^ 'AILLLV' 。-24931844 3 2 . 8 3 2 3 4 4 5 6 9 ： ^ 2 4 
[ L L L L L G A L L T L ^ L L S-24363624 31 .67163997 0 .12666662 1.54239331 
L 6 0 I S D 71 0 . 4 3 5 4 3 7 9 0 0 . 2 3 3 2 7 5 2 9 3 0 . 9 1 6 0 9 1 1 5 0 . 1 1 4 1 4 2 7 1 1 U902^LA7 
F V G H I S T 8 6 0 . 3 1 3 7 1 0 5 7 0 . 1 1 2 7 6 5 6 5 2 6 . 9 7 9 1 0 8 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I ' S ' I 
[ I Z L L I T ？ - ^ I S S ^ I O Z 0 . 0 8 4 2 7 4 0 0 2 7 . 5 9 3 3 7 0 1 5 0 . 0 6 7 0 4 0 4 4 O F S U 
•之⑶: II 2 •二 力 0.12063K5 25.41535996 0.00000000 0.65013275 
L 6 0 H I S 8 5 0 . 2 6 6 0 0 5 4 1 0 . 1 6 9 3 4 9 1 2 2 2 . 6 1 0 4 5 9 9 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 8 6 2 6 4 1 3 2 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PRQB > 1R1 UNDER ITQ.PTTn=n / 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATim^ ‘ ‘ nu.KHO-O / 
AVGISD L20ISO L40ISO L60ISD AVGHIST L20HIS L40HIS L60HIS 
AVG I SD 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 9 9 7 4 4 0 . 9 9 3 7 6 0 . 9 8 5 1 0 - 0 . 0 4 2 8 9 - 0 . 1 4 4 1 9 - 0 . 1 0 9 6 9 - 0 0 3 9 7 7 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 7 2 0 6 0 . 2 2 0 3 0 . 3 6 2 5 6 7 4 2 0 
7 3 7 2 71 72 74 71 • 71 
L 2 0 I S D 0 . 9 9 7 4 4 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 9 9 7 6 8 0 . 9 9 1 6 4 - 0 . 0 4 0 7 3 - 0 . 1 3 2 2 9 - 0 . 1 1 9 5 3 - 0 0 4 6 4 8 
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 7 3 5 9 0 . 2 6 4 5 0 . 3 2 4 3 0 7 0 2 4 
^ 7 3 7 2 71 71 73 70 • 70 
U O I S D 0 . 9 9 3 7 6 0 . 9 9 7 6 8 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 9 9 6 8 4 - 0 . 0 3 1 6 1 - 0 . 1 1 1 4 7 - 0 . 1 0 8 7 1 - 0 0 4 1 1 0 
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 7 9 5 0 0 . 3 5 1 2 0 . 3 7 3 9 0 7 3 7 4 
7 2 7 2 7 2 71 70 72 6 9 _ 6 9 
L 6 0 I S D 0 . 9 8 5 1 0 0 . 9 9 1 6 4 0 . 9 9 6 8 4 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 2 2 0 1 - 0 . 1 1 7 0 6 - 0 . 1 0 4 4 0 - 0 0 4 1 2 4 
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 8 5 6 5 0 . 3 3 1 0 0 . 3 9 3 3 6 7 3 6 5 
71 71 71 71 70 71 6 9 6 9 
AVGH I S T - 0 . 0 4 2 8 9 - 0 . 0 4 0 7 3 - 0 . 0 3 1 6 1 - 0 . 0 2 2 0 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 8 8 8 9 2 0 . 8 2 1 2 0 0 . 5 5 4 6 7 
0 . 7 2 0 6 0 . 7 3 5 9 0 . 7 9 5 0 0 . 8 5 6 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0001 
7 2 71 7 0 70 8 6 8 6 85 85 
L 2 0 H I S - 0 . 1 4 4 1 9 - 0 . 1 3 2 2 9 - 0 . 1 1 1 4 7 - 0 . 1 1 7 0 6 0 . 8 8 8 9 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 8 1 4 5 3 0 . 5 6 2 9 8 
0 . 2 2 0 3 0 . 2 6 4 5 0 . 3 5 1 2 0 . 3 3 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0001 
7 3 7 2 71 8 6 8 8 85 85 
U O H I S - 0 . 1 0 9 6 9 - 0 . 1 1 9 5 3 - 0 . 1 0 8 7 1 - 0 . 1 0 4 4 0 0 . 8 2 1 2 0 0 . 8 1 4 5 3 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 7 5 4 7 8 
0 . 3 6 2 5 0 . 3 2 4 3 0 . 3 7 3 9 0 . 3 9 3 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0001 
71 70 6 9 6 9 85 85 85 85 
L 6 0 H I S - 0 . 0 3 9 7 7 - 0 . 0 4 6 4 8 - 0 . 0 4 1 1 0 - 0 . 0 4 1 2 4 0 . 5 5 4 6 7 0 . 5 6 2 9 8 0 . 7 5 4 7 8 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 
0 . 7 4 2 0 0 . 7 0 2 4 0 . 7 3 7 4 0 . 7 3 6 5 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
71 70 6 9 6 9 85 85 85 85 
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THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OF AVERAGE HTSTSD AND ISD 
THE MEAN BEFORE MAY 22 EXLUQED MAY 2 2 
STOCK AVGISD L20ISD L40ISO L60ISO AVGHIST L20HIS L40HIS L60HIS 
2 ？^^CHKrm ovf^l��-恐器 0.53069 0.266114�.26�582 0.45023 0.195121 3 APPLIED IIT L m ITIlpI °-67079 0.61861 0.193669 0.213495 0.169575 0.159955 
, 7 I N I “ T X T 0 . 7 5 4 8 A 0 . 7 1 7 1 1 0 . 6 7 1 5 4 0 . 6 0 6 0 5 0 2 1 10AS 
i SECURITIES.TXT 0.60624 0.60139 0.59159 0.57370 0 351208 0 355486 0'358451 0.300248 
T H 二 T X T 0.41001 0.40889 0.41273 0 . 4 4 6 0 7 。 • 遍 1 S i S S : 二 = 
7 CABLEW?Rr?x? • “ • 0.167954 0.263946 0.175289 0.167233 
8 CAPITALCQRP TVT • 0.224486 0.208739 0.208722 0.239404 
I C = = . T X T 2:3= S 二 0 0.0670.0 0 000000�•�= 
CC 二 巧 A S。I ? I ; ; “ T X T I ' L L L L O 0 24458 0 . 22137 0 .17906 S . ' S O . I Z L L ] O M S O I " S.'LO 
] [ P 二“TXT oMLI^ O^  S - S oMs^ g^  
：LTE 二 二 XT o'^ lll n�1L6i1? ？ - 5 0 5 6 0 0.520358 ofsZl o'iooo 
:z … n a tNitK H.TXT 0.80141 0.77567 0.74811 0.70785 0.244459 0 3 0 m i n "nfA^L n ？ 彻 。 , 
5 CH IN E S E E S T H . T X T 0 . 3 1 1 9 4 0 . 2 6 6 9 2 0 . 2 5 9 1 0 0 . 2 6 9 0 5 0 3 4 9 6 7 2 0 3 2 2 ^ 4 O I L T L T L 
6 chuang.scons. txt 0.12715 0.12715 0.12715 0.12715 0 362572 0 341480 s'3?5829 o u l u n 
II CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.66685 。_65933 0.64429 0.62513 0 3 6 7 0 ^ o 35 257 0 3 0 5 ^ 0 n' Q^n^? 
Ss�二冗 r 0.309^  0.30638 0.29819 0.27667 OJI'T^S I'.IV^H lH'Al'S 0：^7 
二 GDTTXT l:tHVs S:义！； 0：40438 0：39386 oM)^ ?^! S ' S�� • • 漂 0 . 0 9 7 7 3 7 
ll E I E DEV ( I N T ' L ) . T X T 0 . 2 6 8 4 4 0 . 2 6 8 4 4 0 . 2 6 8 4 4 0 . 2 5 4 5 2 0 5 0 8 5 9 4 0 * 4 4 2 1 2 ^ O utlttl Ci lIIItI 
22 essential ENT.TXT 0.38115 0.37329 0.37558 0.37545 0 282706 o'zzllll O zTsMl n•？qSP^ 
2 3 EVERGO INT HOLD . TXT 0 . 4 9 6 5 9 0 . 4 7 4 3 2 0 . 4 5 4 6 7 。 . 4 4 7 4 5 0 4 1 0 9 2 5 O L S Z O U o'ltlltl oHltll 
j fe consortium.txt 0.24277 0.24105 0.24472 0 . 2 5 2 4 8 。 •工温 s'419953 o d o l t l s i s z u s 
25 FE HOLD I N T ' L . T X T 0 . 4 7 4 1 5 0 . 4 6 4 7 0 0 . 4 6 1 7 4 0 . 4 6 3 9 1 0 . 2 1 4 21 0 * 2 5 9 4 0 7 0 1 8 8 9 3 6 O N L L L T L 器 二 L 二 H I 二 0 - 5 6 0 2 1 0.55513 0.54389 0.52899 0.202659 S.lo^ zSI O'.LSULT 0 ?i0276 
L L FP S P E C I A L . T X T 0 . 8 4 7 3 6 0 . 9 0 7 2 4 0 . 9 0 7 2 4 0 . 9 0 7 2 4 0 . 8 4 0 4 9 1 0 5 9 9 2 0 8 0 3 486^5 N 
L L FURAMA H O T E L . T X T 0 . 1 3 1 2 0 0 . 1 3 1 0 1 0 . 1 3 0 1 7 0 . 1 1 4 1 4 O . T O Z T N 0 5 0 1 4 9 5 O M T H O O L T U L 
| 9 GOLD P E A K . T X T 0 . 3 8 5 4 4 0 . 3 8 5 6 3 0 . 3 8 8 4 6 0 . 3 9 2 8 5 0 . 2 5 2 6 8 2 0 2 7 8311 0 2 353^2 
�rR二 EA^ E ？ ) T �.26161 0.25758 0.26825 0.28765 。 . 諾 s l g lijllll O.lllVsl 
32 GUASGDOSginJ IxT • • • . 0.265719 0.261172 0.234780 0.232095 
3 = : Itl^l 0:23804 0:23727 0:23588 0:23180 SIs^怨 S ' S S ' S 
二 HENDERSON I N V . T X T 0 . 4 6 8 0 3 0 . 4 5 0 5 0 0 . 4 2 5 0 5 0 . 3 8 9 5 9 0 2 6 8 3 4 7 0 2 5 0 0 4 4 S ' S O U S L T L 
ll "ERALD (HK).TXT 0.72193 0.72431 0.72519 0.71191 0.305380 0 289^8 0I35I3 S ' S 
fj ‘ Z^.oln'i^V 1-��971 �-98218 0.94238 0.86852 �“�8982 O.lll^ zl 0：448868 ?：654095 
33 HK 二 U : : 0：60457 0:56679 0：52473 0:47294 S i S S ： ^ g ' S SI5�溫 
3 9 HK&S H O T E L S . T X T 0 . 2 9 9 9 9 0 . 2 9 9 9 9 0 . 2 9 9 9 9 0 . 2 9 9 9 9 0 . 2 3 1 1 6 5 0 2 3 5 8 8 7 0 2 3 U 0 8 N ?NVONL 
二 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.33216 0.33972 0.34263 0.33681 0 3 2 ^ 4 0：3085?1 o'lllTz 0 3 4 9 5 ^ S �.6�柳�.61897 0.5766  0.5294�0.31681��.3Q868# 0：3^0853 0：395720 
- C O . . CO.. SJ?^?^ S：]??^ ^^  
二 二 ” T 。 ： • 。 ： 咖 。 ： 聽 。 ： 圓 0.199124 0 22.33 O.U^ 0.1.536 
JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.46455 0.46A55 0.46455 0.46455 0.270357 0 346 39 O . ' S O H L N ] 
ll ； • uM'SEi'Jx'；''' Q.26172 0-26172 0.26172 0.26172�.2286�5�_219Q39 0：19712 0：20407^  
^^  LA; L： ？。.；21956�.“ 1722 0：534669 0.545434 lllllTsl I'^ -rWt o^'S 
l'Sks"!ndus?rIAL TXT 。 . ‘ 巧 咖 。 • 川 3 1 7 0.300297 0.315072 oHllll S.'fzzail O.I532O8 Z f l i n S i J " 0:350065 0:3如 15 0:320733 0:311862 Ifofolt ISl ？ : S O^'S 
“ m j r a m a r hote l . t x t 0.326708 0.316133 0.306166 0.315122 0.382932 0.384408 0 2999^ 0266607 
二 NATIONAL E L E C H . T X T 0 . 5 6 6 5 9 2 0 . 5 5 7 3 9 9 0 . 5 4 2 9 4 9 0 . 5 3 2 9 4 5 0 . 2 1 3 9 5 2 0 . 2 7 1 4 1 5 0 2 2 2 7 ^ 0 3 1 9 7 4 9 
L L 0 - 2 6 3 7 2 2 0 - 2 6 3 7 2 2 0 . 2 6 3 7 2 2 0 . 2 6 3 7 2 2 0 . 2 3 4 7 8 9 0 . 2 2 6 3 9 3 0 . 1 A 5 57 paubIrg • • • • 0.508486 0.451682 0.58A016 0.454642 
ll ^ L I B U R G I N T ' L . T X T • • • • 0 . 2 3 6 2 4 4 0 . 2 8 7 1 9 4 0 . 1 9 7 3 2 4 0 1 25362 
5 8 POL LY P ECK F E . T X T 0 . 3 4 7 8 1 1 0 . 3 4 2 9 2 6 0 . 3 3 8 7 8 7 0 . 3 3 7 4 5 3 0 . 2 7 7 0 0 2 0 . 2 7 3 7 6 1 0 2 8 3 9 5 5 0 869^8 
5 9 QPL I N T _ L . T X T 0 . 1 4 3 3 5 8 0 . 1 4 0 9 6 3 0 . 1 3 8 8 5 0 0 . 1 3 1 5 9 8 0 . 2 9 5 1 2 2 0 . 2 7 2 5 4 9 0 2 6 1 1 7 0 O 'Z^TO^L 
6 0 REGAL I N T ' L . T X T 0 . 5 3 2 4 5 7 0 . 5 2 0 6 8 3 0 . 5 0 6 2 8 8 0 . 4 8 8 0 0 1 0 . 2 9 3 5 1 1 0 . 3 0 7 6 3 0 0 2 57781 0 L L S ? ^ 
R I V E R A ( H O L D ) . T X T 0 . 2 4 8 3 9 1 0 . 2 3 1 3 4 3 0 . 2 2 8 2 5 6 0 . 2 3 1 2 6 6 0 . 3 2 1 4 2 1 0 . 3 0 1 2 1 3 0 . 2 6 0 3 0 8 0 9 4 6 1 7 
二 fE TJT 0.133561 0.134768 0.138682 0.139111 0.378660 0.389244 OAVZIOS 0.361465 
SEA HOLDINGS.TXT • . • • 0.246994 0 254979 0 166679 n 170A90 
T SEAPOWER CONS.TXT 0.228964 0.228964 0.228964 0.231001 0.214313 0：242040 0：200^1 0 067572 
！ 0 - 9 5 3 4 0 2 0.918768 0.881853 0.843204 0.337532 0.278852 0.274406 0：367303 
SHK PPT.TXT • 0.260872 0.307457 0.270675 0 273295 
6 7 SHUI ON GROUP . TXT 0 . 2 9 7 0 3 7 0 . 3 0 3 7 2 9 0 . 3 0 2 0 5 2 0 . 2 9 9 7 8 9 0 . 2 5 2 2 5 7 0 . 2 3 2 5 7 1 0 . 2 2 1 0 6 0 0 . 2 4 4 9 9 5 
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69 i z h HO z p j i t s • ？ s - ? 6 4 4 8 0 0.272100 0.281873 0.523882 0.496332 0.650133 0 . 7 3 8 5 7 0 
% shm ？ l 鹏 。 • 1 5 0 9 8 6 0.151079 0.158928 0.170233 0.210689 0.104663 0 . 1 4 0 5 4 6 
- 二 0 ； ; X J T 0 ： ™ 0 :70SZ3Z 0:689171 0 : 舰 S ： ^ ？ J L L ^ ^ S I S S I S 
i = = L t x t 0 � : = � � • = 
= w x t 0 654872 0 655827 0 660530 0 . 6 6 3 2 2 3 。 ： 二 s i s l z l i s ： ^ omz 
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⑶ • 丁 X 丁 歸 s : = 
含 ? V S T S M L ^ L N TXT S ' S V A L L L L 'N'.^LV.L。：582548。：339123 0 : 3 2 8 2 3 ! 。 : 2 5 K 3 8 。 ： 0 7 3 0 3 8 【 北 su i l u e n . t x t 0.135464 0.139346 0.145152 0.154756 0.304151 0 318166 0 ?7q-5ao n iaaa^i 
82 tungtex ( h o l d ) . t x t 0.616034 0.636019 0.652101 0.665522 0 130565 0 3 4 0 ^ 0.279349 0 . 1 6 4 4 3 1 
uniworld i n v . t x t 0.735710 0.711131 0.709612 0 ^4866 0.287919 o z l z s l l 0*250281 。“。…叩 
3 wharf ho ld ings . t x t 0_42。532 0.404315 0_392559 0.383177 0 229852 0 251206 o ' l l s f p l o"?qia7a 
i i wing hung k e e . t x t 0.337064 0.322359 0.303819 0.296311 0 469299 s•冗货 o ' l l f s ^ l q j u t l l 
i t wong's i n d . t x t 0.285926 0.285529 0.283512 0.270870 0 299916 0 338565 s"330186 o^ v t i a a 
i i wormald p a c i f i c . t x t 0.547598 0.541153 0.5318a0 0 . 5 u736 0 260247 0 265067 o i l z l l t o 




S^r^ggrA^^i^iL^a^sCross-Sectional Series of the Average Risk Level 
THE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
^WUIIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUN MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
f^! 二 ft 2•巧 U7998 0.36604640 55.53911872 0.14880109 2.57701534 
• -20120 8 2 0 . 6 5 3 7 U 8 2 0 . 3 4 6 3 6 1 6 4 5 3 . 6 0 4 6 1 5 0 1 0 . 1 5 3 5 0 7 6 7 2 . 4 2 9 5 4 6 ^ 
巧 I S D 8 2 0 . 6 A 4 8 4 3 5 4 0 . 3 3 7 1 4 7 8 3 5 2 . 8 7 7 1 7 0 6 0 0 _ 1 3 6 2 1 2 7 1 2 3 1 4 7 9 5 1 3 
L 6 0 I S D 81 0 . 6 4 4 3 5 9 5 6 0 . 3 4 9 9 8 3 9 5 5 2 . 1 9 3 1 2 4 0 0 0 . 1 3 6 2 7 3 7 6 2 . 2 1 7 1 6 5 2 8 
COEFFICIENTS I PKOB > 1R1 UNPFP HO:RHQ=Q / miMPPP 
AVGISD L20ISD L40ISD L60ISD 
AVGISD 1.00000 0.99511 0.98057 0.95621 
0-0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
84 82 82 81 
L20ISD 0.99511 1.00000 0.99397 0.97420 
0-0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 
82 82 82 81 
L40ISD 0.98057 0.99397 1.00000 0.98839 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
82 82 82 81 
L60ISD 0.95621 0.97420 0.98839 1.00000 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
81 81 81 81 
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THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OP TVVERAGE HTSTSD AND ISD 
THE MEAN AFTER MAY 23 EXLUDED MAY 23 
OBS STOCK AVGISD L20ISD L40ISD L60ISD 
^ t^^^IED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.68755 0.67122 0.64562 0.62273 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.74312 0.75056 0.75265 0 74900 
3 applied INT'L.TXT 0.9498� 0.95269 �.95472 1 04502 
i ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.80792 0.82207 0.82190 0 78595 
� BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.39292 0.41456 0.39583 0 21377 
^ C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.37310 0.36636 0 36424 
7 CABLEWIRE.TXT • 
I CAPITALC0RP.TXT 2 ••57702 2.'42955 2 .'31480 2 ••21717 
二 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.39713 0.37162 0.34592 0 30649 
11 二 T 二 二 二 L T X T 0.52541 0.52585 0.51362 O.lllll 
CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.69851 0.70953 0.74278 0.76047 
12 CHEVALIER INT，L.TXT 0.27366 0.27669 0.27521 0 27537 
13 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 1.19639 1.33018 1.35283 1*29121 
It CHINA ENTER H.TXT 1.21934 1.19750 1.15543 1 12754 
15 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.41645 0.41196 0.40195 0 42902 
16 CHUANG'S CONS.TXT 0.18528 0.19630 0.19917 0 19550 
CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.85039 0.84577 0.84372 0:84808 
18 CROCODILE.TXT 0.65069 0.63579 0.60912 0 58996 
CRUSADER.TXT 1.16313 1.02914 0.93276 0 99372 
20 E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.58126 0.58237 0.57325 0.57055 
21 EIE DEV (INT'L).TXT 0.48518 0.48546 0.44844 0 35942 
22 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.59844 0.59606 0.58816 0 62589 
23 EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.81614 0.82747 0.80718 0 79828 
24 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.41665 0.41979 0.42231 0*42227 
25 FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.72589 0.72919 0.74418 0.75212 
26 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 1.01186 1.03355 1.08447 1.11647 
27 FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.97172 0.98964 0.92513 1 00759 
28 FURAMA HOTEL.TXT 0.42275 0.43292 0.43665 0.48286 
29 GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.50392 0.51368 0.49660 0.47776 
30 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.65433 0.66781 0.67094 0 74409 
31 great EAGLE.TXT 0.22021 0.22021 0.22021 0 23355 
32 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.72446 0.69357 0.61901 • 
33 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.41504 0.41795 0.41826 0 .41641 
34 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.76194 0.75565 0.73872 0*72054 
35 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.73631 0.76875 0.79127 0.79542 
36 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 1.20629 1.29742 1.39938 1 57001 37 HK LAND HOLD.TXT . 
38 HK MACAU DEV. TXT 0.99567 0.96411 0..92149 o 94417 
39 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.27732 0.28380 0.28529 0.30227 
40 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.43935 0.44729 0.43306 0.41848 
41 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.41122 0.42846 0.44414 0 47897 
42 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.42733 . . ' 
43 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.37558 0.39874 0..40423 0.41042 
44 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.56526 0.51873 0.41737 0 32544 
45 JADEMAN.TXT 0.22402 0.21939 0.21291 0 20577 
46 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.28346 0.29512 0.33729 0.36397 
47 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.41428 0.41428 0.41428 0.41428 
48 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.22875 0.24004 0.24004 0.24004 
49 LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.72807 0.73409 0.70145 0.68609 
50 LEE KING.TXT 0.44964 0.44714 0.42223 0.40818 
175 
II INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.78859 0.75537 0.71099 0.55864 
^ S I O N HOUSE.TXT 0.79383 0.77716 0.75468 0 764oJ 
2 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.76714 0.79669 0.82745 0 89422 
二3 ^TIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.70528 0.72802 0.72786 0 76024 
“ N E W WORLD DEV.TXT 0.55076 0.58734 0.60400 0 58757 
56 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 1.49768 
II PALIBURG INT'L. TXT 0.67367 0.67367 0.'67367 0.67367 
POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.53640 0.5308� 0.52888 0 53099 
59 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.37841 0.38760 0.38531 o 40363 
• ？ REGAL INT'L.TXT 0.80167 0.79541 0.77110 S.I37S 
” RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.29269 0.28328 0.29021 0 31362 
“ ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.24626 0.24626 0.25264 0 23348 
” SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.93195 0.93271 �.95263 J 08546 
ff seapower CONS.TXT 0.36240 0.36240 0.36240 0.36240 
” SEMI-TECH.TXT 1.07669 1.10902 1.10761 1：17751 
” SHK PPT.TXT 0.45266 0.46484 0.50071 0 46722 
SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.32558 0.33396 0.38854 0 38959 
SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.27221 0.28780 0.27103 0 25014 
“ SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.1488� 0.15351 0.13621 0 13627 70 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT • � U•丄JBZ/ 
II SINO LAND.TXT 1.00602 l.°01722 1.01860 1.05071 
II SINO REALTY.TXT 0.99524 1.01484 1.03743 1 07248 
STANDARD-LL0YDS.TXT 0.87547 0.88169 0.88146 0 90886 
STARLIGHT IND.TXT 0.79953 0.83399 0.86542 0 97890 
75 STELUX.TXT 0.54378 0.57347 0.58044 0 57451 
SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 1.54037 1.40236 1.21055 1.15190 
TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.66879 0.69817 0.74681 0.78414 
78 TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.41965 0.41064 0.40162 0 38747 79 THL INT'L. TXT , � … 
80 TIAN AN. TXT 0.79398 0.°74217 0 .'68058 0.57331 
81 TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.24719 0.23529 0.22763 0 21730 
82 TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.62425 0.60652 0.58399 0 57021 
83 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 0.87496 0.86360 0.85042 0*85493 
84 WHARF HOLDINGS.TXT 0.87896 0.86665 0.84341 0*79485 
85 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.52101 0.51954 0.49853 ••47544 
86 WONG•S IND.TXT 0.42670 0.43262 0.41879 0*40303 
87 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.69335 0.68500 0.66909 0 65070 




二 二 C / o s s - S e c t i o n a l Series of the Average Risk Level 
THE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUH MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
AVG I SD 7 7 0 . 4 8 8 1 3 2 3 7 0 . 2 9 4 0 1 9 7 2 3 7 . 5 8 6 1 9 2 3 8 0 1 2 7 7 1 4 1 9 1 6 7 6 6 胡 
S^OISD 71 0.45263295 0.25177090 33.04220561 5 . 1 ^ 6 9 ' S o 
L 4 0 I S D 7 2 0 . 4 4 4 1 9 3 5 9 0 . 2 4 6 9 2 6 5 9 3 1 . 9 8 1 9 3 8 8 1 0 1 2 7 4 ^ 9 ' 5 6 8 2 6 6 6 5 
二 87 二 = 0.23765^8 31.23181841 2 : 1 = ； 
F 0 . 3 3 8 7 3 5 2 6 0 . 1 0 6 9 2 7 7 5 2 9 . 4 6 9 9 6 7 2 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 7 8 2 7 3 9 
L 2 二 S 8 8 0 . 3 4 1 9 8 4 6 0 0 . 0 8 7 1 0 9 5 3 3 0 . 0 9 4 6 4 4 9 9 0 . 0 6 0 9 1 3 3 5 0 * ^ 8 0 4 5 7 2 二 〗 I I 0 • ” 6 8 U 3 2 2 6 . 3 8 1 1 2 1 9 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0： 6 4 3 9 7 0 9 
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THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OF AVERAGE HTSTSD AND ISD 
THE MEAN BEFORE JUNE 5 EXLUPED J U N ^ 
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Correlation Matrix and Cross-Sectional Series of the Average Risk Level 
The Period After June 6 
THE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
VARIABLE N MEAM STD DEV SUN MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
A^GISD 82 0.66229181 0.37619941 54.30792832 0.14880109 2 63308470 
80 0.65523091 0.35507066 52.41847279 0.15350767 2.47972777 
G 0 - 6 ^ ^ 2 2 8 7 6 。 . 3 4 2 8 1 G 5 G 5 1 . 7 7 8 3 0 1 0 2 0 . 1 3 6 2 1 2 7 1 ^ 3 6 1 3 7 8 ^ 
L60ISD 79 0.6A798855 0.35751749 51.19109555 0.13627376 2.26151770 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROS > 1R1 UNDER HQ2RHQ=:Q / NUMBER OF OBSERVATTONS ^ ^ , 
AVGISD L20ISD L40ISD L60ISD 
AVGISD 1.00000 0.99485 0.97726 0.95014 
0-0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
82 80 80 79 
L20ISD 0.99485 1.00000 0.99210 0.96792 
0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 
80 80 80 79 
L40ISD 0.97726 0.99210 1.00000 0.97988 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
80 80 80 79 
L60ISD 0.95014 0.96792 0.97988 1.00000 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
79 79 79 79 
THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OF AVERAGE HISTSD AND ISD THE MEAN AFTER JUNE 6 EXLUDED JUNE 6 
OBS STOCK AVGISD L20ISD L40ISO L60IS0 
1 ALLIED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.71289 0.70227 0.68580 0.69166 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.74591 0.75552 0.76060 0.76308 
3 APPLIED INT'L.TXT 0.92651 0.92212 0.90936 0.99946 
“ ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.82757 0.85063 0.86471 0.85358 
5 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.428A1 0.48200 0.59233 0.18770 
6 C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.37813 0.37194 0.37207 0.37994 
7 CABLEWIRE.TXT . . . 
8 CAPITALCORP.TXT 2.63308 2.47973 2.36138 2:26152 
9 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.39713 0.37162 0.34592 0.30649 
10 CENTURY C INT'L.TXT 0.54351 0.55005 0.54686 0.45186 
11 CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.70339 0.71787 0.76360 0.81096 
12 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.27567 0.27986 0.27960 0.28424 
13 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 1.19639 1.33018 1.35283 1.29121 
U CHINA ENTER H.TXT 1.23503 1.21477 1.17083 1.14440 
15 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.40330 0.39367 0.37201 0.38268 
16 CHUANG'S CONS.TXT 0.18974 0.20390 0.21122 0.21794 
17 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.85792 0.85503 0.85709 0.87701 
18 CROCODILE.TXT 0.66958 0.65851 0.63652 0.63519 
19 CRUSADER.TXT 1.17232 1.01907 0.89356 0.94578 
180 
f&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.57765 0.57775 0.56A03 0.55077 
II EIE DEV (INT'L).TXT 0.48327 0.48292 0.44278 0：33919 
II ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.59531 0.59148 0.57932 0.62708 
EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.81618 0.82942 0.80503 0 78952 
It FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.41839 0.42264 0.42721 0.43204 
25 FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.73753 0.74525 0.77202 0：811^ 
26 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 1.03011 1.06150 1.13911 1.24175 
II FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.95455 0.97257 0.88038 0.95247 
28 FURAMA HOTEL.TXT 0.42225 0.43395 0.43911 0.51090 
29 GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.50314 0.51427 0.49320 0.46155 
30 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.63509 0.64440 0.63661 0.71201 
GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.21192 0.21192 0.21192 0.22341 
32 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.72446 0.69357 0.61901 
33 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.42172 0.42735 0.43243 0:44381 
34 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.77479 0.77174 0.75862 0 75124 
35 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.73610 0.77388 0.80460 0.82416 
36 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 1.15528 1.24459 1.34563 1.54783 
37 HK LAND HOLD.TXT . , 
38 HK MACAU DEV.TXT 1.00300 0._96862 0:91761 0.'94775 
39 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.27286 0.27832 0.27711 0.28886 
40 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.43860 0.44761 0.42999 0 40503 
41 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.37648 0.39069 0.39857 0.\0351 
42 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.42733 . 
43 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.38358 0.41326 0."42738 0:45982 
IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.56526 0.51873 0.41737 0.32544 
45 JADEMAN.TXT 0.22704 0.22265 0.21619 0.20874 
46 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.26156 0.26403 0.30173 0 33731 
47 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT • 。 ’ 
48 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.16377 0.16094 0.16094 0.'16094 
LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.72897 0.73630 0.69661 0.66873 
50 LEE HING.TXT 0.45400 0.45253 0.42409 0.40488 
51 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.78859 0.75537 0.71099 0.55864 
52 MANSION HOUSE.TXT 0.81903 0.80798 0.79529 0 84994 
53 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.74897 0.77739 0.80619 0.88508 
54 NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.70198 0.72741 0.72691 0.77452 
55 NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.54573 0.58673 0.60725 0.58587 
56 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 1.49768 . 
57 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT . . • 
58 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.53402 0.52670 0:52225 0:51878 
59 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.38286 0.39508 0.39595 0.43406 
60 REGAL INT'L.TXT 0.81584 0.81326 0.79180 0.76234 
61 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.28371 0.26975 0.27164 0.28819 
62 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.25280 0.25280 0.26357 0.24575 
63 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.82398 0.81544 0.82076 0.89889 
64 SEAPOWER CONS.TXT 0.20426 0.20426 0.20426 0.20426 
65 SEMI-TECH.TXT 1.01513 1.03234 0.99224 0.98170 
66 SHK PPT.TXT 0.45465 0.A68U 0.50990 0.47723 
67 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.32721 0.33717 0.40660 0.42623 
68 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.28814 0.30713 0.29710 0 29495 
69 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.14880 0.15351 0.13621 0.13627 
70 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT . . 
71 SINO LAND.TXT 1.00443 1.01697 1.01856 1！06667 
72 SINO REALTY.TXT 1.00146 1.02640 1.06043 1.13601 
73 STANDARD-LLOYDS.TXT 0.86146 0.86404 0.85493 0.86950 
74 STARLIGHT IND.TXT 0.78667 0.82259 0.85617 1.01715 
75 STELUX.TXT 0.53993 0.57328 0.58189 0.57445 
76 SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 1.60144 1.46079 1.25023 1.20196 
77 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.66879 0.69817 0.74681 0.78414 
78 TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.43335 0.42740 0.42451 0.42617 
79 THL INT'L.TXT . . . 
80 TIAN AN.TXT 0.84172 0.79718 0.74771 0.65394 
81 TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.25693 0.24629 0.24222 0.24132 
82 TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.63477 0.61759 0.59495 0.58525 
83 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 0.86354 0.846A9 0.82144 0.79924 
84 WHARF HOLDINGS.TXT 0.89241 0.88253 0.86141 0.80659 
85 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.52685 0.52712 0.50570 0.48056 
86 WONG'S IND.TXT 0.41972 0.42430 0.40286 0.36328 
87 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.69968 0.69205 0.67568 0.65469 
88 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.84475 0.85321 0.87898 0.89226 
t 
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Table G.2a The Half Year Performance Test 
^ t f h 妨 d cross sectional Series Average Risk: Level The Division Dates are April and April 6 
SUMMARY STATISTTPg 
VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
HISTSDl 88 0.35883333 0.14036185 31.577333 0.16933721 1 29287999 
"/STSD2 88 0.727W65 0.24890511 64.019529 0.00000000 ：47576435 
AVGISDl 72 0.44258919 0.24655769 31.866421 0.12714619 56042295 
AVGISD2 85 0.62975451 0.34994702 53.529133 0.15012974 2：41937930 
O p ' ^ B s L S S f ^ ' ' ^ COEFFTCIENTS f PROB > 1R1 UNDER TTO:RHO=�/ NH湘T^P 
HISTSDl HISTSD2 AVGISDl AVGISD2 
HISTSDl 1.00000 0.05939 0.11401 0.08180 
0-0000 0.5826 0.3403 0,4567 
88 88 72 85 
HISTSD2 0.05939 1.00000 -0.04314 -0.00219 
0.5826 0.0000 0.7190 0.9841 
88 88 72 85 
AVGISDl 0.11401 -0.04314 1,00000 0.90091 
0.3403 0.7190 0.0000 0.0001 
72 72 72 72 
AVGISD2 0.08180 -0.00219 0.90091 1.00000 
0.4567 0.9841 0.0001 0.0000 
85 85 72 85 
THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OF AVG HISTSD AND ISD 
THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 ： 
I 
OBS STOCK HISTSDl HISTSD2 AVGISDl AVGISD2 丨 
1 A L L I E D O V E R S E A S . T X T 0 . 3 1 1 9 2 3 1 . 1 5 2 2 9 0 . 5 0 9 1 6 0 5 8 7 6 6 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.307282 0.92835 0.68225 0*78214 
3 APPLIED INT'L.TXT 0.380286 0.85294 0.69039 0*92665 
4 ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.402579 0.85780 0.59518 0.76428 
5 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.564988 0.98206 0.40984 0*39941 
6 C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.169337 0.55938 • 0 36871 
7 CABLEWIRE.TXT 0.229906 0.25172 . • 
8 CAPITALCORP.TXT 0.297872 0.00000 1.56042 2 •41938 
9 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.307370 0.42138 0.32876 0.39713 
10 CENTURY C INT'L.TXT 0.286331 0.82250 0.23012 0 47593 
11 CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.445306 0.59682 0.56672 0.65928 
12 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.285509 0.78975 0.18911 0 24239 
13 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0.279807 0.78968 0.53907 119639 
14 CHINA ENTER H.TXT 0.344894 1.03047 0.75964 1.15201 
15 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.430453 0.89914 0.25063 0*42271 
16 CHUANG‘S CONS.TXT 0.362445 0.90528 0.12715 0 18554 
17 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.287741 1.08973 0.65197 0.81740 
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2 CROCODILE.TXT 0.318266 0.60690 0.30085 0 57195 
II CRUSADER.TXT 0.480223 1.47576 i ollll 
E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.312727 0.75034 0.40693 o 56175 
E I E D E V ( I N T ' L ) . T X T 0 . 4 4 0 4 4 3 1 . 0 2 5 3 9 0 2 6 8 4 4 O L S S L S 
22 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.356617 0.65627 0 37403 
II EVERGO INT HOLD. TXT 0.448134 1.10363 0 45871 0 7 HH 
It II SfrM^Vi^-^^^ �.417782 0.83467 0.244 05 2 : ^ 9 7 
26 ？?pcS^c JStm^^V^ 0.415930 0.55560 0.46099 0.67067 
It fIRST S CHINA.TXT 0.347472 0.50131 0.54949 0 90320 
II [P SPECIAL.TXT 0.695598 0.36409 0.907二 o 94249 
II F U ^ HOTEL.TXT 0.296626 0.43237 0.12994 0 37962 
II PEAK.TXT 0.256234 0.63430 0.38713 0 47315 
3� GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.338781 0.64373 0.26659 o 56101 31 GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.303677 0.97470 ol'^'J 
32 G U A N G D O N G I N V . T X T 0 . 2 1 1 1 9 0 � . 3 1 3 1 5 � T G 二 5 
33 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.249215 0.81386 0.23662 o 37000 
It HENDERSON INV. TXT 0.239857 0.83713 0 " " s S I 工 ^ 
35 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.335348 0.71442 0.72586 o 72 887 
二 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 0.355662 0.92981 0 965o! 1：19100 
37 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.228165 0.51928 丄•丄yi�0 
If^  HK MACAU DEV. TXT 0.347991 0.88548 0.54120 0.95662 
39 H K & S H O T E L S . T X T 0 . 2 6 8 8 9 8 0 . 6 0 6 5 1 0 . 2 9 9 9 9 0 27732 
， 0 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.312772 0,61363 0.34200 0 40560 
41 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.284782 0.80853 0.59644 0 48045 42 HSIN CHONG HOLD. TXT 0.310724 0.64826 � c/d^g^ 
43 HUEYTAIINV.TXT 0.361080 0.73305 0.20947 0*37042 
44 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.256140 0.41827 • Q 56526 
45 JADEMAN.TXT 0.453243 0.12295 0.27851 o'21815 
46 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.228686 0.62030 0.46455 0*28267 
47 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.307221 0.68983 0.26172 o'49170 
48 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.319905 0.98572 • Q 22875 
49 LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.32228 0.95809 0.534669 0*70166 
50 LEE KING.TXT 0.33744 0.52311 0.311134 0 42062 
51 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.28967 1.14165 � 0 78859 
52 MANSION HOUSE.TXT 0.36966 0.56000 0.322770 070180 
53 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.37091 0.72348 0.308303 0*66616 
54 NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.30709 0.44510 0.548077 0.68836 
55 NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.23750 0.66808 0.263722 0.55076 
56 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.49159 0.58617 • 1.49768 
57 PALIBURG INT»L.TXT 0.30237 0.84781 • 1.02101 
58 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.32996 0.86948 0.340640 0*49391 
59 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.28541 0.57131 0.139626 0.33353 
60 REGAL INT'L.TXT 0.34540 0.76013 0.511268 0 75263 
61 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.37727 1.04617 0.228256 0 30143 
62 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.33802 0.64755 0.138101 0 22845 
63 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.33671 1.06649 • 0*97737 
64 SEAPOWER CONS.TXT 0.35844 0.40088 0.228964 0*36240 
65 SEMI-TECH.TXT 0.31881 1.02278 0.895889 1 10943 
66 SHK PPT.TXT 0.26310 0.72989 • 0 45266 
67 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.55134 0.96417 0.302858 0 30688 
68 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.42106 0.58558 0.268356 0.26968 
69 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.38804 0.53397 0.150183 0 15013 
70 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.22811 0.76873 • 
71 SINO LAND.TXT 0.43164 0.78806 0.�696355 0 95947 
72 SINO REALTY.TXT 0.40555 0.93747 0.654134 0 92304 
73 STANDARD-LLOYDS.TXT 0.44450 0.83634 0.406880 0.79009 
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二 二 - - -？ 二 二 二 - - - 0.3033. 0。: 二 ？“丄： 
？ S i i f T 丨 L . T X T 0 . 3 3 5 。 ： 麗 。 2 。 。 二 S 
80 T I A N S I X ? 0.37389 0 . 1 5 2 0 0 7 0.18947 
81 。°:盟8° 巧 3 S • ^ 丄工^ � 6 5 忠 
T U N G T E X (HOLD).TXT 0.30617 0.39041 0 stllll 0 
II 二 X T s : r i 】 r 。 •• •• 
II W O R M A L D P A C I F I C . T X T 0.33342 0.88573 S • 二 K S • 二 二 ^ 





The Half Year Performance Test 
Matrix and Cross Sectional Series Average Risk Level The Division Dates are May 22 and May 23 
SUMMARY STATISTTGS 
VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
HISTSD1 88 0.35011829 0.11788095 30.81040951 0.18809295 1 15363775 
HISTSD2 88 0.76449085 0.27453274 67.27519443 0.00000000 60^3081 
AVGISDl 74 0.4526326A G.25575993 33.49481572 0.12714619 I ' S 
AVGISD2 84 0.66117998 0.366046A0 55.53911872 0.14880109 2.57701534 
ofSBsLS^^S"'^'''' COPIFFTCIENTS f PPOB > 1R1 UNDEP H0:RHO=0 / NTTMPT.P 
HISTSDl HISTSD2 AVGISDl AVGISD2 
HISTSDl 1.00000 0.16622 0.15446 0.12527 
0.0000 0.1217 0.1888 0.2562 
88 88 74 84 
HISTSD2 0.16622 1.00000 0.04840 -0.02251 
0.1217 0.0000 0.6822 0.8389 
88 88 74 84 
AVGISDl 0.15446 0.04840 1.00000 0.89239 ； 
0.1888 0.6822 0.0000 0.0001 
74 74 74 73 | i AVGISD2 0.12527 -0.02251 0.89239 1.00000 j 
0 . 2 5 6 2 0 . 8 3 8 9 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 丨 
84 84 73 84 
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THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OF AVG HTSTSD AND ISD 
THE DIVISION DATES ARE MAY 22 AND MAY ” 
OBS STOCK HISTSDl HISTSD2 AVGISDl AVGISD2 
t巧lED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.308719 1.17349 0.46824 0.68755 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.296647 0.97318 0.72646 0 74312 
2 APPLIED INTIL.TXT 0.365006 0.96895 0.75484 0 94980 
1 ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.390650 0.89762 0.60624 0 80792 
• BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.564327 1.07390 0.41001 0 39292 
^ C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.188093 0.62973 0.21021 0 37310 7 CABLEWIRE.TXT 0.225200 0.25443 C). 37310 
2 CAPITALC0RP.TXT 0.264104 0.00000 1；64860 2�57702 
9 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.298137 0.46861 0.32876 o 39713 
CENTURY C INT'L.TXT 0.312763 0.84525 0.25500 0 52541 
cheuk NANG.TXT 0.497914 0.57368 � . 0 69851 
12 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.284560 0.84057 0.18242 0 27366 
13 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0.250895 0.92318 0.53907 1'19639 
14 CHINA ENTER H.TXT 0.327471 1.07796 0.80141 l 21934 
15 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.407850 0.93980 0.31194 0*41645 
chuang'S CONS.TXT 0.374853 0.91581 0.12715 0.18528 
YI CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.317320 1.24567 0.66685 0 85039 
+8 CROCODILE.TXT 0.301441 0.56467 0.30964 0 65059 
19 CRUSADER.TXT 0.495222 1.60843 0.69999 ^16313 
20 E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.299543 0.77339 0.42618 0*58126 
21 EIE DEV (INT'L).TXT 0.423491 1.06984 0.26844 0 48518 
22 ESSENTIAL ENT.TXT 0.355022 0.64310 0.38115 0*59844 
23 EVERGO INT HOLD.TXT 0.439960 1.14297 0.49659 0*81614 
24 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.413459 0.81169 0.24277 o'41665 
25 FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.387752 0.62440 0.47415 0*72589 
26 FIRST S CHINA.TXT 0.314517 0.55965 0.56021 l'oil86 
27 FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.620514 0.41942 0.84736 0 97172 
28 FURAMA HOTEL.TXT 0.283369 0.43046 0.13120 0*42275 
29 GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.268240 0.68099 0.38544 0*50392 
30 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.334592 0.69418 0.26161 0*65433 
31 GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.301260 1.06881 • 0.220?1 
32 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.216336 0.32212 • 0.72446 
33 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.243903 0.87557 0.23804 o'41504 
34 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.287801 0.88456 0.46803 0*76194 
35 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.329857 0.77412 0.72193 0.73631 
36 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 0.355645 0.89831 1.00971 1.20629 37 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.231914 0.53562 • • 
38 HK MACAU DEV.TXT 0.335417 0.84774 0.60457 0*99567 
39 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.267474 0.64970 0.29999 0 27732 
40 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.322885 0.64476 0.33216 0.43935 
41 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.300250 0.86058 0.60498 0 41122 
42 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.298622 0.66219 0.42733 
43 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.346926 0.67217 0.20784 0*37558 
44 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.251024 0.44108 • 0 56526 
45 JADEMAN.TXT 0.428887 0.00000 0.26259 0*22402 
46 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.228521 0.64264 0.46455 0 28346 
47 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.312851 0.64839 0.26172 0 41428 
48 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.325973 1.04676 • 0 22875 
49 LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.35173 0.93778 0.521956 CK*72807 
50 LEE KING.TXT 0.31403 0.55020 0.315481 0.44964 
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II LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.29901 1.24279 • 0 78859 
52 mansion HOUSE.TXT 0.43093 0.54837 0.350065 o 79383 
“ J J i l ^ / S P ^ L . T X T 0.34580 0.77458 O.s'e^OS S:巧fS 
IT NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.29364 0.44686 0.566592 � 70528 
“ N E W WORLD DEV.TXT 0.24398 0.74246 0.263?�� 0：55076 
56 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.45601 0.66366 • I 497.8 
57 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT 0.30904 0.87379 • n 67367 
POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.32896 0.99808 0.347811 0 53640 
• 9 QPL INT'L. TXT 0.31031 0.55642 0.143358 S I T S " 
二 REGAL INT'L. TXT 0.32912 0.79503 0 論冗?3 SloieV 
II ^llf^ (HOLD) .TXT 0.38196 1.13872 0.2483工 I 29269 
11 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.32256 0.72987 0.133561 0 24626 
2 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT CKSSSS� 1.15607 • 0 93^95 
TI F ^ ^ W E R CONS.TXT 0.33318 0.43734 0.228964 0.36240 
65 SEMI-TECH,TXT 0.34491 1.06115 0.953402 1 Ollll 
= S H K PPT. TXT 0.25314 0.80154 I ' l H H 
” S H U I ON GROUP.TXT 0.54817 1.0270� 0.297037 0 32558 
II SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.41013 0.64845 0.264480 0 2722^ 
“ S H U N HO PROP.TXT 0.37616 0.55208 0.150986 0 1488^ 
70 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.27033 0.77090 0.14880 
11 SINO land.TXT 0.42100 0.80195 0.722803 l'o0602 
11 SINO REALTY.TXT 0.40634 0.97073 0.667263 0 99524 
STANDARD-LL0YDS.TXT 0.44833 0.73049 0.434269 0 87547 
It STARLIGHT IND.TXT 0.35141 0.53908 0.654872 0 79953 
II STELUX.TXT 0.31565 0.88667 � . 4�1 6 5� 0 543^8 
SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 0.43849 0.55318 0.883056 1 54037 
77 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.34913 0.93364 • Q 66879 
TAI SHING INT'L.TXT 0.29691 1.00974 0.252706 0 41965 
79 THL INT'L.TXT 0.50923 0.29604 0.189365 
f? TIAN AN.TXT 0.34330 0.67645 0.482059 0*79398 
II TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.31411 0.57542 0.135464 0 24719 
82 TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.28324 0.41007 0.616034 0 62425 
83 UNIWORLD INV.TXT 1.15364 0.99159 0.735710 0 87496 
84 WHARF HOLDINGS.TXT 0.22349 0.60046 0.420532 0*87896 
85 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.41098 0.52285 0.337064 0 LlOl : 
86 WONG'S IND.TXT 0.26876 0.83183 0.285926 0 42670 
87 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.32572 0.95072 0.547598 0 69335 ‘ 
88 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.36509 1.24103 0.522933 o!84707 ’ 
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Table G.2c 
The Half Year Performance Test 
S二r5}=”？n 巧tfix and Cross Sectional Series Average Risk Level The Division Dates are June 5 and June 6 
SUMMARY STATTSTTP.q 
VARIABLE M MEAN STD DEV SUN MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
HISTSD1 88 0.46284034 0.13407288 40.72995005 0.21983744 1 20228289 
HISTSDJ 88 0.49912188 0.19756664 43.92272503 0 00000000 1 ^ 3 
AVGISDl 77 0.48813237 0.29401972 37.58619238 0.12771419 '67663813 
AVGISD2 82 0.66229181 0.37619941 54.30792832 0.14880109 2：63308470 
COEFFICIENTS ( PROB > 1R1 UNHFR H。：RHO=�/ NT訓贷p 
HISTSDl HISTSD2 AVGISDl AVGISD2 
HISTSDl 1.00000 0.30730 0.15357 0.06334 
0.0000 0.0036 0.1824 0.5719 
88 88 77 82 
HISTSD2 0.30730 1.00000 0.09399 0.10967 
0.0036 0.0000 0.4162 0.3267 
88 88 77 82 
AVGISDl 0.15357 0.09399 1.00000 0.83762 
0.1824 0.4162 0.0000 0.0001 
77 77 77 74 
AVGISD2 0.06334 0.10967 0.83762 1.00000 
0.5719 0.3267 0.0001 0.0000 
82 82 74 82 
THE CORSS SECTIONAL DATA OF AVG HISTSD AND ISD 
THE DIVISION DATES ARE JUNE 5 AND JUNE 6 
OBS STOCK HISTSDl HISTSD2 AVGISDl AVGISD2 
1 ALLIED OVERSEAS.TXT 0.610140 0.50869 0.46572 0 71289 
2 ALLIED PPT (HK).TXT 0.488676 0.59854 0.72765 o'74591 
3 APPLIED INT'L.TXT 0.505765 0.49520 0.78625 0 92651 
4 ASIA SECURITIES.TXT 0.536862 0.50723 0.60842 0 82757 
5 BOND CORP INT'L.TXT 0.572746 1.07884 0.39976 0*42841 
6 C.P. POKPHAND.TXT 0.219837 0.31254 0.25193 0 37813 
7 CABLEWIRE.TXT 0.239128 0.19587 . 
8 CAPITALCORP.TXT 0.255941 0.00000 1.67664 2 63308 
9 CATHAY CITY INT.TXT 0.329021 0.44146 0.32876 0 39713 
10 CENTURY C INT'L.TXT 0.471262 0.41068 0.27485 0 54351 
11 CHEUK NANG.TXT 0.573700 0.36978 0.56675 0.70339 
12 CHEVALIER INT'L.TXT 0.450184 0.38498 0.18397 0.27567 
13 CHINA & EASTERN.TXT 0.244370 0.97931 0.53907 1!19639 
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“ C H I N A ENTER H.TXT 0.543749 0.69220 0.81621 1.23503 
15 CHINESE EST H.TXT 0.580978 0.53480 0.33622 O 40330 
^^ ^HUANG'S CONS.TXT 0.561510 0.52252 0 1277^ S : 二 4 
17 CITY RESOURCES.TXT 0.325147 1.32008 0.67532 o 85792 
18 CROCODILE.TXT 0.479665 0.28184 0 32006 ^66958 
19 CRUSADER.TXT 0.721067 1.07075 0 74579 
E&E BERMUDA.TXT 0.485133 0.50028 0.43641 0：57765 
EIE DEV (INT'D.TXT 0.605261 0.49063 0.26844 0 4832? 
22 essential ENT.TXT 0.514601 0.44467 0.39387 S 5953! 
23 evergo INT HOLD.TXT 0.646812 0.71800 0.51299 0 81618 
24 FE CONSORTIUM.TXT 0.596902 0.54679 0.25130 0.41839 
FE HOLD INT'L.TXT 0.414333 0.52515 0.48045 0 73753 
first S CHINA.TXT 0.353635 0.52591 0.57423 1 03011 
FP SPECIAL.TXT 0.614158 O.Air；。 0.86653 0 95455 
28 FURAMA HOTEL.TXT 0.358842 0.25559 0.15538 0.42225 
29 GOLD PEAK.TXT 0.350736 0.39888 0.39232 0.50314 
30 GRAND HOTEL A.TXT 0.399258 0.49823 0.31017 0 63509 
31 GREAT EAGLE.TXT 0.456344 0.51225 • Q 21192 
32 GUANGDONG INV.TXT 0.244552 0.27973 • 0*72446 
33 HANG LUNG DEV.TXT 0.400841 0.38460 0.24389 0*42172 
34 HENDERSON INV.TXT 0.407402 0.41437 0.47826 O'77479 
35 HERALD (HK).TXT 0.404409 0.44905 0.72117 0 73610 
36 HK DAILY NEWS.ADJ 0.639645 0.64235 1.05407 1 
37 HK LAND HOLD.TXT 0.312040 0.33202 • 
38 HK MACAU DEV.TXT 0.594153 0.52514 0.62543 LIO0300 
39 HK&S HOTELS.TXT 0.366720 0.40141 0.29304 0 27286 
40 HON KWOK LAND.TXT 0.406917 0.44458 0.34067 ••43860 
41 HOPEWELL HOLD.TXT 0.411209 0.44746 0.59860 0*37648 
42 HSIN CHONG HOLD.TXT 0.400500 0.40273 • 0 42733 
43 HUEY TAI INV.TXT 0.578174 0.54508 0.21763 0*38358 
44 IMC HOLDINGS.TXT 0.278139 0.41115 • 0 56526 
45 JADEMAN.TXT 0.415727 0.00000 0.25878 0!22704 
46 JAR MATH HOLD.TXT 0.352300 0.32019 0.44555 0.26156 
47 L.E.T. PACIFIC.TXT 0.448855 0.57549 0.29053 
48 LAI SUN DEV.TXT 0.518465 0.44318 • 016377 
49 LAI SUN INT'L.TXT 0.57735 0.413293 0.53143 0!72897 
50 LEE HING.TXT 0.37452 0.340622 0.32096 0 45400 
51 LUKS INDUSTRIAL.TXT 0.54879 0.819689 • 0 78859 丨 
52 MANSION HOUSE.TXT 0.44550 0.535335 0.36385 0;81903 
53 MIRAMAR HOTEL.TXT 0.45097 0.479683 0.36239 0 74897 
54 NATIONAL ELEC H.TXT 0.36377 0.338122 0.57469 0 70198 
55 NEW WORLD DEV.TXT 0.37697 0.401981 0.44906 0 54573 
56 ORIENT OVERSEAS.TXT 0.44455 0.699202 • 1 49768 
57 PALIBURG INT'L.TXT 0.51673 0.453507 1.36835 
58 POLLY PECK FE.TXT 0.32699 0.776345 0.35602 0.'53402 
59 QPL INT'L.TXT 0.39401 0.465899 0.15488 0.38286 
60 REGAL INT'L.TXT 0.44994 0.362805 0.54080 0.81584 
61 RIVERA (HOLD).TXT 0.49312 0.681280 0.26335 0.28371 
62 ROSE KNITTING.TXT 0.40320 0.689696 0.13990 0 25280 
63 SEA HOLDINGS.TXT 0.55757 0.681418 1.41268 0.82398 
64 SEAPOWER CONS•TXT 0.33662 0.263537 0.22896 0.20426 
65 SEMI-TECH.TXT 0.52582 0.626095 0.98571 1.01513 
66 SHK PPT.TXT 0.37709 0.396528 0.35183 0.45465 
67 SHUI ON GROUP.TXT 0.63899 0.606620 0.29483 0.32721 
68 SHUN HO INV.TXT 0.43187 0.494856 0.25776 0.28814 
69 SHUN HO PROP.TXT 0.44811 0.483743 0.15099 0.14880 
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70 SHUN TAK ENT.TXT 0.44577 0.426224 � 
SINO LAND.TXT 0.54784 0.432296 0.73742 1�00443 
0.56306 0.492602 0 679^6 1 OOltl 
I] ST^DARD-LLOYDS.TXT 0.66307 0.567016 0.46493 0 86146 
？5 GF 翌 0.36222 0.501504 0.66616 OMSEEV 
11 STELUX.TXT 0.41493 0.538826 0.40834 0 53993 
^^ SUPERFORD FIN.TXT 0.44769 0.563537 0.89070 1 60144 
77 TAI SANG LAND.TXT 0.50308 0.507317 . Q 66879 
11 TAX SHING INT'L.TXT 0.51637 0.578259 0.25266 0：43?35 
II ™ L INT'L.TXT 0.58191 0.217268 0.18936 
TIAN AN.TXT 0.41274 0.564249 0.47804 0 84172 
II TSE SUI LUEN.TXT 0.40868 0.369841 0.13682 0 25693 
TUNGTEX (HOLD).TXT 0.31997 0.396661 0.60958 S 6^477 
II UNIWORLD INV.TXT 1.20228 0.657179 0.75591 0 8635I 
It HOLDINGS.TXT 0.36255 0.292761 0.44211 0 8924^ 
二 WING HUNG KEE.TXT 0.41108 0.535565 0.3443 0 52685 
CONG'S IND.TXT 0.60588� 0.296^ 0 41972 
87 WORMALD PACIFIC.TXT 0.49033 0.497449 0.55087 0 69968 
88 YUEN SANG ENT.TXT 0.42244 0.616113 0.53317 0.8^75 
Table G.3a 
Cross-sectional Average of HISTSD and ISD from Performance Test 
AVGISD Mean AVGHIS Mean Division Period 
0-561 0.593 Year 
••453 0.314 Before May 22 
AVGISD 0.661 AVGHIS • After May 23 
0.488 0.339 Before June 5 
0-662 • After June 6 
0.541 0.595 Year 
••45 0.314 Before May 22 
L20ISD 0.654 L20HIS • After May 23 
0.453 0.342 Before June 5 
0.655 • After June 6 
0.524 0.519 Year 
••44 0.299 Before May 22 
L40ISD 0.645 L40HIS • After May 23 
0-444 0.31 Before June 5 
0-647 � After June 6 
0.507 0.462 Year 
0-435 0.266 Before May 22 
L60ISD 0.644 L60HIS • After May 23 
0-44 0.289 Before June 5 
0.648 � After June 6 
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Table G.2c 
Cross-Sectional Average of HISTSD and ISD from 
Half Year Performance Test 
HISTSD Mean AVGISD Mean Division Period 
••359 0.443 Before Apr. 4 
HISTSD 10.350 AVGISDl 0.453 Before May 22 
••463 0.488 Before June 5 
0-727 0.63 After Apr. 6 
HISTSD 20.764 AVGISD2 0.661 After May 23 
0-499 0.662 After June 6 
Table G.4a 
Predictability and Contemporary Relationship of Cross-Sectional 
HISTSD and ISD froms 
Performance Test 
EQUATION 
a ( T ) b ( T ) R2 DATE 
AVGHIS = a + b * AVGISD 
0.577 (13.42) 0.040 ( 0.59) 0.004 Year 
0.330 (11.76) -0.019 (-0.36) 0.002 Before May 22 
0-360 (14.75) -0.033 (-0.08) 0.008 Before June 5 
AVGHIS = a + b * L2 0HIS 
-0.052 (-2.00) 0.084 (25.96) 0.887 Year 
-0.062 (-2.82) 1.190 (17.79) 0.790 Before May 22 
-0.037 (-1.78) 1.102 (18.63) 0.803 Before June 5 
AVGHIS = a + b * L40HIS 
0.092 (4.31 ) 0.966 (24�84) 0.878 Year 
0.089 (4.75 ) 0.760 (13.11) 0.674 Before May 22 
0.078 (6.19 ) 0.847 (22.11) 0.855 Before June 5 
AVGHIS = a + b * L60HIS 
0.230 ( 7.91) 0.796 (13.72) 0.689 Year 
0.219 (11.53) 0.366 ( 6.07) 0.308 Before May 22 
0.181 ( 9.00) 0.555 ( 8.81) 0.483 Before June 5 
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AVGHIS = a + b * L20ISD 
0.566 (12.48) 0.067 ( 0.90) 0.010 Year 
I'lll pl.66) -0.019 (-0.34) 0.002 Before May 22 
••362 (13.51) -0.031 (-0.61) 0.005 Before June 5 
AVGHIS = a + b * L40ISD 
••561 (12.41) 0.076 ( 1.00) 0.012 Year 
-0.015 (-0.26) 0.001 Before May 22 
0.358 (13.15) -0.024 (-0.44) 0.003 Before June 5 
AVGHIS = a + b * L60ISD 
0.560 (12.84) 0.088 ( 1.17) 0.017 Year 
0.328 (11.14) -0.011 (-0.18) 0.000 Before May 22 
0.356 (12.86) -0.019 (-0.35) 0.002 Before June 5 
AVGISD = a + b * L2 0HIS 
0.553 ( 4.33) 0.013 ( 0.06) 0.000 Year 
0.590 ( 5.13) -0.431 (-1.24) 0.021 Before May 22 
0.697 ( 5.13) -0.604 (-1.58) 0.032 Before June 5 
AVGISD = a + b * L40HIS 
0.495 ( 4.89) 0.125 ( 0.68) 0.006 Year 
(>•521 ( 6.23) -0.233 (-0.92) 0.012 Before May 22 
0.605 ( 6.12) -0.378 (-1.28) 0.024 Before June 5 
AVGISD = a + b * L60HIS 
0.511 ( 5.88) 0.116 ( 0.68) 0.006 Year 
0.466 ( 8.13) -0.057 (-0.33) 0.002 Before May 22 
0.603 ( 7.32) -0.399 (-1.56) 0.033 Before June 5 
AVGISD = a + b * L20ISD 
-0.007 (-1.36) 1.031 (130.2) 0.995 Year 
-0.005 (-1.01) 1.024 (117.6) 0.995 Before May 22 
-0.018 (-2.13) 1.028 (90.12) 0.990 After May 23 
0.005 ( 0.76) 1.024 (79.59) 0.889 Before June 5 
-0-021 (-2.83) 1.031 (86.67) 0.990 After June 6 
AVGISD = a + b * L40ISD 
-0.002 (-0.23) 1.055 (63.04) 0.980 Year 
-0-007 (-0.98) 1.044 (74.56) 0.988 Before May 22 
"0.017 (-1.00) 1.040 (44.71) 0.962 After May 23 
0.003 ( 0.38) 1.039 (60.15) 0.981 Before June 5 
-0.024 (-1.30) 1.049 (40.70) 0.955 After June 6 
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AVGISD = a + b * L60ISD 
0.023 ( 1.50) 1.037 (38.44) 0.949 Year 
-0.014 (-1.28) 1.081 (47.58) 0.970 Before May 22 
0.020 ( 0.79) 0.983 (29.04) 0.914 After May 23 
-0.002 (-0.16) 1.070 (44.23) 0.966 Before June 5 
0.016 ( 0.59) 0.984 (26.74) 0.903 After June 6 
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Table G.4b 
二二iStab+lity and Contemporary Relationship of Cross-Sectional HISTSD and ISD from Half Year Performance Test 
EQUATION 
a ( T ) b( T ) R2 DATE 
HISTSDl = a + b * AVGISDl 
0.342 ( 9.58) 0.068 ( 0.96) 0.013 Apr. 4 & 6 
0.327 (11.24) 0.074 ( 1.33) 0.024 May 22 & 23 
0.437 (14.67) 0.071 ( 1.35) 0.002 June 5 & 6 
HISTSD2 = a + b *AVGISD2 
0.736 (13.22) -0.002 (-0.02) 0.000 Apr. 4 & 6 
0.790 (12.90) -0.017 (-0.20) 0.005 May 22 & 23 
0.471 (10.58) 0.058 ( 0.99) 0.012 June 5 & 6 
HISTSD2 = a + b *HISTSD1 
0.690 ( 9.38) 0.105 ( 0.55) 0.004 Apr. 4 & 6 
0.629 ( 6.88) 0.387 ( 1.56) 0.028 May 22 & 23 
0.290 ( 3.98) 0.453 ( 2.99) 0.094 June 5 & 6 
HISTSD2 = a + b *AVGISD1 
0-738 (13.05) -0.040 (-0.36) 0.002 Apr. 4 & 6 
0-740 (11.47) 0.051 ( 0.41) 0.002 May 22 & 23 
0.474 (10.62) 0.064 ( 0.82) 0.009 June 5 & 6 
AVGISD2 = a + b *HISTSD1 
0.556 ( 5.24) 0.204 ( 0.75) 0.007 Apr. 4 & 6 
0-524 ( 4.14) 0.390 ( 1.14) 0.016 May 22 & 23 
0.580 ( 3.85) 0.177 ( 0.57) 0.004 June 5 & 6 
AVGISD2 = a + b *AVGISD1 
0-057 ( 1.54) 1.269 (17.37) 0.812 Apr. 4 & 6 
0.074 ( 1.82) 1.290 (16.66) 0.796 May 22 & 23 
0.122 ( 2.54) 1.126 (13.01) 0.702 June 5 & 6 
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H- Validity of Black and Scholes Option Pricing Model in the Pricing 
of Warrant in Hong Kong 
Table H.l 
T e� t of the Validity of the Black and Scholes Formula in the Pricing of the Warrants in Hong Kong 
Regression Line s C = a + b W 
WARRANT NAME a ( T ) b ( T � R2 
ALLI OVER WAR90 0.4230 (31.03) -0.1840 (-3.89) 0.088803 
ALLI OVER WAR93 0.6970 (33.31) -0.1020 (-1.59) 0.016106 
ALLI PPT WAR90 0.6960 (24.98) 0.3790 (20.92) 0.738453 
ALLI PPT WAR93 0.8880 (20.00) 0.9997 (23.56) 0.781667 
APPLIED WAR91 0.0540 (14.44) -0.3970 (-4.03) 0 179548 
ASIA SEC WAR91 0.9229 (13.44) -0.6096 (-5.69) 0:172902 
BOND CORP WAR91 0.2770 ( 5.87) 0.8820 (11.27) 0.450358 
C & E WAR91 1.9450 ( 5.99) 0.5067 ( 5.76) 0.176428 
CATH CITY WARS9 0.0450 (-4.37) 1.4498 (50.80) 0 943344 
CATH CITY WAR94 0.1910 (6.54 ) 1.7470 (24.78) 0.798382 
CENTURY C WAR92 0.5610 (19.80) 0.5880 (20.25) 0.725666 
CHEUNG NANG WAR91 -0.0270 (-2.14) 1.4790 (12.09) 0 485422 
CHEVA INT'L WAR93 0.7900 (28.23) -2.1430 (-14.3) 0 571574 
CHI EST H WAR91 -0.0810 (-1.99) 1.4390 (30.01) 0..853196 
CHI EST H WAR93 0.3040 (3.65 ) 1.7640 (13.25) 0.531174 
CHI EST H WAR95 0.8310 (13.06) 0.5598 (11.06) 0 441219 
CHINA ENT H WAR91 0.3020 (13.43) 0.0890 ( 3.88) 0.088613 
CHINA ENT H WAR92 0.5950 (28.93) -0.6150 (20.83) 0 736737 
CHUANG'S WAR92 0.2090 (26.00) 0.3620 ( 7.16) 0.248284 
CHUANG•S WAR94 0.2930 (26.13) -0.2800 (-2.16) 0.029306 
CITY RES WAR92 0.1640 ( 3.99) -0.5830 (-1.83) 0.021149 
CP POKPHAND WAR92 0.2030 (15.31) 0.7850 (28.79) 0 842416 
CROCODILE WAR91 0.0770 ( 3.01) 1.0141 (35.40) 0.889941 
JOY M-CROC WAR9 0 0.0650 ( 6.23) 0.8690 (43.05) 0.922821 
CRUSADER WAR92 -0.0030 (-0.18) 1.1185 (30.43) 0.886391 
E&E BERMUDA WAR92 0.2700 (18.52) -0.3899 (-5.07) 0 142125 
EIE DEVWAR92 0.2650 (20.61) 0.7220 (28.81) 0!842672 
ESSENTIAL WAR91 0.2550 (14.99) 0.4195 (10.53) 0.416985 
EVERGO INT WAR90 0.8630 (18.31) 0.0674 ( 1.17) 0 008729 
EVERGO INT WAR94 0.7650 (11.97) 0.5114 (10.06) 0 . 3 94883 
F S CHINA WAR91 -0.1350 (-3.42) 0.6840 ( 7.87) 0 . 2 8 5 5 5 0 
FE CONS WAR92 0.3260 (22.41) 0.2260 ( 3.18) 0.061424 
FE H INT'L WAR91 0.0290 ( 0.89) 0.5470 ( 5.51) 0.176017 
FP SPEC WAR91 -0.2930 (-3.13) 1.1300 (31.95) 0.868197 
FURAMA WAR91 0.1680 (1.56) 1.1089 (15.90) 0.618333 
GOLD PEAK WAR91 0.5595 (22.31) -0.2590 (-4.22) 0.103152 
GR EAGLE WAR92 0.5110 ( 7,82) 0.9550 (36.25) 0.894493 
GR EAGLE WAR94 1.0880 ( 8.29) 0.9750 (10.75) 0.427306 
GRAND H WAR91 0.0680 ( 2.15) 0.9760 (21.68) 0.752040 
GUANGDONG WAR91 0.0582 ( 2.20) 0.4626 ( 7.57) 0.501220 
HANG LUNG WAR92 2.7460 (16.31) -0.9860 (-5.82) 0.179350 
HENDERSON WAR91 0.7220 ( 6.53) -0.2950 (-1.71) 0.018454 
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E K ^ o t ^ ? 0 . 0 4 3 0 (16.12) -0.0470 (-1.00) 0 . 0 0 6 3 8 6 
IV T^LL U ^ L L 1.5700 (23.14) 0.5940 (20.68) 0.733926 
二 二 1 0.3770 ( 6.61) 1.0797 (111.0) 0 . 9 8 7 5 9 5 
N ^ N ^ W ^ L ^ L L 0.0140 ( 8.05) 0.7700 (64.30) 0.963866 
HKD NEWS WAR90 0.2200 (14.63) -0.4730 (-7.73) 0.278292 
HON KEOK WAR92 0.2710 (13.16 0.5790 14.34 O 570153 
HOPEWELL WAR91 1.1310 17.98 0.312� ？义 S.LSSJSO 
HSIN CHONG WAR92 -0.0520 (-0.08) 0.3970 3.69 0.602259 
L ^ L L 0.2030 ( 8.55) 1.0380 ( 9.81) 0.386896 
0.4970 ( 7.30) 0.6224 (22.76) 0.885500 
T A H ^ ^ ^ ^ o o 0.1774 ( 2.16) 0.6170 ( 0.64) 0.003132 
JADEMAN WAR98 0.5330 (11.48) 0.2070 ( 0.81) 0.005057 
JARDINE B WAR92 6.5700( 7.35) 0.6140 ( 5.14) 0.145443 
JARDINE WAR92 2.7700( 4.56) 1.0420 (13.88) 0.554311 
L.E.T. PAC WAR92 0.1190( 6.99) 1.1090 (56.70) 0.954009 
LAI SUN DEV WAR94 0•4530(23•66) 0.8940 (36.28) 0.894657 
LAI SUN INT W89 0.2010(15.68) 0.8400 (37.98) 0.902980 
LEE KING WAR90 0.3330(15.30) 0.5225 (14.42) 0.573084 
LUKS IND WAR91 0.1140( 2.34) 1.7020 (10.63) 0.653622 
MANSION H WAR92 -0.163 (-19.1) 0.3560 (54.86) 0.951020 
MIRAMAR WAR90 0.3540( 3.66) 0.8900 (25.65) 0.809340 
MIRAMAR WAR92 1.6700(10.81) 0.8290 (15.60) 0.610894 
MIRAMAR WAR94 1.7130( 9.17) 1.0600 (17.09) 0.653225 
NATIONAL H WAR91 0.5780( 5.62) 0.3670 ( 9.48) 0.367075 
NEW WORLD WARS9 0.2330( 5.76) 1.0500 (102.8) 0.985564 
NEW WORLD WAR91 1.1697(11.77) 0.9916 (52.72) 0.947178 
O O H WAR90 0.9220( 8.96) -0.1710 (-2.91) 0.051968 
POLLY PECK WAR90 0•4810(27•70) -0.8080 (-10.6) 0.423621 
PALIBURG WARS9 -0.006 (-0.21) 1.2900 (82.39) 0 977676 
QPL INT'L WAR92 0.0420( 8.17) 0.9740 (14.59) 0.657165 
QPL INT'L WAR93 0•0925(15•40) 0.6370 (10.63) 0.421802 
REGAL INT WAR91 0.5460(29.47) -0.0850 (-0.09) 0.058630 
RIVERA WAR90 0•2110(11•44) 0.3880 ( 4.44) 0 112752 
RIVERA WAR92 0.3590(11.66) -0.0690 (-0.34) O!O00765 
ROSE KNIT WAR93 0.0250( 1.12) 2.1400 ( 9.74) 0.379534 
SEA HOLD WAR08 0.9410(28.84) 0.8930 (40.39) 0 913219 
SEA HOLD WARS9 0.1530( 5.44) 0.9780 (44.63) 0.978120 
SEAPOWER WAR95 0.5790(15.15) 0.3530 ( 5.51) 0.163705 
SEMI-TECH WAR90 0.2440(15.99) -0.2210 (-4.05) 0.095686 
SHK PPT WAR90 0.9810(11.08) 1.0230 (65.70) 0.965341 
SHK PPT WAR92 2•5740(13•95) 0.9150 (30.86) 0.860095 
SHUI ON G WAR92 0.9760( 7.12) 0.0515 ( 0.17) 0.000178 
SHPD WAR90 0.1540( 9.35) 1.1820 ( 5.82) 0.179151 
SHUN TAK WAR67 1•2960(15•18) 1.3720 (20.39) 0.728450 
SINO LAND WAR90 0.0930(23.13) -0.2830 (-9.81) 0 383118 
SINO LAND WAR91 0.0660(15.20) 0.8130 (43.42) 0!924016 
SINO REAL WARS9 0.0280(6.91 ) 0.6688 (40.11) 0 722897 
SINO REAL WAR90 0.1377(21.23) -0.6610 (-11.0) 0!438396 
SINO REAL WAR91 0.1690(17.78) 0.4850 ( 8.95) 0 340549 
STARLIGHT WAR91 0.0460( 5.84) 0.0130 ( 0.26) 0.000044 
STD-LLOYD WAR90 0.0390( 8.70) 0.6780 (23.74) 0 . 7 8 8 4 3 6 
STELUX WAR91 0.9790(15.11) -0.5220 (-4.61) 0 . 1 2 0 4 9 5 
SUPERFORD WAR91 一 0 • 2 8 5 ( - 1 6 • 5 ) 0.7140 (33.05) 0 . 8 7 6 4 0 4 
TAI SANG WAR90 0.1228( 2.17) 1.2830 (24.10) 0 . 9 0 3 5 4 1 
TAI SHING WAR91 1.3190(26.62) -0.576 (-6.10) 0 . 1 9 3 6 5 8 
THL INT'L WAR92 0.0934( 2.09) 1.6400 ( 7.67) 0 . 5 9 5 0 4 6 
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巧 -0.042 (-3.69) 1.0960 (22.17) 0.760266 
0.1370(34.54) 0.6420 (22.37) 0 . 7 6 3 4 8 9 
TSL WAR94 0•2030(35•19) 0.4750 ( 7.77) 0 280500 
TUNGTEX WAR91 -0.0300 (-10.4) 0.6060 32 4) 0 GJ^S?" 
S S f w ? . ^ ^ ' ' -�.�35。（-9.73)) 1.8840 35.38) S： 88981 
WHARF WAR90 -0.5800(-6.86) 0.9940 (48.64 0 . 9 3 8 5 0 4 
WING HUNG WAR92 -0.007 (-3.66) 1.0990 43.01 O 922686 
WONG»S WAR90 0.5660 (26.47) -0.271 -4.41 O 111702 
WORMALD WAR92 0.7150 (26.92 -1.269 16 61 2：6^0380 
YUEN SANG WAR02 0.1420 (23.32) 0.8860 6.99 0 239832 
YUEN SANG WAR90 0.0600 (22.57) -0.160 (-0.30 ) 0 . 0 5 7 3 5 1 
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Table H.2 
^est of the Validity of Black and Scholes Model in the Pricing of 
Warrant for the Two/Three Warrants Issued Stocks 
Regression of Model Price on Actual Warrant Price 
Regression Line : C = a + b W WARRANT NAME a ( T ) b ( j ) R, 
ALLI OVER WAR90 0.4230 (31.03) -0.1840 (-3.89) 0.088803 
A L U OVER WAR93 0.6970 (33.31) -0.1020 (-1.59) 0.016106 
ALLI PPT UAR90 0.6960 (24.98) 0.3790 (20.92) 0 738453 
ALLI PPT WAR93 0.8880 (20.00) 0.9997 (23.56) 0.781667 
CATH CITY WAR89 -0.0450 (-4.37) 1.4498 (50.80) 0.943344 
CATH CITY WAR94 0.1910 (6.54 ) 1.7470 (24.78) 0.798382 
CHI EST H WAR91 -0.0810 (-1.99) 1.4390 (30.01) 0.853196 
CHI EST H WAR93 0.3040 ( 3.65) 1.7640 (13.25) 0.531174 
CHI EST H WAR95 0.8310 (13.06) 0.5598 (11.06) 0.441219 
CHINA ENT H WAR91 0.3020 (13.43) 0.0890 ( 3.88) 0 088613 
CHINA ENT H WAR92 0.5950 (28.93) -0.6150 (20.83) 0.736737 
CHUANG'S WAR92 0.2090 (26.00) 0.3620 ( 7.16) 0.248284 
CHUANG丨S WAR94 0.2930 (26.13) -0.2800 (-2.16) 0.029306 
CROCODILE WAR91 0.0770 ( 3.01) 1.0141 (35.40) 0.889941 
JOY M-CROC WAR9 0.0650 ( 6.23) 0.8690 (43.05) 0.922821 
EVERGO INT WAR90 0.8630 (18.31) 0.0674 ( 1.17) 0.008729 
EVERGO INT WAR94 0.7650 (11.97) 0.5114 (10.06) 0.394883 
GR EAGLE WAR92 0.5110 ( 7.82) 0.9550 (36.25) 0.894493 
GR EAGLE WAR94 1.0880 ( 8.29) 0.9750 (10.75) 0.427306 
JADEMAN WAR94 0.1770 ( 2.16) 0.6170 ( 0.64) 0.003132 
JADEMAN WAR98 0.5830 (11.48) 0.2070 ( 0.81) 0.005057 
JARDINE B WAR92 6.5700 ( 7.35) 0.6140 ( 5.14) 0.145443 
JARDINE WAR92 2.7700 ( 4.56) 1.0420 (13.88) 0.554311 
MIRAMAR WAR90 0.3540 ( 3.66) 0.8900 (25.65) 0.809340 
MIRAMAR WAR92 1.6700 (10.81) 0.8290 (15.60) 0.610894 
MIRAMAR WAR94 1.7130 ( 9.17) 1.0600 (17.09) 0.653225 
NEW WORLD WAR89 0.2330 ( 5.76) 1.0500 (102.8) 0.985564 
NEW WORLD WAR91 1.1697 (11.77) 0.9916 (52.72) 0.947178 
QPL INT'L WAR92 0.0420 ( 8.17) 0.9740 (14.59) 0.657165 
QPL INT'L WAR93 0.0950 (15.40) 0.6370 (10.63) 0.421802 
RIVERA WAR90 0.2110 (11.44) 0.3880 ( 4.44) 0.112752 
RIVERA WAR92 0.3590 (11.66) -0.0690 (-0.34) 0.000765 
SEA HOLD WAR08 0.9410 (28.84) 0.8930 (40.39) 0.913219 
SEA HOLD WAR89 0.1530 ( 5.44) 0.9780 (44.63) 0.978120 
SHK PPT WAR90 0.9810 (11.08) 1.0230 (65.70) 0.965341 
SHK PPT WAR92 2.5740 (13.95) 0.9150 (30.86) 0.860095 
SINO LAND WAR90 0.0930 (23.13) -0.2830 (-9.81) 0.383118 
SINO LAND WAR91 0.0660 (15.20) 0.8130 (43.42) 0.924016 
SINO REAL WAR89 0.0280 (6.91 ) 0.6688 (40.11) 0.722897 
SINO REAL WAR90 0.1377 (21.23) -0.6609 (-11.0) 0.438396 
SINO REAL WAR91 0.1690 (17.78) 0.4850 ( 8.95) 0.340549 
TSL WAR92 0.1370 (34.54) 0.6420 (22.37) 0.763489 
TSL WAR94 0.2030 (35.19) 0.4750 ( 7.77) 0.280500 
YUEN SANG WAR02 0.1420 (23.32) 0.8860 ( 6.99) 0.239832 
YUEN SANG WAR90 0.0600 (22.57) -0.1606 (-3.07) 0.057351 
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Table H.3 
Test of the Validity of the Black and Scholes Formula 
Summary of the R^ obtained for all and Constituent Stocks 
No- of Warr 《％》 NO. of Warr, (%) 
(All Warrants� （Cons, stock) 
1.0 > R2 > 0.9 19 M 2 7 31.82 
0.9 > R2 > 0.8 12 10.81 3 13.64 
0.8 > R2 > 0.7 12 10.81 1 4.55 
0.7 > R2 > 0.6 7 6.31 3 13.64 
0.6 > R2 > 0.5 7 6.31 1 4.55 
0.5 > R2 > 0.4 8 7.21 1 4.55 
0.4 > R2 > 0.3 7 6.31 1 4.55 
0.3 > R2 > 0.2 6 5.41 1 4 55 
0.2 > R2 > 0.1 14 12.61 2 9:09 
0.1 > R2 > 0.0 19 17.12 2 9.09 
Total H i 100.00 22 100.00 
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LISTS OP COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A� Classical Risk Estimator 
Program A.l : HISTSDl and HISTSD2 
^HIS Program is to Compute the HISTSD over a Well-defined Period (ecNHalf Year) 
/****SECADJ STORE THE LOGARTHMIC STOCK RETURN****/ DATA SECADJ; ‘ 
MERGE SECURITY DIVIDEND； 
BY STOCK D; 





IF STOCK=LSTOCK & S>0 THEN DO； 
IF DIV>0 THEN SADJ=S+DIV； 
IF DIV<=0 THEN SADJ=S; 




OUTPUT OUT=RISKADJ STD=DI MEAN=DRE； 







Program A.2 : HISTSD (90) 
This Program is to Compute the HTSTSD Over 9 0 davs period 
/****SECADJ STORE THE LOGARTHMIC STOCK RETURN****/ DATA SECADJ; ‘ 
MERGE SECURITY DIVIDEND； 
BY STOCK D; 
LS=LAG(S); 
LSTOCK=LAG(STOCK)； 
IF STOCK=LSTOCK & S>0 THEN DO; 
IF DIV>0 THEN SADJ=S+DIV； 
IF DIV<=0 THEN SADJ=S； 


































RE3 3=LAG3 3(RE)； 
RE34=LAG34(RE)； 
RE35=LAG35(RE); 































































B. Implicit Volatility 
Program B.l : Algorithm for the Newton-Raphson Iteration Process 
巧is Program Show the Newton-Raphson iteration Algorithm for Searchig ISD “ 
/**** ALLISD STORE THE STOCK PRICE, EXERCISE PRICE, 
WARRANT PRICE AND DATE OF MATURITY DATA **** j 
DATA ALLISD; 
MERGE EQUITY OPT； 
BY WAR D; 
/****INTEREST RATE AND TIME TO MATURIYT IS DEFINED****/ 
/****ALL THE REQUIRED INPUT S, K, R, T, W IS AVAILABLE****/ 
IF D>=10500 AD D<10566 THE R=0.095； /*9.5% E.F. AUG 15,88*/ 
IF D>=10566 AD D<10636 THE R=0.1; /*10% E.F. DEC 5,88*/ 
IF D>=10636 AD D<10657 THE R=0.105； /*10.5% E.F. FEB 13 89*/ 
IF D>=10657 AD D<10671 THE R=0.11; /*11% E.F. MAR 6,89;/ 
IF D>=10671 AD D<10763 THE R=0.115； /*11.5% E.F. MAR 20,89*/ 
IF D>=10763 AD D<10783 THE R=0.11; /* 11 % E.F. JU 20,89*/ 
IF D>=10783 AD D<10811 THE R=0.105； /* 10.5% E.F. JUL 10,89*/ 
IF D>=10811 THE R=0.1; /*10% E.F. AUG 7,89*/ 





/••••WARRANT IS ADJUSTED BY THE CONVERSION RATIO****/ 
WADJ=W/CR 
/****THE INITIAL VALUE FOR I IS COMPUTED****/ 
V=ABS(X+B)*(2/T)； 
I=SQRT(V)； 
/****A AND Z ARE EXPRESSIONS TO SAVE COMPUTER TIME****/ 
A=V*T； 
Z=SQRT(V*T)； 
/••••INITIAL MODEL PRICE IS COMPUTED****/ 
C=S*PROBORM( (X+B+A/2)/Z ) - Y*PROBORM( (X+B-A/2)/Z ); 
/****THE NEWTON-RAPHSON MEHTOD BEGIN****/ 
/****MISSIG VALUE IS CHECKED****/ 
IF 
/****H IS THE DIFFERENT IN I FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE 
ITERATIONS****/ 
/•***工TERATION STOP WHEN ABSOLUTE VALUE OF H IS 
LESS THAN 0.0000001 OR WHEN I GETS TOO SMALL****/ 
THE DO UTIL (ABS(H)<0.0000001 OR 1=.); 
J=I; 
/****J SERVIED AS I(N-L) TO CHECK COVERGECE*****/ 
IF THE DO; 
/****THE NEWTON-RAPHSON ALGORITHM****/ 
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？-WADJ)"/ ( S*PROBORM( (X+B+A/2)/Z )-Y*PROBORM( (X+B-A/2)/Z 
( S / SQRT(2*P) *EXP( -( ( (X+B+A/2)/Z ) **2 )/2 ) 
*( -(X+B)/ (V*SQRT(T)) + SQRT(T)/2 ) 
-Y / SQRT(2*P) *EXP(- ( ( (X+B_A/2)/Z )•*2 )/2 ) 
)• *( -(X+B)/ (V*SQRT(T)) - SQRT(T)/2 ) 




C=S*PROBORM( (X+B+A/2)/Z ) - Y*PROBORM( (X+B-A/2)/Z )； H=I_J"] 
END； 
END； 
/****IF W IS MISSING THEN THE ISD IS MISSING****/ 
IF W=. THE D O ;工 =。 V = . ； C=•；ED; 
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Program B.2 ： Different Weighting Schemes 
^his Program Demonstrates the Six Weighting Schemes in the 
Computation of a Single ISD for a Three-Warrant Issued stock 
/****ALLISD STORES THE ISD COMPUTE FROM THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD***/ 
DATA ALLISDi; 
OPTION risk sensitivity (O) and ELASTICITY (E) IS 
IF THEN DO； 
/****0 IS THE SENSITIVITY OF OPTION TO RISK 
WHICH IS EQUAL TO S*SQRT(T)*N'(DL)****/ 
0= S*SQRT(T) / SQRT(2*P) *EXP( _( ( (X+B+A/2)/Z ) **2 )/2); 
SQO = 0**2； 
/****E IS THE ELASTICITY OF OPTION TO 
VOLITILITY WHICH IS EQUAL TO E=0*I/C****/ 
E = 0*(I/C); 
SQE =E**2； 
END； 
/**** THE ABOVE COMPUTATION IS DO OVER EACH OF 
THE THREE WARRANTS AND FORM THREE DATA SETS 
ALLISDL ALLISD2 AND ALLISD3 ****/ 
DATA FINALISD; 
MERGE ALLISDl ALLISD2 ALLISD3; 
BY STOCK D; 
/ * * * * A M I S D CHOOSE THE MOST RISK s e n s i t i v i t y WARRANT'S I S D * * * * / 
/••••SENSITIVITY USED AS WEIGHT AMISD=OMISD****/ 
IF 01>=02 AND 01>=03 THEN 0MISD=ISD1; 
IF 02>=01 AND 02>=03 THEN 0MISD=ISD2; 
IF 03>=01 AND 03>=02 THEN 0MISD=ISD3; 
/••••ELASTICITY USED AS WEIGHT AMISD=EMISD****/ 
IF E1>=E2 AND E1>=E3 THEN EMISD=ISD1; 
IF E2>=E1 AND E2>=E3 THEN EMISD=ISD2； 
IF E3>=E2 AND E3>=E1 THEN EMISD=ISD3; 
/••••DOWNWARD BIASED WEIGHTING SCHEME****/ 
/••••SENSITIVITY USED AS WEIGHT WISD****/ 
IF ISD1>=0 AND ISD2>=0 AND ISD3>=0 THEN 
WISD = SQRT(IV1*SQ01+IV2*SQ02+IV3*SQ03) / (01+02+03); 
IF ISD1>=0 AND ISD2>=0 AND ISD3<0 THEN 
WISD = SQRT(IV1*SQ01 + IV2*SQ02) / (01+02); 
IF ISD2>=0 AND ISD3>=0 AND ISDKO THEN 
WISD = SQRT(IV2*SQ02 + IV3*SQ03) / (02+03); 
IF ISD1>=0 AND ISD3>=0 AND ISD2<0 THEN 
WISD = SQRT(IV1*SQ01 + IV3*SQ03) / (01+03); 
IF ISD1>=0 AND ISD2<0 AND ISD3<0 THEN WISD=ISD1; 
IF ISD2>=0 AND ISDKO AND ISD3<0 THEN WISD=ISD2; 
IF ISD3>=0 AND ISDKO AND ISD2<0 THEN WISD=ISD3; 
/•••••ELASTICITY USED AS WEIGHT EISD****/ 
IF ISD1>=0 AND ISD2>=0 AND ISD3>=0 THEN 
EISD = SQRT(IV1*SQE1 + IV2*SQE2 + IV3*SQE3 ) /(E1+E2+E3); 
IF ISD1>=0 AND ISD2>=0 AND ISD3<0 THEN 
EISD = SQRT(工V1*SQE1 + IV2*SQE2) / (E1+E2); 
IF ISD2>=0 AND ISD3>=0 AND ISDKO THEN 
EISD = SQRT(IV2*SQE2 + IV3*SQE3) / (E2+E3); 
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IF ISD1>=0 ANO IS03>=0 ANO IS02<0 THEN 
EISO = SQRT(IV1*SQE1 + IV3*SQE3) / (E1+E3)i 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS02<0 ANO IS03<0 THEN EISO=IS01i 
IF IS02>=0 ANO IS01<0 ANO IS03<0 THEN EISO=IS02i 
IF IS03>=0 ANO IS01<0 ANO IS02<0 THEN EISO=IS03i 
!****UNBIASEO WEIGHTING SCHEME****! 
/****SENSITIVITY USEO AS WIEGHT UWISO****/ 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS02>=0 ANO IS03>=0 THEN 
UWISO = (Ol*IS01 + 02*IS02 + 03*IS03) / (Ol+02+03)i 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS02>=0 ANO IS03<0 THEN 
UWISO =(Ol*IS01 + 02*IS02) / (Ol+02)i 
IF IS02>=0 ANO IS03>=0 ANO IS01<0 THEN 
UWISO =(02*IS02 + 03*IS03) / (02+03)i 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS03>=0 ANO IS02<0 THEN 
UWISO = (Ol*IS01 + 03*IS03) / (01+03); 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS02<0 ANO IS03<0 THEN UWISO=IS01i 
IF IS02>=0 ANO IS01<0 ANO IS03<0 THEN UWISO=IS02i 
IF IS03>=0 ANO IS01<0 ANO IS02<0 THEN UWISO=IS03i 
/****ELASTICITY USEO AS WEIGHT UEISO****/ 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS02>=0 ANO IS03>=0 THEN 
UEISO = (E1*IS01 + E2*IS02 + E3*IS03) /(E1+E2+E3)i 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS02>=0 ANO IS03<0 THEN 
UEISO = (E1*IS01 + E2*IS02) / (E1+E2)i 
IF IS02>=0 ANO IS03>=0 ANO IS01<0 THEN 
UEISO = (E2*IS02 + E3*IS03) / (E2+E3)i 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS03>=0 ANO IS02<0 THEN 
UEISO = (E1*IS01 + E3*IS03) / (E1+E3)i 
IF IS01>=0 ANO IS02<0 ANO IS03<0 THEN UEISO=IS01i 
IF IS02>=0 ANO IS01<0 ANO IS03<0 THEN UEISO=IS02i 
IF IS03>=0 ANO IS01<0 ANO IS02<0 THEN UEISO=IS03i 
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Program B.3 ： Comparison of AISD and LISD 
^his Program is to Test whether AISD is significantly Different From LISD at the 5% level (t-value>=i.96) 
/**** AISD COMPUTE THE 5-DAY ARITHMETIC AVERAGE (AISD) 
AND STANDARD DEVATION (SDAISD) OF ISD OVER ALL THE 










BY STOCK D; 
/****ALLISD STORE THE ISD FOR ALL TRADING DAYS****/ 
/****DATA SET FOR AISD AND LISD AS MERGED****/ 
/••••T-VALUE FOR THE DIFFERENT BETWEEN AISD AND LISD IS 
COMPUTED****/ 
/****THE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT PAIRS ARE SINGLE OUT BY PD 
AND ND***/ 
DATA CONTRAST； 
MERGE ALLISD(FIRST0BS=6) AISD(FIRST0BS=6); 
BY STOCK D； 
TISD=(AISD - ISD)/SDAISD; PDIF = (AISD - ISD)/AISD; 
RENAME ISD=LISD; 
IF TISD>0 AND TISD>1.96 THEN PD=TISD; 
IF TISD<0 AND TISD<-1.96 THEN ND=TISD； 
IF TISD>0 AND TISD<1.96 THEN PS=TISD； 
IF TISD<0 AND TISD>-1.96 THEN NS=TISD； 
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C. significant Tests for Structural change in Risk 
Program C.1 : HISTSD 
Thi，Program is to Test the Change in Historical Risk between Two Sections of a Year 
DATA SECADJ; 
MERGE SECURITY DIVIDEND； 
BY STOCK D; 
/**** COMPUTATION OF THE FIRST HALF 
YEAR DAILY RISK FOR EACH STOCK ****/ 
/**** FIRST HALF OF THE YEAR DEFINED AS PERIOD 
BETWEEN SEP. 30,88 (10500) TO MAY 23,89 (10735) ****/ DATA SECADJ1； ' v v / 
SET SECADJ; 
IF D>10500 AND D<=10735； 
PROC SORT； 





IF STOCK=LSTOCK & S>0 THEN DO; 
IF DIV>0 THEN SADJ=S+DIV; 
IF DIV<=0 THEN SADJ=S; 




OUTPUT 0UT=RISKADJ1 STD=DI1 MEAN=DRE1； 
/**** TRANSFORMATION OF THE DAILY RISK 





PROC SORT； BY STOCK； 
/**** CROSS-SECTIONAL MEAN OF HISTORICAL 
RISK OF THE FIRST HALF OF THE YEAR 
ACROSS ALL STOCKS ARE COMPUTED ****/ 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR II REl； 
OUTPUT 0UT=TESTADJ1 
MEAN=MI1 MREl STD=SDI1 SDREl VAR=VARI1 VARREl N=NI1 NREl• 
/**** COMPUTATION OF THE SECOND ‘ 
YEAR DAILY RISK FOR EACH STOCK ****/ 
/**** SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR DEFINED AS PERIOD 
BETWEEN MAY 24,89 (10735) TO OCT. 2,89 (10867) ****/ 
DATA SECADJ2; 
SET SECADJ； 
IF D>10773 AND D<=10867； 
PROC SORT； 






IF STOCK=LSTOCK & S>0 THEN DO; 
IF DIV>0 THEN SADJ=S+DIV; 
IF DIV<=0 THEN SADJ=S; 
DRE=LOG(SADJ/LS)； END； ELSE DRE=.; 
PROC MEANS NOPRINT; 
VAR DRE; 
BY STOCK； 
OUTPUT 0UT=RISKADJ2 MEAN=DRE2 STD=DI2; 
/**** TRANSFORMATION OF THE DAILY RISK AND 





PROC SORT； BY STOCK; 
/**** CROSS-SECTIONAL MEAN OF HISTORICAL 
RISK OF THE SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR 
ACROSS ALL STOCKS ARE COMPUTED ****/ 
PROC MEANS NOPRINT; 
VAR 12 RE2； 
OUTPUT 0UT=TESTADJ2 
MEAN=MI2 MRE2 STD=SDI2 SDRE2 VAR=VARI2 VARRE2 N=NI2 NRE2； 
/****T-TEST OF THE STRUCTURAL CHANGE IS CARRIED OUT****/ 
DATA TESTADJ; 
SET TESTADJL; SET TESTADJ2; 
/**** TEST OF NULL HYPOTHESIS THAT MA=MB ****/ 
/**** FORMULA FOR THE T-TEST IS GIVEN AS： 
T = (MA-MB-0) / (SQRT((NA-1)VARA+(NB-1)VARB) / 
(NA+NB-2))SQRT(1/NA+1/NB)) ****/ 
TI=(MI1-MI2) / 
(SQRT( ((NI1-1)*VARI1 + (NI2-1)*VARI2) / (NI1+NI2-2) ) * 
SQRT( L/NIL + 1/NI2 ))； 
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Program C.2 ： CISD and CAISD 
�roqf，in is to Test the Structural change in CISD and PAT.gn over All the Trading Days 
/ * * * * * A L L I S D STORE THE ISD OF ALL STOCK**** / 
DATA ALLISD ; ‘ 
SET FINISDA FINISDB FINISDC; 
/ * * * * CISD COMPUTE THE CROSS-SECTIONAL 
AVERAGE OF ISD OF EACH TRADING DAY * * * * / 
DATA DALLISD; ‘ 
SET ALLISD ; 
PROC SORT； 
BY D ; 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR I SD； BY D ; 
OUTPUT OUT=CISD MEAN=MCISD N=NCISD VAR=VCISD-
PROC SORT DATA=CISD; BY D ; ‘ 
/ * * * * T-TEST OF structural CHANGE OF ISD 
FOR THE TWO ISD COMPUTED AT 
3 0-TRADING-DAY DIFFERENT * • * * / 
DATA TESTC； • 
SET CISD ; 
MCISD1=LAG3 0 (MCISD )； 
NCISD1=LAG30…CISDJ； 




/ * * * * TEST OF NULL HYPOTHESIS THAT MA=MB * * * * / 
/ * * * * T-VALUE FORMULA: 
T = (MA-MB-0) / (SQRT((NA-1)VARA+(NB-1)VARB)/ 
(NA+NB-2) )SQRT(1/NA4-1/NB) ) ****/ 
TCISD = (MCISD1-MCISD2) / 
(SQRT( ( (NCISDl-1) *VCISD1+(NCISD2-1) *VCISD2) / (NCISDl+NCISD2-2)) 
* SQRT( 1 /NCISDl + 1/NCISD2 ) ) ; ” 
/ * * * * AISD FOR EACH STOCK IS COMPUTED * * * * / 
DATA SALLISD； 
SET ALLISD ; 
PROC SORT； BY STOCK D； 
DATA MEANISDl; 
SET SALLISD; 
I SD1=LAG1 ( ISD ) ; 
I SD2=LAG2 ( ISD )； 
I SD3=LAG3 ( ISD ) ; 
I SD4=LAG4 ( ISD )； 






IF STOCK^LSTOCKl THEN DO； I SD1= •； ISD2= . ; I SD3= •； ISD4= • 
I S D 5 = .； END； 
IF S T O C K � L S T 0 C K 2 THEN DO； I SD2= •； I SD3= •； I S D 4 = . ;工 S D 5 = •； END• 
IF S T O C K � L S T 0 C K 3 THEN DO； I S D 3 = .； I S D 4 = .； I S D 5 = •； END； 
IF S T O C K � L S T 0 C K 4 THEN DO； I S D 4 = . ; I S D 5 = .； END; 
IF S T O C K � L S T 0 C K 5 THEN DO； I S D 5 = .； END; 
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IF ST0CK=LST0CK1 THEN DO; 
AISD=MEAN(OF ISD1_ISD5); END; 
IF ST0CK-=LST0CK1 THEN AISD=•； 
PROC SORT; BY D; 
/**** CAISD COMPUTE THE CROSS SECTIONAL 
AVERAGE OF AISD OVER ALL STOCKS ****/ PROC MEANS； ‘ 
VAR AISD; BY D； 
OUTPUT OUT=CAISD MEAN=MACISD VAR=VACISD N=NACISD-
PROC SORT DATA=ACISD; BY D; , 
/**** T-TEST OF STRUCTURAL CHANGE OF AISD 
FOR THE TWO AISD COMPUTED AT 
3 0-TRADING-DAY DIFFERENT ****/ 
DATA TESTAC; 
SET ACISD; 
MACISDL = LAG3 0(MACISD) 
VACISDL = LAG3 0(VACISD)； 
NACISDL = LAG3 0(NACISD); 
MACISD2 = MACISD; 
VACISD2 = VACISD； 
NACISD2 = NACISD; 
/****TEST OF NULL HYPOTHESIS THAT MA=MB*****/ 
/**** FORMULA FOR T-VALUE 
T = (MA-MB-0) / (SQRT((NA-1)VARA+(NB-1)VARB) / 
(NA+NB-2))SQRT(1/NA+1/NB)) 
ifc ^ fc ifc j 
TACISD=(MACISD1-MACISD2) / 
(SQRT ( ( (NACISDL-L) *VACISD1+(NACISD2-1) *VACISD2) / (NACISDL+NACIS 
D2-2)) * SQRT( 1/NACISDL + 1/NACISD2 )); 
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Program C.3 ： AVGCISD 
This Program is to Test the structural Change in Average TSN Compute over a Period 叫 ^^^ 
/****ALLISD STORE ISD FOR DIFFERENT STOCKS****/ DATA ALLISD; ‘ 
SET FINISDA FINISDB FINISDC; 
PROC SORT； BY D; 
/****CROSS-SECTIONAL ISD IS COMPUTED IN CISD****/ PROC MEANS； ‘ 
VAR ISD; BY D; 
OUTPUT OUT=CISD MEAN=MCISD N=NCISD VAR=VCISD• 
PROC SORT DATA=CISD; BY D; ‘ 
/••••AVERAGE CISD COMPUTE BEFORE MAY 22(10734)****/ 
DATA CISDAVGL; * ‘ 
SET CISD； 
IF D < 10734； 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR MCISD; 
OUTPUT 0UT=AVGCISD1 MEAN=MAGCISD1 VAR=VAGCISD1 N=NAGCISD1• 
/••••AVERAGE CISD COMPUTE BEFORE MAY 22(10734)****/ ‘ 
DATA CISDAVG2； ’ 
SET CISD; 
IF D >= 10734; 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR MCISD; 
OUTPUT 0UT=AVGCISD2 MEAN=MAGCISD2 VAR=VAGCISD2 N=NAGCISD2• 
/****T-TEST ON STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN AVERAGE CISD****/' 
DATA TESTAVGA; 
SET AVGCISDL; SET AVGCISD2； 
/**** TEST OF NULL HYPOTHESIS THAT MA=MB ****/ 
/**** FORMULA FOR T-VALUE： 
T = (MA-MB-0) / (SQRT((NA-1)VARA+(NB-1)VARB) / 
(NA+NB-2))SQRT(1/NA+1/NB)) 
^fe ifc ife ^ fc j 
TAGCISD = (MAGCISD1-MAGCISD2) / (SQRT(( 
(NAGCISDL-1) *VAGCISD1 +(NAGCISD2 -1) *VAGCISD2) / 
(NAGCISDl+NAGCISD2-2) ) * 
SQRT( L/NAGCISDL + 1/NAGCISD2 )); 
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D, Stability Test 
Program D 
This Program is to Test the Stability of ISD 
DATA ALLISD; 
SET FINISDA FINISDB FINISDC; 
/**** CISD COMPUTE THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AVERAGE 
OF ISD OVER EACH TRADING DAY ****/ 




PROC MEANS DATA=DALLISD; 
VAR ISD; BY D; 
OUTPUT OUT=CISD MEAN=MCISD N=NCISD VAR=VCISD; 
PROC SORT DATA=CISD; BY D; 
DATA ALLCISD; 
SET CISD CISD CISD； 
IF D=. THEN DELETE； 
PROC SORT; BY D; 
/****THE CORSS SECTIONAL ISD AND INDIVIDUAL 
ISD MERGED TOGETHER FOR COMPARSION****/ 
DATA STABLE； 
MERGE ALLCISD FINISDC; 
BY D; 
PROC SORT; BY STOCK; 
/****ISD IS REGRESSED ON CISD TO TEST THE STABILITY****/ PROC GLM； ‘ 
MODEL ISD=MCISD7 
BY STOCK； 
TITLE 'THE STABILITY AND CORRELATION OF ISDS AND CISD ‘; 
/••••SCATTER PLOT OF ISD AGAINST CISD IS PRESENTED****/ PROC PLOT; ‘ 
PLOT ISD*MCISD7 
BY STOCK； 
TITLE 'THE STABILITY AND CORRELATION OF ISDS AND CISD ‘; 
/**** THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF ISD OF INDIVIDUAL 
STOCK OVER THE TRADING DAYS ARE COMPUTED FOR 




OUTPUT OUT=CHANGE VAR=VARISD STD=STDISD； 
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E. Predictability Tests 
Program E.1 : Performance Test 
This is the Half Year Performance Test Program This Program is used for; 
Weighting Scheme Selections and Predictability Comparison 
DATA SECADJ; 
MERGE SECURITY DIVIDEND； 





IF STOCK=LSTOCK & S>0 THEN DO； 
IF DIV>0 THEN SADJ=S+DIV; 
IF DIV<=0 THEN SADJ=S; 
RE=LOG(SADJ/LS)； END; ELSE RE=•； 
/•••••COMPUTATION OF THE FIRST HALF YEAR DAILY RISK****/ 
/****THE DIVISION IS BEFORE APRIL 4(10686)****/ 
DATA RELATE1; 
SET RELATIVE; 
IF D < 10686; 






OUTPUT 0UT=TEMP1 STD=DI1; 




PROC SORT； BY STOCK D; 
"••••COMPUTATION OF THE SECOND HALF YEAR DAILY RISK****/ 
/****THE DIVISION IS AFTER APRIL 6(10688)****/ 
DATA RELATE2； 
SET RELATIVE； 
IF D > 10688； 






OUTPUT 0UT=TEMP2 STD=DI2; 




PROC SORT； BY STOCK D; 
DATA ALLISD； 
SET FINISDA FINISDB FINISDC,. 
/••••COMPUTATION OF AVERAGE ISD FOR THE FRIST HALF OF THE 
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YEAR****/ 
/****THE DIVISION IS BEFORE APRIL 4(10686)****/ DATA ALLISDL; , ‘ 
SET ALLISD; 
IF D < 10686; 




OUTPUT 0UT=ISD1 MEAN=AVGISD1; 
PROC SORT； BY STOCK； 
/••••COMPUTATION OF AVERAGE ISD FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR****/ 
/****THE DIVISION IS BEFORE APRIL 6(10688)****/ 
DATA ALLISD2； ‘ 
SET ALLISD; 
IF D > 10688; 




OUTPUT 0UT=ISD2 MEAN=AVGISD2； 
PROC SORT; BY STOCK; 
DATA PREDICT; 
MERGE HISTORYL HIST0RY2 ISDL ISD2; 
BY STOCK； 
/**** THE RELATIONSHIP OF AVERAGE ISD AND HISTSD 
OF THE FIRST AND SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR IS 
PRESENTED IN THE CORRELATION MATRIC IS PRESENTED ****/ 
PROC CORR; 
VAR HISTSDl HISTSD2 AVGISDL AVGISD2 
TITLE 'THE CROSS SECTIONALLY AVG. ISD AND HISTSD RELATIONSHIP書• 
TITLE3 'THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 •； ‘ 
/**** THE PREDICTABILITY AND THE CONTEMPORARY 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AVERAGE ISD AND HISTSD 
OF THE FIRST AND SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR IS 
TESTED BY THE SIMPLE REGRESSION ****/ 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT; 
MODEL HISTSD1=AVGISD1; 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND ISD OF THE SAME 
PERIOD I； 
TITLE3 'THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 •； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL HISTSD2=AVGISD2； 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND ISD OF THE SAME 
PERIOD•； 
TITLE3 'THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 •； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL HISTSD2=HISTSD1； 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD OF THE DIFF PERIOD•； 
TITLE2 •FIRST HALF YEAR HISTSD PREDICT THE SEOCND HALF 'YEAR 
HISTSD'； 
TITLES 'THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 •； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT; 
MODEL HISTSD2=AVGISD1; 
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TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND ISD OF THE DIFF PERIOD‘； 
TITLE2 •FIRST HALF YEAR ISD PREDICT THE SEOCND HALF YEAR HISTSD•• 
TITLE3 'THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGISD2=HISTSD1; 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND ISD OF THE DIFF PERIOD‘； 
TITLE2 •FIRST HALF YEAR HISTSD PREDICT THE SEOCND HALF YEAR ISD 
TITLE3 'THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 •: 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT; 
MODEL AVGISD2=AVGISD1; 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISDSD OF THE DIFF PERIOD'• 
TITLE2 •FIRST HALF YEAR ISD PREDICT THE SEOCND HALF YEAR ISD‘• 
TITLE3 'THE DIVISION DATES ARE APRIL 4 AND APRIL 6 •； ‘ 
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Program E.2 ： Half Year Performance Test 
This is the Performance Test Program 
This Program is used For 2 
Weighting Scheme Selection and the Predictability Comparison 
/****ALLISD STORE ISD OF ALL STOCKS****/ DATA ALLISD; 
SET FINISDA FINISDB FINISDC; 
PROC SORT； BY STOCK D； 
/****AVERAGE ISD OF EACH STOCK IS COMPUTED****/ PROC MEANS； ‘ 
VAR ISD; 
BY STOCK; 
OUTPUT OUT=ISD MEAN=AVGISD; 
PROC SORT; BY STOCK; 
/**** AVERAGE ISD OF EACH STOCK WITH THE LAST 20,40 
OR 60 TRADING DAYS' ISD EXCLUDED FOR 
LAG20ISD, LAG40ISD AND LAG60ISD ****/ 
DATA L20ISD; ‘ 
SET ALLISD; 
L2 0ISD=LAG2 0(ISD); 
L2 0STOCK=LAG2 0(STOCK); 
IF STOCK=L2 0STOCK THEN IL20ISD=L20ISD； 
IF STOCK"=L2 0STOCK THEN IL20ISD=•; 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR IL20ISD; BY STOCK； 
OUTPUT OUT=LAG20ISD MEAN=L20ISD； 





IF STOCK=L40STOCK THEN IL40ISD=L40ISD; 
IF STOCK"=L40STOCK THEN IL40ISD=.; 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR IL40ISD; BY STOCK； 
OUTPUT OUT=LAG4 0ISD MEAN=L4 0ISD； 





IF STOCK=L60STOCK THEN IL60ISD=L60ISD,-
IF STOCK"=L60STOCK THEN IL60ISD=.; 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR IL60ISD； BY STOCK; 
OUTPUT OUT=LAG60ISD MEAN=L60ISD； 
PROC SORT； BY STOCK； 
/••••COMPUTATION OF THE 90-DAY HISTSD FOR EACH STOCK****/ 
DATA SECADJ; 
MERGE SECURITY DIVIDEND; 





IF STOCK=LSTOCK & S>0 THEN DO; 
IF DIV>0 THEN SADJ=S+DIV； 
IF DIV<=0 THEN SADJ=S; 
IF L90STOCK=STOCK THEN RE=LOG(SADJ/LS)； 
END； ' " 
IF LSTOCK�STOCK THEN RE=•； 






























































































IF L90STOCK�STOCK THEN DO； 
RE1=•； RE2=•； RE3=.； RE4=•； RE5=.； RE6=•； RE7=.； RE8=.； RE9=.• 
RE10=.； ‘ 
R E 1 1 = . ； R E 1 2 = . ； R E 1 3 = . ； R E 1 4 = . ； R E 1 5 = . ； R E 1 6 = . � 
RE17=. ；RE18=. ；RE19=. ；RE2 0=.; 
R E 2 1 = . ； R E 2 2 = . ； R E 2 3 = . ； R E 2 4 = . ； R E 2 5 = . ； R E 2 6 = . � 
RE27=.；RE28=.；RE29=.；RE3 0=.; 
R E 3 1 = . ； R E 3 2 = . ； R E 3 3 = . ； R E 3 4 = . ； R E 3 5 = . ； R E 3 6 = . ; 
RE37=.；RE38=.；RE39=.；RE40=.; 
R E 4 1 = . ； R E 4 2 = . ； R E 4 3 = . ； R E 4 4 = . ； R E 4 5 = . ； R E 4 6 = . ; 
RE47=.；RE48=.；RE49=.；RE50=.； 
R E 5 1 = . ； R E 5 2 = . ； R E 5 3 = . ； R E 5 4 = . ； R E 5 5 = . ； R E 5 6 = . ; 
RE57=.；RE58=.；RE59=.；RE60=.; 
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F ； R E 6 2 = . ； R E 6 3 = , ； R E 6 4 = . ； R E 6 5 = . ； R E 6 6 =.； RE67=.;RE68=�RE69=•；RE70=”� 
- ； R E 7 3 = � ； R E 7 4 = . ； R E 7 5 = . ； R E 7 6 = . ; RE77=.；RE78=.；RE79=.；RE80=.； 















OUTPUT OUT=HISTORY MEAN=AVGHIST,. 
PROC SORT; BY STOCK; 
/**** AVERAGE HISTSD(90) OF EACH STOCK WITH THE LAST 20 40 
OR 60 TRADING DAYS HISTSD(90) EXCLUDED FOR 
LAG20ISD, LAG40ISD AND LAG60ISD 
* * * * j 
DATA L20HIS; 
SET MAHIST； 
L2 0HIS=LAG2 0(I)； 
L2 OSTOCK=LAG(STOCK); 
IF STOCK=L20STOCK THEN IL2 0HIS=L2 0HIS; 
IF STOCK"=L2 0STOCK THEN IL2 0HIS=.； 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR IL2 0HIS7 BY STOCK; 
OUTPUT OUT=LAG2 0HIS MEAN=L20HIS； 





IF STOCK=L4 0STOCK THEN IL40HIS=L40HIS; 
IF STOCK"=L4 0STOCK THEN IL4 0HIS=.； 
PROC MEANS; 
VAR IL40HIS; BY STOCK； 
OUTPUT OUT=LAG4 0HIS MEAN=L40HIS; 





IF STOCK=L60STOCK THEN IL60HIS=L60HIS; 
IF STOCK"=L60STOCK THEN IL60HIS=.; 
PROC MEANS； 
VAR IL60HIS； BY STOCK； 
OUTPUT OUT=LAG60HIS MEAN=L60HIS; 
PROC SORT； BY STOCK; 
DATA PREDICT; 
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^^^^L^^STORY ISD LAG20ISD LAG40ISD LAG60ISD LAG2 0HIS LAG4 0HIS LIAGOOHIS / 
BY STOCK； 
/**** THE RELATION BETWEEN AVERAGE ISD AND 
HISTSD(90) COMPUTED AT DIFFERENT PERIODS 
IS PRESENTED IN THE CORRELATION MATRIX ****/ PROC CORK; ‘ 
VAR AVGISD L20ISD L40ISD L60ISD AVGHIST L2 0HIS L40HIS L60HIS� 
TITLE 'THE CROSS SECTIONALLY AVG. ISD AND HISTSD RELATIONSHIP‘• 
/**** THE PREDICTABILITY AND CONTEMPORARY RELATION ‘ 
OF AVERAGE ISD AND HISTSD(90) COMPUTED 
AT DIFFERENT PERIODS IS TESTED BY SIMPLE REGRESSION 
* * * * / 
ROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGHIST=AVGISD; 
TITLE •THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND ISD•； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGHIST=L2 0ISD; 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND LAG2 0 ISD»-
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGHIST=L2OHIS； 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND LAG2 0 HISTSD'-
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； ‘ 
MODEL AVGHIST=L4 0ISD; 
TITLE »THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND LAG40 ISD書。 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT; 
MODEL AVGHIST=L4OHIS,. 
TITLE •THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND LAG40 HIS•； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT; 
MODEL AVGHIST=L60ISD； 
TITLE »THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND LAG60 ISD 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT; 
MODEL AVGHIST=L60HIS; 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTSD AND LAG60 HISTSD•； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGISD=L2 0ISD7 
TITLE »THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISD AND LAG2 0 ISD'; 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGISD=L2 0HIS； 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISD AND LAG2 0 HISTSD'; 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGISD=L40ISD; 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISD AND LAG4 0 ISD•； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGISD=L4 0HIS; 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISD AND LAG40 HIS•； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT； 
MODEL AVGISD=L60ISD； 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISD AND LAG60 ISD•； 
PROC GLM DATA=PREDICT7 
MODEL AVGISD=L60HIS； 
TITLE 'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISD AND LAG60 HISTSD•； 
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F. Validity of the Black and Scholes Model 
Program F 
This Program is to Compare the Model and Actual Warrant Price 
/****THE 90-DAY HISTSD IS USED TO COMPUTE BS-MODEL PRICE*****/ 
DATA MODEL； 
MERGE OTHERS MAHIST(FIRST0BS=92) 
BY STOCK； 
IF D>=10500 AND D<10566 THEN R=0.095； /*9.5% E.F. AUG 15,88*/ 
IF D>=10566 AND D<10636 THEN R=0.1； /*10% E.F. DEC 5 88*/ 
IF D>=10636 AND D<10657 THEN R=0.105; /*10.5% E.F. FEB 13 89*/ 
IF D>=10657 AND D<10671 THEN R=0.11; /*11% E.F. MAR 6,89*/ 
IF D>=10671 AND D<10763 THEN R=0.115； /*11.5% E.F. MAR 20,89*/ 
IF D>=10763 AND D<10783 THEN R=0.11; /* 11 % E.F. JUN 20,89*/ 
IF D>=10783 AND D<10811 THEN R=0.105； /* 10.5% E.F. JUL 10 89*/ 
IF D>=10811 THEN R=0.1； /*10% E.F. AUG 7,89*/ 
T=(MD-D)/365; 
/****S R T K I REQUIRED BY BS MODEL ARE INPUT****/ 






/****THE MODEL PRICE COMPUTED DENOTE ONE 
SHARE CAN BE EXHANGED WITH THE RIGHT****/ 
CADJ=S*PROBNORM( (X+B+A/2)/Z ) - Y*PROBNORMF 
(X+B-A/2)/Z )； 
/****THE MODEL AND ACTUAL WARRANT PRICE IS COMPARED****/ 
DATA COMPARE； 
MERGE MODEL OPT(FIRSTOBS=92)； 
BY WAR D； 
/••••NOMINAL WARRANT PRICE IS ADJUSTED BY THE CONVERSION 
RATIO TO ARRIVE AT AN EQUAL BASIS FOR COMPARSION****/ 
CR=KO/K； 
WADJ=W/CR； 
/****THE MODEL PRICE IS REGRESSED ON ACTUAL PRICE****/ 
PROC GLM； 
MODEL CADJ=WADJ； 
BY WAR STOCK； 
TITLE 'THE REGRESSION OF CADJ(DEPENDENT) ON WADJ(INDEPENDENT) »; 
/****THE RELATIONS BETWEEN C AND W IS DEPICT IN THE SCATTER 
PLOT****/ 
PROC PLOT； 
PLOT C A D J * W A D J = ; 
BY WAR STOCK； 
TITLE 'THE PLOT GRAPH OF CAD J (DEPENDENT) ON WAD J (INDEPENDENT)‘; 
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APPENDIX 
A, Glossary of Notations 
S Stock Price 
X Exercise Price 
/X Instantaneous Expected Rate of Return on stock 
cr2 Instantaneous Variance of Stock Return 
a Instantaneous Standard Deviation of stock Return 
t Current Date 
T Expiration Date 
T Time to maturity (T-t) 
ti ith Exdividend Date 
ri Time to the ti Exdividend Date (ti-t) 
R Riskfree Rate of Interest 
B Price of Default Free Bond with Face Value of $1 
C Price of American Call Option 
c Price of European Call Option 
P Price of American Put Option 
p Price of European Put Option 
W Market Premium of Option 
e Standard Normal Random Variable 
N(e) Cumulative Standard Normal Distribution Evaluated at e 
N,(e)Standard Normal Density Function Evaluated at e 
dZ Standard Wiener Process 
D Dividend Payment 
d Dividend Yield 
H Value of the Riskless Hedge 
Ng Number of Share Buy (Sell) in the Riskless Portfolio 
Nc Number of Option Sell (Buy) in the Riskless Portfolio 
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r Logarithmic Stock Return 
B(•) Black and Scholes Formula 
ISD Implied Standard Deviation 
HISTSD Historical Risk Estimation 
FUTSD Future Risk Estimation 
WISD Weighted Average of Implied Standard Deviation 
AMISD At the Money Option Implied Standard Deviation 
BISD Beckers‘s Minimize Loss Implied Standard Deviation 
FSBD Fischer Black's Fee-for-service Risk Estimator 
AISD Arithmetic Time Series Average of the Implied Standard 
Deviation 
LISD Last Trading day's Implied Standard Deviation 
AVGHISTSD Cross-sectional Average of the Historical Risk 
Estimator 
AVGISD Cross-sectional Average of the Implied Standard 
Deviation 
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B. Others Risk Estimation 
Theoretical Background 
Fisher Black's Option Pricing Service provides a fee-for-
service volatility estimate. The estimator combines the 
following information in a sensible manner. 
- the historical price movement 
- t h e relationship between actual option premium and the 
Black and Scholes model price 
- t h e general observation over the cross sectional and time 
series changes in volatility 
Fischer Black [1976] summarizes the general volatility 
movement as follows: 
a. Volatilities of different stocks tend to move in the same 
direction. Certain common factors, say, the economic 
growth rate, interest rate and inflation rate, will affect 
the stock market as a whole. The change in systematic risk 
will lead to change in total risk for all the stocks. 
b. Volatility tend to move towards its mean value. The 
underlying risk structure may not alter very much within a 
short interval of time. Market may over-react to certain 
information. With the passage of time, re-adjustments will 
be made to reflect the actual riskiness of the stocks. 
c. Volatility bears an inverse relationship with stock value. 
Variance will rise for stocks which have a recent price 
fall. Intuitively, the fall in share value will lower the 
firm value and raise the leverage ratio given the amount of 
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debt issued is fixed. So the risk of default is lowered 
and variability in the rate of return for stock holders 
will increase. The reverse is true for any soar in the 
share value. 
d. The Black and Scholes Model prices may contain valuable 
market information. The model provides the market‘s exante 
risk estimation for option valuations. The option premium 
will reveal the 'market wisdom• and may not be so readily 
observed as other historical data. Black's volatility 
estimate utilizes these premiums to adjust for the initial 
risk estimation. 
The provisional volatility estimate � “ n ) for options with 
maturity date that is n months in the future is given as follows; 
6pO(n) = [1 一 + + (4+n) X 
t^-1 i^t-i 6 
[ 1 + 1 . 5 W.(n) - C.Inl]o.^.^(n+l) 
Ci(n) (1) 
where t = Index for Time Spaced at One Month 工nterva 
n = Number of Months Remaining to Expiration 
i = Index for Option一issuing Stock for i = i. . .i 
Sft-i = Price of Stock i One Month before time t 
� = Final Risk Estimate One Month ago on Stock 
with Option Expired in n+1 Months Time 
W“n) = Closest to the Money Option Premium of stock 
with n month to Expiration 
C. (n) = Black and Scholes Model Price of stock i 
Option with n Months to Expiration based on 
the Risk Estimation 6it-l(n+1) at t-1 
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Ofi (n) = Final Risk Estimation of Option of Stock i 
with n Months to Expiration 
6…(n) = Classical Historical Risk Estimate based on 
Daily Stock Return of the Previous Month 
Assuming Zero Mean Rate of Return 
St = Mean Market Price over I Stocks at the 
Market 
= S S-/I 
Oh = Mean Historical Variance Rate over I Stock 
at the Market 
= 2 6h� /工 
From the above equation, we realized that Fisher has 
modified the historical risk estimate in accordance with the 
observations stated. 
a. Modification for Systematic Risk 
Any CO-movement among stock prices is revised by the term 
[-(St-St_i) / Upward correction is made on the total risk 
which is composed of the market and the firm-specified risk. It 
is because any general fall in stock price will indicate a higher 
systematic risk. 
b. Alteration for the Change in Individual Stock Price 
一 （ S f t 一 S i t - 1 ) / rises the initial estimate of risk which 
will go up upon every fall in individual share value which will 
have a positive effect on variance. 
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c. Incorporation of Black and Scholes Model Information 
Upward adjustment on the risk estimate is made if observed 
call premium is larger than the model prices which are based on 
the historical risk estimates. It is because the partial 
deriative of the model price towards risk is postive [ i.e. 
> 0 ]• Heavier weight is given to the at—the—money 
options. This upward revision will integrate the implied risk 
information with the historical estimate. 
The provisional volatility estimate d^ ^ is then used to 
compute the market volatility � o f stocks that issued options 
with two or seven months to expiration. It is given as below: 
6m = S 1^0(2) + Opoim 
21 (2) 
Then the revised version of provisional volatility is 
calculated with the market volatility and mean historical 
volatility o^^ : 
Opii(n) = [1 + .2 ^ - a J 6p0.(n) 
(3) 
The provisional volatility is revised downward if the 
market volatility � b a s e d on provisional volatility exceeds the 
mean historical volatility o^. 
The information contained in the historical estimator 6. h 
adjusts any excessive fluctuation from the mean variance and 
results in the final version of the Black's risk estimate. 
o”.（n) = ( 1- 1 )6 ..(n) + ( 1 ) oh. 
4 + (n/3) 4 + (n/3) 
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(4) 
A weighted average of the revised provisional volatility 6�” 
and the historical volatility 6^ . is made to arrive at the final 
Black's estimator 6^.(FBSD) , More emphasis is put on the 
longer-maturity option through the denominator. 
2, Empirical results 
Empirically, the Black's risk estimate can fluctuate 
significantly during a long period of time. This estimate 
captures the non-stationary motion of stock price and has 
outperformed others ISDs in the prediction of future volatility 
as indicated by Beckers [1984]. 
In fact, we can make use of the balance sheet, financial 
reports and economic indicators to adjust the risk estimation. 
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C. Option 
In my thesis, I have introduced the concept of implied 
standard deviation and have briefly described the underlying 
Black and Scholes model. The model is originally applied to 
price option. Now, I would introduce the various issues related 
to options. In addition, the features that are unique to 
warrants will be discussed. 
1. Concept of Option 
A call option is a contract that gives a right to the buyer 
to subscribe a specified number of shares at a particular 
striking price at a predetermined date or period. 
Virtually, there are two kinds of option contract: American 
and European option. This distinction arises from the different 
in right of subscription rather than in the geographic location� 
The American option permits the holder to exercise the right at 
any time between the date of purchase and the date of expiration, 
while the European option can only be exercised at the expiration 
date. 
Unlike futures or forward contracts, options entitled the 
buyer a right rather than an obligation to buy or sell the 
shares. On the other hand, the writer of a contract has an 
obligation to fulfil the contract whenever the buyer executes the 
right. Thus the call option buyer faces limited downside risk 
(confined to just the call premium paid) while the writer faces 
unlimited potential loss as stock price rises. Let's look at the 
pay off of a call purchased under different scenarios. 
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Position Initial OutlaWTO� Return m 
ST>X ST<X 
Long Call C ST-X 0 
where C = Call Premium 
ST= Stock Price at Time T 
X = Exercise Price 
Put option is a contract that gives a right to the buyer to 
sell a specified number of shares at a particular striking price 
at a predetermined date or period. 
The pay off of the put option is given below: 
Position Initial OutlaWTO) Returnm 
ST>X ST<X 
Long Put P 0 X-ST 
I have concentrated mainly on the discussion of the 
valuation of call options. In fact, the valuation of put options 
can be easily derived from call values. Based on the put-call 
parity concept, the value between put and call will bear a 
specific relationship. The pay off of a put can be imitated by 
a long position in call and risk-free bond (B = Xe"*^ )^ together 
with a short position in the underlying stock. The payoff table 
is shown below. 
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Position Initial OutlayrTO) Returnm 
ST>X ST<X 
Portfolio A 
Long Put P q x-ST 
Final Payoff P 0 X-ST 
Portfolio B 
Short Stock -S -ST -ST 
Long Call C ST-X 0 
Long Bond Xe"*^ ^ x x 
Final Payoff C+Xe'RT-s 0 X-ST 
The portfolio A and B face the same risk (i.e. the risk 
associated with the underlying stock price movement) and will 
receive the same final payoff. By arbitrage forces in a perfect 
capital market, they should command the same investinent fund. 
Thus C + Xe'RT 一 s will be equal to P. Given the knowledge of S, 
C, X, R, we can easily find the value of P. 
2. Terminolocry of Stock Option 
a.Option Contract 
i. Underlying Stock 
The shares of which can be subscribed by an option holder 
under the conditions stipulated in the contract. 
ii. Exercise Price 
The predetermined sum paid to the writer of the option in 
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order to subscribe the underlying stock. 
iii. Conversion Ratio 
The number of shares that can be subscribed at each striking 
price, 
iv. Subscription Rights 
The total amount paid for the subscription of the shares 
specified in the contract. 
Subscription Rights = Subscription Price X Conversion Ratio 
V. Expiration Date 
The date after which the contract becomes void. 
vi• Outstanding Amount 
Outstanding Amount = Subscription Price x Number of 
shares Subscribed 
The outstanding amount and the subscription price jointly 
determine the total number of shares that the issued contract can 
subscribe for. 
vii. Option Premium 
The market price of an option. In this thesis, I have 
treated the option premium as the value of the contract as if 
only one share can be subscribed (i.e. the conversion ratio 
equals to one) so as to standardize the valuation unit of the 
option. 
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b. Classification of Option 
i. Type of Option 
There are two types of options. They are the call and put 
options. 
ii. Class of Option 
The options which are of the same type and belong to the 
same underlying stock are of the same class of option. 
iii. Series of Option 
The class of option with the same expiration date and 
exercise price is the option series. 
c.Relationship between stock and exercise price 
i» Intrinsic Value 
The value (S-X) that an option holder obtained upon 
immediate exercise of the option is the intrinsic value provided 
that S > X. If S < X, the intrinsic value will be zero. 
ii. Out-of-the-money 
When the stock price is smaller than the exercise price, 
(i.e. zero intrinsic value) the option is said to be out-of-the-
money. When the stock price is far below the exercise price, the 
option is said to be deep-out-of-the-money. 
iii. At-the-money 
When the stock price has moved very close to the exercise 
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price, the option is said to be at-the-money• 
iv. In-the-money 
When the stock price exceeds the exercise price, the option 
is termed as in-the-money. The term deep_in_the_inoney is used 
when the stock price greatly exceeds the exercise price. 
3. Determination of Option Value 
Broadly speaking, three major factors can be identified in 
the determination of the value of an option. They are the 
elements that influence the stock price movement, elements that 
are stipulated in the option contract and the returns of other 
assets� 
a� Elements Influencing the Stock Price Movement 
i. Stock Price 
The existing stock price will determine the intrinsic value 
(S-X) of option. This price will be the base for any further 
price movements. 
ii. Volatility of Stock 
As mentioned before, a call option enjoys limited 
liability. The higher the volatility, the greater the chance for 
the option to be finished in-the-money. 
iii. Expected Growth Rate of Stock Price 
The higher the growth rate of stock price, the higher the 
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expected intrinsic value of a call option. 
iv. Dividend Policy 
Option contracts are usually not protected for dividend 
payout and thus an exdividend price fall will decrease the value 
of the stock and thus option. 
b. Elements Stipulated in the Option Contract 
i. Exercise Price 
The higher the exercise price, the higher the cost required 
for subscription and the lower will be the intrinsic value. 
ii� Time to Maturity 
The value of an option depends on its intrinsic value and 
time value• Thus the longer the time to expiration, the longer 
the time for the stock price to move in-the-money and the higher 
the value of the option. 
c. Returns of the other assets 
i. Risk and return of the other assets 
All assets will command an equilibrium risk-adjusted rate 
of return in a perfect capital market. An option should also 
earn a risk-adjusted rate that is comparable with other assets. 
4, Tradincr Strategies 
Trading strategies can be formed with options of the same 
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class and underlying security. The major types of strategy are 
discussed below. 
a. Naked Position 
A long or short position in an option ( put or call ) or a 
stock is called an uncovered position. When a naked position is 
held, the outcome of the entire stock price movement will be 
borne by the holder. 
b. Hedge Position 
A long position in stock can be hedged by a short position 
in call option. A short position in stock can be reversely 
hedged by a long position in call. The hedging can partially or 
completely protect the position in stock against any unfavourable 
outcome. At the same time, it limits the maximum gain. Hedge 
ratio is the number of stock long (short) against the number of 
call short (long) . The stock is fully covered when the hedge 
ratio is one and is partially covered when the hedge ratio 
deviates from unity. 
c.Spread Position 
When two or more options belonging to the same class take 
the same position of either short or long simultaneously, it is 
called a spread. Spread can be further divided into the money 
spread, time spread and butterfly spread as depicted below. 
i• Money spread 
It consists of options of the same maturity but of 
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different exercise prices� 
ii. Time spread 
It is composed of options of the same exercise price but of 
different maturity dates. 
iii» Butterfly spread 
It contains four options of the same expiration date but 
with different exercise prices. Same position will be taken for 
the two options with the same exercise prices while an opposite 
position will be taken for the remaining two options. 
In general, spreads can be divided into bullish and bearish, 
depending on whether the gain occurs at a lower or a higher stock 
price. 
d. Combinations 
Combinations consists of options of the same stock, maturity 
and exercise price but are of the different type. They all take 
the same position. There are three major classes: 
i.Straddle 
A call and a put are both written or purchased. 
ii. Strip 
Two puts and a call are both written or purchased. 
iii. Strap 
Two calls and a put are both written or purchased. 
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The gain from combinations occurs when the stock price moves 
near the exercise price or when the stock price moves away from 
the exercise price depending on the positions that one takes in 
various options. 
5•Advantages and Disadvantages of option as a trading instrument 
a.Advantages 
i. Lower Carrying Cost 
A call option requires a premium that is less than the 
shares price but it enables the holder to subscribe the 
underlying stock. It is advantageous for the holder in a high-
interest environment to hold options rather than their underlying 
stocks because the investment proceeds that has been set free can 
be used for other investments. 
ii. Formation of Trading Strategies 
Various trading strategies can be formed by investors who 
hold different views on the trend of the stock price movement. 
Different payoff patterns can be imitated by the fundamental 
securities (i.e. put and call). It provides greater flexibility 
to the investors. 
iii. Limit the Down-Side Loss 
Except the selling of call options, other positions in 
options have limited loss. 
iv. Risky Claims 
The beta value (systematic risk) for options is usually 
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higher. The beta for a call option is equal to the beta of the 
stock multiple by the risk elasticity of the option (usually 
greater than one)• Option widens the risk-return choice span for 
investors. 
b•Disadvantages 
i. Rapid Depreciation in a Declining Market 
Once the option fall far out-of-the-money, its price 
depreciate by a great deal. The trading volume is rather slim for 
those option and thus its liquidity will be greatly reduced. 
ii. Deprived of the Privilege Enjoyed by the Shareholder 
Before the subscription of shares, an option holder does not 
possess any right that an ordinary shareholder enjoys. Thus he 
has no claim on the dividend payment, bonus issues, etc. 
When the company goes into liquidation, the option holder will 
get nothing� 
iii. Limited Life Span 
Unlike a stock which has unlimited life span as long as the 
listed company does not wind up or go privatization, an option,s 
life is limited by the contract. Each renewal of the option 
contract may involve some additional transaction costs. 
6. Distinctive Attributes of Warrant 
In Hong Kong, we do not have a well-established option 
market. Thus in the computation of the implied standard 
deviation, I make use of the prices of warrants instead of 
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options which are commonly employed in the conventional studies. 
It is time to introduce warrants which resemble options in so 
many ways but at the same time stands out as a distinctive 
investment product. Like call option, warrant contract also 
entitled the holder to the subscription of the underlying stock. 
It is divided into American and European warrant. However, 
warrant possesses certain attributes that separate it from an 
ordinary stock option. Special cares should be taken in the 
valuation of warrants. Warrants differ from call options in the 
following aspects: 
a.Issuer 
A call option is issued by an outsider of a firm say a 
financial institution that has sufficient back up to cover any 
unlimited potential losses due to rise in the underlying share 
price. Convertibility of the call option is not guaranteed. It 
depends very much on the financial strength of the issuing 
institution. 
Warrant is issued by the company itself. Thus the 
convertibility of the claim is not a problem. Every subscription 
will result in an issuance of new shares. The contract will not 
go void unless the company wind up. 
A call option is more risky as it involves one more 
unfavourable state under which the issuing institution cannot 
fulfil the contract. 
b. Purpose 
Call options issuance is motivated solely by the profit 
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incentive� The issuing company can hold certain views on the 
movement of the stock price and undertake the risk of a naked 
position in an option contract. The company may also make use of 
options to hedge against its position in the underlying stock. 
Warrant is issued to raise capital or to sweeten the 
offering of any other claims that it issued along with. For the 
former purpose, the company may distribute the warrant as a bonus 
issue• To encourage subscriptions of rights and contributions 
to the exercise price, the company may artificially bid up the 
share price. For the latter purpose, warrant may issue along 
with new shares, bonds or other contingent claims. It may lower 
the cost of capital by allowing the holders to enjoy the rise in 
share price in the future. The trading of this kind of warrant 
may be detachable or nondetachable from the asset it issued along 
with, depending on the conditions stipulated in the contract, 
c. Life of the claim 
An option contract has a standardized life (say three, six 
or nine months)• Usually, specific expiration dates that follow 
close the expiration cycles are fixed for options. Thus a set 
of standardized expiration dates can be observed for options of 
different underlying stock. 
Very often, warrant has a longer duration say of three to 
five years. A special type of warrant called the perpetual 
warrant even have an infinite life horizon. Virtually, warrant 
can have different dates of expiration and its maturity date will 
depend much on how the financial year of a company is divided. 
So we can perceive a variety of maturity dates among firms. 
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The rather long life span of warrant may cause the pricing 
of it to become a rather complicated issue because the internal 
organisation and capital structure may change over the period. 
This may lead to an alteration of the risk structure and thus 
cause a variation of the parameters in the stock price generation 
process� This poses a problem in the estimation of risk in 
warrant valuation. 
d. Dividend payment and early exercise possibility 
In practice, most warrant and option contracts are not 
dividend pay-out protected. Adjustment of the contract is made 
only in case of a share re-shuffling process (say stock splits 
or consolidations) which implies a change in the nominal value 
of the stock. 
The problem of dividend correction is less severe for an 
option contract because of its shorter life. During its life, 
there may be none or one dividend payment only. It is easier to 
predict the amount of dividend and the exdividend date for the 
immediate future. 
The long life of the warrant renders the correction for 
dividends more difficult. It is hard to project the dividend 
policy of a firm into the distant future. 
Moreover, there is a greater possibility of early exercise 
during the life of a warrant. It is even more complex if we 
consider the change in capital structure upon the subscription 
of new shares by the warrant holders. The subscription decisions 
for each holder will be interdependent. The most optimal 
subscription decision for warrant holders is one under which a 
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single individual monopolizes the holding of warrants and 
subscribes the warrants at an optimal time. This will yield the 
greatest returns for the holder as compared to the strategy of 
simultaneous subscriptions of the whole block by all warrant-
holders . 
As a result, the exact pricing of the warrant will be quite 
sophisticated given the dividend payment streams are highly 
uncertain and the probability of early exercise is great, 
e. Potential dilution effect 
A subscription of options leads to a transfer of existing 
shares from the call writer to the option holder and there should 
have no effect over the existing stock price. 
Yet, the subscription of warrant will lead to an issuance 
of new shares. If the exercise price paid cannot compensate the 
dilution effect resulted from an increase in number of shares, 
the nominal value of the share will fall after the execution of 
the right. 
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D. Historical Evaluation Methods 
In the investment community, the evaluation of the prices 
of options and warrants has a rather long history. Those 
evaluations were designed to aid investment decisions. In the 
following, I would introduce the ad-hoc rules and methods in the 
appraisal of an option value. 
1.Non-evaluation Approaches 
The non-evaluation approach gives some guidelines for an 
investment in options and warrants. The rules developed are 
based on experiences (eg. a long-term trader of the conventional 
options found that when the option is at-the-money, option 
premium will increase by one-half of its original price in 
response to any rise in stock price)• The evaluation formulas 
or financial ratio are based on the rate of return and the stock 
price at a single point in time. The exclusion of any further 
any price movement in the assessments shows the inadequancy of 
these appraisals. 
a.Rules and Formulas 
i. Premium 
Premium = Exercise Price + Call Premium - Exercise Price x 100% 
Exercise Price (1) 
Premium shows the additional cost incurred if one obtains 
a stock through an execution of option rather than a direct 
purchase of the stock. The premium gives us a crude idea concern 
the relative attractiveness of a stock as against an option. The 
option price plus exercise price should exceed the stock price. 
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otherwise the option is said to be sold at discount, and there 
will be an arbitrage profit. A riskless profit (X + C - S) can 
be obtained as follows. if short sale is allowed or an 
underlying stock is held, one can short or sell the underlying 
stock. Concurrently, one can purchase the call and immediately 
exercise the right. 
In general, we prefer option with a low premium. This 
implies a low investment in option. 
ii. Gearing 
Gearing Ratio =Price of Stock 
Price of Option (2) 
Gearing shows the leverage of a purchase of an option over 
that of its underlying asset. 
Given other conditions unchanged, the higher the gearing, 
the greater the saving in investment fund and the better is the 
buy. 
iii. Percentage Price Index(PPI) 
PPI = Stock Price + f2 x Premium x Stock Price�一 Exercise Price 
Stock Price 
(3) 
PPI shows the required percentage growth of the stock price 
to double its option price. The index is used to estimate the 
sensitivity of the option price to the change of the stock price. 
The lower the PPI, the more sensitive the option price, then the 
better is the buy. 
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iv. Capital Fulcrum Point (CFP) 
CFP ={ [ Exercise Price ； 1 _ 1 } x 100% 
(Share Price-Option Premium) (4) 
It is the required annual percentage growth rate of the 
stock until the option expires that will make the option commands 
a better return as compared to the stock. 
The rule of thumb is to choose those options that have their 
underlying stock which possess the annual growth rates that far 
exceed the capital fulcrum point. 
V. Parameter Approach 
In the parametric approach, we try to delineate the range 
of stock price movement over which the option investment is 
profitable. Yet, it is quite difficult to predict the actual 
range of price movement. Moreover, it does not take into 
consideration the probability of occurance of each price level. 
Thus lying within the same range does not imply that the options 
are of equal attractiveness. 
vi. Guynermer Giguere‘s Formula [1958] 
C=S"4S (5) 
The call value function is parabola in shape and the call 
value will become zero when the stock price goes to zero. The 
premium over the intrinsic value will vanish when the stock price 
exceeds the exercise price by twice as much. 
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Empirically, the rule will undervalue long life options, say 
those of 3 to 5 years and overprice the short life options, say 
those with less than one year from expiration. 
b.Graphic Appraisal 
The graphic evaluation method make use of the payoff diagram 
(i.e.the diagram that illustrates how the return varies as the 
price of the underlying stock changes)• in addition, the 
subjective probability distribution of the stock price is 
superimposed onto the graph. It visualizes the return and the 
associated probability of the portfolio under different states. 
2•Fair Value Approaches 
The fair value approach tries to find a single estimation 
for the value of an option. Then an objective rule can be 
developed. The rule is: never purchase an option at a price that 
exceeds its fair value and never short an option at a price that 
is lower than its fair value. 
a. Econometric Models 
The econometric models attempt to derive a relationship 
between the stock price and the option price based on the 
historical price movements of the two claims. If the 
relationship is relatively stable, we can base on it to predict 
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the option's fair value and the current stock price. 
However, the econometric models have certain defects. The 
mistakes committed in the historical relationship can only be 
corrected gradually• Yet, an option has only a limited life� 
Application of the model may lead to an erroneous investment 
decision. Moreover, if there are changes in the underlying 
structure that is not reflected in the chosen input variables, 
no adjustment will be made on the coefficients. 
Shelton Model [1965] 
C = ^V(M/72)(0.47 - 4.25 D + •17L) (6) 
S 
where C = Value of Option or Warrant 
M = Number of Months Remaining to Expiration 
D = Annual Dividend Payment 
S = Stock Price 
L = 1 if Option is Listed 
0 if Traded Over the Counter 
Empirical examinations of warrant and stock prices indicate 
that long-term warrants are seldom sold at premiums significantly 
over the intrinsic value (S-X) when the stock price exceeds the 
exercise price over four times. Thus the maximum value of a 
premium is 75% of the stock price. The formulae should be a good 
approximation for long-term warrants when the intrinsic value of 
an option ranges from 0% to 75% of the price of the underlying 
stock. 
This model has explicitly adjusted for dividend payment but 
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has not take the volatility into consideration. Empirically, the 
formula will overstate the option premium. It is mainly designed 
to predict the value of long-term warrants. 
ii� Kassouf Model [1965] 
C = S{zV[(S/X)z+l]-l} (7) 
where z = k^  + 乂之 r + k! d + 1 + E，+ E: + (S/X) + 
S + e 
C = Expected Price of Option 
S = Stock Price 
X = Exercise Price 
= Coefficients Derived from the Multiple Regression 
Analysis 
d = Dividend Yield 
1 = Potential Dilution Effect 
= N u m b e r of Warrants Outstanding 
Number of Shares Outstanding 
El = Slope of Least Squares Line Fitted to Logarithms 
of Monthly Mean Price of Common Stock for the 
Previous 11 Months 
E2 = Standard Deviation of Natural Logarithms of 
Monthly Mean Price of Common Stock for the 
Previous 11 Months 
e = Random Variable 
This model has included more variables say the interest 
rate, volatility, dividend in the derivation of the value of an 
option. Moreover, the relationship between stock and warrant 
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price is subject to changes due to the inclusion of the random 
term Z. 
The author suggested that frequent periodic re-examinations 
of the model could improve the accuracy of the prediction. 
b. Probability Model 
The probability model steins from the subjective 
probability distribution of the stock price movement and this 
information is used to derive the fair value of the option. The 
two models directly incorporate the factor of risk into the 
models. The second model also take the risk attitude 
(probability and utility) of the investor into consideration, 
i. Sprenkle Probability Model [i960] 
C = k SN(bi) 一 k* SN(b2) (8) 
where b^  = ln(kS/X) + ko^r 
aVr 
C = Option Premium 
k = E(ST)/S 
=Ratio of Expected Value of Stock Price at Time 
Option Expires to Current Stock Price 
S = Stock Price 
N(b)= Cumulative Normal Density Function 
k* = Discount Factor that depends on Risk 
Characteristics of Stock 
X = Exercise Price 
CJ2 = Volatility of Stock 
T = Time to Maturity 
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ii. Samuelson-Metron 'Util-prob' Model 
C = eRT r (ZS-X)dQ[Z;r] (9) 
x/s 
where C = Option Premium 
R = Interest Rate 
T = Time to Expiration 
Z = Random Variable Return per Dollar Invested in 
Common Stock 
dQ[Z;r] = Risk-adjusted Probability Density Function of Z 
over a Time Period T 
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E. BLACK & SCHOLES OPTION PRICING MODEL 
In the previous section, I have discussed the historical 
evaluation methods of options. Now, I would introduce a rigorous 
model for the valuaton of option: Black and Scholes Option 
Pricing Model. The implied standard deviation is originated from 
this model� So, I will illustrate clearly the boundary 
conditions governing the prices of options and how the model is 
derived� 
Arbitrage Pricing Relations of Call Option 
In a perfect capital market (with no market friction and 
numerous rational investors) , opportunities for profitable 
riskless arbitrage quickly competed away. Riskless arbitrage 
opportunity is defined as an investment possibility that requires 
no initial outlay, involves no risk but enable the investors to 
earn an non-negative return. It happens when certain assets are 
inefficiently priced. For example, assets of the same risk class 
and rate of return but command a different price, or, assets of 
the same risk class and price but promise a different rate of 
return will give rise to an arbitrage opportunity. 
Value of a call option will be rationally bound by the 
arbitrage relation in a perfect capital market. The beauty of 
these general relationships is that they do not require any 
knowledge about the underlying stock price generation process and 
the risk attitude of the investors. These rules will become the 
limiting conditions that govern the valuation of options. 
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The general arbitrage relationship allows us to associate 
the value of an options with the value of stocks, cash dividends, 
riskfree bonds, exercise prices and the life of option. In 
addition, the necessary condition for early exercise can be 
derived. 
In the following, I will concentrate on the rational pricing 
conditions for the American call option (C) • For the valuation 
of the European call option (c) can be derived from its 
relationship with the American counterpart. 
^ Relationship between American call option and European call 
option 
Proposition I 
C(X,” > c(X,” (1) 
The value of American call options is greater or equal to 
that of an European call option of the same underlying asset, 
which has the same exercise price and maturity date. The 
American option enjoys every right as its European counterpart. 
In addition, it has the right of early exercise which would 
sometimes yield a positive value for the dividend paying stock. 
In this case, the right of early exercise will command non-
negative value. 
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^ — — T h e boundary conditions for option price in relation to the 
stock price, cash dividend, riskfree bond 
Proposition TT 
C < S (2) 
The value of an option contract is derived from its right 
to subscribe the rekated-stock. The value of the call will be 
exactly equal to the value of the share when the exercise price 
is zero X=0. Since we always have non-negative exercise price, 
the value of call option will never exceed the value of the 
stock. 
Proof: 
If C 2 S, then we can short the call and buy the stock. 
This enables us to enjoy a positive initial proceeds and non-
negative final pay off as shown in portfolio 2A. 
Portfolio 2A 
Position Initial OutlaWT�� Return m 
Sj > X ST < X 
Short Call C -(S^-X) 0 
Long Stock S s^  s^  
Total Payoff C-S X s^  
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ii. C > 0 (3) 
The value of the call option is always non-negative because 
of the limited liability it enjoyed. Unlike futures contract, 
an option contract allows the option holder to abandoned his 
exercise right if the stock price falls below the exercise price. 
Proof: 
If C < 0, then buying the call now will enable you to obtain 
a positive sum first. At expiration, you can get non-negative 
return of either S - X (if S > X) or 0 (if S < X). 
iii. C > S - X � 
S - X is termed as the intrinsic value of a call option 
which one can obtain upon an immediate exercise of the call. The 
time value of option will usually give an additional value to the 
call. At any point of time, the value of a call should follow 
this relationship. 
Proof: 
If C < S - X, we can form a portfolio which consists of a 
short position in stock, a long position in both a call and a 
risk free bond of value X. If we immediately exercise the call 
option (if S > X) or close the position (if S < X) , a non-
negative return will be obtained as illustrated by portfolio 2C. 
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Portfolio 2C 
Position Initial Outlavm Returnm 
S, > X St < X 
Short stock S 
Long call -C g^-X 0 
Long bond O^C x X 
Total payoff S-C-X 0 x-S^ 
iv. C > S- DieR(T-� 一 xe-RT 
S- D.e R(T-�-Xe.RT is the value that one can obtain from the 
execution of the right at the expiration date for a dividend 
paying stock. If the dividend payment is uncertain and is bound 
by D^ in ^  D < D^^, then we can put D臓 into D in order to form the 
lower boundary for the option value. 
Proof: 
If c < S- D,.eR(T-ti) - Xe-R�then we can form a portfolio to 
short a stock and buy a call plus a riskfree bond B of value Xe'RT 
and save the proceeds of 丁 。 〉 i n an account that would have 




Position Initial OutlaWT�� Return m 
ST > X ST < X 
Short stock S -s^ -s^ 
Long bond -Xe"*^ ^ X X 
Long div.Amt. -
Long call zC s^^ o 
Total payoff 
From the last three relationships, we can obtain the lower 
boundary for the option value as below: 
C > Max [0, S-X , 
The value obtained in (b) comes from the abandonment of the 
exercise right, the value gets in (c) comes from early exercise 
at exdividend date and the value secures in (d) comes from the 
execution of the right at maturity. 
c. Relationship of the option value with the exercise price 
Proposition III 
i. C ( X ” 0 > C(X^,T) if Xi < X2 (5) 
This is obvious because the value that one obtained from the 




If < C(X^,T) , then you can long the option with a 
lower exercise price and short the option with a higher exercise 
price. In so doing, you can obtain a positive proceeds first. 
On expiration you get a positive (S > X2 or X^  < S < X?) return 
or zero return. 
ii. C(Xi) - C(X2) < X2 - X^  if Xi < X2 (6) 
The difference in value of the call options will be x^  - x? 
(S > X2) if we exercise the rights immediately. Thus the largest 
difference in call value should not exceed this amount. 
Proof: 
If C(Xi) - C(X2) > X2 - X^, we can form a long position in 
bond that worth (X�-X】）e"''^ and the call option with a higher 
exercise price and take a short position in the call option with 
a lower exercise price. Again, the strategy enables the investor 
to earn a positive returns and an non-negative payoff at the end 
as shown in portfolio 3B. 
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Portfolio 2C 
Position Initial OutlayTT^^ Returnm 
旦丁鸿么 2鸡这 1 Xi^T 
Long bond - (X^-X^) e^' X^-X^ X^-X^ X^-X^ 
Long call -C(X2) 3丁-乂2 0 0 
Short call caiJ — -(ST-XI) -fS^-X^^  Q 一 
Final payoff C (X，）-C (X?) - (X^Xz) e'R^  0 X2-S, X�-X! 
iii. C(X2) < aC(Xi) + (l-a)C(X3) where X^  < X2 < X3 
(7) 
The relationship reflects the convexity of the relationship 
between prices and exercise prices. The option price will 
increase by less than one dollar for a given dollar decrease of 
exercise price. The option which is most sensitive to the 
specification of the exercise price is the one at the money. As 
the exercise price become higher and higher, the opportunity of 
the right being exercised becomes slimmer. Thus the decline in 
value will be less severe as the exercise price increases to a 
high level• 
Proof: 
Let X2 = aXi + (l-a)X3 
C(X2) > Max[0 , S-X2] 
> Max[0 , S-aXi-(l-a)X3] (8) 
aC(Xi) + (l-a)C(X2) > aMax[0 , S-X，] +(l-a)Max[0 , S-X3] (9) 
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Based on the property of convexity, the value of (8) will be 
smaller than the value of (9)• 
Let's illustrate it by the forming an arbitrage portfolio 
with 3 options of different exercise prices. If CfX?) > aC(X^) 
+ (l-a)C(X3), we can obtain a positive return by having a short 
position of the option with the exercise price in the middle and 
a long position in the other two options. Let the portion 
invested in the option with the lowest exercise price be a [ 
where a=(X2-X^) / (Xj-X^) ] and the portion invested in the option 
with the highest exercise price be (1-a) [ where (l_a) =(X3- X〗） 
/(X3 - Xi) ], The payoff is demostrated in portfolio 3C. 
Portfolio 3C 
Position InitialfTp) Returnm 
Outlays 么 2 鸦这 1 
Short C(X2) C(X2) -(ST-X2) -(S^X〗） 0 0 
Long aC(Xi) -aC(Xi) aCS^-X^) aCS^-X^) a(S^-X^) 0 
Long (l-a)CfX:) -fl-a�CMX:) (1-a) rs^-X,) 0 0 g 
Final payoff 0 a(S,-XJ 
C(X2)-C(Xi)-C(X3) a(ST-Xi)-(ST-X2) 0 
where a (S丁-X�)-(S^-X^) =a (Xj-S^) >0 
d. Relationship of time to expiration 
Proposition IV 
C(ri) < C(7"2) if < T2 (10) 
This implies that an option has a non-negative time value. 
That is to say an option worth more alive than dead. 
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Proofs 
If C(T^) > C(T^) , then by purchasing the latter option and 
selling the first option, you can earn an arbitrage profit. If 
the first option is being exercised on expiration, you can 
exercise the other option to cover the position. If the first 
option is not being exercised on expiration, you can hold the 
other option until expiration. The strategy allows you to get 
a positive premium by selling the option or obtain non-negative 
value on expiration. 
e. Early exercise conditions 
Proposition V 
An early exercise is optimal only when the gain from the 
dividend payment and the accrued interest from the yield can 
cover the loss due to a higher discount striking price required 
for an early exercise. 
Proof: 
Proceed obtained from an early exercise at tl: 
Sti-X (11) 
Proceeds obtained from exercising the call on expiration T: 
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St�DeR(ti-”-xe-RT (12) 
By comparing the values that you obtained from (ii) and 
(12), we can determine the necessary condition for an early 
exercise. 
An early exercise should occur when: 
S,i-X > St�DeR(ti-T)-Xe-RT 
DeR(ti-T) > X(l-e-RT) (13) 
No early exercise should take place if: 
DeR(ti-T) < x(l-e-R� (14) 
ii. Early exercise will only be carried out just before the 
exdividend date. 
This is obvious because if exercise take place at the 
exdividend date, you will obtain the dividend and minimize the 
loss from a higher discount price paid simultaneously. 
iii. If an early exercise is optimal for one option, then it 
will be optimal for the other option with the same attributes 
except when it is either of a shorter maturity or a lower 
exercise price. Both a shorter maturity and a lower striking 
price implies a lower opportunity cost is being forgone in an 
early exercise decision. 
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Proofs 
From condition (13), we realize that a lower exercise price 
will decrease the term X and a shorter time to maturity will 
decrease the term r. Either or both effects will lower the value 
on the right hand side and thus increase the chance of an early 
exercise given the same dividend pay out. 
2.Black and Scholes Option Pricing Model 
a. Assumptions 
i. Trading is frictionless (with no transaction cost, no tax 
differential, no margin requirement, no restriction on 
short sale) in bond, stock and option markets. Both the 
stock and option markets are perfect. 
ii- No dividend is paid out prior to the expiration date T of 
an option. 
iii. Riskless rate of interest is constant throughout the life 
of an option.(i.e. non-stochastic riskfree rate R=R^) 
iv. Stock prices follows a geometric Wiener process with a 
stationary and known variance. 
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b. Model Framework 
With a few restrictive assumptions on the stochastic process 
of stock and bond, the exercise conditions for options and the 
friction in trading of stocks, bonds and options, we can 
construct a riskless portfolio. This strategy enables us to 
derive a closed form option pricing model : Black and Scholes 
Option Pricing Model (BS-OPM)• This model is rather simple and 
does not require information concerning the risk attitude of the 
investors and the level of systematic risk of each stock. 
The riskless portfolio H consists of N, shares of stocks and 
Nc shares of calls. N^ and N^ are chosen to ensure any excess 
gain (or excess loss) resulted from change in stock prices is 
exactly offset by the abnormal loss (or abnormal gain) resulted 
from the change in option prices. This can be done because both 
stocks and options are subject to the same underlying risk due 
to the fluctuation of stock prices. 
H = N^S (15) 
where H = Value of the Hedged Portfolio 
Ng = Number of Shares Purchased 
Nc = Number of Option Purchased 
S = Value of Shares 
C = Value of Option 
H is the function of S and C. The time paths of both S and 
C are both conformed to the same Ito process. We can apply Ito»s 
Lemma to derive its dynamic: 
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dH = iH dS + iH dC + iH dt + 1 S^H dS^ + i dC^ 
在S SC St 2 6S2 2 J^ 
(16a) 
Since iii = S^h = S^H = 0 
St SS^ 6C2 
This implies that the value of the hedge is time invariant. 
So we can derive: 
dH = iii dS + iH dC 
6S Jc 
=Ns dS + Nc dC (16b) 
From (16b) we can derive the hedge ratio by setting N =1C N 
ss 
Normalize the two variables by letting Nc=l then N =-Sc , we 
have; 
dH = -IC dS + dC 
SS (16c) 
As the call follows the same stochastic process as the 
underlying stock, the dynamic derivative of the option is: 
dC = (SC dS + (?C dt + 1 S^c dS^ 
SS St 2 J^ (17a) 
The stock price movement follows a Brownian motion as follows: 
dS = (/xdt + cjdZ) S (18a) 
So dS2 = [/x2dt2 + 2/xadtdZ + cT2dZ2 ]S2 (18b) 
=S^a^dt 
Substitute (18a) and (18b) into (17a),we get: 
dC= 6C dS + [ iC dt + 1 S2a2 ^iq ] dt 
6S St 2 (SS2 (17b) 
Substitute (17b) and (18b) into (16c), we get: 
dH = -SC dS + SC dS + [ iC + 1 S^ a2 s^C ] dt 
<SS SS It 2 <St2 
(19) 
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The riskless portfolio will finally earn a riskfree rate by 
the market arbitrage forces. By equating the expected rate 
of return of the portfolio with the riskfree rate, we get: 
dH = Rdt 
H 
Rdt = [ iC + 1 a2S2 S^C ] dt 
_ ^ t 2 J ^ (20) 
- A C S + C 
SS 
Finally, we can derive the Fundamental Partial Differential 
Equation for option pricing: 
IC = R C - R S (SC - 1 a2S2 S^C 
在 S SS 2 J^ (21) 
Solving the above equation subject to the boundary 
condition of option pricing C = Max [0,S-X], we get the closed 
form Black and Scholes formula as below: 
C = SN(DI) - XE-RTN(D2) (22) 
where d^  = Ln(S/X) + (R + gz/2)T 
oVT 
d2 = di - aVT 
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F. Option Market 
Option Market in U.S.A, 
a. Historical development 
In the United States, before the opening of the Chicago 
Board of Option Exchange (CBOE), all options were traded in the 
Over-the-counter (OTC) market. An option contract in the OTC was 
tailor-made for a matched pair of buyer and seller. The option 
dealers (consisted approximately thirty firms) belonged to the 
Put and Call Brokers and Dealers Association. The direct and 
indirect transaction costs of option-trading constitute a great 
portion of the investment in option. The direct transaction cost 
involved the endorsement cost (it guaranteed the fulfilment of 
the contract by either party), dealer spread and commission. The 
indirect transaction cost were those involved in the buying and 
selling of equity when the option was being exercised. Secondary 
market for nonstandardized contract was virtually absent. The 
huge transaction cost and the lack of liquidity rendered a very 
small trading volume of options in that period. 
b. Present trading mechanic 
After the opening of the CBOE on 26 April, 1973, there has 
been a rapid expansion of the option market. The successful 
operation of CBOE is mainly because of standardization of the 
option-trading and the protection of interests of market 
participants. 
The establishment of a central clearing house has greatly 
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reduced the transaction cost by the creation of a central 
clearing house. The Option Clearing Corporation (OCC) was set 
up to act as the opposite party for the option writer and buyer. 
It guarantees the fulfilment of the contract and increases the 
trading volume in both the primary and secondary markets. 
The secondary market is further facilitated by the 
standardization of the option contract in terms of the expiration 
date, striking price and contract unit. 
i- Standard length of life and expiration date 
The options have a life of three, six or nine months. 
Broadly speaking, the expiration date will belong to one of the 
three expiration cycles given below: 
一 January / April / July / October 
- February / May / August / November 
- March / June / September / December 
Option trading will be stopped after the third Friday of the 
expiration month. 
ii.Standard striking price 
The striking price is usually spaced at a $5 interval. Yet 
for high-valued stocks, the differential can jump to $10 and 
sometimes even $100• Changes of the interval will be approved 
by the CBOE if they can improve the liquidity and volume of the 
trading� 
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iii.standard contract unit 
Each option contract unit has 100 shares of the underlying 
stock. 
The contract is protected against stock splits or 
consolidation but not for cash dividend payment. The adjustment 
will be made at the beginning of the date of effectiveness. The 
adjustment may cause the exercise price or the units of the 
contract deviate from those stipulated when the contract is 
originally written. The adjustment is so made in order to 
protect the interest of both parties and minimize changes in the 
contract in case of variation of the nominal value of the share. 
2. Option Market in Hong Kong 
a. Present Trading Mechanic 
At present, Hong Kong has no stock option market on the Hong 
Kong stock. The stock derivative product similar to a call 
option is warrant. 
In the following, I would briefly describe the present 
situation of the warrant market in Hong Kong. 
Very often, a newly-issued warrant is distributed freely to 
the existing or new shareholders in the form of bonus issues. 
Only when the shareholders trade the warrant in the secondary 
market will it command a non-negative price. The major purposes 
for the warrant issuance are: 
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i. Capital Raising 
Warrant may be issued as a bonus issue to raise capital for 
the future development of a company (eg. Wharf Warrant 90 and 
Hsin Chong Warrant 92). In Hong Kong, directors of a firm may 
artificially bid up the market price of the firm's share in order 
to attract warrant-holders to exercise the warrant. Market 
manipulation is relatively easy in Hong Kong because its stock 
market is characterised by family-control and market 
capitalization of most firm is not too large. 
ii. Sweeten new offers 
Warrant may be attached to the newly issued stock in order 
to make the term of the new share issue more attractive (eg. c 
P Pokphand Warrant 92). 
iii.Compensation in reorganization 
Warrant may also be used as share offers in times of company 
reorganisation to compensate existing shareholders for any 
potential loss resulted from the changes (eg. Grand Hotel Warrant 
91 and Hang Lung Warrant 92)• 
The trading of warrant is subject to procedures and 
regulations similar to those governing stock trading in Hong 
Kong. The trading day is divided into a morning and an afternoon 
sessions from 10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
respectively. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange determines the 
commission and various charges for the securities transaction. 
A few kinds of transaction cost can be identified. 
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i. Transfer deed stamp duty 
HK $5 per new transfer deed 
ii. Commission 
A minimum of HK $25 per contract note or not less than 0.25 
of the amount of contract payable by both trading parties 
iii. Transaction Levy 
0.025% of the amount of contract which is payable for both 
the trading parties 
iv. Special Levy 
• •03% of the amount of contract which is payable by both 
trading parties 
V. Ad Valorem Duty � 
HK $3 per HK$1,000 of contract by both of the trading 
parties 
vi. Transfer Fee 
HK $2 per board lot for the shareholder (the buyer) for 
each new certificate issued 
The dividends, right issues and bonus issues are entitled 
to the investors who have registered their share ownership before 
the ex-dividend date. There is no capital gains tax and no 
withholding tax on dividend paid by corporation. Tax treaties 
with other countries are absence. However those 'habitual 
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traders• (as defined by the Inland Revenue) are liable to dealing 
profit tax. 
As a whole, the market friction brought by the transaction 
cost and taxation is rather low in Hong Kong. 
The issuance of the warrant is subject to a set of 
regulations besides those that are binding for all other forms 
of debt securities traded in the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. 
Those regulations aim at protecting existing shareholder from any 
unfair practice say the severe dilution effect after the 
subscription of warrants. 
i. Approval of issuance 
An issuance of warrants require the approval of shareholders 
in the annual general meeting. 
ii. Adjustment in the terms of contract 
Any alteration of the terms of the contract requires the 
approval of the Stock Exchange except those that have been 
stipulated at first. 
iii. Proportion of warrant outstanding to market capitalization 
The equities issued or the warrants exercised and all other 
equity securities which remain to be issued on exercise of any 
other subscription rights, must not exceed ten percent of the 
issued equity capital of the issuer. 
iv. Life of warrant 
The warrants must expire in not less than one and not more 
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than three years from the date of the issue. They must not be 
convertible into other further rights which can subscribe for 
securities which expire in less than one year or more than three 
years after issue date. 
When part of the regulations introduced in the Securities 
and Futures Commission Ordinance 1989 came into effect in April 
1989. There were a few firms which had violated the ten percent 
restriction. [ say Allied Overseas(85.3%), Allied 
Properties(57.5%), Chinese Estates(58.5%), Evergo(56.2%), Great 
Eagle(51.4%), Jademan(160.6%), Miramar Hotel(12.9%), sino 
Land(20.2%), Sino Realty(23.2%) and Tse Sui Luen(112.4%). ] it 
can be seen that the potential dilution effect will be quite 
significant for the firms mentioned. Moreover, some existing 
warrants have a life span of over three years [say Shun Tak 
Warrant 2067(79.13 years), Sea Holdings Warrant 2008(20.18 
years)]. 
The warrant market in Hong Kong has expanded rapidly over 
the past three years. The growth is obvious if we consider the 
increase in the trading volume, number and value of warrants 
outstanding. The numbers of warrants issued have increased from 
25 to 116 and the value of outstanding warrants has risen from 
HK$ 8.5 billion to HK$ 40 billion in the mere three years time 
(January 1987 to January 1989 ) • The volume of warrant turnover 
as a percentage of the total market turnover has expanded from 
2.8% to 9.7% in just four years (1986 to 1989) • The rapid growth 
started at the beginning of the 1987 when the market is booming 
and a number of firms rush to issue warrant to raise future 
capital at a lower cost. The growth slowed down a bit after the 
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worldwide crash in the stock market in October 1987 but continues 
steadily afterward. This proves the interest of the investors 
to this kind of financial claims. 
The approval of the Securities and Futures Commission to the 
establishment and the marketing of warrant fund in Hong Kong in 
November 1989 has promoted warrant trading in Hong Kong. At 
present, fourteen warrant funds are established in Hong Kong. 
A few of them are specialised in the trading of the warrants of 
Hong Kong stocks. 
b. Feasibility of an Option Market in Hong Kona 
In September and October, 1989, new instruments termed as 
call warrants were introduced to two blue-chips shares: Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Hong Kong 
Telecommunications Limited respectively. In fact, the warrants 
resemble call options rather than warrants. Let's discuss how 
a call warrant differs from an ordinary call option and warrant. 
It is different from the ordinary call option in the 
following attributes: 
i. Life 
The life of a call warrant is longer than that of a call 
option. Presently, the two call warrants in trade have a life 
of two or three years. 
ii. Non-standardization 
Non-standardization of the call warrant contract. The life 
of the call warrant, the exercise price, expiration date and 
contract units are not standardized as those traded in the CBOE. 
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Call warrants are differed from ordinary warrants in the 
following ways: 
i.Issuer 
They were issued by an outside party : the Salomon Brothers 
International Limited. 
ii. New share issuance 
Subscription of the call warrant will only lead to a transfer 
of ownership of the existing shares. There is no dilution effect 
of any kind. 
iii. Risk and purpose 
The financial institution issuing the call warrant aims at 
making profit and commission. The issuance does not serve the 
role of fund raising. It just represent the liability of the 
issuer. So, the trading of call warrants involves a greater risk 
because warrants may not be fully convertible into securities. 
iv. Regulation 
Since the call warrants are issued outside the jurisdiction 
of Hong Kong, they are not subject to the regulations imposed by 
the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. No one can limit the number of 
call warrants issued. There is no requirement for the issuer to 
disclose the number of the underlying securities he held and how 
he hedges against risk. Fortunately, the present issuer is a 
highly ranked international company and is not likely to have any 
problem in the fulfilment of contracts. Yet, any further 
development of such kind of instrument should be closely 
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followed. Since this kind of warrant is issued to meet the 
demand of the international investors, only the blue chips 
companies that meet the international standards will be targeted 
for the call warrant issuance. 
In view of the advantages associated with option, say the 
provision of liquidity, the promotion of the depth of the market 
and the continuity of price movement, the Stock Exchange has 
undertaken a feasibility study on the establishment of an option 
market in Hong Kong. As I have mentioned before, the warrant 
market has been growing rapidly showing the increasing interest 
of general investors to utilize this kind of derivative products 
for speculation and hedging purposes. The call option provides 
greater flexibility and choice for the investors. 
Yet, it is not enough to merely look at the demand side, 
there are a few technical problems that have to be resolved in 
order to establish a option market that meet the international 
standard. 
i. Protection of the interest of the market participants 
The writer of the call option are facing unlimited risk as 
there is no limitation on the extent of the rise in share prices. 
So, there must be a sufficient supervision over the issuers. 
Currently, there are some trading disorders in the stock 
market. For example, certain special tradings are reported to 
the Stock Exchange only after a few days of their completion. 
This will contaminate the true value of the stock and thus deter 
the willingness of the market maker to participate in the option 
market. 
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ii. Standardization problem 
The standardization of the option trading also has a few 
problems. 
- Expiration date 
The standardization of the expiration date and life 
span can be easily arranged. 
- Contract units 
There are a variety of board lot size for the stock 
traded in Hong Kong. Yet, with the introduction of the 
securities central clearing system, the board lot system 
will vanish. At present, we can set the contract lot at a 
good multiple size of say 10,000 shares. 
- Subscription price 
The stock price in Hong Kong also varies from below 
HK$ 5 to above HK$ 10. It is hard to design an appropriate 
standard interval for the exercise price. In particular, 
if the price spacing is too close for the very-low-valued 
stocks, the option price may not be sensitive enough to 
sustain options of different exercise price. 
iii. Stock adjustment frequency 
There is further problem because there are frequent stock 
reshuffling processes in Hong Kong, which will lead to frequent 
adjustments of the striking price and the contract lots. 
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iv. Short selling regulation 
At present, short sale is illegal for the tradings which 
take place in the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. Yet, short 
selling is essential for an appropriate valuation of the option 
and hedging of the undue risk in the option trading. So the 
regulation has to be loosened in order to smooth out the trading 
of options. 
V.Acceptance by the listed companies 
Hong Kong stock market is characterised by family control. 
The family directors may not welcome the introduction of a new 
instrument. They may regard an option as a threat to their 
monopoly power in the issuance of warrants which serve as an 
essential source of fund raising. 
In conclusion, if the market depth of the Hong Kong Stock 
Market can support the option market and the transaction cost 
involved is not too high, it may worth to establish a new kind 
of financial instrument to increase the span of the market and 
the risk-return choice for the investor. 
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